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ABSTRACT

This six-volume report contains 151 papers out of the 178 that were
presented at the Thirteenth Water Reactor Safety.Research Information Meeting
held at the National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, Maryland, during the +

week of October 22-25, 1985. The papers are printed in the order of their,

presentation in each session and describe progress and results of programs in
nuclear safety research conducted in this country and abroad. Foreign
participation in the meeting included thirty-one different papers presented by

. researchers from Japan, Canada and eight European countries. The titles 6f
I

the papers and the names'of the authors have been updated and may differ from
those that appeared in the final. program of the meeting.
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TRENDS IN NUCLEAR SAFETY RESEARCH - LOOKING AHEAD TO THE 1990'S

Rnbert B. Minogue, Director
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Conmission

Washington, DC 20555

Presented at
Thirteenth Water Reactor Safety Research Information Meeting

October 22, 1985

Good morning. I would like to welcome you to the 13th Annual Water Reactor
Safety Meeting. For the past 5 years I have had the pleasure of welcoming the
participants to this meeting, and I look forward to it every year. On behalf
of the NRC, I would like to thank you for coming. I hope the many of you who
attended the TMI-2 Core Examination Meeting yesterday found it fruitful. The
large attendance at this meeting each year from within the United States and
from other countries has contributed significantly to the evolution of this
meeting into a broad scientific exchange on issues important to safety. The
number of topics has increased and more and more speakers from organizations
other than NRC and its contractors are making presentations. By providing this
opportunity for broad-based dialogue, we get the benefit of the ideas and
scientific understanding of many researchers.

I am very pleased that we have Senor Eduardo Gonzalez Gomez, who is
Commissioner of the Spanish Nuclear Safety Commission (Consejero del Consejo de
Seguridad Nuclear) to speak about his country's perspective on nuclear safety
and I welcome him, as I do all of you.

Today I plan to address major trends in nuclear reactor safety research in the
U.S. and to place them in the context of other trends in the U.S. that affect
the needs for and nature of reactor safety research in anticipation of the
1990's. My focus will naturally be on the reactor research programs of the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and their regulatory impacts, but I will try
to identify how this work fits in with other water reactor safety research in
the U.S. and the international community.

Let me highlight first in an overall fashion a few of the general
considerations affecting research that you will hear again as I discuss each of
the research areas.

I think our present research program in the U.S. is driven by the following
factors:

First, the U.S. reactor safety research program today continues to showi

evidence of the research decisions made as a result of the accident at Three
Mile Island. Thus, we have a strong emphasis in today's research on thermal-
hydraulic transients, and, in particular, on small-break loss-of-coolant
accidents (LOCAs). At present, much of this work is nearing completion, and

,
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.thus.we are moving into a transitional phase in which operating experience
since TMI is becoming the major determinant. As this phase develops, we will
find ourselves focusing more on applying our knowledge to plant specific
sequences outside the design basis envelope addressed by the research program
to date, and to simplifying our techniques to reduce analysis costs. This area iof research is heavily influenced by the high degree 'of nonstandardization of i

reactors in the United States.

Second, as I~am sure you all know, there have been no new power reactors
ordered -in the U.S. since 1978, and many of the reactors still in the pipeline
are either nearing final licensing decisions in the next few years, or are
indefinitely delayed and may never be completed. . Coupled with this. 00E's 't
advanced reactor research program' has been refocused since the CRBR program was
terminated. These realities have led to a deemphasis on research. directed at
the licensing of new reactors and a focus on research directed at' regulating
already operating reactors. Furthermore, the lack of a near-term need to
address licensing issues for advanced reactor technologies has led to a
reduction in future-oriented efforts aimed at new technologies. We presently
maintain only a small program in this area. However, we cannot rdle cut that a
new generation of reactors may be forthcoming in the 1990's with simplified
systems, using new and untested materials and increased computer control of
operations, and we continue to follow trends in the Department of Energy and in
industry.

<

A related problem is the aging of the U.S. commercial power reactor inventory.
As the first nation to have nuclear power, we also inevitably have some of the
oldest ' operating reactors. With a continually increasing demand for
electricity and limited new capacity under construction, we can readily predict
that the utilities will be motivated to keep their existing plants operating
beyond the original design life and to improve capacity factors. We can expect
specific measures related to life extension of nuclear power plants such as:
reduction of neutron flux in reactor vessels; improvements of surveillance and
test methods for components or systems; upgrading the reliability of key >

components or systems; developing good reliability assurance programs; and
making the modifications that come to light frem resolution of safety issues.
Therefore, the potential problems of aging ple - - have become a major focus of
our research, and the implications of poss W o t op60als~ for life extension are
likely to make the problems even more ir# mt Although we will face many of
these problems sooner than other nation., these trends will inevitablyS f 4
occur elsewhere'in the world as well, so this is an area with good prospects
for technology exchange and transfer. A forther consequence of the aging of
our plant inventory will inevitably be the need to decommission plants. While
this issue has received considerable attention by the Commission, the focus of
interest is mainly on economic, logistical and sociopolitical considerations
rather than on scientific uncertainties, so I will not discuss it further.

Thirdly, the trend toward joint projects and greater cooperation in planning of
programs, although largely driven by budget constraints, is, I believe, also
improving the quality of the research. Nuclear safety issues are complex and
require multidisciplinary, highly interactive efforts to resolve them. They
need the cross fertilization that comes from having a number of participants.
Further, we all have a parallel interest in the prompt resolution of nuclear
safety research problems as they may arise. A problem for one is a problem for
all. Solutions, when attained, benefit all.

/
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A' major res. ult of this increasing trend toward cooperation in nuclear safety
research is likely to be improved public confidence that nuclear safety

7 + decisions are based on good science. Cooperative programs can lead to a
* well-founded international consensus on the underlying science of safety.

issu'es. iThe existence of such a consensus and broad peer acceptance within the
scientific community will in turn facilitate acceptance of research results by
the public and by the political leadership. And it will be easier for
regulators 30 apply these results to achieve more effective and less costly

i . safety regulation.

Another factor which I previously alluded to is the general pressure to reduce
Federal expenditures. This, coupled with the perception of some that all the
reactor safety problems have been solved and that little or no further research'

is needed, has led to budget reductions in the last few years that have
. severely affected the NRC research program. In particular, it has required the
termination of operation of older major and expensive facilities, such as the
Power Burst Facility, that might still have been able to contribute valuable
research results. Loss of this experimental capability may make it difficult
to deal with issues which may be raised concerning the validity of the computer
codes used tc analyze severe accidents.

One final element of our research program that I should bring out is the
difficulty created by the nonstandardization of reactor designs in the U.S.
This is a difficulty which is not as severe in many other nations, which have
moved more rapidly towards standardization than we have. We must, in most
cases, examine . separately the reactor designs from each major vendor, often for

'

a number of different configurations. The consequences of nonstandardization.

* have been particularly severe in PRA analysis, and where costly fat .11 ties are
' required, such as in the thermal-hydraulics area. I will try to highlight somess

; - 'of the impacts of this nonstandardization as I discuss specific elements of the
research program.

4

Now, having highlighted these overall factors, I will discuss the current
status of the five major reactor research areas in which we are most heavily

' engaged. . These are: component aging and degradation, transient analysis,
severe accident consequences, plant risk analysis, and seismic research. As I
outline the major trends in the individual _ research areas, I think you will see

,

how the overall factors have influenced the research directions in each case.
;
'

The first ar?a of research relates to the mechanisms and significance of aging
and degradation in service. As plants have matured, there have been a number
of phenomena of corrosion, radiation embrittlement, fatigue and other effects
which have raised questions about the continued safety and viability of the
plants and, in particular, about the integrity of the primary coolant pressure ,

<

boundary. - Widespread and potentially serious problems have occurred. These
have included cracked piping at BWRs, steam generator degradation at PWRs,
defective valves and relays, and inadequate means for detecting and
characterizing flaws.

We also face the fact that there may be degradation of other components or
currently unrecognized degradation effects as plants continue to age. In
response to this concern, the NRC has recently made several arrangements to
take advantage of available materials and components to investigate whether
there are degradation mechanisms not previously recognized. One such

3
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arrangement is in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Energy for components
from.the Shippingport reactor, and the other is in cooperation with the Federal

Plans callRepublic of Germany, for samples from the Gundremmingen reactor.
for acquisition of samples during the next year, and our research will include i

examination of the effects of natural aging, and testing under design-basis 4

event conditions to determine how aging affects the performance of safety !

functions. We are also giving a great deal of attention to environmental )
qualification programs, for both electrical and mechanical equipment, to

'

develop testing techniques by which one can better predict performance
throughout life.

Exacerbazing the aging problem is the expectation that utilities, which are
starting construction of little new capacity, will need to continue to operate
existing plants well beyond their design life in order to continue to meet
demands. The need for utilities to begin to make decisions is rapidly
approaching. Based on the 40-year limitation of existing licenses, by the year
2001, operating plant licenses will begin to expire, and by 2015, 85 percent of
existing licenses will have expired. The prospect of prolonged nuclear plant

.1' Sas evoked some enthusiasm within the U.S. industry and among its
suwliers and vendors. Our regulatory readiness to assess the merits of an
application to extend an expired license is closely tied to the research we
conduct over the next decade. In anticipation of applications for life
extension from the utilities, NRC is beginning to explore the research
implications of extended operation, including tne cumulative damage to
mechanical components from operational cycling fatigue and thermal and
radiation-induced materials degradation processes. We will need to determine
how to assure continuing safety through replacement of selected old components,
addition of compensating systems or surveillance programs, and modifications in
operations. The knowledge gained by research is indispensab!n here. How else
will NRC be able to confirm regulatory assumptions and identily problems before
they become major stumbling blocks? We must understand aging and its
relationship to other factors such as availability and reliability. A full
understanding is essential to making any regulatory decisions to permit
extension of the life of a nuclear power plant, and to defining requirements
for associated inspection and surveillance programs.

The second major area of research is that of system response to complex
operational and thermal-hydraulic transients. In the first years of comercial
nuclear power, work in this area was largely oriented toward large-break LOCA
issues and reflected an underlying perception that the whole range of
transients could be adequately characterized by analysis of an extreme limiting

The TMI accident and more recent operating incidents on other plantscase.
have shown us that this is a questionable assumption, and in recent years the
emphasis has shifted much more to small-break LOCAs and other transients and
toward best estimate calculations rather than limiting case analyses.

As the range of transients considered has been broadened, it has become clear
that, in addition to safety impacts, there are also potentially substantial
economic benefits to the industry to be obtained from this research. That is,
as research is oriented more toward best estimate codes and wider treatment of
transients, capability to affect system reliability and on-line availability in
a manner which is acceptable in a regulatory context is improved, and thus the
research can offer a significant potential savings to the industry in addition
to resolving safety questions. Partly reflecting this, the utility industry

1
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and reactor manufacturers have participated heavily in these programs in the
last few years.

The approach we have been' following in the thermal-hydraulic research program
is: first, to conduct small-scale and separate effects tests to understand the
basic phenomena; second, to demonstrate and validate codes with large-scale
integral tests; and third, to conduct additional experimentation to assess the
applicability of those codes to new problems as they may arise. Particular
applications of the results are in the evaluation of plant transients, training
of operators, simplification of operating procedures, and the development of a
basis for plant analyzers which can be used widely in assessing operations and
in developing appropriate responses to transients.

The need for continued assessment of code applicability to new configurations
and transients is vitally important in the United States because of the lack of
standardization in designs of U.S. reactors. For each unexpected transient
that occurs in one plant, we must evaluate how it may apply to other reactors-

'

which differ to varying degrees.in design and configuration. The importance of
this type of analysis was graphically demonstrated by the June 9 loss of
feedwater accident at the Davis-Besse plant. NRC follow-up and response were
considerably enhanced and speeded up through rapid analysis of potential
consequences and investigative actions. These analyses were performed on a
prototype nuclear plant analyzer. A significant problem that we faced,
however, in the course of these analyses, was ascertaining the applicability of
available plant-specific data from another plant which was similar but not
identical to Davis-Besse in evaluating the Davis-Besse transient and other
related transients.

We are working toward integration of our thermal-hydraulic efforts. We are
consolidating our code development work and evaluating various options for
continued experimental work on new and unexpected transients as they develop at
operating reactors. We have selected one type of code, the so-called TRAC
series, from among the several being developed in parallel, and future work
will concentrate on this series, which includes separate BWR and PWR versions
of the code. We are willing, under appropriate conditions, to maintain other
codes for use by research partners on a full cost-recovery basis. In the
experimental area, because of the expected continuing need to assess code
applicability for unanticipated transients, we are seriously considering
options for long-term highly flexible integral experimental capability for
testing of the type now done at the Semiscale facility and in FIST and MIST.
Our options range from using existing facilities, either where presently
located or consolidated in a single location, building a small-scale, or
separate effects facility, or building a new larger-scale integral test
facility. For any of these options, the ability to test transients in
different reactor types and configurations is paramount. We anticipate making
a decision in this area next year, and expect to consult broadly within the
research community before making such a decision,

i

We can also anticipate that the limited construction of new electrical capacity
in the U.S., and the generally low availability from our existing reactors --
as well as from the fossil plants -- will lead to efforts to improve the
capacity factors of operating plants. Thern.al-hydraulic research, as well as
research in several other areas, could, prove very valuable in assessing
proposals from industry related to improving capacity factors.

5
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The third area is that of severe accident research. Severe accident research
is directed at ways of managing accidents. Accident management can be viewed
as having three tiers -- the first is to prevent the accident altogether, the
second is to arrest the accident, and the third is to mitigate its possible
consequences. The primary objective of any severe accident research, of
course, is always to prevent the accident. In that sense, the work on
thermal-hydraulic transients which I have discussed can properly be seen as
part of severe accident research. The rest of severe accident research can
then be viewed as being directed toward either arresting or mitigating the
accident. The understandings obtained from source-term studies are vital to
both these areas.

The first of these two categories concerns those accidents which involve
degradation of the core in an arrested sequence, that is, without significant
core melt. Here the problems are those of fission product release, plate-out,
and other things that primarily affect the safety of continued operation. The
phenomenology of such accidents is near resolution, at least in regard to what
is pertinent to such regulatory considerations as siting and emergency
planning. There is, of course, a longer-term problem in such accidents,
relating to the radioactivity distribution within the plant and its systems in
such arrested sequences. That problem requires much more work, but it is
primarily an industry problem with only limited concern to regulators because
it does not impact significantly on the health or safety of the public.

The second category under severe accident research is that of severe core
degradation, that is, accidents involving core melting. Here the major issues
are: coolability of degraded cores; loads on containment that occur as a
result of core meltdown, for example, from gas production or effects of core
concrete interaction; and containment failure mo. des. The last of these is
particularly critical. Containments are full of penetrations and
irregularities, and the failure mode can be very complex. Because early
containment failure is a major element in assessing risk, we believe this is an
important area.

The fourth major area is research related to reactor operations and
probabilistic risk assessment. Here the main issues relate to the application
of the insights obtained from the two areas which I have just discussed to
plant operations -- to assessments of operational capabilities,
instrumentation, monitoring, control room design, operating procedures and
operator training, technical specifications, and generally to incorporation of
these insights into the human factors areas.

There clearly is 'a need for significant improvement in PRAs if they are to be
fully useful. These improvements can be broken down into two categories. The

first is an improvement in the data base. That means better data on component
reliability, better data on maintenance experience, and better feedback from
operating plants. It also means incorporction of the insights and
understanding that have been developed from the thermal-hydraulic program, and
from source term reassessment. A second important aspect of PRAs which needs
improvement is the methodology itself, by incorporation of human factors and
common cause failure modes such as might arise from earthquakes, internal and
external flooding, or sabotage. These factors have been found to be major
contributors to risk in some cases, so their incorporation into PRAs is
important. Now that the first phase of PRA development, which focused on the

. _ _
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modeling of electrical and mechanical event sequences, is relatively well
advanced, the next logical step is the development of improved models in the
areas of human factors, earthquakes, flooding and sabotage. We are therefore
directing research attention toward several of these areas, and recent and
planned efforts should lead to improvements in PRA where these factors are
involved.

. Initially, PRAs are being applied in the United States to specific licensing
decisions, to decisions related to a particular design, and to prioritizing
unresolved safety issues and research needs. Recent applications of PRA in NRC
have included their use in the resolution of such unresolved safety issues as
anticipated transient without scram (ATWS), station blackout, decay heat
removal, and pressurized thermal shock. We can also anticipate that PRAs will
be useful in helping assess possible implications of industry proposals to
upgrade plant capacity factors. Ultimately, with significant improvement in
the methodology and data base, some application in terms of safety goals or
establishment of quantified levels of acceptable risks will follow.

The final major area of reactor research is seismic safety margins research.
Here, of course, we share the greatest interest with other countries, such as
Japan, which lie in zones of relatively high seismicity. With the continuing
improvement in understanding of geology and seismology in recent years we have
come to realize that a number of the older plants may have been designed for
seismic hazard levels that are not high enough, particularly in the Eastern
U.S. Furthermore, PRAs which have been done have shown that seismic risk is a
significant severe accident contributor. Thus, although we believe that there
is a considerable seismic safety margin in present designs, we see a need for
well-validated imoroved seismic analysis methods which could be used to
reassess these currently operating plants, to assure that margins do exist and
ideally to quantify those margins to some degree.

In addition, experimental data that can be used to validate the nonlinear
models for seismic response of structures which have bcen developed is also
needed. This is the sort of research that requires extensive and expensive
shake testing, and is well suited to collaborative arrangements.
Internationally, NRC has an agreement with KfK of the Federal Republic of
Germany to participate in the HDR program in which they are shaking that
facility to determine piping response; we are also negotiating with the Nuclear
Power Engineering Test Center in Japan to participate in testing in the Tadotsu
facility. We are working very closely with EPRI in this whole matter of
seismic research.

Also, a simplified design approach that could be compared against, or
benchmarked against, these validated nonlinear methods is needed. Such an
approach could identify simplifications that could be permitted in present
plants, and hopefully for future plants will lead to much simpler and more
straightforward designs.

A major recent development has been the proposed modification of General Design |
Criterion 4 of our regulations to permit removal of pipe restraints that are
unnecessary, costly, and impediments to safety. These pipe restraints were I

originally required to protect against the large double-ended guillotine pipe |

break. New evidence suggests that the probability of such pipe breaks is very
small and that the restraints, if improperly installed, can produce undesirable

.
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stresses. Further, the restraints in general have made maintenance and other
procedures more difficult, increasing worker exposures, costs, and installation

Removing the requirement to use such restraints, in addition toerrors.
improving seismic safety and occupational safety, will also result in
considerable cost savings for both new and operating reactors. This is an
example of an application of our work on piping system behavior in which we
take great pride.

Of course, the U.S. NRC is not alone in conducting reactor safety research in
these areas which I have discussed; and, as I mentioned earlier, a number of
factors are driving us more and more toward collaborative research efforts with
other organizations having similar interests. These factors include, of
course, the costs of research and our budget constraints. But I should
emphasize thrt they also include a desire to reap the benefits of
cross-fertilization in research, to contribute to reactor safety worldwide in
areas in whic1 we have a strong research capability and to benefit from the
efforts of otners, both within the U.S. and internationally, in areas in which
they have st"ong capabilities. Therefore, we continue to place a strong
emphasis on joint research programs with both domestic and foreign partners.

Clearly, we and our domestic partners share obvious common goals, although we
Time does notmay approach our research from somewhat different perspectives.

permit a lengthy discussion of our domestic cooperative efforts. Suffice it to
say that we have worked closely with both industry groups such as EPRI, IDCOR,
and owners groups, and with major U.S. reactor manufacturers. In the
international area, the common interest can be demonstrated graphically by the
fact that, although there are some differences in emphasis, there is
substantial general agreement among the members of the international nuclear
safety community on the need for research in the areas I have discussed.

In conclusion, at present we believe that need for maintaining nuclear reactor
safety research capability continues to be strong, and the U.S. program is
focused on meeting the coming requirements of an aging complement of reactors.
Present budget constraints and increasing research complexity have made
collaborative research efforts increasingly attractive, and we anticipate a
continued trend toward joint efforts with other organizations to share
facilities, personnel, and perspectives.

8
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Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, good morning.

I first of all want to thank the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on behalf of the
Spanish Nuclear Safety Commission for giving me the opportunity to speak to such
a distinguished audience. This honor cannot be based upon the past Spanish

i

| contribution to the Nuclear Reactor Safety Technology, but I hope that it will
contribute to the future activities in this field in my country, which, as we

|- shall see, is in the process of reaching the level where it should have been,
taking into account the history and the reality of the Spanish Nuclear Program.

| I would like also to apologize for my English and I hope you will forgive me if
it is not correct. I will try my best.

This morning, it is my intention to express a few considerations about the Nuclear
Safety Rasaarch Program justification and needs, and afterwards to have a gla.1ce

at the actual program that we are developing in Spain. Very often, in my country a
question is asked of me, "How is it that with so many nuclear reactors in operation
in the world, which you say are proven to be safe enough, and with the stopping of
the construction of new plants because of economic reasons, is there a need for
further research in reactor safety"?

This rhetorical question does not have a very easy answer, but if you examine the
experience that we have had up to now, there is no doubt that a better knowledge
of the processes, materials and components that constitute a nuclear power plant
will contribute to a more reliable and safe installation.

9
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The Three Mile Island accident'showed this need. At t ht time it was seen that
there was not enough comprehension of the. sequence of events that led to that
emergency situation nor of the effects that the metal-water reaction could have, not
to 'say that the. ideas about the situation of the damaged fuel had been very far 'j

|away from the real situation of the core, which by'the way could show some of the

conservatisms.that exist in the actual evaluation of accidents.

Other incidents with materials have arisen like the stress corrosion cracking of *

the stainless steel recirculation piping in the BWR or the vibration problems that
arose with the steam generator tubes of the D-3 Westinghouse model, not to mention

the different sicknesses that these same tubes have had.

There have been also operational incidents with the malfunctioning of valves,
|equipment failures or human errors that have led to situations that, if not

managed properly, could have gone.to the limit. Besides all these reasons related
to the problems that the operation of the installations will show, we cannot
forget, from the regulatory and licensing side, that we will have to continue to
make decisions about the different situations that will arise, assessing tfem so
that they can be accepted or so that the need for further analysis or additional
features is established. -

We have to realize that the level of the consequences of decisions by the regulatory
authorities is of such-importance that there is a real need for them to know i

better what is happening if they have to be responsible for their assessments.
!Another aspect has to be considered, and it is that of the conservatisms that

exist in the regulation. The production of nuclear energy has to be accomplished
with all safety assurances, but this does not mean that unrealistic conservatisms
are necessary. They could mean a burden to the plant in the economic uspects, but
they also could cover the real problems that may exist, not allowing us to
estimate adequately the processes that take place. Finally, an aspect that cannot
be forgotten is .that new developments may come out and the authorities have to be

'

prepared to assess them. Care should be taken not to lose brilliant experts that
would be very difficult to replace if they started to work in other activities. t

In that' respect we have to think that the operation of existing plants will have

l 10
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its own development and that the evolution of the techniques that will be utilized
for the extension of the plant life would have to be followed and assessed by the
licensing authorities.

If we agree on the need to continue the existing efforts in the nuclear safety research
activities, an aspect that we have to consider is how to organize and coordinate the
efforts that are being made. For the larger countries, or the ones that have
important developments in nuclear energy, they could have the temptation to try to
attack the problems by themselves. In fact, even though the developments that were
made in the United States, back in the sixties, have been utilized by most of the
western countries so that very often they have abandoned their own development
(like France did with the graphite-gas reactor or the British are accomplishing with

; their Sizewell Inquiry to get to a new reactor model), countries like the United
,

| States, France, Japan or the Federal Republic of Germany could have enough
experience and capacities to approach the research activities by themselves. Even

! in that situation the need for interchange of infonnation is clear.
,

Besides that, and taking into account the standardization that exists world-wide
in the basic processes and also the economic situation, a tendency has been

j growing to develop the new programs through international multilateral
agreements.

This is the only opportunity that the mevium and small sized countries may have to
participate in the research programs that need important investments. At the
beginning of the utilization of nuclear power in medium countries which did not
have a science and technology infra-structure, what they did, and Spain is a
very good example, was to accept the concepts and patterns that had been developed
in the country of origin of the project. This decision was made very often,
abandoning developments that had been undertaken and it meant that the country
tried to use the foreign technology losing some of its independence as
national criteria were very often put aside.

The system that was established had benefits in the development of the utilization
of the technology, but it had some drawbacks in the sense that the basic
technological knowledge was not accessible to the buying country that lost the

|
capacity to make decisions on its own or to perform its own development.

1
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In Spain, for example, minimum percentage of Spanish participation in the
investments was established so that they have gone from 40 percent in the plants
of the first generation to 80 percent in the plants that are now under
construction but these have been direct investments in the installation.

It was felt that we were financing the research that was done in the countries
where the systems were developed so that a double investment should not be made.
A paradox developed by which, when we started an important nuclear power plant
program, we stopped our own development in the applied research in the area.
The consequences were, as I have said, that a lack of proper capacity was visible
and among other things it had a very negative impact on the public opinion since
the public did not have enough confidence in the technologists of their own
country and in the installations that they were running.

The situation today is changing and I hope that medium-sized countries, and
especially Spain, will get more involved in the international effort so that we can
know better what our specific needs may be and we can then decide in which fields
we have to develop activities in our own country.

At the international organizations level the interchange of information is taking
place, and today they are the forum where many of the mainlines are discussed. The
Connittee for Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) of the Nuclear Energy Agency
in Paris is in that sense a point of contact for all interested parties in this matter.
During 1985, through an ad hoc group on " Priorities in LWR Safety Research," the
areas where safety research would have to be performed in the future were analyzed.
This ad hoc group was given a mandate to discuss the objectives and rational that
should govern LWR Safety Research as well as to review its current status.
Additionally, they should identify the areas which require substantial efforts in
the future. They should also study the different roles of industry and government
in funding the necessary research and finally determine the possibilities of
increased international cooperation.

The final conclusions of the work performed have not been yet approved by the
CSNI but I understand that five main areas have been identified in which continuing
safety research could be necessary.

12
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"These areas are the following:
- Equipment and structures integrity that would include materials, non-

destructive examination, seismic hazards and aging problems;
- Plant transients with computer simulation codes and performance of

tests;

- Plant operations where operating procedures and training as well as
technical specifications and human factors coupled with the plant
analyzer development and instrumentation should be dealt with;

- Risk analysis and reliability with the use of probabilistic methods
in safety analysis, common cause failures and the development of a
reliability data base, and

- The severe accident issue with source term generation and transfer, the
containment performance and accident prevention and management as well
as the environmental consequences.

I am convinced that these areas will have to be dealt with in the future, but I
would not like to forget two issues that have to be studied and improved for a more
reliable and safety-approved nuclear power program. These are the waste issue and
the radiological protection of workers.

The funding issue is also of a great importance for it would be very important to
show the independent capacity of the administration.

In a time of economic crisis, decision makers could be tempted to eliminate the
independent role of authorities thinking that they only cause delays and problems
for the industry. If such a step were taken ,the hann that will be done to the
credibility of the system will be very strong. The role of independent organizations
as mediators between the public and the industry is of vital importance for the
industry itself.

i

Finally, an aspect that has to be clearly enhanced is the international cooperation !

which, as I have said before, will be the only opportunity that medium and small
sized countries will have to participate in the developments. After these general
remarks. I will take some of your time to explain to you how this whole picture
is seen from Spain. s

13
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Spain is a small country that has an important nuclear program. In 1984, 20% of

the total electricity production which runs in the order of 100,000 gigawatts x hour
was generated with nuclear energy. In 1985, we expect this share to grow to
about 25% and by 1986 it will go to 30% where we think it will stay for some time.
Our installations started to operate in 1968 when Jose Cabrera, a 180 MWe
pressurized water reactor from Westinghouse was hooked to the grid. At that time
two more plants were constructed, one of French origin, Vandellos I, a graphite-gas
reactor of 480 MWe and the other, Santa Maria de GaroTa, a 460 MWe boiling water

reactor from General Electric. All these plants were constructed on a turn-key
basis with a 40%Spanish participation in the investment and they have always been
run with Spanish technicians.

At the beginning of the seventies, and after many discussions related to the optimum
plant size, seven additional plants were ordered, in the range of 1000 MWe. Six
of them were from Westinghouse and one from General Electric.

The potential electrical output that was under construction in the mid-seventies
was 6460 MWe and these plants were constructed mostly with Spanish management and
technicians so that the national participation in the investment rose to about
70%. All these plants are now in operation except the two groups of the Lemoniz
Nuclear Power Plant whose construction was stopped so that the actual operating

capacity is about 5600 MWe,

With that installed capacity and with two more groups that will go on line before
1990, the activity in the research area has been up to now very limited.

The operation of the existing plants has not caused any major problems but four
issues have been of interest.

The first one has been the backfitting of both the pressurized and boiling water
reactor that went into operation at the end of the sixties, about fifteen years
ago. For both plants an evaluation was made and they have undergone modifications
and improvements that have meant an investment close to 100 million U.S. dollars
for each one.

14
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The second issue was the modification of the Westinghouse Steam Generator Model
D-3 which had flow-induced vibrations in the preheater area discovered in the
Ringhals Plant in Sweden. This problea affected all the Westinghouse Spanish
plants of the second generation and has caused many delays in the starting of the
plants. One of the plants had to work at 50% power for more than a year.

The third issue has been the stress corrosion cracking of the recirculation pipe at
Santa liaria de Garona where the problem was discovered in 1983 and which is
now in the process of substituting all of the 304 material with 316 nuclear grade
material.

The last issue that'I wanted to comment on is that of the development of emergency
planning. Since 1983 a very large effort has been made in this field. At the
beginning it caused many public opinion problems but we have reached a point where
it has been shown to the authorities and to the public the importance of the
effort that was made in this field.

Besides these technical issues, a major decision was made at the beginning of the
eighties to create a licensing and inspection organization, indept.ndent of the
government, which reports directly to the Spanish Congress and is in charge of all
nuclear safety and radiation protection matters. This organization, the Consejo
de Seguridad Nuclear (CSN), to which I belong, was created following the lines of
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and it has in its charter the whole responsibility
for the safety conditions that have to be imposed on the plants for licensing and
operation. The CSN is also entrusted with the responsibility to establish research
programs in nuclear safety and radiation protection. For that the CSN created a
National Committee for Research in Nuclear Safety and Radiation Protection, where
all the institutions of the country that dealt with these matters participated.

The government through several ministries like Industry and Energy Education and
Health, participated as well as the more important research centers like the
Junta de Energia Nuclear and the Seismological and Geographical Institutes.
The universities, and the industry, through the electrical utilities and the fuel
and main component fabricators, are members of tnis committee which is chaired by
the president of the CSN.

15
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This Committee created five working groups headed by CSN members so that the

different areas could be covered.
- Group 1 was in charge of siting;
- Group 2 was in charge of operation;
- Group 3 was in charge of the fuel side;
- Group 4 was in charge of radiation protection and ionizing radiation effects;

and Group 5 was in charge of materials, components and structures.

The working groups were mandated to analyze the existing national activities in
their field of interest, as well as the international ones, and to define areas
where work should be done establishing priorities for it.

The conjunction of the international programs with the national ones was a
condition to participate in any outside plan. The final results of the work of
this National Committee have not been released but we can cover the main areas of

,

work.

For the first working group in charge of siting, we have to realize that in Spain
we are in the process of deciding the nuclear waste repositories that will be

,

utilized both for low-and high-level radioactive wastes. In that respect the
main program is the development of a Neotectonic, Seismotectonic, and Seismic
Risk Map that will collect information to be utilized in the selection of sites.

The second working group, in charge of the op3 ration of nuclear power plants, has
been studying the problems of the management of the plants dealing with maintenance,
inspection, training of personnel including plant analyzer, the human factor
issue and the operational transients. In that respect Spain is participating
in the LOFT Program and the CSN has approved the signature of an agreement with
the NRC that includes the utilization of thermohydraulic and fission
product behavior codes, and participation in the Severe Accident Program. Besides
that, we are discussing with the French authorities the participation in the
Phebus program. '

16
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The working group number three was in charge of the fuel cycle and in that area
the stress has been put on the waste conditioning and management. We participate j
in the International project of the OECD and we are developing a national storage ;

and transport cask for fuel elements called Centauro.

', Working group number four; dealt with radiation protection. The radiological impact
of the nuclear installations and radioisotopes-related activities, the .

| epidemiological studies of the population subject to radiation exposures, the
I effects of ionizing radiation on living tissues, the synergistic effects of ;

; temperature and radiation are some of the projects that are underway.

As for working group number five, responsible for activities in materials,
components and structures, the main fields of interest have been the materials
themselves; for example, the intergranular stress corrosion cracking, crack arrest

_

;_ and aging issues, the nondestructive examination techniques with emphasis on U.T. and
eddy current and also in the acoustic emission, the analysis of concrete
structures, the probabilistic risk analysis and the equipment qualification.

In that respect we participate in the PISC II and PISC III programs of the NEA,
,

in.the International Program of the Atomic Energy Agency on Irradiated Vessel !

Materials and in the TRANS RAMP Project at Studsvik that is studying the
pellet-cladding interaction in nuclear fuel.

Additionally, we are evaluating the convenience of our participation in the IPIRG !

effort.
!

In the probabilistic risk analysis area we are preparing an evaluation of the risk
of the Spanish nuclear power plants and this is one~of the fields of collaboration

,

in our. agreement with the NRC. This information may have been very detailed but I
,

wanted you to know about the effort in the research area that has been undertaken

| and also in the coordination of different national institutions. I would like to
point out especially the bilateral agreements with the NRC and the IPSN from France
and the international participation in projects like LOFT which could be an example ,

for future activities.

Let me finish my talk with some conclusions that I feel are important for the future
of nuclear safety research. The need for a continuing effort is clear if society
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wants to operate a reliable and safe nuclear system. Future develcpment makes it
necessary to keep the capacity and to apply the lessons learned during the !

!

actual operation. The independence of the activities in the research- field of the
authorities is necessary for the work itself and for the credibility of the
organization. The research activities have to be as close to reality as possible so
that the problems that arise are realistic and effort is dedicated in the right
direction. This is an international world and efforts have to be coordinated and
information interchanged.

!

Thank you very much for your attention. '

r

I

i

I.

|
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OPERATIONAL PilASE OF

INSPECTION PRIORITIZATION

D. J. Campbell
V.11. Guthrie

JBF Associates, Inc.

G. F. Flanagan

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Inspectors must make many decisions on the allocation of
their efforts. To date, these decisions have been nade based upon
their own judgment and guidance from inspection procedures. Our
goal is to provide PRA information as an additional aid to
inspectors. A structured approach for relating PRA information to
specific inspection decisions has been developed. The use of PRA
information as an aid in optimal decision making (1) in response
to the current plant status and (2) in the scheduling of offort
over an extended period of time is considered.

INTRODUCTION

The Risk Assessment Application to NRC Inspection Program being
performed by NRC contractor personnel at JBF Associates, Inc. is developing
methods for applying the results of probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs)
to manpower allocation decisions made by NRC inspectors. Results of this
work will help inspectors to optimize their influence on plant risk.

Two key observations made early in the first phase of this program have
had a major influence on the program's direction. First, PRAs are limited
to quantifying the bottom line risk for a plant and showing how important
various component and systen f ailures are to this risk. While inspection
pe rsonnel do inspect individual components and systems, inspectors are
validly more concerned with assuring that nuclear power plant owners have
adequate reliability assurance programs in place. Equipment reliability
performance is a useful barometer for evaluating a licensee's programs;
however, when equipnont performance suffers, inspection personnel are more
offective if they focus on the root causes of failures and associated
corrective actions rather than responding to individual failure events.
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With this observation in mind, Phase I of the program developed a
four-step procedure to relate PRA results to inspection decisions. These

steps are:

1. Relate system and component failure probabilities to
plant risk

2. Relate root causes of failure to system and
component failures

3. Relate reliability assurance programs to root causes
of failure

4.. Relate inspection actions to reliability assurance
programs

The first step is accomplished by using the results of a PRA. The second
step, relating root causes of fatture to system and component failures, is
the key step in this procedure. If the various root causes of failures can
be ranked according to their importance to plant risk, then the door is
opened for inspection personnel to carry out the last two steps. Thus, the
gap between PRA results and the needs of inspection personnel can be
bridged by identifying the relationships between root causes of failure and
system and component failures. The NRC has programs in progress to

evaluate root causes of failure.

The second observation that influenced the direction of the Risk
Assessment Application to NRC Inspection Program is that PRA reports are
written in the language used by PRA practitioners--a language that is not
readily understood by others. Phase II focuses on developing a program

for use on a microcomputer. This aim is to present PRA-based information
that can be easily interprete1 by inspectors for use in making decisions.
The Plant Risk Status Information Management System (PRISIM) is a
decision-oriented, user-friendly, menu-driven program that contains data
base management and interactive routines to aid inspectors in allocating
their efforts toward those areas of greatest impact on safety. The

facility chosen for demonstrating PRISIM is Arkansas Nucluar one-Unit I
(ANO-1).

A computer program was chosen to catalog and present the PRA
infornation since the total amount of information is large but the amount
needed for any particiilar decision is relatively small. PRIS1H allows the
user to quickly and logically access the desired PRA information without
being overwhelmed by enormous quantities of data. PRIS1H's data base
consists largely of screen images that present PRA information in both
textual and graphic formats. Each screen image also acts as a menu, giving
the user options to see more-detailed information in the area of his

|
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interest. The user does not need to have a background in computer 1

ope ra tion or PRA to use the program or to understand and .cmploy the
information it presents.

PRISIM is designed to aid inspectors in naking two types of decisions.
The firs t type is deciding whether to respond to a particular event or
plant condition, and if a response is warranted, deciding where to focus
offort. The second type is deciding how to schedule routine inspections so
that emphasis is placed on systems and components where the risk impact of
inspections is greatest.

The interactive portion of PRISIM is useful in deciding whe the r to
respond to a plant condition, and the interactive portion in conjunction
with the data base management portion is useful in deciding where to focus
efforts if a response is required. Use of PRISIM for this type of decision
making is demonstrated in the first example that follows.

i

The data base management portion of PRISIM provides information that
can aid inspectors in scheduling routine inspections. Use of PRISIM for
these types of decisions is demonstrated in the second example that
follows.

Both of the following examples make extensive use of figures that are
prints of PRISIM screen images. An arrow drawn on a screen image shows
the cursor position that would take the user of PRISIM to the screen shown
in the next figure.

1

Example 1 - Response Decision

Figures 1-13 demonstrate how PRISIM can be used as an aid in making
decisions associated with responding to the current plant status. For this
example, assume the inspector has visited the control room and found that a
valve in Train A of the Emergency Feedwater System and a valve in Train A
of the Battery and Switchgear Emargency Cooling Systam are out of service.
He consults PRISIM to determine the significance of this plant condition.

The inspector is first presented with the option of obtaining
4

safety-related information through a direct access path or a module-related
path (Figure 1). Itaving selected the direct access path, the user is
presented with a itst of information categories addressed in pRISIM
(Figure 2). For this case, he selects " Risk Implications of the Current
Plant Status." lie is then presented with screens that allow him to specify
the out-of-service components (Figures 3-8). Note that once the inspector
has specified the component that is out of service in Figure 6 he then
selects "SYST@t MENU" so he can specify the second out of service
component.

Once the user has specified the out-of-service components in Figure 9,
he selects the "END OF INPUT" option and is presented with a screen
(Figure 9) that (1) lists the components specified as being out of service,
(2) identifies the factor of increase in core melt frequency, and (3)
provides options for additional information. For this case, the core melt
f requoney is increased by a factor of 70.0.
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To obtain . information that will aid him in deciding how to focus his
ef forts on the components not known to be out of service, the user selects
the " Component Priority" option at the bottom of the screen. lie is then

presented with a screen that provides a priority listing of components not
known to be out of service (Figure 10). Priority components are those

currently most vital to keeping the plant safe. For this
components
example, the inspector knovs that maintenance is to be performed on the EFW
Train A-to-Train B crossover line, which is one of the listed components.
To assess the impact of this situation, the user again ente.s the program
(several screens not shown), specifies the additional out of service
condition (Figures 11 and 12), and is presented with an updated increase in
core melt frequency (Figure 13). The user can now employ this new i

.information as an aid in deciding whether to respond to the plant status. |

Example 2 - Scheduling Decisio_n_

14-21 demonstrate how PRISIM can be used as an aid in making aFigures
scheduling decision required by the inspection procedures. As the

inspector begins, he is again presented with the option of obtaining
saf ety-related information through a direct access path or a module-related
path (Figure 14). Having selected the module-related path, he is presented
with a list of inspection procedures addressed in PRISIM (Figure 15). For

this case, we have the user selecting Procedure 71707 and he in presented
with the decisions associated with that procedure for which PRA information
is available (Figure 16).

To conduct weekly inspection activities, Procedure 71707 requires that
the inspector confirm the operability of a selected safety-related

subsystem. To maximize the impact of performing this procedure, the
inspector will want to inspect all safety-related subsystems over a period
of time. However, he will want to inspect more often those that are most
significant to risk than those that are less significant. Under " Weekly

Insicction" we have, therefore, designated the first decision as "Which
safety-related subsystems should be emphasized?"

Having selected this decision, the user is presented with the

appropriate PRA information (Figures 17-21). By using the information
provided, the inspector can now make a decision on the proper allocation of
his time.

PRISIM Implementation

Demonstrations of the PRISIM program being developed for the Arkannas
Nuclear One-Unit I (ANO-1) facility have been given to the Executive
Director of Operations and his staff, Inspection and Enforcement

headquarters personnel, and Region IV inspectors and management. Response

has been very positive on both the information provided and the use of a
personal computer to present the information. Also, suggestions for

improvements were made in the demonstrations; we have incorporated these
into PRIS1H. PRISIM will be installed at ANU-l and Region IV carly next
year where it will undergo field testing and be revised based on comments
from the inspectors who use it.
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The Use of Risk Analysis in Evaluating Technical Specifications

Pranab K. Saman'ta and' John L. Boccio
Department of Nuclear Energy

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, NY 11973

i

l' ABSTRACT

i

This paper provides an overview of research conducted by Brookhaven !

. National Laboratory (BNL) for the Division of Risk Analysis and Opera-
tions (DRAO) under the program nsme,. Procedures for Evaluating Techni-
cal Specifications (PETS). By way of select examples, the paper high-

I..
lights the rationale, methodology, and logical justification of

|various approaches for evaluating the risks associated with Allowed
Loutage Times (A0Ts) and Surveillance Test Intervals (STIs) - two ele-
ments within present Technical Specifications (TS). These approaches .

: include (a) the strategies for addressing various TS risks, (b) the
levels at which TS risk can be controlled, (c) criteria for determin-

; .ing acceptable TS risk, and (d) measures for quantifying the risk.
Also outlined are the various risk-based approaches being investigated

j- for.TS-risk evaluations.
<

J 1.0 INTRODUCTION
[

1.1 Purpose [:.
'

The PETS Program is investigating the use of risk- and reliability-based,

methodologies for improving Technical Specifications. Currently, this program
is examining various approaches for developing a quantitative basis for making
engineering judgments for changing the Allowed Outage Time (A0T) and Surveil-
lance Test Interval (STI) elements of TS. The purpose of this research is to
provide assistance to the NRC for developing a coherent procedure for analyzing,

., reviewing, and evaluating modifications to current TS and, by select examples,'

assessing the safety impact associated with compliance to current TS.

The major products from these efforts will be two-fold. A " requirements"
guide which defines analysis requirements and specifications for utilizing risk
analyses to evaluste acceptable values for A0Ts and STIs and acceptable risk

,

criteria in evaluating A0T and STI risk. PETS could also assist in developing a
" regulatory" guide for reviewing A0T and STI risk-based submittals. This would !

include guidelines on how to screen submittals to determine those for which de-
cisions can be made' without extensive evaluation and those for which a more de-
tailed review is required.,

The purpose of this paper is to highlight the efforts made thus far by the '
,
'

PETS Program. Major products developed thus far by PETS will be summarily
referenced in this paper.. However, more detail.is'provided herein on how PETS i

utilized bounding-type calculations for screening out A0T and STI importances
and risks..

>

4

4
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A.

1.2: Background.

By way of definition, TS can be considered as design and procedural limits
that entail explicit - restrictions on the operation of nuclear power plants and

'the maintenance of safety systems in'a pre-accident condition.NUREG-1024,pgeneral.
There i

n " Tech-agreement that TSs are complex and difficult to implement.
nical Specifications - Enhancing the Safety Impact," has documented psst experi-
ences which indicate that lack of guidance in TS can affect both licensing and
operations. The EDO Task Group, formed in August 1983 to study the safety in-
pact of TS, listed recommendations,in NUREG-1024 which indicate that testing |
frequencies, surveillance tests, and action statements be reviewed to assure

,

that they are adequately supported on a technical basis and that risk is
minimized.

, Industry and the' NRC have embarked upon parallel and ' coordinated efforts to
further identify problems with TS, come up with alternatives, and develop re-
vised TS conducive to help the short- and long-term safety of nuclear powere

plants. ~ The PETS Program was developed to provide research and analytical sup-
,

; . port in carrying out the EDO Task Group recommendations. Essentially this pro-
gram, initiated in January 1984 at BNL, has been designed to examine approaches
for developing and demonstrating a quantitative, reliability-based method for i

2

making engineering judgments in evaluating TS. The program was originally
~ scoped to focus on two of the- TS elements, viz., A0Ts and STIs, and to establish4

[ procedures that employ risk-based insights for ascribing valid downtimes ana
; testing frequencies of safety-system components. In addition, it was also

structured to produce interim products to assist NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor'

Regulation (NRR) in their response to Generic Issue B-56 and B-61.
1

i

During the course of program execution, as described in the PETS Program
2Plan , additional tasks were requested during FY 1985 to provide support to

i NRR's Technical Specification Improvement Project (TSIP) which is chartered to
further identify problems with TS and to come up with rational alternatives. Ini

order to coordinate its plans on TS improvements and interact with the NRC, in-
dustry has -also formed a central group through the Atomic Industrial Forum
(AIF). The PETS Program has been restructured to interface with this industrial .

group as well.

*

1.3 Objectivesi
i

b The basic objective of .this program is to develop and apply a methodology
for using risk and reliability techniques to evaluate the scope and detailed re- )

i quirements of plant technical specifications. Major products are the develop-
,

; ' ment of a " requirements" guide' and a " review" guide for analyzing, reviewing,
and modifying TS using risk insights as the basis.

I
1.4 Program Scope

Efforts in FY 1985 have been to develop and demonstrate an overall proce-;

dure for determining A0Ts and STIs, to propose A0Ts and STIs for select specific;

j cases, to provide a requirements guide for implementing TS analysis procedures,
=

|

'
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.and to develop and demonstrate risk-based guidelines for utilizing cumulative
downtime allotments to control component downtime as suggested in resolution of

'

' Generic Issue B-56 and B-61. The PETS Program identified a number of safety is-
sues which impact on the determination of A0T and STI requirements.2,3 The
significance of these documented safety issues was evaluated usin
coolant system of .the Limerick nuclear power plant as an example.g ghe emergencyA report
describing the findings was issued for review and comment which showed how
existing Probabilistic Risk Analysis (PRA) models can be used to address A0T
risks as well as providing a preltminary indication as to how a technical review
of licensee-submitted TS exemptig requests should be conducted if the submittal
employs probabilistic approaches. Throughout this study, PETS identified the
need to develop regulatory review strategies that should not only cover proba-
bilistic implementation approaches (in which risk is explicitly calculated and
used as the basis for exemption requests) but also should address those deter-
ministic methods / approaches where risk considerations gerve as a more implicit
underlying basis for seeking changes in a specific TS.

Using the PRA for Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit I as the basis for measuring
the risk impact of testing and maintenance activities, the PETS pr
evaluated a set of the A0T and STI requirements of the plant's TS.9 gram has also'

Using core-
melt frequency as~ the risk measure and pre-defined numerical criteria that are
based on the safety goal criterion for the frequency of core melt, this aspect
of the study has shown not only what component's downtimes can be relaxed (in-
creased) but also demonstrates a method for determining the risks associated
with a given A0T and the risk effectiveness of a STI. This report, submitted to
the TSIP group for review and comment, also provides an evaluation of the A0T
and STI risks at this plant using PRA models for bounding type calculations.

In response to Generic Issue B-56 and B-61, the PETS program developed a
methodology for determining cumulative downtime distribution and cumulative
downtime risk distribution. The methodology, described in a letter report,8 re-
lies heavily on renewal theory and marked stochastic processes and is presently
under review at NRR. To augment this approach and provide technical direction,
further work on issues resolution of diesel tests (Generic Issue B-56) was also
undertaken. This entailed sensitivity analysis for diesel generator demand test
intervals and diesel generator data acquisition for sep
intothosecausedeitherbystandbyordemandstresses.grgingdieselfailuresThis aspect ofe

the study will be used to establish diesel generator availability goals that are
in concert with core-melt safety goals.

Interfacing with industry-sponsored TS programs has led the PETS program to
documentA0TandSTIrisks,calculatedusggPRAmodels,theFRANTICcode,as
well as the EPRI-developed SOCRATES code. Through several industry- and NRC-
workshops, information was exchanged, and cooperative procedures were establish-
ed. The FRANTlc and SOCRATES codes were also used to evaluate the A0T and S
risks for the emergency coolant systems of the Limerick nuclear power plant.g
These two codes provide a more detailed analysis of A0T and STI contributions to
risk. Criteria for when these more detailed codes will be required to address
TS risk will be addressed by the PETS Program.
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Although much has been learned regarding the use of risk.and reliability
methods for evaluating TS risk, this paper _ emphasizes how bounding-type analyses
using PRA models can be employed to evaluate the risk contributions of TS and
-how'to screen.for risk significant items. Section'2 describes how PRA models
. can be .used to evaluate A0T risks. Section 3 deals with the evaluation of test
contributions to risk. The results cited are based upon the use of the IREP

' ' risk an'alysis for ANO-1. PRA limitations are also discussed in these sections.
Section 4 summarizes these findings'and indicates how the results can be'used to

.make decisions for-improving TS.

2.0~ AOT RISK ANALYSIS

In the next two sections the risk impacts associated with the A0Ts and STIs
' for the safety systems in the ANO-1 power plant are briefly summarized, and the
effect on' risk due to extensions'in current requirements are investigated. Ad-
ditional details can be found in References:4 and 7, where the measures of risk
impacts utilized in evaluating A0T and STI requirements are further defined.
The measures are chosen to obtain realistic but conservative estimates of the
risk impacts. 1Nie calculations are performed using the ANO-1 PRA, undertaken as
part of the Interim Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP).

2.1 Calculation of A0T Risk Using a PRA

The opera' ting risk of a plant due to an A0T is the risk associated with the
component being down and unavailable when needed in the event of an accident.
The risk considered can be any risk characteristic such as core-melt frequency,
expected fatalities, or system unavailability depending upon the level of
definition used. These definitions of A0T risks are further explained in Refs.

'

4 and 5.

A0T
Let r define the risk, at core melt level, from one downtime given com-

ponent i is down for the A0T. The risk when the component is assumed down for
the entire A0T period is given by:

rf = C *d (1),

I

where C is the increased core-melt frequency when the component is down and d
;

i is the A0T. That is,

Ci = the risk (in this example core-melt frequency) with the component
|
. assumed under A0T.
|

The increased risk due to the A0T is:
.

| Arf 0 =(Cf-C,)+(A0T) (2),

.

1
!
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where C is the core-melt frequency when the component is not known to beo

down.' This definition of A0T risk is sometimes referred to as the conditional !A0T risk.
!

The conditional AOT risk definition applies to the situation where the com-
ponent is detected to be down and repair or maintenance is to be performed dur-
ing.the A0T period. This definition does not directly account for the frequency
of. maintenance or repair. The implicit assumption in this measure is that the
frequency is one per year, and the component is unavailable for the entire
period. In another point of view, this measure provides the incremental risk
for a component unavailable for one A0T period over one year. The actual A0T
risk, on the average, is usually lower than that calculated from the conditional
risk measure, since, in reality, the average repair time of a component is
usually lower than the A0T.

The other measure of. A0T risk is the risk associated with the projected oc-
currences of the component being down in some time period. This risk is some-
times called the cumulative A0T risk or the projected cumulative A0T risk.

Let R be the cumulative downtime' risk from downtimes which can occur
during a reference period. This definition of A0T risk accounts for the down-
time for a given A0T as well as the number of downtime occurrences. The risk
A0T

R is given by:

Rf0T=N*C +dg

where Ni is the numbe* of projected downtime occurrences during a defined time
period, T.

The cumulative increase in risk is given by

A0T
AR = (w T)+(C -C,)+(A0T) (3)

where wi is the maintenance frequency of component i. The maintenance fre-
quency is usually higher than the failure rate of the component since it ac-
counts for the maintenances to be performed for many degraded and incipient con--dicions of the component. The time period T is usually one year and the cumula-
tive risk increase is measured over a year. The cumulative risk increase will
be higher compared to the conditional risk increase when the number of projected
downtime occurrences over a year is greater than one and vice versa.

This definition of cumulative risk increase also assumes that every time
the component is taken out for service, the entire A0T period is used. As ex-
plained before, the actual A0T risk in a plant is expected to be lower since
many repairs can be completed in shorter time periods, and the average time is
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less than the defined A0T. However, in determining A0T extensions, this defini-
tion has merit since it gives the maximum risk due to the A0T; any decision
based on this measure will bound possible different scenarios.

2.2 Important Considerations in A0T Risk Analysis

The determination of A0T risk and its utilisation in modifying current A0T
requirements require a number of important considerations. An objective of the
PETS Program has been to identify and evaluate the impact of these considera-
tions in its effort to evaluate a methodology for A0T risk analysis. Ref. 5
provides a detailed analyses of various issues in A0T risk analysis.

The determination of A0T risk measures was performed utilizing the PRA of a
The conditional risk or core-melt frequency C+i and Co are obtainedplant.

utilizing the PRA. Co is obtained by assigning the maintenance unavailability
'of the component equal to zero. Ci is obtained using the following input:

1. The component with the A0T is assumed to be down. This is equivalent

to setting the component unavailability equal to 1.

2. Other components that must be reconfigured for the repair or mainte-
nance are identified and their failure probabilities are modified to
represent the reconfigured state.

3. Other components or system trains that are required to be operable are
identified, and they are assumed not to be in maintenance, since that
will violate the TS limitations.

The representation of reconfigurations and operability requirements of
other components during maintenance requires an evaluation of the system fault
tree models. This evaluation involves the following considerations - 1) changes
in component unavailability due to reconfigurations, 2) changes or elimination
of certain human errors considered in the original fault tree, 3) incluaion of
additional human errors resulting from failure to reconfigure, and 4) changes
in the dependent human failures due to the effect of reconfiguration. In addi-
tion, the requirement of availability of redundant trains and components implies
that they are not in maintenance and accordingly, their maintenance contribution
to unavailability is neglected for conditional A0T risk calculations. The re-
maindar of the input is tha same as that used for PRA calculatione. Using the

+above inputs, the calculation of Ci at core-melt level incorporates system and
component interactions.

The relative impact of the above aspects in A0T risk analysis depends upon
the component being maintained and the sssociated retquirement of reconfigura-
tion. These issues have been studied within the PETS program and Ref. 5 pro-
vides select examples. In addition, another important aspect in A0T risk is the
testing of redundant trains before a repair is begun. Such strar.egies will, in
instances, result in unavailabilities lower than the average unavailabilities
used in PRA analyses and will impact the A0T risk analysis. This aspect is not
currently included in the analysis, but a detailed analysis is planned in the
PETS program.

I
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The calculation of A0T risk using the input requirements defined above re-
quires certain cautions.5 When a component unavailability is equal to 1 in min-
imal cut sets, the resulting cut sets can no longer be minimal and may need to
betransformedtothemgnimalfgrm. PRAs provide the minimal cut sets truncated
at a certain value (10- or 10- ), otherwise the number of minimal cut sets at
each level may become unmanageably large. If minimal cut sets are used to cal-
culate the risk during A0T, care should be taken that cut sets containing the
A0T component are not already truncated. Many cut sets of low magnitude con-
taining the A0T component may become dominant contributors when the component
unavailability is equated to 1. Failure to account for the cut sets containing
the A0T component will reanit in underestimation of the A0T risk.

In this paper the A0T risk is measured at core melt frequency level, but
A0T risk can be meastred at any other level. For example, system unavail-
ability or function uncueilability can also be used as an appropriate leve
analysisifproperattentionispaidtosystemandcomponentinteractions.gof

Another important aspect in modifying A0Ts, based on risk analyses, is the
choice of numerical criteria. Currently, no criteria exist that can be used to
determine the acceptable level of risk due to A0T extensions. The PETS Program
studied implications of different forms of criteria or acceptability guidelines
and is working towards the development of acceptable criteria for A0T modifica-
tions. The methodology of A0T risk analysis, the risk measure used, the data
base used for calculation, and the choice of criteria are related. For example,
using a conservative data base associated with a criterion based on a risk mea-
sure of factor increase in baseline risk due to change in A0T, will result in
nonconservative A0Ts. These various interrelations, along with the considera-
tion of PRA uncertainties, will be evaluated to make recommendations regarding
numerical criteria for A0T modification.

2.3 Evaluation of A0T Risk for ANO-1

Figure 1 shows the current risk profiles of A0T requirements at ANO-1 nu-
clear power plant based on projected cumulative AOT risk. The figure indicates
that the projected cumulative risk is below 10 7 for 79% of the maintainable
components. This clearly shows a wide dispsrity in current A0T requirements
based on risk arguments.

In this study, the impact of changes in A0T requirements was studied to
coalyze how the A0T risk profile can be altered. Obviously, components with low
A0T riek impacts are candidates f or extensions from the poiat,vf view of risk
analysis. The A0Ts of components with risk impacts below 10- were increased by
a factor of two and the resulting risk profile is presented in Figure 2. For
this calculation, other conditions (in terms of operability requirements of al-
ternate trains and components) were maintained unchanged. The to
riskincreaseduetotheextensionofA0Tsisapproximatelylx10galcumulativei.e., about,

0.25% of the baseline risk due to core-melt frequency. Comparing these two
figures indicates that the impact on the risk profile is also minimal. As ex-
pected, there is a slight shift towards high risk categories; nevertheless, the
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risk impacts of 73% of the components are still below 10 7 In such an approach
j to ADT extensions, the ef fect' on high risk categories is minimal.

2.4 Safety Implications of A0T Modifications

The results of the risk impact of the ANO-1 A0T requirements provide evi-
dence that many of the A0T requirements are risk-unimportant. The expected fre-
quency of maintenance of many of these components is low, and a large increase
in their A0Ts will not impose undue risk.

The extensions in A0Ts will have .both near- and long-term safety implica-
tions and will allow sufficient time to complete repair, thus reducing the num-
ber of unscheduled plant shutdowns due to TS violations. This avoids the risk
associated with transfer of operational modes of a power plant and also limits
situations where transfer to shutdown mode is a riskier option. In the long
run, extended A0Ts will reduce the " band aid" fixes resulting in lower mainte-
nance frequency for components. Thus, besides the increase in plant availabil-
ity due to A0T extensions, the associated safety benefits are also attractive.

From a risk control point of view, an argument can be made that TS should
, focus on components and conditions that are significant contributors to risk due

to outages. Risk and reliability analyses provide evidence that critical com-
bination
in risk.g of components if simultaneously unavailable may cause a large increaseCurrent technical specifications do not always control these critical
combinations of components which are identifiable through risk analysis. In
considering any modification to technical specifications, assurances must be
available that outage of safety significant critical combination of components
do not overlap.

3.0 STI RISK ANALYSIS

3.1 Calculation of STI Risk Using a PRA

The risk impact of a component in test is the expected gain in risk aver-
sion due to the ability of the test to detect the failure that may have occurred
during the standby period and may otherwise have gone undetected. The risk im-
pact or the risk benefit of testing can be interpreted in a probabilistic sense
to be the dif ference in the expected risk before and af ter the test. Ref. 6
prcvides a detailed derivation of the risk impact of a surveillance test and it
can be represented as

r =q (R+-R ]~

g7,; (4)

whnre rSTI is the risk impact of a surveillance test on a component, and qtis the component unavailability with current STI. R+ signifies the risk when
the component is known to have f ailed, and R~ is the risk when the component is
assumed operable.
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The above defieition of the risk impact of a surveillance test assunes that
both the demand and time-related failure modes are detectable and correctable by
the test. Surveillance tests control the contributions to failures during the
test interval, and accordingly the risk impact of a surveillance test should be
developed based on time-related failure mode only. The use of this definition,
however, requires a proper partition of the failure data into time-related and
demand-related failure modes. Since in actuality many of the failures detected
through demand testing have the time-related failure cause, an evaluation of
each failure is necessary to develop the data base. Detailed component-specific
data to this level are not presently available, and use of only the time-related
failure rate A, as currently used in PRAs, will result in an underestimation of
the risk impacts of the surveillance tests. A conservative approximation to
Eq. (4) is

' t [ R+-R ] (5)
~

r =
,STI

considering all the failures as per unit time contributions. Here, qt is rep-
resented by A't,

q = A't = q +At ,

where go is the demand related failure probability, t is the exposure time,
and A' is the assumed failure rate considering all failures to be time related.
This approach is conservative since it calculates the largest risk impact as-
sociated with the test.

Many surveillance tests are associated with a downtime, i.e., the component
is not unavailable and cannot be returned to the emergency safety position if a
demand were to occur during the test. If contribution from test downtime is in-
cluded, the risk impact, rTT, is represented in the form

=q[R+-R"]-f''R+r ,g

where T is the duration of the test. In most instances,T is much smaller than
t and the effect of the term is negligible. If test intervals are increased,
the effect of the term will be even smaller.

The above discussion on the risk benefit of testing does not include the
possibility of degradation due to testing, the effect of component wear-out and
test-caused transients resulting in the possibility of unscheduled shutdowns.
Incorporation of those parameters will require much more complex evaluations and
is facilitated by the use of computer codes like FRANTIC. An evaluation of
impact of these parameters in surveillance test requirements is being performed
as a part of the PETS program. The analysis presented above for evaluating the
risk benefit of surveillance tests is an approximation to more complex models
and will be useful for screening purposes. However, the determination of the
necessary integral tests to be performed in a plant and the test strategies from

; risk considerations will require more complex evaluations.
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The risk impact or the risk benefit of testing requirements is dependent on
the test interval and changes in the impact due to alternate testing require-
ments can be evaluated through Eq. (4). When the test interval is increased,
the increase in the risk impact is obtained as

+ -
ArSTI " (9 ~9 ' ~

'
t tI

where qtt is the unavailability with the increased test interval ti, and
qt is the unavailability with the current test interval t. In terms of fail-
ure rates this becomes

~

Ar = A(t -t)(R -R ) ; for At, Atg < 0.1gn g ,

where ti is the new test interval. The expression has two implicit assumptions.
One is that the failure rate remains unchanged with the change in the test in-
terval. There is strong reason to believe that unless the component is experi-
encing wear-out and that the new test interval does not violate manufacturer
recommendations, the hazard rate (A) will remain constant. The other assumption
is that the demand related failure probability also remains constant with the
change in the test interval. Arguments have been made that demand testing of a
component in effect causes degradation, and that an increase in the test inter-
val (or decrease in the number ( f demand tests) will actually decrease the de-
mand failure probability. This assumption introduces a slight conservatism in
the above expression. In addition, when test intervals are increased Ati may
become greater than 0.1, and qt should be expressed ast

qg = q,+(1 e ) .

The discussion presented thus far relates to the risk impact of a surveil-
lance test on a single component. In performing a surveillance test a number of
components are invariably tested simultaneously. Thus, the surveillance test
will detect failuree in all the components in the path, and the risk impact of
the surveillance test should c count for all the components and failure modes
tested. For n components listed in a given test,

R
STI 9*~

1 *

i=1

where qi is the unavailability for the ith component,

Ri is the risk associated with the ith component assumed down, and

li is the risk associated with the ith component assumed up.t

The incremental risk impact for the change in surveillance test interval
will then be given by:

1

I
|

l
1
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n
~~

STI l' i i
'

i=1

is the failure rate of the ith component. The difference in test in-where Attervals is outside the summation by definition of simultaneously tested
components.

3.2 Important Considerations in STI Risk Analysis

As discussed, the determination of STI risk using currently available PRA
A detailedwill have a number of assumptions along with the assugtions in PRA.

evaluation using FRANTIC and SOCRATES Computer Codes, being performed within
the PETS program, shows the influence of various parameters in STI risk evalua-
tion. The important considerations in STI risk analysis include the incorpora-
tion of appropriate test strategy, the effect of test-caused degradation, and
the partitioning of failure data into demand- and time-related contributions.

The determination of STI risk measures using current PRAs requires the
evaluation of the conditional risk assuming the tested components to be up (R~)
or down (R+). When the risk is evaluated at the core-melt level, R+ is obtained
by calculating the core-melt frequency by assigning an unavailability equal to 1
to the tested component. R~ is similarly obtained by assigning an unavailabili-
ty equal to zero to the component. Similar calculations are performed for each
of the components tested in the surveillance test.

The calculation of R+, when the component unavailability is equal to 1, re-
quires similar care as that used for calculating the A0T risk. Namely, the cut
sets generated may need to be transformed to the minimal form, and the minimal
cut sets used for the evaluation must not be truncated to eliminate cut sets
containing the component in question.

Similar to A0T risk analysis, STI modification using risk-based analysis
will require numerical criteria. The discussion of criteria on A0T modifica-
tions (Section 2.2) is also applicable for STI modifications, and the numerical
criteria developed in both instances should be consistent.

3.3 Evaluttion of STI Risk for ANO-1

The risk impact due to a surveillance test is the risk averted through de-
tection of any standby failure. The surveillance tests identified in the safety
system are analyzed with respect to their risk impacts; detailed results are
presented in Refarence 6.

The results of the analysis show a trend similar to that observed for A0T
requirements. A significant number of tests have minimal impact on risk.7
Fifty-three percent of the sur 111ance tests have risk impacts below 10 ; 14%
have an impact higher than 10-
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Figure 3 shows the risk profile of current surveillance test requirements.
Changes in STIs were studied by increasing the interval requirements of tests
having a risk impact below 10 . Figure 4 shows the risk profile of surveil-
lance tests with test intervals increa
with risk impacts originally below 10 ged by a f actor of two f or those testsThe effect on the risk profile is min-.

imal except for rearrangements in the third and fourth categories.
mental risk impact due to such an extension is of the order of lx10-{he incre-

, i.e.,

approximately0.25%ofthebaselineriskduegocore-meltfrequency. Still 50%
of the tests will have risk impacts below 10 . The risk impacts of many of the
surveillance tests are so small that a much larger extension can easily be
granted from risk considerations.

3.4 Safety Implications of STI Modifications

Risk analyses of surveillance test requirements show that a significant in-
crease in the test intervals for a large fraction of the STIs will have negligi-
ble incremental risk impact. Risk impact measures used in this analysis, as
previously discussed, are conservative, i.e., incorporation of additional para-
meters influencing STIs will show even lower risk impact. However, the risk im-
pact for a f raction of the tests is significant, and assurances are necessary
that these tests are performed to detect any failures occurring in the standby
period. In addition, manufacturer recommended test intervals considered neces-
sary to maintain the integrity of the component should not be violated.

t

The increase in the STI will reduce the number of tests to be performed in
a plant, and argument is made that this will allow the operating personnel to
concentrate on important safety aspects. Also, the reduction in the number of
test requirements on a component is expected to reduce the test-caused degrada-
tion of components, if any exists. The chances of test-caused transients re-
sulting in unscheduled shutdowns will also decrease. The core.ined effect of all
of these will contribute to the long-term safety of the plant.

The approach to modify STIs may take different shapes. The results of this
study have indicated that integral tests, i.e., tests of systems or system
trains detecting failure modes of a group of components, are more risk effec-
tive. Risk insights can be used to develop fewer integral tests to control the
risk, and the remaining test requirements can be moved to some form of supple-
mental specifications. Removing all STI requirements to supplemental control
where the test interval of risk important integral tests are significantly in-
creased may require an alternate form uf risk control activity. In various
cas6s, conditional monitoring of risk-important f ailure modes of selected com-
ponents can be more effective than current surveillance test requirements. The
candidate components for condition monitoring can be identified from the results
of this or similat studies.

4.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents a brief overview of the activities being conducted under
the PETS Program for DRA0 at BNL for improving TSs. Efforts under the PETS Pro-
gram have concentrated on two aspects of TS, namely, A0T and STI. The results
of the program provide the basis for the following conclusions on various as-
pects of technical specification issues.
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4 '.1 Risk Implications of Current Requirements

The risk impacts of A0T and STI requirements vary widely on the risk scale.
A significant portion of these requirements have minimal risk impacts. Approxi-
mately fifty-two percent of the risk impacts of
studiedintheANO-1nuclearplantarebelow10pothA0TandSTIrequirementsThese requirements are.

therefore not an effective means of control from a risk point of view.

4.2 Bases for Technical Specification Requirements

Many items identified in technical specifications, particularly those as-
sociated with LCO requirements, do not have valid technical bases. In many
areas of technical specifications the risk based methodology developed in the
PETS Program and those being studied under different research programs can pro-
vide the means to establish valid technical bases. A consistent risk basis for
specifications will result in clarity of purpose and'better compliance. The
process of extensions and changes in the specifications can also be streamlined.

4.3 Validity of Action Statements

The action statements in current specifications appear unnecessarily re-
| strictive and potentially adverse to long-term safety of the plant. The results

of this study indicate that the risk impact of many of the requirements is min-
imal and extensions to or relaxation of A0Ts will also impose minimal increment-
al risks. Under these circumstances, requirements for changes in the operation-
al mode of the plant due tc. inf requent violation of an A0T are unnecessary and
possibly introduce more ris k due to transfer to shutdown mode and return to

operational mode. To enhar.ce the long-term safety of the plant, these restric-
tive action statements can be modified to requirements for problem detection and
correction without undue iaplication on risk. Risk and reliability based in-
sights can form the basis of such modifications.

4.4 Changes in A0Ts and STIs

Eased on the risk implications of changes in A0Ts and STIs of risk unimpor-
tant components, it is quite evident that such extensions can be granted without
affecting the risk from the plants. Ext'ensions in A0Ts will allow for the ade-

quate repair of components, should reduce the expected frequency of outages, and
should reduce unscheduled shutdowns. Extensions in STIs can be granted with
minimal implication on risk and concomitantly reduce the burden of the opera-
tional staff so that they can focus on more safety significant activities. Re-
ducing the number of tests will also reduce unscheduled plant shutdowns result-
ing from test-caused transients. Changing these requirements to more acceptable
limits will result in the reduction of one-time extensions and exemption
requests.

4.5 Improvement to Current Technical Specifications

In this study, the evaluation of A0T and STI requirements of a plant has
identified many inconsistencies in current technical specifications. Similar i

efforts can be entended to certain other areas of technical specifications. The l

l
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~ . rink-based analysis can be'used to significantly reduce the number of surveil-
' lance. test. requirements, and scre integral bet. fewer surveillance tests can be

~

defined that will be adequate to. maintain'the risk level of the plant. The A0Ts'

can be defined fromia risk perspective allowing adequate. time for repair, andt ~
'

the' action statements can be modified to address both the short- and the long-
; cterm safety of the. plant.

.
. ,
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Abstract

; '

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission recently issued a policy
i statemerit on severe accidents. Implementation of the policy

statement for new plant applications includes issuance of guidance
on the role probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) are to play in
severe accident analysis and decision making, and formulation of
new performance criteria for containment systems, if needed. The
adequacy of existing plants will be evaluated through the analysis>

; of selected reference plants and examination of individual plants
for severe accident vulnerabilities. Knowledge and experience

4 : gained from the plant analysis and the severe accident research
program will be used to review and modify rules and regulatory

i practices related to severe accidents. .PRAs are expected to be
an important part of the implementation program. Information
available from PRAs will be used to the fullest extent possible,
but with appropriate consideration of the specific PRA's quality
and of the uncertainty associated with the PRA.

: The Commission's Policy Statement on Severe Accidents

'On August 8, 1985, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission issued a policy
statement on severe accidents (Reference 1). The policy statement provides
criteria and procedural requirements for the licensing of new plants, and
sets goals and a schedule for the systematic examination of existing
plants. On the basis of available information the Commission concluded that
existing plants pose no undue risk to the public and the Commission sees no
present basis for immediate action on generic rulemaking or other regulatory
changes for these plants because of severe accident risk. Thus, the
Commission withdrew the advanced notice of proposed rulemaking on Severe
Accident Design Criteria published on October 2, 1980 (Reference 2).
However, the Commission emphasized that a systematic examination of existing
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plants are needed, encouraged the development of new designs that might
realize safety benefits and stated that the Commission intends to take all
reasonable steps to reduce the chances of occurrence of a severe accident
and to mitigate the consequences of such an accident, should one occur.

With respect to new plant applications the Commission specified acceptance
criteria and procedural. requirements, which include completion of a
Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) and consideration of the severe accident
vulnerabilities the PPA exposes. The policy statement also specifies two
action items which will help future applicants in the design and safety
analysis of their plants. First, within 18 months of the publication of the
policy statement, the staff will issue guidance on the form, purpose and
role that PRAs are to play in severe accident analysis and decisionmaking
for both existing and future plant designs and what minimum criteria of
adequacy PRAs should meet. The PRA guidance will describe the appropriate
combination of deterministic and probabilistic considerations as a basis for
severe accident decisions. Second, a clarification of containment
performance expectations will be made including a decision on whether to
establish new performance criteria for containment systems, and, if so, what
these should be.

For existing plants the Commission plans to formulate an integrated,
systematic approach to an examination of each nuclear power plant now
operating or under construction for possible significant risk contributors
that might be plant specific and might be missed absent a systematic
search. The examination will pay specific attention to containment
performance in striking a balance between accident prevention and
consequence mitigation. The systematic approach.will be formulated during a
two year period following issuance of the policy statement and will include'

the development of guidelines and procedural criteria, with an expectation
that such an approach will be implemented by licensees of the remaining
operating reactors not yet systematically analyzed in an equivalent or
superior manner. As part of the examination, individual plant
vulnerabilities will be identified together with the most cost-effective
options for reducing vulnerabilities. The Commission's backfit policy will
be used to decide which options need to be implemented. Any generic design
changes that are identified at necessary for public health and safety will
be required through rulemaking.

Implementation of the Policy Statement

A program is presently being deseloped for the implementation of the policy
statement. The goal of the program is to assure that severe accident
vulnerabilities, if such vulnerabilities exist in plants or plant designs,
will be found and will be corrected. fhe approach, followed, will try to
take full advantage of similarities among plants of a given type. Thus,
plant type dependent vulnerabilities will be identified in the detailed
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review of selected plants (reference plants), while plant specific
weaknesses will be the subject of a limited plant examination performed on
each individual plant. The new knowledge gained from the severe accident
effort together with the specific vulnerabilities found in the plant reviews
will be used to update and modify rules and regulatory practices, as
necessary. The following sections discuss the key elements of the program,
namely reference plant analyses, individual plant examinations, and changes
in rules and regulatory practices.

Reference Plant Analyses

With one exception, all U.S. nuclear power plants (operating and under
construction) are light water reactors of either the pressurized water
reactor (PWR) or boiling water reactor (BWR) types. However, there are
numerous design differences among each of these reactor types which evolved
during the past twenty years, the formative years of nuclear power plant
design. Recognizing the important role containments play in the mitigation
of severe accidents, and the fact that there are three basic containment
designs for both U.S. PWRs and BWRs, we elected six reference plants, for;

| detailed analysis as shown on Figure 1.
!
'

Each reference plant selected has already had a PRA performed. Some of these
PRAs are quite old (ten years), some are of more recent vintage. The

| reference plant analysis builds on the existing PRA, updates it as needed,
and completes the identification and evaluation of all potentially important

i severe accident sequences. Information available from the severe accident
research program on important phenomena, like core melt progression, fission
product and hydrogen release, containment loading and performance and fission
product chemistry, were used to enhance our understanding of severe accident
progression and develop improved computational capability for the reference
plant analyses. The results of the analyses will be presented in terms of
predicted core damage frequency, fission product release from the containment
(including timing of the release) and public risk.

Probably the most difficult task of severe accident analysis is the assess-
ment of uncertainties. While most severe accidents result in core melt and
significant fission product release, it is not clear that these processes
will progtess similarly in each case. Neither is it clear that progression
would to ti,e same if the same event occurs again at a similar plant. Our
ability to model these processes introduces further uncertainties. Neverthe-
less, it is our goal to establish realistic uncertainties associated with the
analysis of each reference plant and display,them in terms of each of the
results mentioned above. Furthermore, major contributors to uncertainties
will be identified and their effect will be traced through the analysis.

Parallel with the NRC effort, 10COR (Industry Degraded Core Rulemaking
Program) on behalf of the nuclear industry has also analyzed four of the six
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reference plants. The IDCOR analysis and its results have already been
reported (Reference 3) and presented to NRC. Based on the IDCOR
presentations and on understanding gained from the severe accident research
program, nineteen technical issues were identified which were treated'

differently by the two parties and which were judged to have a significant
effect on the outcome of severe accidents. These issues are listed in'

Table I. NRC and IDCOR have discussed the outstanding issues, agreed on an
approach to resolution and are currently pursuing resolution. A report
providing most of IDCOR's contribution toward resolution of these issues has
recently been published (Reference 4).

A shortcoming of both the NRC and IDCOR analyses is that external events
(seismic events, high winds, fires,-floods, etc.) are not addressed. Three

| potential approaches are under consideration for external events. First,
l out of the six reference plants, four do not have PRAs with external

events. However, there are more than a dozen PRAs with external events for
! other plants. This approach would use information from existing PRAs and

transfer the knowledge to the reference plants in order to complete the
reference plant analyses. The second approach would be to perform a limited
external event study for the remaining four reference plants. A simplified
risk assessment methodology currently under development in the research
program would be used. The third approach is to use available knowledge and
experience to identify specific plant vulnerabilities to external events.,

Each plant would then be checked against these vulnerabilities and compared'

| against an acceptance standard. So far nc decision has been made on the
| treatment of external events, this issue is currently under consideration.
|

| Individual Plant Examination

The purpose of the reference plant analysis and review is twofold:
(1) evaluate the performance of reference plants with respect to severe

: accidents, and (2) based on the experience gained from the evaluation of the
i reference plants, develop guidelines and procedural criteria for the

systematic examination of individual plants. The actual examination of the
individual plants will be performed by the licensees. The licensee's
involvement in this last step is an important part of the program. The
organization respontible for operation of the plant should be keenly aware
of complications that could arise in case of severe accidents and of
potential mitigating actions, including the use of systems and equipment
normally not considered safety related.

Once, one plant of a given design type, the reference plant, has been
analyzed in detail, many of the findings can be interpreted to other plants

,

,
of the same design. It will not be necessary to repeat the detailed '

! analysis'for each individual plant. .The purpose of the guidelines is to
| specify.under what conditions can an individual plant adopt the reference !
! plant analysis, describe the extent of plant specific. examination licensees
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TABLE I
NRC/IDCOR Technical Issues

I. Core Heatup Stage

1. Fission Product Release prior to Vessel Failure

2. Recirculation of Coolant in the Reactor Vessel
3. Release Model for Control Rod Materials
4. Fission Product & Aerosol Deposition'in the Reactor Coolant System

II. Melt Progression and Fuel Relocation Stage

5. Modeling of In-Vessel H2 production
6. Core Slump, Core Coll.'pse and Reactor Vessel Failure Models

7. Alpha Mode Containment Failure by In-Vessel Steam Explosions

III. Ex-Vessel State

8. Direct Heating of Containment by Ejected Core Material
9. Ex-Vessel Fission Product Release
10. Ex-Vessel Heat Transfer Models from Molten Core to

Concrete / Containment

11. Revaporization of Fission Products in the Upper Plenum
12. Deposition Model for Fission Products in Containment
13A. Amount and Timing of Suppression Pool Bypass

138. Retention of Fission Products in Ice Beds
14. Modeling of Emergency Response

15. Containment Performance

16. Secondary Containment Performance

17. Hydrogen Ignition and Burning
18. Essential Equipment Performance
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need to conduct, and identify acceptable methodology for the search for
plant specific vulnerabilities. The results of the plant specific
examination will have to be measured against standards or criteria to judge
acceptance. These criteria will be published together with the guidelines.

10COR is currently developing simplified methodology for individual plant
examination. The methodology will take fu!1 advantage of the reference <

plant analysis and will focus the licensee's attention on plant to plant
variations of important contributors to severe accident risk. The
methodology is expected to provide for limited fault tree' analysis with
emphasis on variations in the balance of plant design. It will utilize '

event trees to take into account variation: in systems design and operati,ngi i

procedures. It will check on important characteristics of containment
design and inputs to consequence analysis. The methodology should also
provide means to transfer information that was generated for the reference
plants over to other plants of the same type. For example, assessment of
uncertainties is a major effort for the reference plants. Simple procedures

. should be available to licensees for applying the reference plant '

| uncertainties to individual plants with appropriate modifications.
Similarly, equipme7t needed to mitigate the consequences of severe accidents|

are frequently common within plants of the same type. Information|

'

generated on equipment performance under severe accident conditions thould,also, be transferable. NRC will review the IDCOR methodology, and will
issue its evaluation and approval concurrent with the issuance of the
guidelines and criteria mentioned above.

Following issuance of the guidelines, criteria and approved methodology,;

licensees will be requested to examine their plants for severe accid?nt
,

vulnerabilities. If plant specific shortcomings are found licensees 'will
identify and evaluate potential corrective actions like cha'ges in|

n
procedures or design modifications. The most cost effective options'among
the identified corrective actions will be evaluated and a decision will be
reached consistent with the cost-effectiveness criteria of the Commission's
backfit policy as to which option or set of options are justifiable and
required to be implemented.

Changes in Rules and Regulatory Practices

Twenty years ago, when regulations were established for the licensing of
nuclear power reactors only a limited understanding of severe accidents was
available. Predictive capability to analyze severe accidents was not yet
developed and there was no operating experience with power reactors. A
relatively simple approach toward potential accidents was adopted. Plant
safety systems were required to be designed for events which were judged to
occur, possibly during the combined life of current generation nuclear
plants (design basis accidents). Accidents not expected to happen in
nuclear plants, for example, because postulation of these events would

|
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require multiple failures, were judged to be incredible and were not,

included in the design basis. Major core damage accidents (severe
accidents) felllin this category. Nevertheless,. consistent with the
. defense-in-depth approach followed for protection of the public, the

~

adequacy of limits on containment leak rate and on site boundary were based
~

|

on the aisumption that major core damage took place and a postulated amount
~

of radio, activity (Reference 5) was released from the core.

As operating experience' accumulated and predictive capability was developed
(Referemce 6), changes were made to the regulations to protect against selected
events resulting.from multiple failures and to take advantage of the more
realistic calculational approach. Most of the severe accident research,
however, took place in the past five years. A better understanding of events

< )ythat could lead to, major core damage is now available. Fission product
t "irelease, chemistry and transport has been studied in detail. This is an

opportune time to re-examine the regulatory approach toward severe accidents
and see if the knowledge available today is sufficient to permit treatment of
severe accidents in a more consistent and more realistic manner.

There are'three main issues that need to be addressed before actual changn
in. regulations on regulatory practices could take place. First, a more
realistic regulatory framework needs to be formulated for severe accidents.
Second, appropriate but simple means of eliminating severe accident
vulnerabilities from plant design and operation must be found. And finally,
practical, realistic source terms need'to be developed to replace the

X current inconsistent requirements.

In general, the current regulatory approach uses conditions, such as
containment loads or environmental conditions for equipment qualifications,
derived from design basis accidents. There is one exception: radioactive

_ aterial release or source term. Since the plant is designed to accommodate.' m
design basis accidents, these accidents do not result in significant
radioactive material release. Instead, releases representative of severe
accidents are incorporated in the design basis. The result is a set of
regulations that treats design basis events in an overly conservative manner
relative to source terms, but falls short of assuring safe plant performance
in case of severo accidents. It is a purpose of the implementation program
to develop _and propose a new regulatory framework for severe accidents which
could be conducive toward the elimination of severe accident vulnerabilities and
at the same time would permit the use of consistent, realistic source
terms. For the purpose of illustration, a potential approach could be to
identify' selected severe accidents for each plant type and include the
evaluation of these events in the safety assessment of the plant. The
selection process would eliminate very unlikely events from consideration,
Lit would purposely cover representative types of' severe accidents and would

(;simplifytheeffortneededforplantreviewandsourcetermcalculations.
q iK
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When the regulatory framework has been selected, and guidance has been
developed for the systematic examination of existing plants, the guidance
will be reviewed for potential incorporation in the regulations or
regulatory practices. Special attention will be payed to the assesskent of
the need for establishing severe accident prevention guidelines an.6
containment performance criteria. If it is shown that the protection of
public. health.and safety justifys action then such guidelines and criteria
will be formulated and incorporated in regulatory practices either thro' ugh s.

rulemaking or by other appropriate steps (revisions of regulatory guides
and/or revisions in the standard review plan).

The most frequently mentioned changes to the regu'ations relate to the source
term. A large portion of the source term research is now complete. NRC has
issued a report (Referemce 7) describing a set of computer codes now avail-

|able and capable of calculating source terms for severe accidents. The
American Nuclear Society issued its evaluation (Reference 8). With this
information available the question we are now frequently facing is: when are
we going to change source tern related regulations? - As it'is summarized in
Figure 2, three essential elements are needed for rulemaking: methodology,
regulatory framework and practical new source terms. The first one,'the
methodology is almost in place. There is only one key factor missing:
quantification of uncertainties. So far neither NRC, nor the industry has
assessed and quantified the uncertainties ascociated with the quantity, timing
and composition of fission product release trom severe acaidents. The NRC
program on this subject is now underway and scheduled to Se completed by the
summer of 1986. The IDCOR program is about ready to start.

The second element, the regulatory framework is not in place yet. No
recommendation has been made from the industry in this regard. Neither did
NRC put forward any proposals. This issue is expected to receive increased
attention in the coming year. Finally, the third element, the development
of new source terms is in the discussion stage. It is becoming more and
more obvious that the various regulatory uses ot' source terms require
different forms of source terms. For example, the resolution of safety
issues related to severe accidents is well suited to detailed source term
calculations. However, equipment qualification needs a simple source term,
easily available to equipment manufacturers and applicable to all plant

,types. We foresee, at most, three forms of source terms: (1) detailed
source term calculations for individual plants; (2) use of tables or
procedures applicable to plant types; and (3) a simple bounding source term *

applicable to all plants. New rules should be formulated in a manner that ,

applicants and licensees could opt to any one of the established forms for '

each use of the source term.

In preparation for the forthcoming changes in source term related require-
ments, rules and regulatory practices were reviewed by NRC. Twelve areas
(see Table II) were identified which currently use source terms and could

,

/
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TABLE II
Potential Changes in Rules and Regulatory Practices

I. 'Short Term.

1. Reconsideration of Containment Spray Additives (PWRs)
2. . Credit for Fission Product Scrubbing in Suppression Pools (BWRs)
3. Revised Treatment of Severe Accidents in Near-Term Environmental

' Impact Statements-

|-
'

II. Intermediate Term-
.

4. Emergency Planning - Onsite Planning, Offsite Emergency Planning
Zones (EPZ), Graded Response

| 5. Containment Leak Rates - Leak Rate Testing, Undetected Breach of
|

.

| Containment li.egrity
6. Control Room Habitability - Filtration and Leak-Tightness

Requirements

7. Environmental Qualification of Equipment
8. Accident Indemnification - Potential Renewal of Price-Anderson

( 9. Safety Issue Evaluation - Prioritization of Issues Using New
Source Ierms

III. Long Term
..

10. Offsite Contamination and Recovery

,
11. Siting - Explicit Consideration of Severe Accidents in Siting
12. Accident Monitoring and Management - Onsite and Offsite

| Instrumentation
|-

:

,

"'
., * r0,
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benefit from the new knowledge now available on source terms. Similarly, a

subcommittee of the Atomic Industrial Forum (AIF) on behalf of the nuclear
industry also reviewed the current requirements and arrived at similar con-
clusions. These areas are now being subdivided into a group on which work
can start soon and a group that has to await further development. Progress
made in developing source terms will be reviewed periodically and will be
compared against the information needed to initiate changes in current rules
and regulatory practices. Changes will be initiated as soon as available

~information warrants it.

Proposed Schedule

The policy statement specified not only the goals of the program, but also
its schedule. It stated that guidance on the role of PRAs will be issued
within 18 months following issuance of the policy statement and guidelines
and criteria for the examination of individual plants will be prepared
within two years. A proposed schedule, consistent with this guidance, is
presented in Figure 3.

The first entry in the schedule, method development for analysis, indicates,
that state of the art methodology available at mid 1985 is being used for
plant analyses. However, the research program is continuing. New
information available from the research program wili be reviewed prior to
each major milestone and the results or conclusions will be updated to
reflect any significant, new finding. The reference plant analyses will be
published for comment in mid 1986 and in final form by the end of 1986. The
guidelines and criteria developed for individual plant examination is
expected to receive the longest review period, including Commission
consideration. Issuance of the guidelines is planned for August, 1987.
Examination of individual plants will follow.

The Role of PRAs in the Implementation Program

A combination of deterministic and probabilistic considerations will form
the basis for severe accident decisions. Probabilistic analysis has the
benefit of considering a broad spectrum of events, quantifying the results
and combining them into a risk estimate. Use of PRAs will help to identify
those contributors to severe accident risk that are clearly dominant and
hence need to be examined for cost-effective risk reduction measures. It

will also help to identify those accident sequences that are clearly
insignificant risk contributors and can therefore be prudently dismissed.
Furthermore, the quant.ification and combination of results will permit
tradeoffs between accident prevention and mitigation and will provide means
for the propagation of uncertainties through the analysis. The extent of
the role PRAs will play in decision making will depend on the quality of the
individual PRAs, on the magnitude of uncertainty associated with the PRA,
and on the completeness of the probabilistic analysis.

|

|
|

'
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FIGURE 3

Proposed Implementation Schedule
i
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It is recognized that there are a diversity of PRA methods. These will j
continue to undergo evolutionary development as the results of research !

programs and reliability data from operating reactors become available. |

Some of the PRAs used in the reference plant analyses are rather old (10 L

years old), others are'more recent. Weaknesses identified in some previous
PRA reviews include treatment of system interactions and common mode
failures,'and consideration of human involvement in the course of severe :

' accidents. Since the main goal of the implementation program is i

identification of severe accident vulnerabilities the importance of system '

interactions and common mode failures as severe accident initiators as well
as' contributors to the progression of accidents should not be overlooked.
Likewise, the effectiveness of human performance should be emphasized.
Both, negative impact of human performance on severe accident risk and its
potentially positive contribution to limiting the consequences of severe
accidents should be considered. As part of the NRC review of the reference
plant analyses, it is our intent to examine the quality of the probabilistic
analyses used. For example, this could be done by selecting a few systems
interaction events, common mode failures and human action, which either have
been observed in operatino plants or are judged to be important to the
conclusions of the p aal evaluations. Then, examine the treatment of these
events in the refererr.e plant analyses. The outcome of the examination will
influence our reliance on the PRA in question.

The uncertainties of-severe accident analysis are expected to be large and
complex. Thus, consideration of uncertainties is a difficult and important
task. As mentioned earlier, one of the benefits of probabilistic analysis
is that the results are quantified and are combined together into a risk
profile of the plant. Similarly, the uncertainties of the analysis need to
be quantified and combined into an uncertainty estimate on risk. While it
is recognized, that due to the lack of data and large scale experiments it
is difficult to define severe accident uncertainties in precise mathematical
terms, a decision still must be made on the extent uncertainties need to be
covered in the plant examinations. Thus, a well defined goal on
uncertainties should be established early in the implementation program and
placed in front of the analysts evaluating uncertainties. Major
contributors to the uncertainty of the results should be identified, and
their effect should be traced through the analysis.

Finally, it is important that each step of the analysis be complete, cover
all potential possibilities which could have a significant effect on the
results, or on the uncertainties of the results. The fault tree
analysis leading to accident likelihood should consider interaction among
systems, commonality of components, and consequential failures in a
realistic manner. Operating experience of nuclear plants seems to indicate,

that previous studies and risk assessments under-estimated these failure
modes. Selection of severe accident sequences for analysis is an other
important step. It is hard to predict ahead of time which sequences might

i

1
i
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,be dominant with respect to risk. The main difficulty seems to be with the
consideration of uncertainties. While some sensitivity studies on single
parameters are available, the combined effects of a number of parameters on
a given sequence are not well Pnown. Understanding and modeling of physical
phenomena in the analysis of dominant sequences also needs special
attention. The ongoing research program has produced significant new
developments on items like core melt progression, hydrogen release, fission
product chemistry and containment performance. Old analyses need to be
updated to reflect this new knowledge.

Conclusion

The evaluation of existing plants and future applications with respect to
,

severe accident vulnerabilities will be done using an approach that stresses
| deterministic engineering analysis and judgement complemented by

probabilistic risk assessment. ~It is our intent to use informationj

|
available from PRAs to the fullest possible extent, but with appropriate-
consideration of the specific PRA's quality and of the uncertainty associated'

with the analysis.
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Risk Analysis of Decay Heat' Removal
Sequences During Shutdown

J. Gaertner and W. Reuland
Electric Power Research Institute

Summary

To help the nuclear utilities avoid accidents during shutdown and
also to provide the technical basis for resolving a major generic
safety issue, the NSAC Generic Safety Analysis Program has an
effort in the area of shutdown decay heat removal (OHR). This
paper describes the approach and conclusions of two risk assess-
ments, NSAC-83, " Brunswick Decay Heat Removal Probabilistic Safety
Study" and NSAC-84, " Zion Nuclear Plant Residual Heat Removal
PRA." Generally risk during shutdown is less than at power.
However, instantaneous risk can be greater depending on decay neat
level and the maintenance and testing being performed. These
analyses also indicate that cost effective safety additions can be

'
achieved through minor design and operational improvements. Sensi-|

tivity studies did not show substantial risk reduction to be gained
from added redundant OHR trains. DHR reliability has been modeled
for potential accidents occurring during all modes of operation.

The PWR Analysis
|

| Introduction

The PWR analysis was performed by Pickard, Lowe and Garrick under contract to
EPRI. Commonwealth Edison and NSAC also participated in modeling the Zion

|

i plant during shutdown. Significant use was made of the " Zion Probabalistic'

Safety Study" (ZPSS) and NSAC-52, " Residual Heat Removal Experience Review and
Safety Analysis-PWRs." The ZPSS and NSAC-84 together account for all acci-
dents initiated at power or during shutdown. NSAC-84 does not cover external
events which are covered in the ZPSS. Damage to fuel outside of the reactor
vessel is also not in the model.

This analysis explicity addresses the risk at Zion during the entire time the
plant maintains cold shutdown conditions. While considering the factors that
tend to make shutdown conditions less demanding, it accounts for other factors
that aggravate abnormal events during these periods. Much of the backup
safety equipment is disabled for operational or maintenance reasons; the
operators get little indication of some abnormal events; unusual plant lineups
are commonplace during maintenance periods; solid plant operations can lead to
rapid overpressurization events; events can progress quickly, if they occur
before decay heat has fallen off and while coolant is still hot enough to
support blowdown. Note that all the events analyzed in this study require
operator intervention to prevent core damage; the plant does not protectitself automatically.

Results obtained for the Zion station have been examined to permit drawinginferences for other plants. The approach is to ask if Zion were to have been
designed or operated in specific alternative ways, would the risk results have
been different. While qualitative results of such considerations cannot be
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expected to apply directly to any other plants, operators of other units can
get a feel for what might be significant risk factors for them by carefully
comparing these discussions with their own facilities.

Zion Specific Findings

Risk, the combination of probability and consequences, is lower during most-

periods of shutdown than while at power.

Operator actions are very important, contributing to all core damage*

scenarios; hardware failures (often human induced) are the dominant ini-
tiating events.

There is greater uncertainty about the likelihood of operator errors than*

most hardware failures. If the median human error rates were more certain,
the modeled risk during shutdown would be lower than calculated in this
analysis.

Loss of cooling events occur approximately once every 2 to 5 reactor*

LOCAs, rapid overpressure events, and losses of offsite poweryears.
(LOOP) occur much less often.

Loss of cooling events leading to loss of inventory by boil-off are the*

dominant contributors to core damage.

The frequency of overpressure events in the range of 600 to 1,800 psia is*

high. It is dominated by spurious safety injection events after the safe-
guards actuation circuitry is reenergized during plant heatup.

Early in an outage. the operators must respond quickly to LOCAs to prevent-

core damage: within about 30 minutes for the first 10 hours following
shutdown and within 4 hours after 7 days. For some loss of cooling events,
no alarms will actuate and the only control board indication before equip-
ment damage is fluctuating RHR pump current due to cavitation.

Overpressurization events with a solid plant generally are too fast for-

effective operator response. The automatic protection systems and mechan-
ical relief valves are reliable. Pressurization between 600 and 1800 psia
is not likely to cause vessel damage at Zion.

Inferences about Risk

The following points can be inferred from the results of the analysis and
sensitivity studies.

The frequencies of severe LOCAs through the containment sump and spray*

valves would be higher at Zion except for the following factors:

Plant personnel do not manually operate motor-operated valves.-

- Operators are not permitted to override valve interlocks, even for
tests. Rather, lineups are made to satisfy the interlock conditions
prior to stroking the valves.

-
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Even if manually operated, sump valve interlocks will drive the valve-

shut when the hand clutch is released.3

Sump and spray valves are relatively inaccessible.-

Procedures and training to close the RHR suction valves in the event of a*

LOCA during RHRS for a plant not.having.a procedure during shutdown would:

. Enhance the chance that LOCAs are terminated quickly.

Begin the required lineup for using low pressure safety injection.-

Initiate a loss of cooling event, but if RHR suction valves were not-

closed, loss of cooling would begin anyway'within about 15 minutes due
to the LOCA.

- Initiate an overpressurization scenario, but the RCS will be partially
drained as a result of the LOCA; refilling and pressurization will be a,

| slow process.

Significantly reduce the frequ,ncy of core damage for some plants with-

; lower capacity charging pumps t,an Zion. (Some plants may not have
| enough. charging capacity to make up boiloff when decay heat is still
l high.)
f
| Training and use of the Zion abnormal operating procedure for excess pri-*

| mary system leakage make it likely that Zion operators will shut the RHR
'

suction valves in preparation for using safety injection if level is not
j stabilized quickly.'

| The frequency of rapid overpressure events would be proportionally lower if*

_ the fraction of outage time in solid plant conditions were reduced.

Some automatic warning of loss of level or RHR pump cavitation would ensure*

l that operators are aware of abnormal conditions. With this warning, they
| would be more likely to prevent core and equipment damage.
.

| Supplemental relief capacity outside the system boundary of the RHRS at*

Zion (i.e., use of the letdown relief valve in the CVCS in addition to the
PORVs) substantially reduces the frequency of overpressure events exceeding

; 1,800 psia.

The Modeling Approach

' Review of the industry RHRS experience in NSAC-52 shows a significant number
of events that have threatened continued heat removal. These " initiating,

| events" may be grouped into three categories.
|

| Loss of Coolant Inventory Events (LOCAs) in which the reactor*

| coolant system (RCS) or RHRS boundaries are opened by mispost-
j tioning valves in a way to cause. rapid loss of water.

Loss of Cooling Events (LC) in which cooling is interrupted by*
,

i loss of RHRS flow or loss of component cooling to the RHR heat
exchangers.

.,
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Cold Overpressure Events (COP) in which rising pressure challenges*

the reactor vessel overpressure protection system.

These events have occurred primarily because of human actfans or design spe-
cific hardware interactions at each plant. Therefore, a generic data approach
to the determination of initiating event frequencies for Zion was not the most
appropriate methodology. Instead, a detailed process flow model was developed
for cold shutdown and the approach to it (see Figure 1). In that model all
key steps followed by the operators throughout each type of outage were con-
sidered. , Initiating events occur at specific points along the process flow
model as a result of procedural errors. Also initiating events as a result of
human errors and equipment failures unrelated to the process flow steps were
permitted to occur randomly over time.

For each type initiating event (LOCA, LC, and COP), accident scenario event
trees were developed to model plant and operator response. Quantification of
these models is dependent on plant conditions at the time of the initiating
. event. For example, if the plant is in a solid water condition at the begin-
ning of an overpressurization event, much less time is available for the
operators to respond than if there is a bubble in the pressurizer or it is
drained. Sequences in the LOCA and LC event trees proceed to one of two end
states, success or core damage defined as uncovering to the core mid-plane.
The C0P event tree is different, because the effects of cold overpressure are
uncertain--high pressure could possibly lead to failure of the reactor coolant
system boundary, including failure of the reactor vessel itself. Note that
cold overpressure is not the same as pressurized thermal shock (PTS): for
COP, no thermal gradiant, and hence, no thermal stress is present in the
reactor vessel wall. Therefore, C0P events are much less a concern than PTS
transients.

Three C0P end states are defined in this study:

C0PLL - RCS pressure is maintained below 1,800 psia.*

COPL - RCS pressure peaks between 1,800 psia and 2,485 psia.*

COPH - RCS pressure exceeds 2.485 psia (setpoint for*

code safety relief valves).

It is not likely that any of these increasingly severe pressures will lead to
core damage. The latter one will cause a LOCA somewhere in the reactor
coolant system if pressure continues to rise.- Unless the cold overpressure
actually cauf.es a catastrophic rupture of the reactor vessel, core damage is
far from likely. Therefore, COPH, COPLL, and COPL are not added into the core
damage category.

|It is beyond the scope of this paper to model possible damage to the pressure
vessel. However, the Zion Technical Specification limiting pressure at 250*F
is 900 psia. The 900 psia limit is based on many conservatisms including a ,

safety factor of two. In evaluating past operating experience, the NRC has
not included this safety factor of two in analyzing vessels that have exceeded,

the normal operating P-T limit curves at low temperature. Therefore, the
! 1,800 psia limit for COPLL used in this study represents an assumed pressure
.

i
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COLD SHUTDOWN PROCESS FLOW MODELI

MAINTENANCE OUTAGE - REACTORAPPROACH TO 4 COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) FULLCOLD SHUTDOWN PLANT % RETURN TO
PLANT HOT SHUTDOWNSHUTDOWN MAINTENANCE OUTAGE - RCS DRAINEDDRAIN pgtt HEAT UP

REFUELING / MAINTENANCE OUTAGE

I t
INITIATING EVENTS

SUCCESSLOCA LC COP

4 LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT MODEL2 7 _

. CORE
4 LOSS OF RHR COOLING MODEL2 Z _

DAMAGE

4 COLD OVERPRESSURE MODEL2 O COP HIGH3

U
COP LOW 8

NOTES
1. INITIATING EVENTS FROM THE PROCESS FLOW MODEL OCCUR BOTH RANDOMLY OVER TIME AND

AS A FUNCTION OF THE PROCESSES MODELED.

2. RESPONSE OF THE ACCIDENT MODELS IS A FUNCTION OF PLANT CONDITIONS AT THE TIME OF TME
ACCIDENT i.e TIME OF THE ACCIDENT AFTER SHUTDOWN. DECAY HEAT LEVELS RCS TEMPERAlURE
AND PRESSURE. STATUS OF PLANT EQUIPMENT.

3. PRESSURE EXCEEDS 2.485 PSIA FOR COP HIGH.

4 SEQUENCES LABELED COP LOW IN THE COLD OVE RPRESSURE MODEL ACTUALLY GO TO TWO Di*. TINCT
END STATES DEPENDING ON THE EXACT SCENARIO LEADING TO THE COP INITIATING EVENT IN THE
COLD SHUTDOWN PROCESS FLOW MODEL:

- COP LL. PR ESSURE RISE IS STOPPED BETWEEN 000 PSIA AND 1,800 PSIA.
- COP L. PRESSURE RISE IS STOPPED BETWEEN 1.800 PSIA AND 2.485 PSIA.

Figure 1. Overview of Cold Shutdown Modeling Approach
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below which there would be minimal safety concern or regulatory imposed
inspection requirements.

The Frequency of Core Damage

The definition of core damage in th k study is the point when water level

eration given to the opinions of 10l.x,ervative choice was assumed with consid-falls to the core midplane. This co
0R experts. There is little chance of

significant core damage until after the level falls below that point.
However, the degree of conservatism is not relevant to this study. How likely
it is that the operators will arrest the accident sequence in the interval
between the water level reaching core midplane and actual damage has no impact
on the conclusions. Substantial time has been modeled for operator response,
and all cues to the operators have been considered.

Existing PRAs for power operations show that if releases are delayed until 12
to 24 hours after shutdown, the chances for observing early health effects are
essentially eliminated. Furthermore, even if the containment is open, opera-
tion of sprays will greatly reduce all health effects. Finally, if the

containment is closed, containment failure due to overpressure becomes less
likely as core decay heat falls during an outage If the containment remains
intact, health effects from core damage after a short time on RHR would be
small.

The frequency of core damage due to events during cold shutdown is shown in
Figure 2 as a probability of frequency plot. The results during power opera-
tions from ZPSS are shown for comparison. Point values for the two cases are

Mean Median

Cold Shutdown 1.8 x 10-5/ year 2.6 x 10-6/ year

Power Operations 6.7 x 10-5/ year 5.0 x 10-5/ year

Although the mean frequency of 1.8 x 10-5/ year or once in every 56,000 reactor
years is 27% of the frequency from power operations, the median frequency is
only 5%. This difference is due to the broad uncertainty in the results for
th? case of shutdown conditions.

The uncertainty in operator response contributes significantly to the uncer-
tainty (in terms gf the ratio of the 95th percentile to the median) in core
damage frequency * Although most initiating events are caused by hardware
failure--an RHR suction valve tripping shut is the most frequently caused
event--failure of the operators to carry out needed actions is included among
the dominant failures in the accident sequence event trees. Some form of
operator action is required to terminate all core damage event sequences. For
example:

* Note that more traditional measures of uncertainty based on
differences--for example, the standard deviation--are low; i.e.,

although we are sure the frequency is not much higher than the
mean value, it may approach zero on a linear scale.'
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Figure 2. Probability Distribution for Core Damage
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Loss of cooling events require operator response to restore*

normal cooling. Except late in the outage when the charging
flow is greater than the boil-off rate, some action is necessary
within several hours to prevent core damage.

LOCAs early in an outage can require response in as little as 30*

minutes to prevent core damage. The most likely LOCAs during
shutdown conditions with low RCS pressure require manual action
to restore the RCS to its normal condition.

Not only are human actions required, but in some cases very few cues are
available to the operators. Therefore, although there may be a good chance
for operator success in most cases, there is a small chance that conditions
will make operator failure likely. Such unfavorable conditions (few cues and
short times to perform required actions) dominate the risk.

Modeling operator response is an imprecise art. Given the almost liinitiess
factors affecting human performance, including external factors such as
health, rest, and outside emotional stresses, it is all but impossible to
define human action scenarios on a fine enough scale to eliminate major uncer-
tainty. Thus, large unce*tainties must be expected for a study of shutdown
events requiring operator intervention.

Thirty-four sequences make up 90% of the total core damage frequency. The
first 3 total 45%; sequences 4 through 15 range from 7% to 1% each, raising
the total to 80/,; and sequences 16 through 34, at less than 1% each, bring the
total to 90%.

Sequence 1 begins during a refueling outage. It represents a*

loss of RHR cooling during the maintenance period after refuel-
ing is complete (modeled as 1,660 hours).

Sequence 2 begins during a nondrained (solid plant) maintenance*

outage. It represents a loss of RHR cooling during the modeled
maintenance period of 358 hours.

Sequence 3 begins during a drained maintenance outage. It*

represents a loss of RHR cooling during the modeled maintenance *

period of 982 hours.

in all three cases, the predominant cause of failure is that one of the RHR
suction valves has tripped shut and the operator fails to determine if and
what actions are necessary to restore cooling. Two causes for the trip are
modeled. In the first, a maintenance action causes a suction valve to trip
shut when a false high RHR pressure signal is generated by either a noise
pulse from switching power supplies or by directly testing the pressure trans-
mitter or interlock circuitry. In past years, these maintenance-caused trips
occurred frequently. Because of changes to Zion administrative procedures
requiring that the valves be deenergized during certain maintenance actions,
spurious valve trips are now much less likely. The seconc, major cause for
loss of RHR cooling is random valve failure. Based on the Zion experience, !

this failure rate is higher than the generic, industry-wide value. Three I
Ivalve trips of unidentified cause experienced at Zion are responsible for the
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higher rate. If these trips could be traced to maintenance actions that have
been corrected rather than individual valve failures, the frequency of loss of
cooling events and, hence, core damage would be lower by an approximate factor
of 3.

All three scenarios branch to the loss of cooling event tree where they follow
identical paths:

"No Closure of RHR Suction Valves" is failed in the model since*
-

a valve tripped to cause the event.

" Operator. Trips RHR Pumps" fails.-

" Operator Determines Action to Restore Cooling is Required" also*

falls.
,

The problem is one of recognition in spite of the fact that there are a large:
! number of possible cues calling operator attention to the loss of cooling '

! event or the subsequent loss of inventory. Unfortunately, under some outage
|- conditions, some of these cues are either nonexistent or less likely to be
| noticed because little occurs during such a shift to call operator attention
| to the instrument indications. The following cues to loss of RHR flow have

been considered in this study:

Loss of RHR Flow. Positive indication but no alarm.*

RHR Pump Amps. Oscillating indication due to cavitation, no*

alarm.

! RHR Pump Trip. Pumps may not trip even under axtended cavita-*.

tion.

Core Exit Thermocouples. Alarm on plant computer, but many*
,

| computer alarms exist during cold shutdown, and these are not
i likely to be noticed. Also, the plant computer may be shut
! down.

Pressurizer level. High then low level alarms only if pres-*

surizer not drained.

| Pressurizer Pressure. Event begins below low pressure alarm*

I setpoint; no high pressure alarm if the overpressure protection
! system (OPPS) works or system open.

l

,

iReactor Vessel level. Instrumented but no alarm.*

If a Charging Pump is Operating >*

Loss of inventory occurs more slowly, extending time avail- I
-

( able for detection of problem.
i
'

Volume control tank (VCT) low level alarm.-
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i

VCT low level shifts charging pump suction to RWST, extending-

time for detection.

If VCT low level shiftover fails, the charging pump will-

seize, trip, and alarm.

If the RCS is Open.*

Steam may be visible; on the other nand, a slow steaming rate-

coupled with operable containment purge may make such an
observation unlikely.

Radiation monitors, especially stack monitors, should alarm,-

but if the RCS water is clean, this may not occur until after
damage has begun.

If the RCS is Closed.*

Zion's pressurizer relief tank (PRI) has high level and high-

temperature alarms; however, at many times during the outage
the PRT high level alarm may already be activated; procedures
require the PRT to be filled.

Radiation monitors will behave the same as for open RCS.-

RHR High Temperature Alarm. Only works if the loss of cooling*

was due to loss of component cooling water (CCW) to the RHR heat
exchanger. Other failure modes for RHR are much more likely
than the loss of CCW.

To quantify an event where the operator fails to determine action is required,
a three-dimensional matrix of conditions was constructed to arrive at the
various combinations of conditions that define the event.

Charging Pump Operating. Yes/no.*

Time of Event After Shutdown. O to 100 hours, 100 to 500 hours,*

and 500 to 2,000 hours.

Time to Damage. For each combination of charging pump and time*

of event, time to damage was established.

For each unique set of conditions, the cues described above were reviewed for
their effectiveness. Then, the probability of the operators on shift detect-
ing the loss of cooling was evaluated. If not detected, the probability of a
shift change occurring before damage was evaluated since the new crew should
check water level and RHR flow before relieving the shift.

Other contributors are generally similar to the three discussed above, but
much less frequent. Variations include scenarios which involve loss of cool-
ing combined with maintenance and equipment failures preventing restoration of
cooling. LOCAs do not begin to appear until sequences where they are linked
to failures in the accident tree reminiscent of the loss of cooling cases
already presented; 1.e., no failure to recognize the condition. Finally, the
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loss of offsite power (LOOP)' events are very modest contributors beginning
with a sequence that contributes only 0.7% of the risk.

The BWR Analysis

Introduction

The analysis of decay heat removal sequences during shutdown is an important
part of the study reported in NSAC-83. The Brunswick Decay Heat Removal
Probabilistic Safety Study. This report, prepared by Impell Corporation,
presents results of a safety study of the decay heat removal function at the
Brunswick Steam Electric Plant (BSEP) which is owned and operated by the
Carolina Power and Light Company (CP&L). BSEP is a two-unit boiling water
reactor plant (BWR-4) with Mark I containments and steel lined concrete sup-
pression pools and electrical capacity of 790 MW each. This study evaluates
Unit 1, although historical reviews of decay heat removal operation at both
units are included as part of the overall project effort.

The primary purposes of this study were to:

Perform a reliability study of the Brunswick residual heat.
*

'

removal (PHR) system in its principal operating modes (i.e.,
suppression pool cooling and shutdown cooling modes of
operation);

I Peform a probabilistic safety study of the re'idual heat removal*

function at BSEP for events initiated durir.g power operation and
for events during plant couldown and cold shutdown; and

Perform sensitivity analyses of accident sequences to investi-*

gate uncertainty, possible station modifications, and generic
applicability of results to other BWR plants.

The study is based on a quantitative probabilistic evaluation of the reli-
ability of decay heat removal equipment under a variety of scenarios in which
the plant's decay heat removal function is challenged. These challenges
follow transients which result in a reactor scram, a planned shutdown or
events which may occur while the plant is in cold shutdown.

The cold shutdown event sequences which are part of this study are initiated
by the interruption of the decay heat removal function of the RHR system.
Other cold shutdown event sequences, such as loss of inventary, are considered
only if they result from a loss of residual heat removal.

Analysis Methodology

The overall approach for analyzing the decay heat removal loss sequences is to
(i) identify significant event sequences challeriging the decay heat removal
function (ii) develop detailed fault trees for failure of the RHR system and
backup systems to provide this function, (iii) quantify the fault trees with
component failure data based on BSEP experience and industry generic data,

| (iv) apply initiator frequencies also based on BSEP experience and industry
data, (v) apply recovery models to determine the probabilities of failure to
restore faulted components and/or failure to implement alternative means of

i
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decay heat removal prior to reaching a specified plant endstate, and (vi)
relate the resulting important sequences, in an approximate way, to endstates
more commonly considered in PRA studies, e.g., containment failure and core
damage.

A significant input throughout the course of the study is the draft NSAC
review of residual heat removal experience at BWRs. The review summarizes
actual RHR system losses, degradations and other less significant failures
which have occurred over a period of time equivalent to approximately 130
reactor years of BWR operating experience. This experience is used to iden-
tify the types of failures which might be postulated at BSEP and to assist in
the development of the analysis fault tree models. The experience review
provides some quantitative input to the common mode failure modeling for RHR
system components. It also provides a qualitative benchmark for evaluation of
BSEP results, in terms of the relative frequencies with which the RHR system
may fail in the suppression pool cooling and shutdown cooling modes, and the
significant contributors to such failures.

Endstate Definition

Since all significant loss of decay heat removal sequences considered by this
study eventually involve manual or automatic blowdown of steam from the
reactor vessel to the suppression pool, the temperature of the pool and the
associated containment pressure are important parameters. A suppression pool
temperature limit of 200*F is the analysis endstate for this study to define
failure of decay heat removal. The 200*F figure is a bulk pool temperature;
portions of the pool may be boiling. Sequences that result in a loss of DHR

,

prior to reaching the analysis endstate are defined as interruptions of decay
heat renoval. Allowable times for equipment recovery and restoration of the
decay heat removal function are based on the time to reach this temperature
limit. This endstate represents an undesirable plant condition, but it does
not correspond to containment failure or core damage. Above this temperature
there exists uncertainty regarding RHR pump and suppression pool capabilities;
design conditions are exceeded and failure rates are unknown. Complex con-
tainment analysis beyond the scope of this study is required to assess condi-
tions beyond 200*F.

While use of this endstate is appropriate to meet the objectives of this
study, results are not directly comparable to other studies which address core
damage. Therefore, an analysis was provided which extrapolates the analysis
results to a core damage state by estimating the availability of numerous
recovery options during the additonal hours to core damage.

There are numerous periods in plant shutdown which represents varying levels
of decay heat generation, various plant activities, and differing risk from
inventory loss as well as heatup of the suppression pool. Only results for
failure of decay heat removal sequences during the first week of cold shutdown
were considered quantitatively in this study.

Factors which influence the results for sequences initiated by loss of decay
heat removal from cold shutdown and which reach the 200*F suppression pool
endstate are listed below in a summary fashion.
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Failuresofdecayheatregovalforevents
from cold shutdown (year- ) 6.9 x 10-6

Mission time (hrs) -- average length of a
shutdown for which less than 24 hrs is
available to recovery prior to the 200*F
endstate 62

Recovery time (hrs) -- minimum time to
achieve the 200*F endstate 15

Initiator frequency (yr-1) 8.3

Probability main condenser cannot be
restored in any mode 6.8 x 10-3

,

Probability that RHR system fails in its
fucntion of OHR 1.4 x 10-3

Probability of non-recovery of the RHR
|

system in its function of DHR 8.7 x 10-2

i These results are presented in more detail in NSAC-83.

j The report also includes the presentation of detailed cut-sets for cold shut-
| down. The contributions of individual component failures, human errors,
| maintenance unavailabilities, and system dependencies are evaluated. Their

importance to RHR system reliability is discussed; and, after considering
opportunities for restoring the RHR system or backup systems, their importance
to the failure of DHR is considered. In addition to the loss of cooling
function, opportunities for loss of coolant through decay heat removal systems
are handled in the fault tree analysis.

Withtheaidofresultsfromotperstudies,coredamagefrequencyisestimatedto be in the range of 3.5 x 10 /yr for events from cold shutdown.

Twenty sensitivity studies are performed to address (1) uncertainty in data or
analysis assumptions and (11) potential procedural or hardware changes to
prevent or mitigate loss of DHR. These studies also address the significance
of unique features of the BSEP plant. This latter information pertains to
events from power as well as from cold shutdown, and is important when using
this study for generic conclusions about other BWR plants. Since sensitivity
studies identified a strong sensitivity to the assumed need for RHR room
coolers, a time-dependent heat balance study of the RHR room was subsequently
performed. Based upon reasonable environmentally-induced-failure criteria, it
was concluded that room coolers were not necessary for cold shutdown.

Conclusions

Conclusions from the study results which relate to the subject of this paper
are put into three categories and are summarized briefly below.
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A. Plant specific conclusions relating to events from cold shutdown:

For events initiating from a loss of RHR decay heat removal in*

cold shutdown, the annual average frequency of achieving the
200*F suppression pool endstate or core damage is small both in
absolute value and relative to sequence frequencies initiating
at power. However, because of high decay heat levels the instan-
taneous risk early in a cold shutdown may exceed u. instantane-
ous risk during power operation.

Risk from a significant failure of RHR decay heat removal*

decreases as the outage continues; that is, as decay heat |
decreases. After one week of an outage, available time to l

recover decay heat removal prior to the 200''F endstate exceeds 24
hours. Verification of this conclusion for unusual maintenance
situations would require a more detailed analysis. .

Principal contributors to a total failure of decay heat removal*

in cold shutdown include

maintenance unavailabilities of RHR and RHRSW system equip--

ment.

failures of the RHRSW pumps and failures of the RHR pumps.-

common mode RHR heat exchanger failure (however, the existence-

of backup heat exchangers at Brunswick reduces the safety
concern from this contributor).

Principal contributors to an interruption of decay heat removal*

in the shutdown cooling mode of operation are failure of the
common pump suction valves F008 and F009.

Interruptions of decay heat removal during cold shutdown gener-*

ally have high probabilities for recovery before the 200'F end-
state because of long times availabl2 for recovery and numerous
available backup systems.

Failures of decay heat removal that result in reaching the 200*F-

endstate generally have high probabilities for recovery before
core damage because of additional long times available for
recovery and opportunity to restore the main condenser or to
employ containment venting.

8. Plant specific conclusions that address potential changes to prevent or
mitigate loss of DHR:

Equipment unavailability due to maintenance is a key contributor*

to the failure of decay heat removal. Policies to reduce main-
tenance unava11 abilities, particularly coincident maintenance of
more than one decay heat removal path and prolonged maintenance
early in a cold shutdown outage, would enhance the decay heat
removal function.
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The service water system plays a significant role in the decay*

heat removal process. A written procedure for cross-tying the
two BSEP units' service water systems would improve the reli-
ability of this decay heat removal option. The possibility for
common cause failure of both units' service water intakes war-
rants attention. Training and procedures to use temporary DHR
methods to extend service water recovery time would improve the
likelihood of recovery from these loss of service water events.

One design or procedural change which would significantly enhance*

the decay hat removal function would be to make the fuel pool
heat exchangers available to both loops of RHR rather than just
one loop.

The added time for recovery made possible by use of the conden-*

sate storage tank inventory to delay suppression pool heatup
would justify its use in a failure of decay heat removal sce-;

| nario. Development of procedures for this option would enhance
the decay heat removal function.

I

Sensitivity studies show the benefit of proceeding slowly to cold!
*

| shutdown as opposed to entering cold shutdown quickly with very
! high decay heat levels. Plant policies should discourage rapid
! cooldowns to begin maintenance or to shorten outage time.

Timely indication of the interruption of decay heat removal*

| enhances the recovery probability. Although enhanced indication
! does not greatly impact the failure of decay heat removal fre-

quency, it does reduce the frequency of challenging plant safety
systems.

C. The following conclusions apply at Brunswick and are expected to apply
generally to BWR plants. The many plant specific conclusions above are
also more broadly applicable, but plant specific variations must be con-
sidered.

Advantage can be taken of diverse backup systems, numerous inven-*

tory control systems, and long time available to recover from
faults to achieve low risk from failure to OHR.

Existing plants have significant diversity and depth of DHR*

capability. Given procedures and operating practices which fully
utilize this capability, the value of add-on systems or complex
hardware changes is diminished.

Modeling differences and different endstate definitions preclude mean-
ingful comparison of tho numerical results of the BWR and PWR studies.
The probability distributions shown in Figure 2 were derived by carrying
the confidence intervals through the quantification of the PWR model. A

| set of similar distributions for the BWR model would have the same
characteristics as Figure 2. Several design and procedural changes have
been initiated at both plants modeled. These changes are the result of
observations of problems encountered during operation and have been
influenced by the results of these analyses.
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RAMONA-3B APPLICATION TO

RROWNS FERRY ATWS*

G.C. Slovik, L.Y. Neymotin and P. Saha
Department of Nuclear Energy

Brookhaven National Laboratory
llpton, New York 11973

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Anticipated Transient Without Scram ( ATWS) is known to be a dominant
accident sequence for possible core melt in a Bolling Water Reactor (BWR). A
recent Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) analysis 1 for the Browns Ferry
nuclear power plant indicates that ATWS is the second most dominant transient
for core melt in BWR/4 with Mark I containment. The most dominant sequence
being the failure of long term decay heat removal function of the Residual
Heat Removal (RHR) system.

Of all the various ATWS scenarios, the Main Steam isolation Valve (HSIV)
closure ATWS sequence was chosen for present analysis because of its relative-
ly high frequency of occurrence and its challenge to the residual heat removal
system and containment integrity. Therefore, this transient has been, and
continues to be, analyzed by various organizations using various computer
codes. However, most of the prior efforts have been carried out using point-
kinetics codes.

Early deterministic analyses revealed a large variation in predicted
power levels during an ATWS with the water level lowered to the top of the
active fuel (TAF), as required by the Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPG).2
REL AP5/H001.6 results3,4 predicted power levels of ~8%, which compared
well with General Electric's statement 2 and Oak Ridge National Laboratory'spredictions of ~9%. On the other hand, the Electric Power Research Insti-
tute using spatial kinetics codes predicted ,7 power levels of 15-18%.6

Therefore, with so many different predicted power levels, RAMONA-3B with 30
neutrgnics was used by the SASA program to provide best estimate ATWS calcula-
tionsu with plant specific neutronic macroscopic cross sections from a TVA
nuclear power plant using the P8X8R fuel.

The objective of this paper is to discuss four MS!V closure ATWS calcula-
tions using the RAMONA-3B code. The paper is a summary of a report being pre-
pared 8 for the H5NRC Severe Accident Sequence Analysis (SASA) program which
should be referred to for details.

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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2.0 RESULTS

The four HSIV closure ATWS sequences will be discussed in this section.
The scenario and conclusions are presented with each transient.

!
i

2.1 Transient 1
The transient scenario overview is presented in Table 1. Essentially,

this transient models a total failure to SCRAM followed by a recirculation
pump trip at high pressure af ter the MSIV closure. The safety injection water
(HPCI and RCIC) is throttled such that the downcomer water level drops to and
then remains at the top of active fuel (TAF). Depressurization of the reactor
vessel is initiated when the pressure suppression pool (PSP) water temperature
reaches the value imposed by the heat capacit' temperature limit (HCTL) curve
for the PSP. This calculation has been performed mainly to evaluate the water
level control of the Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs). However, no boron
injection or manual control rod insertion was performed.

The predicted reactor power (Figure 1) attained a maximum of 265% in
about three seconds af ter the closure of the HSIV and returned to ~30% with
the water level near the normal operating point. (For better resolution, the
initial power spike on the plot is not shown.) As the water level was lowered
to TAF (Figure 2) and maintained there, the power decreased to ~20% of rated

This quasi-steady power level persisted until the HCTL was reached,power.
requiring the operator to depressurize the systen (Figure 3). This action
increases the negstive worth of the void reactivity feedback (Figure 4) in the
core because of the increase in the core average void fraction because of
flashing in the vessel and the increase in the specific volume of the vapor.
The overall effect was the reduction of the relative power to ~15% af ter the
depressurization. (The reactivity plots of Figure 4 are used for qualitative
analysis only.)

The integral effect of the predicted power history can be seen in Fig-
ure 5 where the PSP water temperature reaches the assumed HPCI failure point
of 190*F in ~23 minutes. This may lead to the overpressurization failure of
the primary containment in about 70 additional minutes 5 because of the large
amount of water injected into the vessel (causing core power increase) after
the LPCI and condensate booster pumps (CBP) hecome active by low system
pressure.

Transient ?

This transient has the same scenario as Transient I with the addition of
the effect of manual rod insertion (PRI) superimposed on the calculation.
Thus, in Table 2, the events are identical with the previous transient except
that the NRI action begins af ter 150s.

The most difficult part of this transient was to determine a realistic
control rod insertion strategy that an operator would choose along with a
practical insertion speed. While it is true RAMONA-33 could easily he
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programmed to insert the high worth rods during the transient, the knowledge
gained. ould be of minimal use since the code would insert rods based on data

{. the nature of the burnup process and the constantly changing control rod
an operator does not have. There is no optimum insertion strategy because of

pattern during the life of a fuel cycle.

The information on the realistic insertion strategy was obtained from
Mr. S.A. Hodge of Oak Ridge National Laboratory , who supplied Brookhaven
National Laboratory with video tapes of ATWS simulation sessions conducted at
Browns Ferry Simulator on August 20, 1983, under the auspices of USNRC/SASA
program. The simulator session chosen to be used as the model for the
RAMONA-3R calculation is shown in Figure 6 The resulting RAf10NA-3B insertion |

pattern is shown in Figure 7 where it should be noted that the insertions
after 1229s were assumed since the TVA simulator session ended by that time.

Additional information used in the transient was the fact that the rod
worth has a maximum between notches 30 and 8 (i.e., 4.5 to 10 ft.). Thus any
rod near the maximum worth range would be driven in by an operator before a
rod that would be inserted from the withdrawn position. Also, the RAf10NA-3R
cor trol rod insertion was ended at 10.4 f t. to simulate the operator's stop-
page of the insertion process outside the maximum worth band of a control rod.

Another importar; piece of information taken from the video was the fact
that the operator, during the ATWS, could not devote all of his time to the
control rod insertion process. Therefore, in RAMONA-38 calculation, a speed
of 2 in./:: (out of a maximum of 3 in./s) was used to insert any given rod. As
a final point, it should be noted that a 1/4 core model was used (the checked
lines in Figures 6 and 7) in the RAMONA-38 calculation implying that the nega-
tive reactivity insertion history for the model is different from reality
where only one rod is driven into the core at a time. However, af ter the four I(or two for boundary) rods have been inserted, the correct rod worth is
present.

The results of the MRI action can be seen in Figure 8 where the relative
power is reduced to 14% at 389s with 6 rods inserted and the power drops to
11% by 1229s with 20 rods inserted. This should be compared against the
previous calculation (i.e., Transient 1) where the average relative power over
the simulation was ~18% (Figure 1). The depressurization began at 1229s
when the HCTL (i.e.,160*F) for the system pressure was reached (which was the
same PSP water temperature used before). The negative SCRAM (or control rod)

,

reactivity shown in Figure 9 along with the increase in void reactivity (i.e.,
increase in core average void) caused by the depressurization is enough to put
the reactor on a negative period resulting in a predicted relative power of
~5% at 14105. However, power / void oscillations can occur since the positive
reactivity from the Doppler (i.e., fuel temperature) and moderator temperature
feedback is larger than the negative scram reactivity. The power would in-
crease untti a certain void fraction is reached (i.e., when the reactivities
sum to zero and turn negative) causing the power to decrease. .This will
generate less voids resulting in an insertion of positive void reactivity -
causing the cycle to repeat itself. power spikes should he avoided because of
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the effects on the system and their effects on the operator's instrumenta-
tion. Of course, these power spikes will eventually be damped out as soon as
the operator inserts enough rods to introduce sufficient negative SCRAft reac-
tivity to nullify the positive reactivity. To determine how many rods are
needed for the control rods to become the dominant controlling factor for
these mitigative actions, another calculation was performed without depressur-
ization.

In Figure 10 the MRI calculation without depressurization indicates that ,

the relative power drops to about ~6% af ter 28 rods (at ~1700s) have been
inserted. Figure 11 shows that by 1800s the SCRAM reactivity is clearly the
dominant negative reactivity controlling the effort to bring the plant to a
hot shutdown. The void reactivity (i.e., core average void) still determines
the resultant power level, but its effect is greatly reduced. ( An example of
a power / void spike can be seen at ~1650s in Figure 10, and the corresponding
void reactivity swing can be found in Figure 11 at the same time.) Conse-
quently, if the operator depressurized the system after inserting ~32 rods,
the core should attain the decay heat level with low amplitude power / void
spikes until a sufficient number of rods have been inserted to completely<

remove the void effect (i.e., hot shutdown).

The heatup rate for the PSP for all three transients discussed so far
can be seen in Figure 5. While Transient 1 went into HPCI failure at 23
minutes, both HRI predictions show a large delay in the time to HPCI failure.
The HRI heatup rates would level off since both calculations were terminated
at low pnwer. The PSP water temperature could eventually be turned around if
the residual heat removal coding system (i.e., the RHR with its ~3% of rated
power cooling ability) could be turned on. Otherwise, HPCI failure is inevi-

; table with all its repercussions.

As a final comment for Transient 2 (which applies to all ATWS best esti-
mate calculations), strong spatial effects in neutronics were obvious through-
out the calculation because of the strong void feedback. A good example of
this effect can be seen in Figure 14 were the axial power shape at 1229s com-
pletely inverts as compared to the power shape at other times. This demon-
strates that point kinetics cannot be used for ATWS calculations. These con-
clusions have recently been stated in a letter 10 discussing knowledge ;

'
learned in using the TRAC-BF1 code at INEL with 1D neutronics. The statement
in the letter reads as follows:

"During the mitigation of an ATWS in a BWR, the operator can implement a
,
' reactor power reduction technique termed level control. Level control is

implemented subsequent to the tripping of the recirculation pumps, and
introduces into the reactor an independent degree of freedom which is

,

normally controlled by the automatic level control system. By dropping
and maintaining the liquid level in the downcomer at a level equivalent
to the top of the active fuel, the overall power of the reactor can he
reduced. Such a dramatic change in the liquid level in the reactor has
equivalent ef fects on the void, flow, and power patterns within the
core. It has been observed that during the mitigation of hypothetical
ATWS, large variations in these patterns can take place. The large

t

i
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changes in, for example, core void profile, which level. control necessi-
tates results in'large variations on the neutron flux and reactor power
profiles within the core. These variations couple back to the thermal-
hydraulics in a manner which cannot be separated. Thus, it becomes very
' difficult, if ~ not impossible, to apply a point kinetics model to the
simulation of such a transient." ;

Transient 3 s\ :
'

The scenario for te.is transient can he found' in Table 3. dssentially,
the events are similar to the previous scenarios except for the fact that tip
HPCI system fails to operate. However, before discussing the RAMONA-38 pre-
dicted results .a brief description of the ID neutronic core model .used for '

this calculation should.be given. -

3

! The 1D set of macroscopic cross sections used for this trans'ient' was i
i generated from. the 3D set of cross sections used for other transients. By .

| using' the RAMONA-38 method 8 to collapse the 3D cross sections down to an
~

equivalent set of ID cross sections, an accurate and fast running plant model
was created toi run RAMONA-3B in the 10 mode. An example, of the success of '

( this effort is shown in Figure 12 where the' power histories of the two calcu- *

| lations almost coincide for 800s. This in itself is extremely convincing that
the 210 cross sections are accurate. In addition, comparison of the total
reactivities, Figure 13, proves that both sets of cross sections produce simi-
lar core reactivities responses for the same stimuli. This not only validates
the RAMONA-3R 3D to 10 collapsing method, but also verifies the ID coding in
RAMONA-38. The 10 version ran at a CPU-TO-REAL Time ratio of about 2.

The downcomer water level history is presented in Figure 15. After 70s
j the water level drops below TAF since the RCIC and control rod drive hydraulic ,

i system (CRDHS) flow is not sufficient to maintain the vessel inventory. The |

| effect of lowering the downcomer water level was a reduction in the' hydro- i

i static driving head causing low flow through.the core, as seen in Figure 16.
| The overall result was that a relative power level of 4% of rated power was

predicted by RAMONA-3B at 150s, as shown in Figure 17. No CHF was detected!

during the simulation,
i

,

| t
<

,
Transient 4

L.

| The scenario for Transient 4 is identical to that found in Table 1 except
| that the recirculation pumps do not trip off, i.e., they continue to run dur-

ing the transient. Although it is recognized that this event 'is highly un-
,

|

likely to occur, the simulation was performed to determine the reactor power, |
| system pressure, and water level drop during such an event to study the impor-

tance of this trip.
'

The results are shown in Figure 18 through Figure 20. In Figure 19, the,

l power is shown to stabilize at about ~80% of rated, making the steam flow
,

j below the rated maximum of the SRVs, which is 85% of full power steam flow '

.

| '

,

! :
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rate. The system pressure, Figure 19, peaks at 1340 psia and levels off to'

~1310 psia, dropping below the fracture pressure for the vessel. The most<
's significant graph is shown in Figure 20 where the downcomer water level is

shown dropping quickly because the mass of steam leaving through the SRVs is
larger than the ECC water entering the reactor vessel. Essentially, this cal-
culation dictates that the operator must verify that the recirculation pumps
have tripped af ter an ATWS has been identified to be in progress, and this j
nust be done quickly.,

J3.0 CONCLUSIONS<

RAMONA-38 has been used to calculate four MSIV closure ATWS scenarios.
Conclusions resulting from the study are summarized in this section.

s

3 .1 Level control (Contingency #7 of EPGs) and pressure control reduce the
reactor power from 30 to ~18% during the course of the transient. HPCI
failure occurs in ~23 minutes. No MRI or SLC was modeled during the
transient.

*

3 .2 Level and pressure control along with MRI will delay the time to HPCI
failure. Although the reactor power can be reduced to 6% with ~20 rods
inserted after the system has been depressurized, power spikes are ex-,,s.

pected because the void reactivity is comparable to the SCRAM (or control
rod) reactivity and both are below the positive reactivity supplied from
the Doppler and Moderator feedback. By waiting until ~32 rods have
been inserted before depressurization, the negative SCRAM reactivity
would be the dominant feedback effect and large enough to lower power
close to the decay heat level. However, the PSP water temperature is

y very high and HPCI failure will eventually occur unless the RHR cooling
is turned on. No SLC was modeled during this transient.

3 .1 The High Pressure Roll Off calculation (i.e., Transient 3) predicted that
the power would drop to ~4% at 150s with the water level ~4ft below
TAF. No CHF was detected during the first 150s. RCIC and CRDHS flow is
enough to sustain ~2.7% of rated power without loss of liquid inventory
in the vessel. Thus, if core power can be sustained below 2.7%, no fuel
damage would be expected.

3 .4 If the recirculation pumps do not trip during an MSIV closure ATWS, the
core power stabilizes around 80% of rated. Thus, the steam flow rate is
below the SRV maximum capacity of 85% of full power steam flow rate. The

.'
peak pressure of 1340 psia was calculated. While the calculation showed
that the reactor vessel was safe from an overpressurization failure, the'

3

water level was dropping rapidly. This calculation demonstrates that the
operator should verify the recirculation pump trip as his first action
during an ATWS event., ,

3.5 The RAMONA-38 calculations showed very strong neutronic spatial effects
during the transients because of the void feedback in a BWR. Thus, point
kinetics may not be appropriate for these transients.

a

s
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(

4.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The boron injection (or SLC) issue was not addressed during these. calcu-
lations. To evaluate the effectiveness of the SLC system, the problem of
boron stratification in the lower plenum must be studied. While applying

. level control to an ATWS will reduce the power, it will also lower ,the , flow
rate into the core creating a reduction in the boron mixing efficiency.. The

~ effectiveness of the SLC system in mitigating an ATWS is a technical issue
which remains to be solved.
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Table 1. Sequence of Events for Transient 1. j

MSIV closure in 5 sec. I1: -

Failure to SCRAM.-

- Feedwater flow ceases in 8 sec.
Recirculation pump trip at high pressure.. -

Downcomer water level hits 10-10 level and HPCI and RCIC ramp up to'
-

5600 gpm in 25 sec.

At 150 sec. operator takes control.
,

Lowers HPCI and RCIC flow to drop the downcomer water level to
top-of-active (TAF), and maintains there.
Operator follows depressurization line according to PSP heat capacity-

temperature limit curve.
HPCI shifts suction from CST to PSP at high PSP water level (high-

level cf 15.2 ft).
,

Table 2. Sequence of Events for Transient 2.

MSIV closure in 5 sec.-
,

Failure to SCRAM.-

- Feedwater flow ceases in 8 sec.
Recirculation pump trip at high pressure.-

Downcomer water level hits 10-10 level and HPCI and RCIC ramp up to-

5600 gom in 25 sec.

At 150 sec. operator takes control.

Operator starts manually inserting control rods one by one.-

Lowers HPCI and RCIC flow to drop the downcomer water level to-

top-of-active fuel (TAF), and maintains there.
Operator follows depressurization line according to PSP heat capacity-

temperature limit curve.
HPCI shifts suction from CST to PSP at high PSP water level (high-

level of 15.2 ft).

Table 3. Sequence of Events for Transient 3.
"

MSIV closure in 5 sec.-

Failure to SCRAM.-

' - Feedwater flow ceases in 8 sec. -

- Recirculation punps fail to trip at high pressure.
HPCI and RCIC injections start when downcomer water level hits 10-10-

level.
l' ;-
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TRANSIENT #1
3-D BROWNS FERRY

RELATIVE POWER VS. TIME
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Figure 1. Reactor power prediction for Transient 1.
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Figure 2. Downromer water level prediction for Transient 1.
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TRANSIENT #1
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Figure 3. System pressure for Transient 1.
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' Figure 4. Reactivity predictions for Transient 1.
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ROD INSERTION PATTERN AT SIMUt.ATOR
'

* - (TRANSIENT #7, AUGUST 20. 1983
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Figure 6. Control rod insertion pattern performed
at TVA simulator during Session # 7.
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MANUAL ROD INSERTION
WITH DEPRESSURIZATION

RELATIVE POWER VS. TIME
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Figure 8. Reactor power history for Transient 2.
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Figure 9. Reactivities for Transient 2.
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MANUAL ROD INSERTION
NO DEPRESSURIZATION

-RELATIVE POWER VS. TIME !
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Figure 10. Relative power prediction for Transient 2
with no depressurization.
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Figure 11. Reactivities for Transient 2 with
no depressurization.
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COMPARE 3D/1D MSIV CLOSURE ATWS

RELATIVE POWER VS. TIME
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Figure 12. Comparison of reactor power for
RAMONA-3B/3D and RAMONA-3B/10.
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Figure 13. Comparison of total reactivities predicted
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MANUAL ROD INSERTION

POWER VS; CORE HEIGHT A SEVERAL TIMES
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Figure 14. Axial power distributions for several
times during Transient 2 (with depressurization).
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Figure 15. Downcomer water level predictions
for Transient 3.
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HIGH PRESSURE BOIL-OFF
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Figure 16. Core inlet flow rate for Transient 3.
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Figure 17. Reactor power history for Transient 3.
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Figure 19. System pressure for Transient 4.
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TRAC /MELPROG ANALYSES OF TMLB' TRANSIENTS IN OCONEE-1
*

; by
f

I B. E. Boyack and R.-J. Henninger
'

'
t Energy Division,

Los Alamos National Laboratory
i
j

'. ABSTRACT '
.

P

A severe . degraded-core accident sequence of the
j 'Oconee-1 pressurized water reactor was simulated using the

TRAC /MELPROG code, an integrated core-melt and
thermal-hydraulics analysis code jointly developed by Sandia
and Los Alamos National Laboratories.. The TRAC /MELPROG code
provides an integrated analysis of the behavior of core,
vessel, and reactor-coolant systems during severe accidents.
The severe accident sequence analyzed was a total loss of,

feedwater with failure of the emergency core-cooling system
(a TMLB' sequence). The accident was calculated to 4775 s

i at this time cladding had begun to melt and fuel rods near
the top of the core had failed. Radial structural elements

t' had also begun to fail and debris beds had formed in the
lower areas of the core above the lower support plate. The

,

; calculation was terminated at 4775 s because of errors in
i the debris bed model. These errors have since been'

corrected, but we were not 'able to incorporate the! corrections into the calculation because of restart
incompatibility.

4

h

,

'

1hTRODUCT10N

Realistic estimates of radioactive releases in the event of a severe
accident require the use of a mechanistic calculational tool that models the
entire primary system of a pressurized water reactor (PWR). This tool must !

;
'

begin with an accident initiator and determine the entire accident sequence
through fuel failure and release of radioactivity from the primary system. The

,

; TRAC /MELPROG code under joint development by Sandia and Los Alamos National
Laboratories will . provide such a capability. The initial version of the
TRAC /MELPROG code has been developed by linking TRAC-PF1/ MODI (Ref. 1)
(hereaf ter referred to as TRAC) developed at Los Alamos with the MELPROG/ MODO
(Ref. 2) code developed at Sandia and Los Alamos National Laboratories. MELPROG
is coupled to TRAC to provide an integrated analysis of the behavior of core,
vessel, and reactor-coolant systems during severe accidents. MELPROG treats
core. degradation and loss of geometry, debris formation, core melting, attack on
supporting structures, slumping, melt-water interactions, and vessel failure.-

TRAC models 'the . remainder of the primary and secondary systems including trip
and control actions. In this paper, we discuss the first application of the
TRAC /MELPROG code to a severe accident: a total loss of feedwater with failure

!

! *This work is supported by the US NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research.

|
!.
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of the emergency core-cooling system (a TMLB' sequence) for the Oconee-1
reactor. The feedwater loss was assumed to be instantaneous. We analyzed the
same event with a prerelease version of TRAC /MELPROG, designated TRAC /MIMAS.3

H0 DEL
Oconee-1 is a Babcock and Vilcox lowered-loop PWR and consists of a vessel,

! two steam generators (SGs), two hot legs, and four cold legs. For this first

application of TRAC /MELPROG, the two hot and four cold legs have been combined
into a single-loop representation of the primary cooling system (Fig.1). Also
modeled were the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs), loop seals, surge line, and
pressurizer with relief valves. All thermal-hydraulic (flow) elements,

including the vessel, were modeled in one dimension (1-D). MELPROG/HODO has the

capacity to model the vessel's structural elements in two dimensions (2-D): this
capability was used even though only a 1-D flow representation through the
vessel was available. Structural elements modeled included the flow distributor
plates, lower grid plate, lower support plate, upper tie plate, core barrel,
baffle plate, formers, plenum cylinder, core-support shield, and core. The 2-D
MELPROG structures model is depicted in Fig. 2.

RESULTS
After the feedwater was lost, the low-inventory, once-through SGs quickly

boiled dry. With loss of the se ondary heat sink, the primary began to

pressurize and heat up. The power-operated relief valve (PORV) first opened at
406 s. The core-exit liquid temperature reached saturation at 1800 s, and

boiling began in the core. By 3150 s there was insufficient liquid in the core
to maintain the cladding temperatures near the saturation temperature, and
cladding heatup began. The maximum cladding temperature at core-level 5 is
shown in Fig. 3. Cladding oxidation began at 4245 s. The hydrogen production
and axial-oxidation-position histories are given in Fig. 4. The control rods
near the top of the core began to fail at 4575 s. The cladding began to melt by
4650 s. Radial structural elements (baffle plate and formers) near the top of
the core began to fail by melting at 4725 s. Debris beds began to form in the
lower part of the core, above the lower support plate, by 4735 s. The core
disruption and relocation that began near the top of the core proceeded to lower
levels as the transient progressed, thereby increasing the height of the debris
beds.

We concluded our transient calculation at 4775 s. We chose to terminate
the calculation because errors were found in the debris bed model. These errors
have since been corrected, but we were unable to incorporate these corrections
for this calculation because the changes affect data storage and therefore
restart compatibility.

In Fig. 5, we provide a snapshot showing the state of the primary system at
4750 s, just before the calculation was terminated. The liquid content of the
primary was distributed among three locations, physically separated from each
other by regions filled with steam. First, the vessel lower plenum, lower core,
and lower downcomer were filled with water. Approximately the lower one-seventh
of the core was liquid filled at the end of the calculation. Second, the

primary side of the SG, the loop seal, contained water. However, the level of

the wa t e r wa s below the cold-leg attachment to the RCP. Third, there was a

small amount of water in the bottom of the pressurizer; this water did not drain
back into the hot lee through the surge line because of a counter-current flow
of steam, and in the later stages of the transient, hydrogen, passing through
the pressurizer and out the PORV. The condition of the core at 4750 s is also
detailed in Fig. 5. For the computational model, the core was divided into six
equal-height levels and three equal-area radial rings. The fuel pins in levels
three through six and all radial rings disintegrated following complete melting
of the zirconium cladding and failure of the zirconium oxide layer in the
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I
| cladding. The rubble. resulting from pin disintegration was concentrated in

level three; a smaller fraction of the rubble . lodged in the fuel-pin stubs
remaining in core level two. An even smaller fraction of the rubble was still

! in transition from core axial level four to the lower levels of the core.
| Several of the structures at the outer periphery of the core had failed (level
j 5).. Specifically. .the. baffle plate and forme rs | wi thin axial level five had

failed by complete melting; formers in levels three and four had also failed byi ,

tcomplete melting. Thus, we have obtained a first-order view into the !

' dimensionality of damage within the' vessel.:

| We note. that the phenomena predicted with 1-D flow models do not fully
describe .the expected phenomena in the core region. Specifically, it is;

anticipated that natural-circulation phenomena will influence the course of the,

t transient. We have completed preliminary calculations with a MELPROG version
that includes a 2-D flow analysis capability.' A strong natural-circulation flow
is predicted in the upper ' plenum. A weaker, but still significant.

: natural-circulation flow penetrates into the core region, retards the rate of
temperature increases in the core, and acts-to_ delay cladding melting..

i ,

CONCLUSIONS

An-integrated TRAC /MELPROG calculation of a TMLB' sequence in Oconee-1 has ['

been performed. This transient was calculated to 4775 s; at this time cladding !

had begun to~ melt and fuel rods near the top of the core had failed. Radial ;
; structural elements had also begun to fail. Debris beds had formed in the lower !

areas of the core above the lower support plate. We terminated the calculation i
i because the MELPROG/ MODO debris models failed; these models have been corrected i

but cause the updated TRAC /MELPROG code to be restart incompatible with the code
j version used to calculate the transient to 4775 s.
; We note that the code used consisted of TRAC-PF1/ MODI and MELPROG/M000 t

! linked together to function as a single code. This code version is limited
j because- it is capable of performing only 1-D fluid-flow calculations. We :
4 believe that at least a 2-D flow model of the. vessel is required if we are to :

accurately represent the phenomena occurring in the vessel af ter the top of the |core is uncovered. A 2-D flow analysis capability is under development and will
|

;
'

be available in 1986 when MELPROG/ MODI is released. ;
.
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ATWS ANALYSIS FOR BROWNS FERRY
|a

NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT l

R. Jack Dallman
Wayne C. Jouse

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
EG&G Idaho, Inc.

P.O. Box 1625
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83415

ABSTRACT
.

Analyses of postulated Anticipated Transients Without Scram
(ATWS) were performed at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL). The Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Unit 1 (BFNP1)
was selected as the subject of this work because of the
cooperation of the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA). The work is
part of the _ Severe Accident Sequence Analysis (SASA) Program of
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). A Main Steamline
Isolation Valve (MSIV) closure served as the transient initiator,

for these analyses, which preceded a complete failure to scram.
Results from the analyses indicate that operator mitigative
actions are required to prevent overpressurization of the primary
containment. Uncertainties remain concerning the effectiveness
of key mitigative actions. The effectiveness of level control as
a power reduction procedure is limited. Power levels resulting
from level control only reduce the Pressure Suppression Pool
(PSP) heatup rate from 6 to 4 F/ min. p

, , , ,,

INTRODUCTION

The topic of this paper is the analysis conducted at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) of Anticipated Transients
Without Scram (ATWS) in a Boiling Water Reactor (BWR). With the
cooperation of-the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), the subject plant
is the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Unit 1 (BFNP1). The work is part of
a cooperative effort coordinated by the Severe Accident Sequence
Analysis (SASA) Program of the U.S. NRC. Work performed at the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)I and Brookhaven National Laboratory
(BNL) is also part of the BWR SASA effort on ATWS. The objectives of

, this task include establishing the methodology for and performing
comprehensive deterministic analyses of severe accidents, determining
accident event progression, evaluating the effects of plant safety

_.

Work supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Officea.
of Nuclear Regulatory Research under DOE Contract No. DE-AC07-761001570.t
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systems and operator actions on accident progression, and defining
requirements for improved analytical methods or for experiments to resolve
uncertainties.>

An ATWS is a postulated operational occurrence which is followed by a
2failure to. scram the reactor. Previous probabilistic analyses have

asserted that the ATWS at BFNP1,is included in a group of dominant
transients relative to core damage frequency. Although low in probability,
ATWS accidents are of concern because they could lead to core damage and
' fission product release to the environment. The ATWS studied here is
initiated by a Main Steamline Isolation Valve (MSIV) closure. MSIV closure
isolates the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) from the main condenser. Steam
produced in the RPV is discharged to the Pressure Suppression Pool (PSP),
creating a threat to containment unless power can be reduced to decay heat
level. The outcome of the transient is governed by the ability of plant
systems and operator actions to maintain core cooling and containment
integrity until the accident can be controlled.

Consistent with SASA objectives, the MSIV closure ATWS at BFNP1 was
studied by developing an analysis methodology. Using probabilistic
methods, a sequence event tree (SET)3 was developed which described the
many paths (sequences) that an ATWS could follow in terms of plant systems
and operator actions. Analysis of the most probable sequences yielded
insight to the possible consequences resulting from a MSIV closure ATWS.
Results from the analyses are presented in Reference 4. This paper will
highlight pertinent topics from the analyses.

RESULTS

Deterministic analyses were performed using two best estimate computer
codes. RPV response was calculated with RELAP5/M001.6.5 Besides the RPV
and associated internals, RELAP5 was used to model the feedwater line, main
steamlines, Standby Liquid Control System (SLCS), Control Rod Drive (CRD)
system, and the Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) systems. The RELAP5 model was
extensively assessed with plant specific transient data and data from the
Full Integral Simulation Test (FIST) Facility.6 The primary containment,
specifically'the drywell, and PSP, was modeled with CONTEMPT /LT-028.7
RELAP5 provided boundary conditions to CONTEMPT in the form of mass and
energy rates through the Safety Relief Valves (SRVs). CONTEMPT in turn
provided event timings back to RELAP5. Figure 1 illustrates the
information exchanged between the two codes.

Events occurring during the early portion of a MSIV closure ATWS
(Table 1) are well defined. MSIV closure causes a rapid pressurization of
the RPV because the core continues to produce steam at near rated
conditions. Increased pressure collapses voids in the core which provides
positive reactivity feedback. Increased power results, which increases the
core steaming rate. The increasing pressure causes the recirculation pumps
to trip (at 1135.0 psia), and the SRVs to open.

112
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MSIV closure isolates the steam supply of the feedwater turbines from
the RPV. As the feedwater turbines and pumps rapidly coast down,
turbine-driven feedwater is lost. Continued core steaming causes the
vessel downcomer level to decrease. When lo-lo level (476.0 in.) is
reached, HPCI and RCIC' systems are activated. Taking suction from the CST,
HPCI pumps 5000 gpm and RCIC pumps 600 gpm of high pressure makeup into the
-RPV via the feedwater line. For the purposes of these analyses, it was
assumed that a scram signal was generated but no control rods were
inserted. Following the scram signal, 112 gpm of water was pumped into the
RPV by the CRD system. Figure 2 illustrates the flow alignment described
above.

Following recirculation pump trip, the reactor stabilizes in a natural
circulation mode. Core power is determined from the mass flow rates and
enthalpies of the injected water. The resulting power with HPCI, RCIC, and
CR0 injection is ~30% of rated. This causes a steaming rate of ~21% of
normal steamline flow to be relieved to the PSP. The difference in core
power and RPV steaming rate is accounted for by the heating of the highly
subcooled ECC fluid.

The RPV stabilizes to a quasi steady state condition in less than
100 s after transient initiation. Steam produced in the core is relieved
to the PSP through the cycling of two to four SRVs. As the steam is
condensed in the PSP, the PSP heats up at the rate of ~6 F/ min.

Subsequent events are dependent on the interaction of plant systems
and operator actions. A simulation was performed to assess the transient
progression during automatic plant operation (no operator actions).
Results from that simulation indicated that drywell failure pressure
(132 psia) would be reached ~45 minutes after transient initiation.

Ultimately, termination of an ATWS progression can only be
accomplished by shutting the reactor down. The operator must either insert
control rods or borate the core to effect a hot shutdown. Other actions
are intended to extend the transient chronology to allow time for control
rod insertion and/or boron injection to become effective. The main
objectives of those actions are to maintain adequate core cooling and to
reduce core power. The importance of reducing core power lies in the fact
that without reactor shutdown, the containment could eventually
overpressurize. Reducing core power also reduces the core steaming rate
and the corresponding PSP heatup rate. By reducing the PSP heatup rate,
the time to containment pressurization is extended.

Analyses of postulated ATWS in BWRs involve significant
uncertainties. Among those are the effectiveness and timing of operator
actions. When and how the operator would react to an ATWS is extremely
important to the transient outcome. The effectiveness of individual
control rod insertion is dependent on several factors that are difficult to
quanti fy. Currently, the capability does not exist to mechanistically
calculate the transport and effectiveness of sodium pentaborate (from the
SLCS).
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At BFNP1, injection of the SLCS is through a single sparger located in
the lower plenum just below the core plate. This asymmetrical injection
raises questions concerning the boron solution being transported uniformly
into the core.. Because the boron solution has a specific gravity of 1.1
and it is highly subcooled when it enters the RPV, the solution has the
potential for. settling in the lower plenum particularly during low core
flow conditions. The analyses performed at the INEL used a bounding )
approach in modeling boron injection. To determine maximum effectiveness,
the boron solution was calculated ta move isotropically with the liquid in

the vessel. This provided results based on ideal conditions. The other
bounding solution was obtained by assuming minimum effectiveness. This was
done by calculating the boron worth to be zero until an amount sufficient ;

Ifor hot shutdown was injected. At that time, the total amount of baron was
'placed in the lower plenum and then transported into the core.

During an ATWS, the reactor power is determined by the energy and mass
flow rate of the fluid injected into the RPV. In other words, during quasi
steady state' conditions if the injected flow rate and energy are known, the
reactor power can be easily calculated. Controlling parameters other that
flow rate can make the determination of reactor power more difficult. For

instance, proposed Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs)8 advocate a
procedure termed level control for the purpose of reducing core power and
the resulting steaming. rate to the PSP. Level control involves the
lowering of the downcomer water level to the top of the active fuel (TAF)
by throttling makeup injection systems. Analysis of level control involves
complicated thermal hydraulic /neutronic feedbacks. Calculations at the
INEL result in a predicted power level of approximately 17%, when downcomer
level is at TAF and the RPV is at 1000 psia. This value agrees closely
with previously published Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)

9 IIresults ,10 and with RAMONA-38 calculations done at BNL as part of "'

the SASA Program.

i
Thus, if the operator takes level control, the reactor power is e

predicted to be reduced from approximately 30% to 17% of rated. The net
result of that power reduction is to reduce the PSP heatup rate from 6 to
4*F/ min. This is illustrated on Figure 3.

Figure 3 in effect shows the marginal effect of level control and core
boration. The automatic response of the reactor to an MSIV closure ATWS is
such that the PSP heats up at a rate of ~6*F/ min. This heatup rate is
based on the enthalpy balance across the reactor induced by the full flow
of the HPCI and RCIC systems. In these simulations, it was assumed that
the operator took level control early, just two minutes after transient
initiation, and that his actions tended to maximize the worth of this
mitigative action. Thus, the delay in PSP time-to-temperature obtained was
maximized. The effect of level control is not noteable unless it is
considered in terms of the time necessary to inject an amount of boron into
the reactor necessary to effect a hot shutdown. ,

|

'
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The simulated effectiveness of the SLCS was minimized by assuming that
all the boron injected into the reactor stratified in the lower plenum.
This assumption was modeled by injecting no boron into the vessel until
such a time as 265 lb, an amount sufficient to effect a hot shutdown, would
have been injected. At this time, the simulation was stopped, and 265 lb
was placed in the lowermost node of the lower plenum. The simulation was
then restarted assuming that the operator had terminated level control, and
was. refilling the reactor with the HPCI system. The time-to-hot shutdown,

was calculated using both 50 and 86 gpm capacity SLCS systems.
|
'

The results of these simulations are shown on Figure 3, and indicate
|

that the maximum potential effectiveness of level control has a worth
' roughly equivalent to increasing the SLCS capacity from 50 to 86 gpm by
! doubling the number of on-line pumps. As indicated by the figure, level
'

control reduces the PSP heatup rate from 6 to 4*F/ min. With a 50 gpm SLCS
capacity it would take.1585 s to inject 265 lb of boron, and with 86 gpm it:

would take 980 s. The net effect of level control in these cases is to
affect a lower PSP temperature at the time of shutdown.

Analysis of the physical mechanisms governing level control indicates
that the relative worth of it cannot be easily enhanced. Figure 4 shows
the results of a series of RELAPS simulations designed to give reactor
power as a function of collapsed downcomer liquid level. When the
downcomer level is above the top of the active fuel (TAF), but below the
top of the upper plenum, reactor power is fairly insensitive to the level.
There is a wide plateau on which the reactor power stagnates at ~17%
(assuming that the inlet of the core is saturated). Below this plateau,
reactor power decreases rapidly with level, but the accuracy of level
instrumentation at these reduced levels can be questioned. Thus, it
becomes apparent that no further reduction in power can be accomplished by
controlling the downcomer liquid level.

Complementary guidance for, and a possible alternative to, level
control can be given to the operator by specifying before hand the HPCI
flow necessary to maintain the state of the reactor on the level / flow
plateau. Table 2 shows some typical values of flows and powers computed
from a enthalpy balance, and downcomer levels computed using RELAPS. The
numbers indicate that by reducing HPCI flow, the reactor power can be
reduced significantly. A corresponding reduction in PSP heatup rate could|

also be accomplished.

CONCLUSIONS

This article is concluded with an overview of these contents. The
primary mechanism of daniage occurring from a postulated ATWS at the Browns
' Ferry Nuclear Plant, a BWR/4 with a MARK I containment system, is primary

! containment overpressure. This overpressure can be prevented by shutting
the reactor down with the SLCS system or by control rod insertion.

| -Analysis of the actions and mechanisms of SLCS boration of the core ;
indicate that, in conjunction with level control, the reactor can be shut j
down before the PSP reaches saturation if the operator acts in a timely and i

effective manner.
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,

Level control reduces reactor power from 30 to ~17% of, rated. That 3

- result is obtained with the level at TAF, the RPV at 1000 psia, and ,

saturated core inlet conditions. Reducing the power to 17% slows the N

PSP heatup rate from 6 to 4 F/ min.
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TABLE 1. MSIV CLOSURE ATWS SEQUENCE OF EVENTS--FIRST 80 SECONDS
'

a
,

Time
(s) Value Event1-

0.0 Transient initiation, MSIVs begin to close.--

0.4 10% MSIV fractional area has decreased 10%
causing scram signal.

2.67' 104.7% Jet pump discharge mass flow peaks.
,t.

.g? 2.71 253.0% Peak reactor power.

3.03 110.0 psi /s Maximum rate of change of steam dome
pressure, SRVs begin to open.,

', 3.26 1135.0 psia Recirculation pump trip signal on high steam
dome pressure.

3.79 Recirculation pumps trip, begin flow--

coastdown.
,

5.0 MSIV completely closed.--

6.7 2582 F Peak fuel temperature.

6.7 82% SRV flow peaks at 82% of normal steaming.
, g;<,. .7.3 608.9*F Peak cladding temperature.

- 10.5 1272 psia Peak steam dome pressure.
''

34 476.0 in. Downcomer level reaches lo-lo level, HPCI,

and RCIC actuate.,

4 78 110'F PSP temperature reaches 110*F, SLCS
'

injection called for by EPGs.

s. 79 5600 gpm HPCI, RCIC at full flow,
w

a. Event timings as predicted by RELAPS/M001.6.
9
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TABLE 2. APPR0XIMATE FLOW AND POWER LEVELS DURING A BWR ATWS'
i., ,

Reactor' Downcomer PSP:Heatup'

Power Level Rate..

|.. Makeup Flow 1
'

(%) 4 (ft) (* F/ min)
'>

= . . <

(opm) , p.
~45 ~6

5600 -~30-
''

<

:3400: 17.7. 29.6 ~4
.

t.

3230| '16.7 29.0 ~4
..

1428 8.7 27.3 ~2
.
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NSSS PARAMETERS: CONTAINMENT PARAMETERS:-

HPCI, RCIC TURBINE EXHAUST . EVENT TIMINGS
SRV, ADS FLOWS * HPCI SUCTION SHIFT

j s * MASS FLOW RATES * HPCI FAILURE
* FLUID ENTHALPIES * HCTL MONITORING

j * LIQUID LEVEL MONITORING
ECC EXTRACTION MASS FLOW RATES * HDWP

* ISOLATION PRESSURES
(RCIC, ADS)

i

i :> CONTEMPT
|

:

!

Figure 1. Information exchange between RELAPS and CONTEMPT..
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ANALYSIS OF FEEDWATER TRANSIENT INITIATED SEQUENCES
_

FOR THE BELLEFONTE NUCLEAR PLANT"

Charles A. Dobbe
Paul D. Bayless

Rosanna Chambers

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
EG&G Idaho, Inc.

ABSTRACT

Four feedwater transient initiated sequences for the
Bellefonte Nuclear Plant were analyzed. The
sequences were evaluated to determine if core damage
woula result. Calculations were performed with the
RELAPS/ MOD 2 computer code until either cladding
cxidation or long term core cooling was obtained.
The analyses show that a total loss of power and
auxiliary feedwater (TMLB' sequence) results in core
damage. The addition of a single HPI pump was shown
to provide adequate core cooling.

INTRODUCTION

A series of feedwater transient initiated sequences for the
Bellefonte nuclear power plant has been analyzed at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The analyses are part
of the Severe Accident Sequence Analysis (SASA) Program
sponsored by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
The analyses support the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)
development of a probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) for
Bellefonte. The INEL analyses were performed with the
RELAP5/ MOD 2 computer code to evaluate the thermal-hydraulic
response of Bellefonte to these postulated transient scenarios.
The INEL analyses provide information regarding time to core
damage if it is predicted to occur for the transient sequences
evaluated. The following sections discuss the feedwater
transient initiated sequences evaluated, the Bellefonte plant
and the RELAP5 model used, the analytical results obtained, and
the conclusions reached. This document also presents details of
current and planned SASA analyses for Bellefonte.

TRANSIENT DESCRIPTIONS

Four feedwater transient initiated sequences were to be
evaluated. The transients were selected by TVA for resolution
of PRA issues and are:

dWork sponsored by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, under DOE Contract No.
DE-AC07-76ID01570.
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Transient 1.A Loss of offsite power with concurrent loss of
onsite power and failure to provide emergency
feedwater (TMLB') sequence;

Transient 1.B Transient 1.A with additional loss of the
power operated relief valve (PORV) and with
one high pressure injection (HPI) pump
operational;

Transient 1.C Transient 1.A with one HPI pump operational;

Transient 1.D Transient 1.A with two HPI pumps operational.

The initial transient (Transient 1.A) is initiated at full
power by the complete loss of all station A. C. power. The loss
of power results in a simultaneous turbine trip, reactor scram,
primary reactor coolant pump trip, and main feedwater valve
closure initiation. Turbine trip isolates the steam generators
from the turbines by closing the turbine stop valves. The
isolated steam generator secondaries are provided pressure
relief via the modulating atmospheric dump valves and the steam
line safety relief valves (SRVs). The primary system pressure
relief is provided by the PORV and the primary system SRVs.
Emergency core cooling systems, auxiliary feedwater systems, and
primary makeup and letdown systems are not operational during
this transient.

Transient 1.B assumed the same sequence ci events as.

Transient 1.A with two additional conditions imposed. The PORV
is assumed unavailable (either failed closed or the upstream
block valve is closed) so that primary system pressure relief is
through the SRVs only. It is further assumed that a single HPI
pump is online and injecting equally into the four cold legs.
The HPI pump is turned on when the primary system initially
reaches the PORV opening pressure of 2310 psia (15.93 MPa).

Transient 1.C assumed the same sequence of events as
Transient 1.B, but with the PORV assumed operational. The
initiation of a single HPI pump in this transient is coincident
with the initial opening of the PORV.

Transient 1.0 is identical to transient 1.C with full HPI
delivery assumed (two pumps). Transient 1.D was to be run only
if Transient 1.C resulted in core damage.

The transients described were to be evaluated until either a
success or a failure criterion had been met. Success was
defined as the establishment of adequate long term core
cooling. Failure was defined to occur if fuel cladding surface
tenperatures exceeded the initiation temperature for potentially
significant cladding oxidation. The temperature used for the
failure criteria was 1340 CF (1000 K).
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t COMPUTER CODE DESCRIPTION

The feedwater transients were analyzed utilizing the
RELAP5/ MOD 2 computer codel. RELAPS is an advanced
one-dimensional, two-fluid, nonequilibrium computer code
utilizing a full six equation hydrodynamic model providing
continuity, momentum and energy equations for each of two phases
within a control volume. The energy equations contain source
terms which couple the hydrodynamic model to the heat structure
conduction model by a convective heat transfer formulation. The
code contains special process models for critical flow, abrupt
area changes, branching, cross-flow junctions, pumps, valves,
care neutronics, And control systems.

SELLEFONTE PLANT AND INPUT MODEL DESCRIPTION

Bellefonte is a Babcock and Wilcox design pressurized water
reactor with a thermal power rating of 3600 MW. The design
incorporates two primary coolant loops connected to the reactor
vessel, each consisting of a hot leg, a once-through steam
generator, two pump suction legs, two reactor coolant pumps, and
two cold legs. The HPI system injects into the primary system
at the cold legs just downstream of the reactor coolant pumps.
A pressurizer is connected to one of the hot legs with a surge
line. The RELAPS input model simulated the two hot legs and
four cold legs explicitly and represents the primary and
secondary systems with 187 volumes, 194 junctions, and 185 heat
structures. Further details of the RELAP5 model of Bellefonte
are given in Reference 2.

The Bellefonte RELAP5 model was initialized to steady state
conditions reflecting anticipated operating conditions at 100%
of rated core power. Table 1 compares the values of selected
plant parameters as calculated by RELAP5/ MOD 2 to those presented
in the Bellefonte Final Safety Analysis Report J for full power
steady state operation. Differences between tne desired
tanticipated) and computed values are well within the
uncertainty in the plant operating parameters.

RESULTS

The following describes the results of the feedwater
transient initiated sequences for Bellefonte. Transient 1.A was
the only sequence evaluated that resulted in heatup of the fuel
cladding to potentially significant oxidation temperatures.
Transients 1.B and 1.C were terminated after analyses indicated
one HPI pump was sufficient to provide adequate long term core
cooling. The core cooling is expected to continue until the
corated water storage tank (BWST) that supplies the HPI system
empties 20 to 25 hours after transient initiation. Transient1.D was not analyzed since it is a repeat of Transient 1.C with
a higner HPI injection rate, with the higher injection rate also
providing adequate long term cooling.
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The sequence of events for the three transients analyzed is
summarized in Table 2. The events occurring during the initial
3.1 s are coundary conditions common to all three transients.
Transient 1.A produced core heatup above coolant saturation
temperature 1930 s after transient initiation with significant
oxidation temperatures reached 770 s later. Neither Transient
1.B nor 1.C resulted in core heatup but, instead, showec that a
single HPI pump can provide adequate core cooling by 5000 s with
SRVs and by 3500 s with both PORV and SRVs providing primary
system pressure relief.

Figure 1 presents the primary system pressure response for
Transient 1.A. The pressure decreased initially because the
heat transfer to the secondary coolant system was greater than
the heat added in the core. The steam generators dried out
quickly, and the pressure increased to the PORV opening pressure
230 s after transient initiation. The PORV cycled for about 650
s, after which it could no longer relieve the system pressure.
The reactor coolant system pressure then increased to the
opening pressure of the SRVs. The SRVs were able to control the
primary system pressure. The slower depressurization after the
second SRV opening was caused by bolling in the reactor coolant
system. After acout 2500 s, the liquid level in the core and
the boiling rate were low enough that the PORV alone was able to
relieve the pressure.

The calculated fuel cladding surface temperatures near the
bottom, middle, and top of the core are shown for Transient 1.A
in Figure 2. The temperatures show that the core dryout was
from the top down. Cladding heatup was ocserved to begin 1930 s
after transient initiation in the upper core with cladding
temperatures exceeding 1340 CF (1000 K) at 2700 s.

The calculated primary system pressure response to Transient
1.B is shown in Figure 3 and to Transient 1.C in Figure 4.
Transient 1.B showed repressurization to the SRV opening
pressure 330 s after transient initiation. The SRVs then cycled
repeatedly for une remainder of the transient. Transient 1.C
showed a response similar to that observed in Transient 1.A with
the timing to initial opening of the SRVs delayed by cooling
provided by the HPI system. The SRV opening pressure was
reached 2050 s after transient initiation and the valves cycled
seven times. Following 3400 s, pressure relief was provided by
the PORV, which was full open from 900 s on. Transient 1.8
provides more challenges to the SRVs which, over the course of
the 20 to 24 hours before the BWST emptied, could fail.

The comparison of the primary system mass inventory for
Transients 1.B and 1.C is shown in Figure 5. The comparison
shows the difference between mass injected (HPI) and mass
expelled (relief valve (s)) for the two transients. The
ccmcination of PORV and SRVs produced a more rapid decrease in
system mass in Transient 1.C until SRV cycling ended at 3400 s.
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HPI flow '.as then able to exceed PORV flow and the primary
system began to refill. In Transient 1.8, the primary system
-began refilling after 5000 s when'the HPI flow exceeded the flow
being expelled through the cycling SRVs.

CONCLUSIONS

The analyses show that Transient 1.A, the TMLB' sequence,
resultea in core dryout and fuel cladding heatup to rapid
oxidation initiation temperatures. Availability of a single HPI
pump is sufficient for core cooling regardless of PORV
availability until the BWST empties between 20 and 24 hours
after transient initiation. The comparison between Transients
1.B and 1.C show that PORV availability results in fewer
challenges to the SRVs and, therefore, less chance for their
failure.

Further analyses of the Bellefonte plant are currently
underway. A series of small break transient initiated sequences
are being analyzed to further support the Bellefonte PRA
development. These transients are characterized by small cold
leg break loss-of-coolant accidents witn additional failures of
auxiliary feedwater, HPI systems, low pressure injection
systems, and accumulators. The TMLB' sequence described above
is currently being analyzed through the core damage phase of the
transient. The analysis is being performed to determine the
interaction between the core and the balance of the primary
system. The analysis is being performed with the RELAPS/SCDAP
integratec computer code. The code provides best estimate
coupling of the core damage and loop thermal-hydraulic aspects
of the transient.
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF CCMPUTED AND DESIRED STEADY STATE
PARAMETERS FOR BELLEFONTE PRA ANALYSES

"
Parameter ,RELAPS Desired

Core thermal power (MW)a 3600. 3600.

Pressurizer pressure (psia) 2210. 2210.
(MPa) 15.2 15.2

'

Pressurizer level (in) 194. 195.
(m; 4.93 4.95

Hot leg temperature (CF) 627.2 627.5
(K) 603.8 604.0

,

Cold leg temperature (OF) 573.4 573.7
(K) 573.9 574.1

Total loop flow (lbm/s) 43722. 43722.
(kg/s) 19832. 19832.

,

Reactor coolant pump head (psi) 125.6 119.
,

(MPa) 0.86 0.82
j ,

Steam generator pressure (psla) 1060. 1060..

I (MPa) 7.31 7.31

Steam generator liquid mass (lbm) 31100. 33660.
(kg) 14107. 15268.

Steam generator feedwater flow (lbm/s)b 2279. 2236.
(kg/s) 1034. 1014.

Feedwater temperature (CF) 477. 477.
(K) 520. 520.

* Core axial power shape based on 460 effective full power days,
bPer steam generator. Steam flow set to same value

;I
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TABLE 2. SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR BELLEFONTE FEEDWATER TRANSIENTS

Time (s)'

Event Transient: 1.A 1.B 1.C

Scram signal 0.0 0.0 0.0

Reactor coolant pump trip 0.0 0.0 0.0

Main feedwater valves begin to close 0.0 0.0 0.0

Turbine control valves begin to close 0.1 0.1 0.1

Turbine control valves closed 0.2 0.2 0.2

Main feedwater valves closed 2.0 2.0 2.0

control rods fully inserted 3.1 3.1 3.1

Power operated relief valve initial opening 230. 230.-- <

" 230, 230.HPI initiation --

i
1

! Primary saturates (hot legs) 1100. 2200. 2050.
Primary safety relief valves initial opening 1200. 330. 2050.

; Natural circulation ends 1250. 2300. 2100.
? Fuel cladding heatup begins 1930. -- --

1 2700.Fuel cladding oxidation begins -- --

HPI flow exceeds relief valve ficw 5000. 3500.--

I Transient terminated 3236. 11278. 4696.
'

i

| 1Potentially significant cladding oxidation assumed to begin when

|
the hot spot cladding surface temperature reaches 1340 Or.

:

.

$

.
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THE UKAEA PWR SEVERE ACCIDENT ODNTAINNENT STUDY

A T D BUTLAND, AEE Winfrith, UKAEA
B D TURLAND, ' Culham Laboratory, UKAEA

R L D YOUNG, SRD Culcheth, UKAEA

|

| ABSTRACT

This paper describes the aims and some of the results of this

{
Study, which began in the late Autumn of 1983 and has so far
proceeded in two annual phases. The aims include the
examination of conceivable events after representative hypo-|

thetical severe accidents and the assessment of computer models
|

used for accident analyses. Three accidents have been studied,
a large and a small break in the primary system and a
transient. The work has been based upon a number of USNRC
computer codes, such as SCDAP, MARCH, TRAPMELT and CONTAIN,

I supplemented by UKAEA codes in some areas. Some code
;

development and a number of code inter-comparisons and analyses
of experiments have been performed. The work covers in-vessel,
cavity and containment events. The Study has shown, in a
number of areas, that it is important to use mechanistic codes
with integrated models. Only when these codes are firmly
established and validated will it be possible to establish the
worth of the more approximate, faster-running codes.

!

The work has been part funded by the Central Electricity
Generating Board under the Thermal Reactor Agreement with the
UKAEA.

1. INTRODUCTION t
'

The UKAEA PWR Severe Accident Containment Study began in the late Autumn
of 1983 as part of an Agreement between the UKAEA and the USNRC. So far
it has proceeded in two annual phases and phase 2 is now nearing
completion. A number of personnel f rom the UKAEA have contributed to the ,

'

Study, and staf f f rom the Central Electricity Generating.. Board (CEGB) and
the National Nuclear Cooperation (NNC) have advised where appropriate.
This paper describes the aims and overall content of the Study and |

1

discusses some of the results and conclusions.
;
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The two main aims of the Study were defined as follows.

(a) To examine the conceivable events after representative hypothetical
severe accidents in a large, modern PWR design, particularly those
which might lead to a threat to the containment or a source of
radionuclides to the environment.

(b) To assess the models used in the computer codes available for the
analysis of such events, and to consider both the inadequacies of

I
!

these models and identify areas where improvements are required.
Experimental data have been used in such assessments where )

possible.

In Phase 1 these aims were addressed by studying both a large (AB hot
leg, using WASH-1400 terminology) and a small break (S D) in a large2

modern PWR; a pressurised transient (TMLB') has also been studied in
Phase 2. In order to concentrate on threats to the containment no
containment by pass accidents have been studied.

In AB hot leg a double ended guillotine break was taken to occur in one
of the four hot legs of the primary circuit. Most of the primary circuit
coolant is then expelled by the blowdown, and because a loss of electric
power to safety systems 1,s assumed no pumped ECCS water and no
containment safeguards are available. In this scenario the core melts
fairly soon and the path from the core to the break is short.

In the case of S D a small break (9.5 - 50 mm) was assumed to occur ,

2downstream f rom one of the four steam generators, with no blowdown, but
again with no electric power to safety systems, except for the
containment fan coolers (at least 2 out of 4) and sprays. In this
scenario the primary system depressurises much more slowly, the core
melts later because the coolant is lost more slowly and the path from the
core to the break is longer. The operatir,n of the containment safeguards
also present a difference relative to AB hot leg.

In the TMLB' scenario the accident is initiated by a transient and is
accompanied by a loss of power to the safety systems, including the
containment safeguards. The primary circuit remains at full circuit
pressure up to circuit failure, discharging coolant through the relief
valves as it heats up. The core will melt later than in S D, but the2

path from the core to the break will not be very different in length.
The fan coolers and sprays are in-operative and so cannot reduce the
containment pressure as in S D.2

These three accident scenarios provided a useful vehicle for the Study
because of the range of primary system conditions and timescales and the
dif ferences in the operation of containment safeguards. The last two
also figure fairly high on many risk-based severe accident lists produced
in various PRA studies, which adds to the relevance of the work performed
in the Study.

C1carly an examination of in-vessel events, including the mode of vessel
failure, are an important part of any containment study, in order to
establish the sources to the containment of steam, hydrogen and
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radionuclides. This is reflected in the discussion in the paper. Cavity
events are then discussed, including debris dispersal from the cavity,
and core-concrete interaction and aerosol production. All of these
influence events in the main containment volume and any radionuclide
release to the environment. A discussion then follows on the threat to
the containment arising from gas pressurisation, and direct heating by
dispersed debris and gas combustion. An examination of aspects of the
behaviour of radionuclide vapours and aerosols in the main containment
accompanies this, with particular emphasis on the interaction of
thermal-hydraulics and aerosol behaviour.

The plant data used in the Study are based upon that available [1, 2, 3,
4] for large modern designs, but does not purport to represent any
particular plant. It is therefore to be regarded as typical of large
modern PWR designs. The reactor nominal thermal power is taken to be
3411 MW, with enriched UO fuel clad in Zircaloy-4. The containment is a2
massive pre-stressed and reinforced concrete vessel internally lined with
steel and with a f ree volume of ~ 9 x 104 3m.

The work has been based upon a number of USNRC computer codes, with UKAEA
codes introduced in some areas, such as for material inventory, vessel
bottom head failure and containment aerosol studies. A considerable
amount of code development work has been performed during the study,
especially for the MARCH code, which has had a central role in the work.
A number of code-comparisons have also been completed, such as between
various routines in MARCH and other more mechanistic codes for core
degradation (SCDAP), core-concrete interaction (00R00N Mod 2) and
containment thermal-hydraulics (00NTAIN). These aspects are briefly
discussed here.

2. PRIMARY SYSTEM BLOWDOWN. CDOLANT BOIL-OFF. WRE MELT AND
ODLLAPSE

This stage of the three scenarios has been examined with a UK version of
MARCH 1.0 [5], MARCH 2.0 version 151 [6) and two versions of SCDAP (Mod 0
Ver 3 and Mod d Ver 18) [7]. The MARLI code models a wide variety of
physical phenomena, not usually in a mechanistic manner. SCDAP on the
other hand includes detailed mechanistic models for bundle heat-up and
mel tdo wn , but it does not model the full primary circuit and so cannot,
for example, compute the circuit pressure during the accident. The
SCDAP/RELAP5 link [8] under development at EG6G Idaho does provide a full
primary circuit capability, however, but has not been available for this
Study. Only those aspects of the Study relating to the release of steam,
hydrogen, hot gases and fission products from the core will be examined
here, as these pose potential threats to the containment.

The system blowdown only occurs in the large be case and has been
treated in MARCH using a mass and enthalpy blowdo 'able taken from
Reference [3]. It is not modelled by SCDAP.

The results of the MARCH and SCDAP calculations are conpared in Table 1.
In MARCH the core has been represented by 10 radial and 24 axial nodes
with associated burn up profiles. In SCDAP it has been represented by 3
concentric radial annuli with difterent power ratings. The decay heat
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TAdILE 1

Cl3rfWtlSIBI & BWWD4 AIS SE23r IESILTS FUt TIE CWE 8ELT PEltlGI

TMLB'#AB hot legd Sf#
Parameter

MAROi 1-UX SCDAP MOD 9 MARCH 2 SCDAP MOD 9 MARCH 1-UK ZDAP MOD 9 MARCH 2 SCDAP MOD 9 MARCH 2 SCDAP MOD g

VER y ER 18# VER 7 ER 184 ER 18#

Care Uncovery Time (secs) 865 836 840 800 2746 2775 2058 2058 (try 8940 8940 (by
definition) definition)

104402900-30003600Ballooning - 1400-1550 ---

Clad rupture time (secs) -

'

unreliable

Time s!gnificant 1600 1300 - 1600 1700 IMO 3600 3500 - 3900 3500 3300 10750 10440

oxidation begins (secs)

| $ Tine fuel and clad seit 120 2600 - 2700 2340 1950 3900 4600 - 4700 3660 3500 11220 11140

| commences (secs)

Core collapse time (secs) 2 875 Not 516t: Not 4890 Not 6192 Not 13758 Not

modeIled modeIled modelIed modeiIed modeIfed

H released up to MARCH 302 136 389 (144 166 327 164 475 009 270 589 043 125
2

core collapse (kg) kg by by 2300 kg by by 4300 kg by by 12140

2300 secs) secs 4300 secs) secs 13200 secs' secs

'Using MARCH I decay heat (ANS 1971 standard) and pressure histories.
80 sing MARCH 2 decay heat (ANS 1979 standard) and pressure histories.
# Core asstried to collapse when 755 molten In AB and Sp. Sitrnp assuned to start when 305 molten and finish when 75% molten in N'.

I

l

(

|

|

l
-
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and pressure histories for the SCDAP Ver 3 runs have been taken from the
MARCH 1-UK results, whilst those for the SCDAP Ver 18 runs have been taken
f rom the MARCH 2 results. For AB hot leg the MARCH and SCDAP
calculations have been compared f rom the point when the accumulator is
assumed to fill the vessel up to the hot leg break. For the S D

2calculations the comparison begins after the coolant level drops below
the break for the MARCH 1-UK and SCDAP Ver 3 calculations, but at core
uncovery for the MARCH 2 and SCDAP Ver 18 calculations. The latter also
applies to the TMLB' calculations.

In the AB hot leg case the core uncovery times predicted by the various
versions of the two codes are very similar, as might be expected, since
the codes are performing simple boil-off calculations up to that point.
In all cases the MARCH 2 results predict a longer time to core collapse
than MARCH 1-UK, largely due to the inclusion of a model for radiation to '

the core barrel. The core heat-up rate predicted by MARCH 1-UK is
significantly higher than that predicced by SCDAP Ver 3, but MARCH 2 and
SCDAP Ver 18 are in much closer agrement as shown in Figure 1 for the S D

2scenario. The reasons for this change are difficult to define, but the,

| MARCH heat up rate appears to have been decreased mainly as a result of
f radiation to the core barrel and the SCDAP heat-up rate has been

increased mainly because of improved thermal-hydraulic modelling at the
boiling boundary and, in the later stages, less material is allowed to,

| slump as nodes become molten, so maintaining the decay heat in the core.
The SCDAP and MARCH results dif fer more significantly once melt
relocation becomes important, MARCH having no mechanistic models in this
area.

| '

In most cases SCDAP predicts less hydrogen release by Zircaloy oxidation,

I than MARCH, this is coupled with lower core exit gas temperatures.
Investigations of this with SCDAP have indicated the importance of a
number of models in addition to the Zircaloy oxidation rate constants ',

I used. Firstly, the Laclusion of a ballooning model in SCDAP reduces the
|

,

| core exit temperature by ~200K in AB hot leg, by affecting heat transfer
! from the pins. Secondly, the use of a different core coolant voidage

model in SCDAP reduces core exit temperatures by ~200K in AB Sot leg,
because it leads to less steam for Zircaloy oxidation. Thirdly, the,

! inclusion of a Zircaloy oxidation hydrogen blanketing model in SCDAP Ver
3 reduces core exit temperatures by ~100K in AB hot leg, because of
reduced Zircaloy oxidation. Hydrogen blanketing is not modelled in Ver

i 18, however, none having been detected in the latest oxidation
experiments [9].

The above results show that particular mechanistic models, such as the
inclusion of a model for radiation to the core barrel, can have a
significant effect on phenomena of importance in the consideration of
threats to the containment and in that respect lend support to further
model development. One area of modelling not treated in SCDAP or MARCH
is the possibility of 3-dimensional flow patterns in the primary circuit.
These could have a significant effect on core heat-up rates ano .herefore

| on hydrogen, fission product and hot gas release to the contaiment.

| An examination of the sensitivity of the SCDAP results to items of input
data has highlighted the importance of the assumed axial power profile.
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Sinusoidal profiles give peak pin temperatures ~200K hotter than the i
flatter profiles typical of the end of an equilibrium fuel cycle, with !

greater clad oxidation.

Versions of SCDAP have been compared in the UK with the PBT-ST and 1-1
tests and with the ACRR DF-1 test. The gross features of the temperature
excursion that occurred in the Scoping Test (ST) were well predicted by
S CDAP. Some confidence can therefore be placed in the predictions of the
oxidation model under the steam rich conditions of that experiment. The
analysis of PBF 1-1 shows that the SCDAP predictions are in good
qualitative agreement also with that experiment, which became steam
starved during the transient. The rccent UK analysis of DF-1 also shows
good agreement with the temperature excursion in that test. In all

cases, however, the SCDAP calculations have under predicted the hydrogen
released, though in PDF-ST this was largely due to the inability of SCDAP
to model the oxidation of the Zircaloy shroud used with the test bundle.
Analyses of later PBF tests have been performed at EG&G Idaho and these
also underpredict the hydrogen release. A comparison has been made
between MARCll 2 and the results of the PBF-ST test [10]. The indications
are that this version adequately predicts the initial heat-up phase prior
to gross core distortion, but not the melting and slumping phase.

Whilst the code validation exercises are still underway and the code
models are still being improved, the indications are that the SCDAP
results reported here can be supported by experiment to a greater extent
than those for MARCH. The hydrogen release and the core exit gas
temperatures calculated by SCDAP are likely to be under-estimated,
however.

3. MATERIAL INVENTORY AND RELEASE FROM Tile (I)RE

The core inventory calculations used in the study have been calculated
for the end of a 3 batch equilibrium fuel cycle, with a maximum fuel
burn-up of 33,000 mwd /tU, actinide and fission product inventories being
calculated with the UK code FISPIN [11] and its associated data
libraries. As part of this work some comparisons with ORIGEN-2 (12] have
been possible for the LOFT FP-2 experiment. This showed significant
dif ferences (10-14%) in the calculated masses of 1, Sb, Sn and Ag, but
not for the noble gases or other volatile fission products. Significant
dif ferences (10-50%) in the calculated decay powers at zero cooling time
were also found for Sn, Ru, Ag, Nd, Sm and Rh. All arise from
differences in the associated data libraries, for example the I mass
difference arises from a difference in the 1129 chain yield.

The inventories and the MARCil core temperature histories have been used
to predict material release from the core by three methods. Firstly,
using release rate coefficients [13] based on experimental data measured
for irradiated fuel or fuel simulants and embodied in the UK codes MATREL
[14] and FISREL [15]. Secondly, using gas phase mass transfer

mechanisticcalculationsforstructuralandabsorberrelease,)asembodiedin the UK code FAEREL [16]. Thirdly,usingFASTCRASS-VFP(17 for noble
gas and volatile release. The results are given in Table 2 and Figure 2.
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TABLE 2

PER3NTAGES OF MATERIAL RELEASED FROM THE (X)RE BEFORE G)RE G)LLAPSE

AB hot leg SD TMLB'2Material
l

-

MATREL FAEREL FASTCRASS MATREL FAEREL MATREL FAEREL FASTGRASS
_

Cs 89%
'

74% 74%-

95% 86%
- -

I 88 78 75-

95 89- -

Xe 89 84 75-

95 90- -

Kr 89 84 75-

95 90- -

Te 8 3 5
-

57 24- -

Ag(f.p.) 77 65- -

91- - -

Sb 39 31- - 66- - -
; Ba 1 1

- -
3- - -

Sn(f.p.) 50 40- - 76- - -

Sn(Zry) 50 40- -
76- - -

Ru 0.2 0.1- - 0.4- - -

UO 0.12 0.1- - 0.3- - -Zr(Zry) 0.01 g 0.01- - 0.03- - -
Zr(f.p.) 0.01 0.01- - 0.03- - -

| Fe/Cr/Ni 1 30 0.8 1.1 3 2
-

| (Struct)
-

; Mo 3 2
- -

9- - -
; Sr 1 0.8- -

3-

| Ag(c. rod) 59 100
- -

52 14 64 3
-

! Od(c. rod) 77 100
-

67 100 82 100
-

! In(c. rod) 39 100
-

35 27 44 15
-

-

I
The MATREL and FISREL codes, which represent the MARCH temperatureI

history in different dedrees of detail and interpolate between the
temperature tabulated release rate coeffiitents differently, give verysimilar results. The release rate coefficients given in Reference (13)
give less release than those in Reference [18] for some of the
involatiles, such as Ba. This reflects a different evaluation of the

| available experimental data. The Te release given in Table 2 takes;
account of Te hold-up by reaction with the Zircaloy clad, the extent of'

this depending on clad oxidation, Zr preferring to react with oxygenrather than Te. This effect reduces the release of Te before corecollapse in AB hot leg from 43% to 8%.
!

The results given in Table 2 do not cover release from the hot core once
it falls into the bottom head. Release here is likely to be at a lower
rate because the melt will probably form a single pool with a lower
surface area, and there will be overlying water, at least for part of thetime. If however the MATREL procedures are extended to the bottom head,

'

it is found that all the Cs,1, Xe and Kr are released in all three
scenarios before bottom head failure, and the Te released is much
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increased.

The FAEREL results treat only gas phase mass transport effects and
examine whether they might impose a constraint on the MATREL releases,
which do not allow for them. It is quite clear that these effects do not

present a constraint for the structural or absorber materials in AB hot
leg, but that they do present constraints for some of these materials in
the higher pressure S D and TMLB' scenarios, in which the gas flows are2
lowe r. In all the FAEREL cases 100% of the cadmium was released, based
upon the cadmium vapour pressure. This is consistent with recent
experiments conducted at Winf rith [19), where cadmium was shown to be the
main component of the absorber rod aerosol. The MATREL results are based
upon experiments performed at ORNL.

It is clear that the Xe, Kr, Cs and I releases calculated by the
mechanistic code FASTGRASS-VFP are slightly lower than those of MATREL
for this high burn-up fuel, but the tellurium release is a factor of 3
lower. It should be noted the FASTGRASS-VFP models Te hold-up by
unoxidised Zircaloy. This level of agreement between MATREL and
FASTGkASS-VFP for the noble gases and volatiles is encouraging because
FASTGRASS-VFP has given fairly good predictions of the releases mescured
in the PBF and ORNL experiments. This gives some reason to suppose that
MATREL gives high (pessimistic) releases.

The material releases given in Table 2 result in a material density of
3~ 3000 g/m in the gases exiting the core, neglecting the noble gases.y -

The likely chemical forms of these released materials is an important
factor in determining whether vapours and/or aerosols are formed and
where in the circuit vapours condense to form aerosols.

4. THE THERNAL-HYDRAULICS OF (I)RE EXIT FLOW AND PRIMARY SYSTEM
MATERIAL RETENTION

This area is important because it influences the radionuclide source and
gas temperatures entering the containment via the primary system break or
the PORV in the TMLB' scenario. In Phase 1 of the study calculations

have been performed with the MERGE [20] and TRAPMELT2 [21] codes,
obtained from the USNRC but in Phase 2 a new UK code called SPRITE [22]
has been used together with a UK version of TRAPMELT2 [22].

MERGE and SPRITE can calculate the gas and structure temperatures in the
primary system from the core exit to the break, using MARCH core exit
conditions. Both assume one-dimensional plug flow through the circuit
and are used by dividing the circuit into a sequence of control volumes.
SPRITE was developed from HERGE by improving some existing models, e.g.

.

the correlations for convective heat transfer and the model for radiative
heat transfer, by adding new models, e.g. for heat conduction in
structures, and by changing the numerical procedure to a fully implicit
scheme. Its accuracy has also been tested by using it to calculate the
static part of the warm-up period prior to the fissium and corium
injection in the Marviken tests [23]. It was concluded that SPRITE
predicted the experimental temperatures within the spread of the measured
data for a control volume and so could predict gas and wall temperatures
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thr: ugh tha circuit to i 10%, pr vidad tha bulk ficw could b2 tr:cted es
one-dimensional.

TRAPMELT2 can calculate the primary system transport and retention of
CsI, Cs0H, Te and a lumped aerosol. It has been used to analyse the
aerosol injection period of the Marviken experiments. This work is still
underway and so the conclusions are preliminary, but it appears that,
with the enhancements made in the UK version of the code, the wall
aerosol deposition arising from thermophoresis can be predicted quite
closely, but that aerosol deposition in horizontal pipes may be
overpredicted by a factor of 2 - 3, although this may be due to an
incorrect calculation of the aerosol source to the pipes. In the
Marviken pipework the major aerosol deposition mechanism is by
gravitational settling. These conclusions arise from the first three
Marviken tests, which did not use the full circuit including the reactor
vessel and included fissium but not corium. Material was also injected
at a lower temperature than in the remainder of the tests, so that these
tests were aerosol transport tests and included very few vapour affects.
The later tests include vapour and aerosol nucleation effects and
emphasise the importance of including chemical speciation and aerosol

| nucleation models in TRAPMELT. These models are already planned for
j VICIORIA [24].
|
! In Phase 1 MERGE and TRAPMELT2 calculations were performed for AB hot leg

and S D. Very little material retention was calculated for AB hot leg,2
largely because the path to the break was short. The largest retention
was for Te, where 20% of that released was retained by chemisorption on
the structures of the upper plenum. S D was more interesting in that the2
calculated material retention was greater, ~ 70% for Cs1 and Cs0H, 90%

| for Te and 80% for the lumped aerosol. The Te retention was again mainly
| be chemisorption throughout the circuit, but the Cs1 and Cs0H retention
I was largely by condensation on depositing aerosols in the steam

generator. Condensation was not possible earlier in the circuit because
of the hot gas temperatures, but became possible in the steam generator
because of the strong cooling effect of the secondary side water, which
was assumed to be an infinite heat sink. The aerosol deposition was
large because of the long flow path and increased residence time, which
leads to more time for deposition and also to increased agglomeration and
thence more settling.

The use of SPRITE and the UK version of TRAPMELT2 has not changed these
conclusions very much. The temperature profile in the upper plenum is
flattened by the improved radiation treatment in SPRITE and the
temperatures in the pipework are reduced by the inclusion of a heat
conduction model, but these changes do not much affect the material
retention, which remains small in AB hot leg and remains concentrated in
the steam generator in S D. The results of the Phase 2 calculations for2
TMLB' are not yet available.

The work performed in the Study has indicated the dif ficulties in
modelling primary system radionuclide retention and has highlighted areas
where modelling improvements and further experimental data are required
before adequate calculations can be performed. These are discussed in

Reference [25].
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5. DEBRIS PROGRESSION INTO THE LOWER HEAD AND VESSEL FAILURE

\( ,

The progression of debris into the lower head, its interaction there with
istructures and water, and its mode of attack on the vessel have a large

-impact on the later ex-vessel part of he accident sequence. The i

quantities,compositionandtemperatureofthedebristhatj,citsthe |
vessel would determine the possible pressure spike in the containment, )and thus whether or not an early containment *'lailure was possible.
Together with the mode of vessel failure they will also determine the
possible dispersion modes of the debris and influence the likelihood of

'
achieving long-term coolability.

The original MARQi code [5] has a parametric model for debris slusp fror.
the core into the lower head; the core may be assumc4 to collapse when
debris slump first occurs, or at a later time (always. prior to' modelling
attack on the vessel) depending on user input. MARQi 1 allows the user
to choose a single particle model for clad oxidation in the lower head,
and performs simple thermal equilibration calculations for the
interaction of debris with two ' grid plate' structures a'nd the water in
the lower head. Following the boil-off of water in the lower head and
failure of the grid plates, a more detailed model is used for thermal-

,

attack on the vessel, although in MARQi 1 rather arbitrary limits werc
g,placed on heat trans,fer from the debris t'o the vessel. Vessel failure fa

,

assumed to occur wheii its strength is sufficiently reduced, because of
increased temperatures, to be unable to resist the internal pressure and
static loading from the debris. ,

Work in Phase 1 of the Study concentrated on assessing the MARQi 1
phenomenology. During this assessment a number of corrections were made N
to the original code, including a complete re-coding of the grid plate
interaction models, and incorporation in MARQil-UK. These corrections ,

did not extend the modelling available in the MARQi code. s

Consideration of material release from the core indicated that the lower
fuel nozzles were the final impediment to release into the lower head.
Scoping calculations suggested that the holes in the nozzles would plug
independent of the assumed debris composition (Ag/In, Zr or a UO /Zr022
mixture). It was found that the larger holes in the lower core plate .
(first grid plate modelled by MARQl) would not plug, but would be ablated
by the flow of molten debris. Two sets of scoping calculations were 1

performed in the first it was assumed melt from half the core passed
'through one hole (below the first nozzle to fail); in the second it was

assumed that, for each fuel assembly, debris passed through the
corresponding holes in the lower core plate. In the first case final
hole diameters in the range 0.23m to 0.82m were dalculated as input

"assumptions were varied; in the second case the range for each hole . ras
0.06m to 0.11m. It was concluded that the lower core plate did not
impede the debris progression, and that only a small fraction of it would
be ablated in the initial interaction with the debris. It was unlikely
to fail at this stage. The more massive lower core support plate has
larger holes than the lower core plate a td was therefore considered not

'

to interact significantly with the initial pour of debris.
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An assessment was made whether or not the pour of debris might itself
fail the vessel as had been suggested in the Zion Probabilistic Safety

t Study [26]. It was not possible to eliminate this as a vessel failure

J mechanisu, but with a debris temperature of 3123 K, a mass corresponding,

" ' , _
to half the core, a melt diameter of 0.3m and a fall velocity of 5m s-1
,tt was concluded that although 6mm of the vessel wall would melt locally,

,i. the temperature,at 30mm into the vessel wall would only increase by 308
\ K. Thus it was doncluded that failure of the vessel or failure of the

penetration re'taining weld would not occur using these input data. When
consideration is also given to the effects of water breaking up the..

debris, and possibly protecting the vessel surface, it was concluded that
and pos'sibly protecting the vessel surface, it was concluded that this
early vessel failure mechanism is unlikely.

On the basis of these assessments MARClll-UK calculations were performed
with the option of no interactions with the grid plate, and without
implementing a model for immediate vessel failure. It is recognised that
the clad oxidation in the lower head calculated by MARCH depends strongly
on the user's choice of particle diameters. For the Phase 1 calculations
a particle diameter of 60mm was used and this gave about a 7% additional
oxidation of clad in the lower head. The MARCll 1 assumption of thermal
equilibration with the water always produces debris that is solid when

y 7ttack 07 the vessel commences.
'' x
For the AB calculations the MARCH vessel failure model was used
ucaltered. Attack on the vessel was calculated to last for 75 minutes,
compared with only 48 minutes to core slump af ter the start of the
accident. The debris was molten at vessel failure; about half the vessel
wall had; melted prior to failure. For the S D calculation a simple2penetration retaining weld failure model was incorporated into MARCHl-UK.
In this case the vessel was calculated to fail after only 12 minutes of
the interaction without any melting of the vessel and with the debris

still solid. This result apparently conflicted with earlier scoping
calculations that indicated that the debris must re-melt before vessel
failure [27]. An examination of the MARCH calculation showed that a

. considerably higher value of the debris thermal conductivity had been
used; this high value might be achievable if molten metallic phases in.

the debris migrate to the boundary.
%

The MARCH models for attack on the vessel head by molten debris have been
' compared with the more detailed UKAEA code MELTPV [27). The MARCH
modelling of the thermal response of the vessel is judged to be adequate
and,that of heat transfer from the melt inadequate, but probably without
significant consequences. The MELTPV single layer pool model has now
been replaced'by a two layer model in which the metallic melt is assumed
to lie above the oxidic melt. The heat flux to the vessel wall is
calculated,to be around a factor of 3 higher from the metallic melt;
however the likely vessel failure mechanism in pressurised sequences is+

still thought to be failure of one or more of the instrument guide- tube,

'

retaining we'ds, but at the outside rather than the centre of the
guide-tube cluster.

;Recently. calculations have been performed with MARCH 2 Version 151 [6].
This ellows a wider range of models of events in the lower head with one
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' additional ' restriction - the 'inLended, and preferred,' MARCH 1 option of
no interaction with the grid plates has.been removed. The-use of finite
~ heat transfer coefficients betweed debris and water .in the lower head is
< welcomed,:but as implemented, doed'not' appear to make much difference to
Lthe accident scquence-(the same energy 51stremoved, but over a longer
time). The extra, sophistication of the. heat transfer modelling has,
'however, been at the > expense of c'onsistency m . hydrogen generation is

~

*

still' calculated using a single particle model which is not compatible
with either the debris bed or flat plate . heat transfer!models. A further-
drawback of MARCH 2 is that-it still forces collapse of the core before ;

attack on.the vessel begins, ' removing;thedversatility necessary to
Laddress some of theLquestions-posed-at'theLbeginning of:this section.

Manyofthe:scopingcalculatibussummarisedJinthiss'ectionaredescribed'
'

more fully 1n Reference [28]..t-
~

s

' t
"

-The ' possibility of steam explosions in the lower ' head leading to vessel
f ailure and possible ~ threats to the containment has been reviewed for the
Study. It was ' concluded that although understanding of steam explosion
phenomena has increased significantly in recent years, uncertainty
remains asi o the' likelihood and. consequences,of a large steam explosiont

in a PWR. In particular the difficulties ine(i) understanding the core. '-degradation processes and (ii). scaling from small- scale experiments were
highlighted. The scoping calculations for the'' lower core plate < described '

above indicated that it would take a minimum of a few seconds'to get
significant quantities of molten core into the lower head;.this in itself
may preclude:large' coherent steam explosions.

6. INTERACTIONS IN THE CAVITY AND WITH THE CONCRETE BASEMAT

InLthe AB sequence considered in the Study the cavity is dry at vessel
failure, and there is no' additional water available. Thus this sequence

proceeds directly to core-concrete interactions. In the high pressure
sequences considered (S D and TMLB') the accumulators do^ not (according2to MARCH) discharge before vessel failure. Thus as the primary circuit
is relieved at vessel failure, it is expected that the accumulator water
would be' discharged.via the vessel ~into the cavity. Tte blowdown of the

i vessel in high pressure sequences is considered likely to lead to sweep
| .out.of debris from.the cavity region. The codes.available.to us have no

j treatment of, debris dispersion, and no modelling of the dynamic effects
; of possible accumulator water addition.
l-

Quasi-static models of the interaction of debris with water in the cavity
are available in the MARCH code. In Phase 1 of the Study the S D base2
case was defined to have no interaction with the water (an' arbitrary

. decision, not based on physical reasoning); however, the MARCH 1 code
;does force. interaction with the water for a short time. For the 3mm

p particle size used, this minimum interaction with the water had the
'effect of increasing the zirconium oxidation from 40% to 75.5%. On f,

! switching to the debris-concrete interaction module, INTER, heat transfer
! to.the-remaining water is modelled by'a flat plate boiling correlation,
l' and oxidation at the debris-water interface is no' longer modelled.
|

|

!

L
!
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The other MARCH 1 options for interaction of debris with the water have
now been used for the S D sequence, together with variations in the2
assumed particle size. The most surprising result of these calculations
was that if debris was assumed to be coolable in the MARCH calculations,

'
3mm diameter particles would remain coolable in the cavity throughout,
whilst 30mm diameter particles eventually dryout (at 301 mins) and attack
on the basemat is then predicted. This result is explained by the
observation that the higher steaming rate from the smaller particles
leads to a higher containment pressure and the triggering of the sprays;
this does not occur for the larger particles, which nevertheless
evaporate all the available water in the cavity.

The MARCH 2.0 code has been used to model the interactions between debris
and water for the TMLB' sequence. A 3mm particle size was chosen, and a
debris bed model selected. The results of the calculation were, however,
dominated by the MARCH 2 ' levitation' model that invokes an isolated
particle model for the heat transfer. In the calculation the lower head,

failed at 246 mins, and the debris (initially at 2150*C) is quenched, ,

within 15 secs. The remaining accumulator water is boiled off by decay
heat at 448 mins, and the debris then heats up to 1813 K at 532 minutes
when the debris-concrete interaction model is invoked.

So far only a cursory study of these events in the cavity, prior to
possible debris-concrete interactions has been possible. The provision
of a variety of models for the interaction in MARCH is welcomed, given
the present state of knowledge, but the assumption that debris must be in
the cavity is considered to be too restrictive.

In the AB hot-leg sequence attack on the concrete in the cavity commences
immediately after vessel failure; the cavity is dry and there is no
further addition of water. Whether or not attack on the concrete occurs
for the S D sequence depends on the assumptions that are made about2
debris coolability. Depending on these assumptions, the cavity may
contain water at the start of the interaction, or be dry (the water
having been boiled off before the start of the attack on the concrete).
In the absence of containment heat removal, attack on the concrete is
inevitable in the TMLB' sequence; as for the S D sequence the cavity may2
be wet or dry at the start of the interaction. In all the calculations
that have been performed it has been assumed that the debris is confined
to the reactor cavity and the instrument tube tunnel (these have a total
floor area of 59.5 square metres). It is recognised that, in the high
pressure sequences, debris may be dispersed over a larger area, and that
outside the cavity it may have a greater access to the water than is
assumed in the calculations.

Three codes have been used to investigate the interaction of core debris
with concrete. These are Murfin's INTER code [29], as included in the
MARCH 1 [5] and MARCH 2 [6] codes, a substantially revised version of
INTER (INTER UK) [30], and, recently, the 00R00N-MOD 2 code [31]. Early
experience.with the INTER code led to the following conclusions: (i)
that some of the important model assumptions had been superceded by
experimental evidence (e.g. the mechanism, and temperature of concrete
decomposition - which is assumed to be caused by chemical decomposition
of the cement in INTER [29], but appears to arise only at the higher
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melting point of the aggregate in experiments [32]; (ii) that areas of
the code suffered from lack of detailed verification (e.g. radiation |
.from the metallic layer, when it overlay the oxide layer, was erroneously 1

.

- set to zero); (iii) that, at that time, there was no other code available i

.with~the flexibility of INTER (e.g. 00R00N-MODI [33] did not have a 4

model for overlying water); and (iv) that a code of about the complexity |
of; INTER was satisfactory for scoping ~ containment failure issues. Thus,
in general this initial assessment supported the statement on INTER in
tne Sandia assessment of MARCH [34), . whilst indicating areas needing
improvement.

Corrections'and improvements to'the INTER coding have been made on an j

adhoc basis, resulting in the current version of' INTER UK, which was used
in Phase 1 of the Study. Although INTER UK uses much of Murfin's
original coding, the changes that have been made mean that the modified

'code gives very different answers from the original. In INTER UK the
debris -is- assumed to consist of at most two -layers, which are well-mixed
and contain oxidic and metallic phases respectively. The cavity is
always assumed to consist of a cylinder with a spherical cap base, and so
as the interaction progresses approximations are necessary to maintain i

this' calculational shape. Heat transfer from the bulk of a debris. layer
to its boundary'is given by heuristic correlations developed by Murfin
-[29]f- the heat transfer coefficient depends on the state of the layer
.(solid or liquid) and on the magnitude of the gas blowing rate. A fixed
heat transfer coefficient is used for the gas film that is assumed to
form between the debris and the concrete (the original INTER model has

-been discarded). The concrete is assumed to decompose at 1600 K
(significantly higher than in the MARCH versions of INTER). The rate of
ablation of the concrete is calculated by allowing for the heat flux
conducted.into the concrete, rather than using a heat of ablation that
includes the sensible heat requirement. The code assumes that the
temperature profile ahead of the melt-front is a decaying exponential; a
weighted residual method has been used to derive an equation for the
evolution of the thermal penetration distance, and this part of INTER has:

been entirely recoded. Release of chemically bound water and carbon'

i dioxide from the concrete is assumed to be in proportion to the mass of .

; concrete ablated; however the unbound water is assumed to be released at

| its boiling point, and the mass released is calculated using the assumed-
' temperature profile. Examination of the thermal penetration model
indicated that the concrete specific heat should be chosen to be

i consistent with internally calculated enthalpies for the concrete
components. INTER UK uses the lumping of chromium with zirconium, and
nickel with iron, employed in the original code for the chemical

,

interactions. Changes have been made ta) force preferential oxidation of;.
zirconium, and make the heats of reaction consistent. INTER UK does
allow for heat transfer to an overlying pool, but a consistent treatment,

| of the boiling curvefand radiation has only recently been incorporated -
| 'too late for the sets of calculations performed in the Study. A further

i error;that has been found recently, and is present in all published

b versions of'the code, affects the heat balance at the start of the

| interaction; this error causes excessive ablation at this stage (by up to

(~ a factor of about 2).
|
!

i

|
I
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In tha esiculations the b2esect is assused to ba bsesitic concreta
(composition based on 00R00N default composition [33]) with 11 percent by
mass rebar steel. For the AB case INTER UK calculations start 142
minutes after the beginning of the accident sequence. At this time the

debris consists of 101 te of UO , 12.8 te of Zr, 10.45 te of Zro2 (clad2
38 per cent oxidised) and 38.1 te- of steel. The debris temperature is
3029 K and both metallic and oxidic phases are molten. This high initial
temperature causes rapid penetration in the first hour of the interaction
(0.48 m vertically, 0.60 m horizontally), during which both debris layers
fall to below 2000 K. In this time the remaining Zr and Cr have been
almost. completely oxidised, and the layers have inverted to place the
oxide on the top. Af ter 2 hours of the interaction the rate of
penetration is much reduced and is only driven by the decay heat
generated in the debris. For the remainder of the calculation (up to 48
hours) the oxide temperature remains at about 1800 K (oxide molten),
whilst the metal falls to its freezing point (1618 K), and varies between
being solid and liquid (partial solidification, which is expected in
practice, is not allowed by the code). Af ter 10 hours of the interaction
both the horizontal and vertical penetrations are close to 1 m. By 40
hours into the interaction the vertical penetration is 1.35 m (basemat
still intact), the horizontal penetration is 1.60 m, 421 te of concrete
have been ablated releasing 5.6 te of carbon dioxide (68 percent reduced
to carbon monoxide) and 35.5 te of steam (40 percent reduced to
hydrogen). A plot of the cumulative energy balances for thia run is
shown in Figure 3. After 40 hours the decay heat input totals 1.82 TJ,
compared with 0.11 TJ input from chemical reactions. The major heat loss

! is by radiation - 1.28 TJ in total, whilst the total heat to the concrete
is 1.08 TJ. This latter quantity of heat is mainly retained as the
sensible heat of the molten concrete; only 0.16 TJ has been added to the
atmosphere (taking the zero for enthalpy of the added materials at 273

,

K), and about 0.05 TJ has been stored in the solid concrete. The large"

contribution in radiation is particularly noteworthy as both MARCH 1 and
MARCH UK ignore this as a source to the containment; in MARCH 2 it can be

'
used to decompose further amounts of concrete.

As described above, the debris in the S D calculation is solid at vessel
2

failure. In the base case calculation (minimum interaction with cavity
water) INTER UK calculations start immediately after vessel failure with
147 te of water lying above the debris. There is minimal erosion of the

concrete in the first hour of the interaction - this is the tima it takes
for the oxidic debris to re-melt. Early calculations shows that the
metal layer would solidify in this period, but new calculations with the
improved model for heat transfer to water show the bulk of the metal is
liquid, with a solid upper crust. Once the oxidic phase is molten
erosion of the concrete proceeds at an increased rate (still slower than
in the AB sequence partly as a result of having less Zr to oxidise), so
that af ter 4 hours of the interaction the penetration in both directions
is only about 0.30 m. It takes 7 hours for the cavity to dryout (4 hours
in the. earlier calculations). The maximum temperature of the metal layer
daring the whole interaction is 1800 K. After the cavity has dried-out
the attack on the concrete is very similar to that calculated for the AB
sequence. Of the heat input in the first 40 hours of the interaction
1.03 TJ was radiated, 0.78 TJ was transferred to the concrete, and 0.32
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TJ was used to boil water. INTER UK calculations have not been performed
for.TMLB'.-

-Some calculations have been performed with the version of INTER in
LMARCH2. This version is-closer to the original code than is INTER UK,

-

however some-corrections have been made and new modelling introduced. A

comparison run for the AB sequence gave,726 te of concrete ablated after-

; ~

40 hours according to MARCH 2, compared with 421 te for MARCH UK. This
,
' difference arises from the observation that MARCH 2 requires 1640 kJ to

ablate 1 kg of -concrete, while MARCH UK requires 2560 kJ. It is believed

that calculations with the versions of INTER in MARCH 1 and MARCH 2 are
. likely to be conservative, . because of this low energy of . ablation.

L '

00R00N-MOD 2 provides' auch more detailed models for. the evolution of the'

4 pool shape,.the chemical interactions, and the heat transfer mechanisms.
Initial. assessment is very favourable, although it is recognised that
many of|the models are unvalidated in detail, and may require
modification to obtain agreement with experiments. The use of chemical
enthalpy is especially welcomed, and provides a model for,other codes
involving a number of different. species with heat' transfer and chemical
reactions. The assessment, so-far, has turned up one modelling
deficiency; namely that the.use of.a specific heat between the solidus
and 11guidus that contains a portion of the latent heat has unexpected
influences on'the heat transfer modelling, resulting in unphysical
restrictions on crust-growth.

U : A 00R00N-MOD 2 calculation for the first 5 hours of the AB sequence has

been. compared with the INTER UK calculation discussed above. The
[ vertical penetration rates are similar, but the' radial penetration rate ;

and mass of concrete ablated have been reduced by 40 percent. In this4

period, 00R00N-MOD 2 reduced 82 percent of the steam evolved to hydrogen
compared.with the INTER UK value of 56 percent. The 00R00N calculations

,

show an absence of 00 in the . period of 0.5 to I hour af ter the start of i

to carbon), followed by an ;the interaction (due to reduction of 002
increased release of 00 in the next hour (as the carbon is re-oxidised

; following completion of the oxidation of zirconium). The temperature
histories of the oxide predicted by the two codes are very similar, but

j the temperature of the metal is higher and closer to the oxide.
;. temperature thar. was found in the INTER UK calculation. In both

calculations radiation is the dominant heat loss mechanism in the first 5'

hours. The larger mass ablated by INTER may be due to the error in the
heat balance at early times (when the pool is mainly core debris); the
energy required to ablate 1 kg of concrete in the CDRCON calculation
(2306 ~kJ) is slightly lower than the INTER UK value.

,.

' In the future it is expected that 00R00N-MOD 2 integrated into'the MARCH 2' ;
code will be used, probably using MAR 00N2.0P [35] as a basis for this
development. Consideration of the S D sequence, though, highlights the

2
need for further development, as the debris is unlikely to settle into
the separated layers required by the core-concrete interaction codes

,

until af ter it has re-melted, rather than before, as is assumed in >

current calculations..

i
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Much experimental work on aerosol production during core-concrete

|reactions has been performed at Sandia since 1975 [36] and more recently
work'has been done at KfK. The Sandia work has shown that this aerosol

i

source is an important potential contributor to the source term. This I

Study has highlighted the significant uncertainties associated with
estimates of the magnitude and content of this aerosol source. The KfK
work has also underlined the uncertainties associated with this work, in
that they have seen [37] much less aerosol than has been seen at Sandia,
although this may be due to the type of concrete used and work is
underway to explore this possibility.

The experimental work has not yet been fully reported, but it is clear
that the aerosols are produced by four mechanisms, three of which are
associated with the gas bubbles or columns rising through the melt from

the core / concrete interaction. These mechanisms are (a) mechanical
aerosol formation on bubble bursting; (b) entrainment of melt in the gas
flow and subsequent break up due to hydrodynamic forces; (c)
condensation of vapours released in bubbles; (d) condensation of vapours
released from the melt surface.

The experients completed so far have employed melts of 12 - 200 kg and
5yet the results are employed in accident scenarios involving 10 kg of

melt. This is a large scaling factor, which could change the relative
importance of some of these mechanisms. This requires investigation.

In this study the Murfin and Powers correlation [38] has been used to
calculate the aerosol source, together with a Sandia execution [39] of
the VANESA [40] code for AB hot leg. The latter showed that an estimated
103 kg of aerosol is generated between 3.6 hours and 5.9 hours, which is
to be compared with the earlier release of 2 x 103 kg of aerosol from the
hot leg break during the core melt-down. Comparisons of this VANESA
prediction with the early Murfin and Powers correlation show the latter
to be a factor of 5 - 10 lower. This difference is not unreasonable
considering that the correlation was based upon only a few early
experiments.

The VANESA code represents the only current attempt to produce a
mechanistic model for core-concrete aerosol production. It is therefore
making an important contribution to modelling a potentially important
aerosol source. It is clear from the published information on VANESA,
however, that it does not model some important aspects of the
experimental data such as the following: (i) the experiments indicate a
particle size distribution which is at least bimodal, but VANESA omits
the large size mode, which would settle most rapidly; (ii) VANESA omits
mechanism (b) above, which from the experimental data appears to be very
significant during the early phases of the interaction.

It is also clear [41] that aspects of the eristing models result in
significant uncertainty. For example VANESA assumes that the celt
consists of an oxide layer overlying a metal layer, whereas it is thought
that the metal layer will be on top early in the core / concrete
interaction, when the temperatues will be highest and the release rate
greatest. The exact situation effects the chemistry in the rising
bubbles and can significantly affect the material released as aerosol;
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the release of the lanthanides is especially sensitive to this and is
lowest when the metal layer is on top.

One might expect the very short-term and long-term (if present)
core-concrete aerosol sources to be most important. The very short-term
because of the vigorous initial core-concrete interaction and the very
long-term because all other aerosols wor ld have settled by then. These
two phases of the core-concrete interaction are the least understood at
present, indeed it is not clear whether any aerosol is produced in the
very long-term.

7. (DNTAINMENT THERMAL-HYDRAULICS, GAS ODMBUSTION AND
PRESSURISATION l

Here we consider the containment thermal-hydraulics and compare the
predictions of three lumped parameter codes employed in Phase 1 of the
Study, namely a UK version of MARCH 1.0 [5], 00NTAIN [42] and SARACEN
[43 ] for AB hot-leg and S D. MARCH 1-UK contains corrections to obtain2
improved mass and energy balances. The major changes include the use of
internal energy instead of enthalpy to determine containment atmosphere
conditions, the relaxation of the restriction to the saturation line so
as to allow for the possible presence of superheated steam, and the
correct calculation of the mass of water condensed on the permanent heat
sinks. SARACEN is a thermal-hydraulics code being developed in the UK
which is similar to MARCH except that a full set of steam tables is used
to cover all possible steam conditions and more detailed modelling of
condensation, evaporation and sensible heat and mass transfer is
provided. In Phase 2 of the study MARCH 2 Version 151 [6] was also used
and some results are given here.

Some results for AB hotleg are presented in Figures 4 and 5. The
different pressures predicted by CONTAIN and SARACEN derive partly from
their being passively driven by MARCH 1-UK, so that any feedback effects
which can be modelled in MARCH cannot be treated, but more importantly
from different steam tables and the improved detailed thermal-hydraulic
modelling enshrined within them, such as for wall condensation heat
transfer.

A particularly noteworthy feature of the MARCH 2 AB hot leg results is
that the hydrogen in the containment never becomes flammable, due to
steam inerting, while MARCH 1-UK predicts that the hydrogen is flammable
for a substantial period and will give a containment pressure of 10.8 bar
(absolute) for an instantaneous adiabatic burn.

Containment codes, such as MARCH and CONTAIN permit the user to simulate
an actual hydrogen burn within a compartment and between compartments by
determining whether the atmospheric mixture is flammable, and if so a
burning velocity, which may depend on the containment atmosphere
composition, is computed and used to calculate the resultant compartment
pressure and temperature rise. Because the finite burning time permits
heat to be lost to floors, walls and active heat sinks (eg fans and
sprays), the final pressure rise is less than that predicted from the
instantaneous adiabatic burn calculation.
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| However the true result of a burn of flammable gases probably lies
'

'between the two calculations. Two important factors have been neglected,

geometry (including compartment shape and size and location of ignition
point) and atmospheric turbulence. The former is important because the
lower flammability limit for a hydrogen burn depends on the direction of
burning - thus 4% (vol) is sufficient for vertically upwards while 8%
(vol) is required for vertically downwards. Moreover, the flow patterns
within the compartment may lead to significant spatial variation of
concentration of flammable gas. Also, the magnitude of the burning
velocity depends on direction as well as concentration, thus the location
of the ignition source is important. The second neglected factor,
atmospheric turbulence, also affects the burning velocity. At low levels,
this is increased while at very high levels of turbulence the burning is
damped down and the flame may be extinguished. Again, local compartment
geometry plays a significant part in determining turbulence levels.

Neither geometry nor turbulence can be addressed by lumped parameter
codes like MARCH or ODNTAIN. Thus two' factors which are at least as
important as the concentration of steam or hydrogen in calculating
burning velocities are necessarily neglected. This implies that the use
of finite burn times must be heavily qualified before it can be used with
confidence in a given situation.

Should a PWR core melt down, fall into the bottom head and eventually
cause the head to fail, then the containment may experience pressure
rises due to interaction of the debris with any water in the reactor
cavity, due to attack by the core on the concrete basemat leading to the,

evolution of steam and non-condensible gases, and due to possible
j hydrogen burns. Another means of increasing the containment pressure

arises if the core is expelled from the reactor pressure vessel under
high pressure (eg, through an instrument tube penetration in a TLMB' or
S D sequance), as it may then be possible ior fine particulate core2
debris to heat the containment atmosphere directly.

Calculations have been performed to examine the ef fect of instantaneously
mixing various masses of core debris at initial temperatures of 1500 K,
2250 K and 3000 K with the atmosghere of a large modern PWR drycontainment of volume 8.83x104 m initially at 393 K. For dry air and 70

*

te of core the maximum calculated pressure is 3.1 bar, while if the
initial containment atmosphere includer saturated steam at 100% relative
humidity the maximum pressure rises to 5.1 bar. Finally, if it is
assumed that 7 te of unoxidised zirconium is released and intimately
mixed with the 70 te of core and that oxidation occurs preferentially
with air, releasing 12 MJ per kg zirconium reacted, then the maximum
pressure is 7.1 bar, so that assuming a design pressure of 3.45 bar
(gauge), with normal engineering safety factors in excess of 2, no
containment failure is anticipated.

It is also instructive to look at the corresponding position within the
3reactor cavity, volume 297.6 m . For air only and 15 te of core the

maximum pressure is 8.5 bar, while the addition of steam raises this to
21 bar. Because of the smaller mass of gas to be heated in the cavity
compared to the containment significantly smaller core masses are
required. This is highlighted by the results which include zirconium
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oxidation, when 1.te of core debris, plus 0.1 te of Zircaloy, initially
at 3000 K, can raiss the reactor cavity pressure to 19 bar.

The above calculations assume instantaneous heat transfer, ignoring the
timescale over which heat transfer can occur. For a 1 mm radius particle
a flight path of around 75 m is required for it to lose 95% of its heat
by radiation and forced convection. In view of the changes in flowpath

required to accommodate such a distance and the need to avoid sizeable
structures in the cavity and elsewhere it is unlikely that such a
particle will transfer all its heat to the atmosphere. Instead, it is

much more likely to impact, and heat, a structure. For particles of 100
radius and less, however, the picture is very different. There appears
to be ample distance for them to transfer their heat to the atmosphere.

The SPIT and HIPS experiments (44) at Sandia indicate that up to 1% of
the discharged core simulant is contained within particles of less than
10 diameter and up to 10% within those of up to 100p diameter. Since
efficient' heat transfer.to the cavity or containment atmosphere can be ;

performed by particles of up to 100p diameter, it is suggested that up to <

about 10 te of core debris should be considered in studies of the direct
heating effect if the whole core of a large modern PWR is assumed to be
ejected.

It is concluded that should direct heating to the maximum containment
free volume occur, the pressures are unlikely to pose a threat to the
containment unless other events (eg, steam explosions or hydrogen burns)
occur simultaneously. If the heating occurs within the reactor cavity
then, unless there is an efficient vent to the main free volume, large
pressure rises could occur, but it is not clear what effect these would
have on the cavity.

8. THE BEHAVIOUR OF VAPOURS AND AEROSOLS IN THE CONTAINMENT

This topic is important in order to determine the loss of radionuclides
to the environment via a containment leak or break. In the Containment
Study it has been examined with the UK code AEROSIM [45] and the USNRC
Sandia code CONTAIN [42]. AEROSIM is a stand-alone single component
aerosol code originally developed for the study of sodium fire aerosols

'

and recently extended to include the modelling of steam condensation
effects, which it treats with a time-dependent condensation rate taken
f rom a separate thermal-hydraulics code, such as the MACE module of
M AR CH. CONTAIN can treat the thermal-hydraulics and aerosols physics in
an integrated manner and can therefore model feedback effects.

Before using the two codes for the accident scer.arios examined in this
' Study an experiment [46] involving a dry uranium oxide aerosol, in an
enclosure at constant temperature and pressure, was calculated. This
provided a situation in which the thermal-hydraulics was not important
and so a omparison of the aerosol models could be made. This case is
known as AB01(ST) in Reference [46]. The work showed that at long times
(72500 secs) the two codes gave very similar masses airborne and settled,,

but' 00NTAIN predicted faster aerosol settling at short times (~2000'

secs). The latter ef fect was mainly due to the use of the Fuchs [47]
collision efficiency for gravitational agglomeration, which is three
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times larger than the more exact Pruppache r-Klett [48] formulation. The
use of the latter would reduce the early settling rate in this problem by
about a factor of two. The Pruppacher-Klett formulation is preferred
because it treats both particles involved in the collision as moving,
whereas Fuchs assumes that one is stationary. This work has therefora
suggested a straightforward but worthwhile improvement to the CONTAIN
code; the improvement is already in AEROSIM.

A fairly detailed analysis of the containment aerosol behaviour for the
AB hot leg scenario has been performed, whilst the analysis of the other
two scenarios is less complete. Only the AB hot leg work will therefore
be discussed here. In this scenario the first source to the containment
is the blowdown coolant, some of which will form an aerosol. No
experimental data to characterise such an aerosol source were available
to the Study, and so a source was created for CONTAIN by seeding the
atmosphere with many very fine particles and then allowing the blowdown
steam to condense on these to give atmospheric steam saturation, creating
123 te of suspended water aerosol at 20 seconds. CONTAIN predicts that
only 0.013 te of this aerosol is still airborne by 1765 seconds, when the
significant part of the core meltdown release begins. AEROSIM predicts
1.6 te remains still suspended at this time, however. The main reason
for the difference is that the hot gases (up to 1900 K) released from the
primary circuit from 850 seconds onwards cause most of the water aerosol
in CONTAIN to evaporate, a process which cannot be modelled by AEROSIM.
This observation illustrates the importance of performing coupled
thermal-hydraulic and aerosol physics calculations. It might be thought
that the difference between 1.6 te and 0.013 te airborne is not important
in comparison with the 123 te airborne originally. This is not so
however, because when the 1.6 te of water aerosol remains airborne to
assist deposition almost half of the 2 te core melt release is deposited
by the time this release ceases, but only 6% of the core melt release is
deposited during this period when only 0.013 te of water aerosol remains
airborne. Clearly the water aerosol would be an efficient means of
rapidly removing the core melt aerosol, were it not to largely deposit or
evaporate beforehand.

The exact behaviour of the blowdown aerosol becomes relatively
unimportant to the airborne aerosol mass by the time the 1.2 te
core-concrete aerosol release begins at 8525 seconds, however. From that
point onwards to 12 hours the CONTAIN and AEROSIM calculations are in
closer agreement, although CONTAIN predicts water condensation onto the
core-concrete aerosol, but AEROSIM does not, so that CONTAIN gives a
faster deposition rate.

9. CONCLUSIONS

It is clear that the Containment Study has made progress in achieving its
two broad aims, but a considerable amount of work remains to be done
before the aims have been fully satisfied. The work will therefore
continue with the overall intention of producing a calculational route

,

that can be used with some confidence for a large modern PWR. I

The Study hos shown, in a number of areas, that it is important to use
mechanistic codes with integrated models. The core meltdown area

l
1
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m

provides an example of.this, with a number of individual phenomena all
affecting,the core temperatures, oxidation rate and core exit gas

~

temperatures. Material release from the core provides'another example as i

the core temperatures determine release and the gas phase mass transfer i

constraint on release is dependent upon the thermal-hydraulics. i

Similarly the decay heat carried by the released radionuclides can affect |
9

the primary system thermal-hydraulics and hence material retention in the
primary system. The containment thermal-hydraulic and aerosol modelling4

also provides another example, as important interactions can occur.
These are examples of a general conclusion which' suggests that integrated
mechanistic computer codes are now required if our understanding and

; modelling of severe accidents is to progress further. This lends support j
to the development of codes like RELAPS/SCDAP/TRAPMELT [8], TRAC /MELPROG
[49], 00R00N,' VANESA 'and CONTAIN. The use of a modelling boundary at-

vessel failure is probably adequate, as there is unlikely to be any
| Esignificant. feedback from the containment to the primary system up to

that. point.. It is probable that 00R00N and VANESA should be combined in -
: order to model feedback effects, such as the loss of decay heat and heat

) of vaporisation [41] as the aerosols are released. Only when the. i2

Iintegrated mechanistic codes are firmly established and validated will it
be possible to establish the worth.of the more approximate codes, such as ;

MELCOR [50] or MARCH 2.

]
The main difficulties are in establishing whether the computer codes are

; treating all of the necessary phenomena, in ascertaining the accuracy of '

I that treatment and in relating that accuracy to the requirements, as far
j as they.are known. SAUNA [51], QUEST [52] and this Containment Study -

have attempted to tackle some aspects of the first two parts of this
problem, but each is necessarily inadequate at a time when the importance'

; of some' phenomena have been very inadequately researched, e.g. gas
circulatory effects in the primary system or material resuspension as a:

result of sudden and substantial containment failure.,

i

; Gode comparisons with integral and separate effects experiments are
required to establish whether the necessary phenomena are being modelled
and the' accuracy.of those models. A large amount of experimental and#

'

associated code analysis work is underway, although more emphasis needs
to be placed on the it in the next few years, even at the expense of i

'

-plant' calculations, and some gaps remain in the existing or proposed
experimental programme,- such as in the field of very long- term:

core-concrete interactions. Whilst effort should be found to deal with
these and other similar issues it would be helpful if the existing

i knowledge could be applied to establishing more qeantitative requirements i

for-the computer models when used in plant predictions.'
-

|
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STATION. BLACK 0UT CALCULATIONS FOR BROWNS FERRY
L. J.zOtt C. F. Weber

C. R. Hyman.

' Severe Accident Sequence Analysis (SASA) Program,'
Oak Ridge National . Laboratory.

,

'

Abstract
,

This. paper presents the results of . calculations per-
: formed with the, ORNL SASA code suite for the Station Black-
out. Severe Accident : Sequence at Browns Ferry; ' 'The accident

_ is initiated by . a loss. of of fsite power combined with fail-,

.ure of all onsite emergency ' diesel generators to start and
load. The' Station Blackout is assumed to persist beyond the
point of battery exhaustion (at six hours) ,and without DC

' . power,- cooling water could no longer be injec ted into the !,
,

reactor vessel. . Calculations are continued through the
period of core degradation and melting, reactor vessel fail-,

i ure, and the. subsequent containment failure. An estimate of
j the magnitude and timing of the concomitant fission product
j releases is also provided.
>

t

t'
'

Background
|
}-
: The Oak . Ridge National Laboratory - (ORNL) has participated in the '

) Severe ' Accident- Sequence Analysis (SASA) program since it was estab-
;t lished in 1980 by the Containment Systems Research Branch of the Nuclear

.

'

'| Regulatory - Commission. The SASA program a0 ORNL has examined poten- t

tially severe accidents at Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs), with the ob-
j jective of establishing as realistically as possible the sequence' of
l events and consequences of each accident. - The Browns Ferry Unit 1 RWR ^

;

2. has been - utilized, with the full cooperation of the Tennessee Valley
j Authority, as the example plant for the accident studies.

The ORNL SASA program has performed detailed studies of five BWR ;L accident' sequences: Station Blackout (Ref. 1), Small Break LOCA Outside i

Primary Containment (Ref. 2), Loss of Decay Heat . Removal (Ref. ~ 3), Loss
of Injection (Ref. 4), and - Anticipated Transient withou t Scram (AIWS)

|
,

(Ref. 5). An estimate. of the magnitude and timing of fission product f

'

releases was ' published for Station Blackout . (Ref. 6), Small Break LOCA
Outside Primary Containment (Ref. 7) and Loss . of Decay Heat. ' Removal;

j (Ref. 8).
,-

.

. Station Blackout - (Refs. l' ' and 6) - was the first ORNL SASA ' study
'

! (completed in 1981). During the interviewing four years, significant
improvements in analytical modeling capabilities (i.e., computer codes) '

| have occurred. . . In light of these ' code improvements, the decision was
; made to ' repeat . the Station Blackout calculations. >

:

t-

:
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ORNL SASA Code Suite

Determination , and analysis of the events in an accident sequence
~ that would occur prior to core uncovery is made by- the simulation pro-
gram BWR-LTAS (Ref. 9, developed at ORNL by R. M. Harrington). The

basic assumption of the BWP.-LTAS code is that the reactor vessel, inter-
-nals, and fuel are undamaged. The thermal-hydraulic conditione are
. calculated ; for both reactor vessel and primary containment. The pro-

' gramming . provides flexibility to model the effect of operator actions..

"

The code simulates all interacting plant systems that determine accident
sequence development. The predecessor of the current BWR-LTAS code was
developed for the original Station Blackout calculations; but the code
has been upgraded and expanded to meet the needs of each subsequent ac-

,

cident' sequence studied at ORNL.-<

,

The : original BWR-LTAS calculations (Ref. 1) for the Station Black-
;

out . study demonstrated the importance .of depressurizing the reactor ves-#

sel before battery failure. The capability to calculate both reactor
vessel and primary containment response over the period before core un--
covery allowed investigators to fully understand that depressurizing the<

reactor vessel limits drywell tempe'rature, reduces the total number of
}-

required SRV ac tuations, and extends the time to core uncovery after,

battery failure. The conservative approach, however, is to ae*ume that"

j the reactor vessel is not depressurized (i.e. , the core would uncover at
4 hours af ter scram instead of ~10 hours for the case with depressur-

) ization). The calculations for the sequence without depressurization
; are presented in'this paper.

The response of the primary system and primary containment. during
the period of the accident sequence following core uncovery is deter-'

| mined by the MARCON 2.18 and MELRPI codes. MARCON 2.1B is based upon

MARCH 2.0 (Ref. 10) but utilizes CORCON (Ref. 11) instead of INTER for
i
' the corium-conc rett interactions and employs the ORNL SASA program BWR
I- models. These . include representation of all special BWR features such
.

as ( Sannel boxes, control blades, and safety relief valves and incor-
| poration of properties routines that are correct for the saturated con-
J

ditions within a BWR ' vessel. The code also includes models for the
reaction of the B4C control rod powder with steam. Additional maj or

.

model changes in MARCON for both in-vessel and ex-vessel phases of the.

I simulation are presented in Table 1. The original ORNL Station Blackout
calculations (Ref. 1) used MARCH 1.1 (Ref. 1.2) for the period of the
accident following core uncovery. The deficiencies in early versions of
MARCH with regard to ' BWR modeling have been extensively identified
-(Refs. 2, 4, 13).

MARCON 2.1B represents a major step forward in user ability to
model BWRs; however, additional calculations are still required from a
detailed BWR core degradation code MELRPI (Refs.14,15). The core melt
and. melt relocation models in MAROON are simplified and non-mechanistic;
so, the MELRPI code results provide- guidance in selecting MARCON input
which results in the ' proper' progression in MARCON calculations of the

\.

1

i
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core melt relocation. The application of MELRPI to the Station Blackout
calculations also resulted in new model changes in MARCON. This repre-
sents the first application of MELRPI in a SASA accident study. 'Ihe use
of MELRPI is discussed by Ahmet Sozer in another paper presented at this
WRSR meeting entitled "MELRPI Development and Use."

The BWR secondary containment model (SCH) was developed and first
used in the fission product transport analysis of the small break LOCA
outside containment sequence (Refs. 2 and 7). The SCM was originally
developed because the containment model provided in MARCH subroutine
MACE does not permit analyses that includes adequate representation of
the response of BWR secondary containment structures.

The purpose of the secondary containment model is to calculate the
response of the reactor building to in-leakage from the drywell under
accident conditions. The model also calculates the res ponse of the
refueling floor to in-leakage from the reactor building and in-leakage
(or exfiltration) from the atmosphere. Other factors such as heat
sinks, condensation of steam, fire protection sprays and the standby gas
treatment system (SGTS) are included in the SCM. However, the SGTS
would not be operational during Station Blackout.

The individual inventories of the six constituents that make up the
a tmos pheres in the reac to r building and refueling bay flow control
volumes are determined at each time step; these are steam, CO2, CO, H2,
N2, and 02 '1he leakage rates of each constituent from the drywell into
the reactor building are taken directly from the MARCON code output, as
is the temperature at the leakage source (reactor vessel or drywell).

The ORNL code TRENDS was used to estimate transport and retention
characteristics for the following groups of volatile elements: xenon-
krypton, iodine-bromine, cesium-rubidium, and tellurium-selenium. The
TRENDS code analyzes fission product behavior in the primary coolant
system as well as in both the primary and secondary containmenta, and
includes models of the following processes:

1. releases from fuel (failed or intact)
2. convective transport in liquid ar gas flows
3. chemical interactions
4. radioactive decay

Fission product inventories at shutdown are obtained from the
ORIGEN2 code [16] and are calculated for each individual cell in the
5 x 5 core nodalization. Releases are determined from core fuel using a
modification of the NUREG-0772 [17] model and from the drywell rubble by
the VANESA code [18]. Convective transport is determined using thermal
hydraulic information from MARCON and SCM, and the assumption that each
control volume is instantly well-mixed. Ae rosol behavior for the cur-
rent analysis was done using the QUICK code [19], although current plans
are to use a more comprehensive model in future work.
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Chenical interac tions in the reactor vessel include dissolution in
water, as well as condensation (CsI, Cs0H, CsB02) and adsorption (HI, I,

I2, Te2) onto both steel surfaces and airborn aerosols (which may sub-
sequently deposit). The species distribution is recalculated at each
time step by the SOLGASMIX code [20] , which solves for the equilibriun
distribution by minimizing free energy. Currently included are 18 gas
phase and 8 condensed species, including CsI, Cs0H , HI, and CsB02 In

the primary and secondary containment volumes, models are again included
for deposition of various species onto surfaces and aerosols; dissolu-
tion in water pools is modelled using partition coef ficients. Species
redistribution currently involves the two iodine reactions

I-(aq) + I (aq)2

I (g) + CH I(g)2 3

Another impo rtant characteristic of the TRENDS code is its inclu-
sion of decay chain modelling. Decay equations that include all rele-

parent-daughter relationships are solved numerically by the fourthvant
order Adams predictor-corrector scheme. Decrement due to decay and

increment due to precursor decay occurs for each nuclide, in each con-
trol volume, at each time step. Thus, precursor transport and contribu-
tions to daughter transport are automatically included.

Station Blackout Sequence

This study aescribes the predicted response of Unit I at the Browns
Ferry Nuclear Plant to a hypothetical Station Blackout. This accident

would be initiated by a loss of of f site power concurrent with a failure
of all eight of the onsite diesel-generators to start and load; the only
remaining electrical power at this three-unit plant would be that
derived from the station batteries. It is assuned that the Station
Blackout occurs at a time when Unit 1 is operating at 100% power, and
only Unit 1 is assumed to be af fected. The 250 s oit DC battery system

at Browns Ferry could remain operational for a significant period of
time. In response to AEC inquiry in 1971, during the period of plant
construction, TVA estimated that the steam-driven High Pressure Coolant
Injection (HPCI) and Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) systems,
which use DC power for turbine control and valve operation, could remain
operational for a period of four to six hours. Subsequently, in 1981,
TVA performed a battery capacity calculation which shows that the unit
batteries can be expected to last as long as seven hours under blackout
conditions. A period of six hours has been assumed for this study.

The initial ORNL Station Blackout study (Ref. 1) demonstrated that
it would be beneficial for operator action to depressurize the reactor
vessel early in the initial phase of a Station Blackout. This depres-

surization removes a great deal of steam and the associated stored
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-energy from the ; reactor vessel at a time when the RCIC system is avail-
able to inj ect replacement water from the condensate storage tank and
thereby maintain the reactor vessel level. Subsequently, when water
injection capability is lost for any reason, remote-manual relief valve
operation would be terminated and there would be no further water loss
from the reactor vessel until the pressure has been restored to the set-
point [7.72 MPa (1105 psig)] for automatic relief valve actuation.
Because of ; the large amount of water to be reheated and the reduced
level of decay heat, this repressurization would require a significant
period of time. In addition, the subsequent bolloff would begin f rom a
very high vessel level because of the increase in the specific volume of
the water as it is _ heated and repressurized. Thus, an early depressur-
ization will provide a significant period of valuable additional time
for preparative and possible corrective action before core uncovery
af ter injection capability is lost. This study conservatively. assumes
that there is no depressurization.

Results

Thermal-hydraulic behavior of the primary and secondary containments:

Within 30 seconds following the inception of a Station Blackout,
the reactor would have scrammed and the reactor vessel would be isolated
behind the closed main steam isolation valves (MSIV's). The initial
phase of the Station Blickout extends from the time of reactor vessel
isolation until the time at which the 250 volt DC system fails due to

'

battery exhaustion. During this period, the operator would maintain re-
actor vessel water level in the normal operating range (Fig. 1) by in-
termittent operation of the RCIC system, with the HPCI system available
as a backup (Fig. 2). Each of these water-injection systems is normally
aligned to pump water from the condensate storage tank into the reactor
vessel via a feedwater line.

The Control Room instrumentation necessary to monitor reactor ves-
sel level and pressure and for operation of the RCIC and HPCI systems
would remain available during this period.

The operator would also take action during the initial phase to
control reactor vessel pressure by means of remote-manual operation of
the primary relief valves. The primary relief valves would actuate
automatically to prevent vessel overpressurization if the operator did
not act; the purpose of pressure control by remote-manual operation is
to reduce the total number of valve actuations by means of an increased
pressure reduction per valve operation and to permit the steam entering
the pressure suppression pool to be passed by dif ferent relief valves in
succession. This provides a more even spacial distribution of the
transferred energy around the circumference of the pressure suppression
pool.
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The plant response during the initial phase of a Station Riackout
can le summarized as an open cycle. Water would be punped from the con-
densate storage tank into the reactor vessel by the RCIC system as
necessary to maintain level in the normal operating range. The injected

water would be heated by the reactor decay heat and subsequently passed
to .the pressure suppression pool as steam when the operator remote-
manually opens the r311ef valves as necessary to maintain the desired
reactor vessel pressure. Stable reactor vessel level and pressure con-
trol is maintained during this period, but the condensate storage tank
is being depleted and both the level and temperature of the pressure
suppression pool are increasing. However, without question, the limit-
ing factor for continued renoval of decay heat and the prevention of
core uncovery is the availability of DC power.

The station batteries fail af ter six hours operation; subsequently
the operator can no longer nanually actuate the SRVs or inject water
into the vessel. Thus begins a monotonic decrease (boiloff) in the re-
actor vessel wa te r level (Figs. 1 and 3) due to intermittent loss of
fluid ( s team) through the primary relief valves which actuate automati-
cally.

Without restoration of power, the operator can do nothing to impede
the progression of the accident. The core uncovers at 479 minutes and
the core structures begin heating up, oxidizing and melting. Signifi-

cant core structural relocation (molten control blades and canisters)
begins at 572 mins, this downward relocation immediately increases
steaming which decreases water level (Fig. 3) and increases SRV actua-
tion (Fig. 4) until core plate dryout occurs (at 630 nins) at which time
steaming ceases. The pressure (Fig. 4) decreases af ter core plate dry-
out due to leakage through the MSIVs to the condenser. Fuel nel ting

starts at 604 mins and structural relocation continues (dropping onto a

dry core pla te) until the core plate fails (on temperature) at 682
mins. By user input, core plate failure occurs when the combined core
plate and debris are at 964 K (1275*F); at this time, there is approxi-
mately 33500 kg (73853 lbs) of solidified debris resting on the core
plate. The core, however, is supported by the control blade guide tubes
in the bottom head; and, although the core plate and debris fall into
the bottom head and are quenched, the core remains in place until
collapse (50% molten) at 695 mins. [The 50% criteria was used since it
produced close agreement between MARCON and MELRPI. }

Af ter core collapse, the core debris boils o f f the water in the
vessel bottom head over a period of ~15 mins and, in the process, the I
core debris cools to 1580 K (2384*F). The debris then reheats, eventu- |
ally failing a bottom head penetration at 734 mins. This causes the i

vessel to depressurize (Fig. 4) until the vessel pressure equalizes with j

the drywell pressure (Fig. 5). At this point, the corium is still
solid; it is assumed to leave the vessel when it reaches a liquid state
at 2200 K (3500*F).
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The liquid corium leaves the vessel at 797 mins, falling into two
1900 liter (500 gal) sumps. Af ter vessel failure, the containment pres-
sure increases due to boiling of the water initially in the drywell
sumps. The containment fails shortly af ter the corium/ concrete reaction
starts (~805 mins). For the remainder of the acc iden t , the drywell
thermal / hydraulics are dictated by the corium/ concrete reaction with
very high drywell atmospheric temperatures being predicted (Fig. 6).

A synopsis of the major events in the accident and the event timing
is presented in Table 2. These events are clearly reflected in the in-
vessel water level (Fig. 3) and pressure (Fig. 4) responses and in the
drywell pressure response (Fig. 5). It should be noted that there is a
significant period of time between reactor sc ram and core uncovery
(8 hrs) and that the subsequent vessel failure dues not occur until 13.4
hours into the accident. The sequence timing also reflects the approach
developed at ORNL to represent the events between onset of core degrada-
tion and vessel failure for BWRs (summarized in Table 3).

The blowdown from the drywell into the secondary containment after
containment failure (Fig. 5) initially fails the blowout panels between
the reactor building and the refueling bay and between the refueling bay
and the environment which are depicted in Fig. 7. The conditions in the
secondary containment (Fig. 8) are determined by the inleakage from the
drywell and the fire protection system sprays which actuate automati-

| cally. The reactor building sprays are assumed to be available in Sta-
'

tion Blackout since they have a dedicated diesel-generator.

Fission Product Transport Analysis

Pathways for the transport of fission products correspond closely
with convective flow patterns between inner reactor volumes and the out-
side atmosphere, as illustrated in Figure 9. In the early stages of the
station blackout accident (with the reactor vessel still intact), large
amounts of volatile fission products are released from over-heated or
melted fuel and flow into the upper regions of the reactor vessel.
Those that are not deposited flow into the wetwell with SRV actuation or
are carried into the main condensers by leakage flow past the MSIVs.
The latter constitutes a significant pathway for the transfer of fission
products out of primary containment, although not necessarily to the
a tmosphere. Because small venting occurs routinely between the primary
and secondary containments, small amounts of wetwell inventories may
leak into the reactor building during the early stages of the acci-
dent. However, these releases are dwarfed by those from the corium-
concrete reaction af ter drywell failure.

The release pathways after reactor vessel bottom head failure and
containment failure are illustrated in the lower portion of Fig. 9. The
dominant pathway transports fission products out of the drywell and into ;
the reactor building, from which small amounts leak directly to the jatmosphere. Considerably larger amounts are retained in the reactor '

building by dissolution in water (arising from both condensing steam and

|
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fire protection system sprays), deposition onto wetted walls, or depost-
tion on aerosols which subsequently settle. Significant leakage from
the reactor building to the refueling bay also occurs, after which the
fission products either deposit in the refueling bay or are carried to
the atmosphere by leakage through the blowout panels. 'Ih u s , the primary
atmospheric releases are due to leakage from the reactor building and
refueling bay after drywell failure.

The actual calculated fission product releases for this accident
are fairly low, indicating extensive mitigation by various reactor sys- |

tems and containment volumes. Considerable holdup of xenon and krypton

is indicated, due primarily to the slow leakage rates from secondary
containment to the atmosphere. At the end of the transient analysis
(1500 min. after shutdown), only about 18% of the shutdown inventory of
noble gases had reached the atmosphere,. with 33% still in the secondary
containment and almost 50% decayed. (In calculating shutdown inven-

tories, only those isotopes are included which are important during the
release phase of the accident, i.e., the middle and longer lived
isotopes that are actually released during the sequence.)

Atmospheric releases of iodine, cesium, and tellurium constitute
only 0.16%, 0.058%, and 0.40%, respectively, of the shutdown fuel inven-
tories for these elements. It is interesting to note that these all are

predicted to occur as gas phase releases, with aerosol contributions
.being several orders of magnitude lower. A principal re pository of
these elements is the pressure suppression pool, for which transient
activity is shown in Figure 10. As seen in the figure, major events in
the accident sequence can be noted by their ef fects on wetwell fission
product inventories. The pressure vessel releases due to SRV actuation
can be seen as stepwise increases for both iodine and cesium between 600
and 700 min. During this time, tellurium is largely retained in the
fuel by reaction with zirconium, but is released in large quantities
from the drywell rubble af ter 806 min. Subsequent drywell venting into
the wetwell produces the gradual rise in the wetwell tellurium inventory
between 1000 and 1100 min.

Other locations containing high levels of iodine are shown in
Figure 11, where it is seen that retention by water pools and surfaces
play a very important role. It should be noted in Figure 11 that 44% of
the shutdown . inventory of iodine is accounted for - the remainder has
decayed.

Summary

The ORNL SASA code suite is capable of comprehensive analyses of
BWR severe accident seq uences :

1. greatly improved in-vessel and ex-vessel thermal hydraulic nodeling
(BWR-LTAS and MARCON 2.IB)
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2. secondary containment model (SCM) comp ments MARCON 2. IB by cal-
culating the thermal-hydraulic response of secondary containment
volumes and the effects of additional systems such as SGTS and fire
protection sprays

3. comprehensive fission product transport code (TRENDS) with " state-
of-the-art" chemistry, radioactive decay for nuclides, and all
maj or transport and retention mechanisms for important volatile
elements.

In the Station Blackout accident sequence at Browns Fe rry Unit 1,
there is significant time available for corrective action, for instance:

1. the core uncovers 8 hours after scram
2. fuel starts to melt 10 hours af ter scram
3. reactor vessel fails 13.4 hours af ter scram.

Even without corrective action, the fission product releases are
small:

1. less than 1% of I, Cs and Te are released to the atmosphere
2. there is also significant holdup of noble gases in the primary and

secondary contsinments.
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MARCON 2.1B INCORPORATES MAJOR IMPROVEMENTS IN BWR
UNCOVERED CORE AND PRIMARY CONTAINMENT RESPONSE

CALCULATIONAL METHODOLOGY

-o In-Vessel

e Decay Heat' by Rigorous ANS Standard
.e ' Canisters, Control Blades, and SRVs

-

e. Separation of Fuel and Cladding
e Multi-Region Water Inventory and True Algorithm for Water Level

Physical Properties, Steam / Gas Equation of' Statee

e Accurate. Pressure ~ Calculation, Core Quench Models, W iling and'

Flashing- Algorithm

'o Heat Transfer Correlations for Uncovered Core
B C/ Steam Reaction Models.e 4

e Limited Melt Relocation Models
e Bases for Vessel Failure

o Ex-Vessel

e Reactor ' Vessel Heat Source To Drywell

e Drywell Sump Models

e Continuity of Mass and Volume at Vessel Failure

e CORCON MOD 2

e Temperature Dependent Specific Heat

e Pressure Dependent Correlatian for Superheat Temperatures

e Degassing of Concrete in Drywell
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Table 2

MAJOR ACCIDENT EVENTS AFTER CORE UNC0VERY

Time after scramEvent
(mins)

Core uncovery 479

Structural relocation' starts 572

Fuel' melting starts 604

Core plate dryout 630

Core plate failure 682

Core collapse 695

Bottom head dryout 709

Penetration failure 734

Vessel pressure equalizes with containment 743

Corium leaves vessel 797

End Hotdrop/ start Corcon 800

Containment failure 805
,

Table 3

ORNL METHODOLOGY EMPLOYED TO REPRESENT THE
EVENTS BETWEEN ONSET OF CORE DEGRADATION

AND VESSEL FAILURE FOR BWRS

o Molten canisters and control blades relocate onto core plate which
causes

e dryout of core above core pinte, and

e steaming increased before dryout, stopped until core plate failure

o Core. plate fails at 1275'F (964 K)
subsequently

e Debris falls into bottom head

o Remaining -intact core collapses when molten fraction exceeds spec i-
fied amount (currently 50%)

o Bott.um head dryout

Penetration faijire at debris temperatiere of 2800*F (1811 K), thuso

e veasel depressurizes, until

e vessel pressure equilizes with containment
,

Lo corium liquidus [af ter heatup to ~3500*F (2200 K)] leaves vessel*
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STATION BLACKOUT CALCULATIONS
FOR PEACH BOTTOM

S. A. Hodge*
SASA Program

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

4

ABSTRACT

A calculational procedure for the Station Blackout Severe
Accident Sequence at Browns Ferry Unit One has been repeated
with plant-specific application to one of the Peach Bottom
Units. The only changes required in code input are with re-
gard to the primary containment concrete, the existence of
sprays in the secondary containment, and the size of the re-
fueling bay. Combustible gas mole fractions in the second-
ary containment of each plant during the accident sequence
are determined. It is demonstrated why the current state-
of-the-art co rium/ concrete interaction code is inadequate
for application to the study of Severe Accident sequences in
plants with the BWR MK I or MK II containment design.

INTRODUCTION

*

Best estimate studies for BWR Severe Accident sequences based upon,

t Browns Ferry Unit One have been conducted under the auspices of the
Severe Accident Sequence Analysi SASA) Program at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory since October 1980. ,g (The program has enjoyed the full co-
operation and assistance of the Tennessec Valley Authority, who have
provided the necessary basic information concerning the design and oper-
ation of Browns Ferry as well as invaluable informed peer review of the
SASA program reports.

Code development has never been a primary goal of the SASA ef fort,
but it became evident at the inception of the program that improvement
of the existing codes, all st ructured for PWR accident analyses, was
necessary if the BWR studies done at ORNL were to be meanin ful. The
initial ORNL study was Station Blackout at Browns Ferry, most of
which was performed with the existing PWR codes. Now, after four years
of gradual implementation and testing of BWR models during pe riods

*Research . sponsored by the Of fice of Nuclear Regulatory Research,
U.S. Nuc1 car Regulatory Commission under Interagency Agreement DOE 40-

,

551-75 with the U.S. Department of Energy under contract DE-AC05- |

840R21400 with the Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
|
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between the performance of other BWR accident sequence analyses, we
believe that we finally have codes adequate for BWR accid studies, at
least to the point of reactor vessel bottom head f ailure.gny0,

v
Accordingly, calculatians intended to replace those of the original

Browns Ferg Station Blackout Accident Sequence study of 1981 have been
performed. In addition, because the Peach Bottom nuclear units are
very similar to those at Browns Ferry, and because there' is currently a
great deal of interest in Peach Bottom source term calculations, the NRC
SASA program technical monitor requested that the codes employed for
Browns Ferry Station Blackout be immediately exercised again, with the
necessary changes to input, for Peach Bottom Station Blackout.

Code Input Changes for Peach Bottom

The Peach Bottom units and the Browns Ferry units are of the
General Electric Company BWR 4, MK I containment design and, for the
purposes of Severe Accident calculations, are practically identical.
Nevertheless, there are three differences important to the potential for
fission product transport in the unlikely event that a seve re accident
should occur:

1. The primary containment concrete at Peach Bottom has a high lime-
stone content and a much higher potential for gassing when heated by
corium than does che concrete st ructure of the Browns Ferry units

(see Table 1).

2. The secondary containments of the Peach Bottom units do not employ
general area fire protection system sprays. The Browns Ferry units
have a highly reliable system that would, even without operator ac-
tion, and even without electrical power, provide overhead sprays in-
to the reactor building of any unit in which the primary containment
had failed.

3. Each unit at Peach Bottom stands alone whereas the units at Browns
Fetry abut and share a common refueling bay. Therefore, assuming a
severe accident at just one unit in both cases , the refueling bay
volume interposed between the reactor building and the atmosphere at
Peach Bottom would be one-third of that at Browns Ferry (see Fig.
1).

Fission Product Transport Results

The maj or fission product transport pathways for the Peach Bottom
Station Bisckout accident sequence are shown in Fig. 2. During the
fi rs t phase of the accident sequence when the reactor vessel is intact
and the primary containment has not failed, the only significant fission
product escape is via main steam isolation valve (MSIV) leakage to the
main condensers in the turbine building. Within the primary contain-
ment, fission products move from the reactor vessel r.o the pressure
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suppression pool via the safety / relief valves (SRVs). The noble gases
and the very small f raction of the other fission products that escape
the pool can pass back f rom the wetwell atmosphere into the drywell via
the vacuum breakers. The largest fission product inventory outside of
the reactor vessel would be in the pressure suppression pool. The pool
is heated as the steam relieved from the reactor vessel is condensed;
evaporation from the pool surf ace causes the pressure in the primary
containment to increase. Ilowever, most of the primary containment pres-
sure increase is due to the presence of non-condensible gases generated
by metal-water reactions within the reactor vessel.

If the severe accident progresses to the point where the reactor
vessel bottom head f atis and molten corium pours onto the drywell floor,
then the water in the drywell sumps is quickly evaporated ard the
containment approaches its failure pressure. Shortly af ter the corium-
concrete interaction begins, the additional releases of non-condensible
gases causes the drywell liner to f ail and the containment depressurizes
into the reactor building. Blowout panels open between the react or
building and the refueling bay, and between the refueling bay and the
atmosphere.

As shown on Fig. 2, the major fission product escape pathway after
) the reactor vessel bottom head and the primary containment have failed
| is from the drywell via the reactor building and the refueling bay to
; the atmosphere. The principal fission product removal mechanism along
! this pathway would be settling and deposition, but it should be noted

that the interior walls and other surf aces of the reactor building and,
to a lesser extent, the refueling bay would be wetted by the condensa-i

'

tion of steam.

|

|. Fission products would enter the drywell from three sources.
.

.

| Fi rs t , depressurization of the containment would cause boiling and'

flashing of the pressure suppression pool, and fission products in the
wetwell atmosphere would be carried into the drywell via the vacuum
breakers along with the steam. Second, fission products would be
released f ro.4 the interior of the failed reactor vessel into the dry-
well. Third, fission products sparged f rom *ne corium mass on the dry-
well flocc by the gases produced by the corium~ concrete interaction
would d'.rectly enter the drywell atmosphere.

It is important to recognize that two of the sources of fission
products to the drywell are continuing generators. It is fairly obvious
that the release f rom corium would be continuous, but it should also be
noted that a significant amount of fuel would remain in the reactor ves-
sel after bottom head failure and would not release fission products un-
til long thereaf ter. This late-f ailing fuel would come from the outer
radial zone of fuel, which has a very low power factor, and is repre-
sented schematically in the lower portion of Fig. 2.

The codes used in support of the Peach Bottom fission product
t ransport calcu
FerryAnalysis,gtionsarethesamecodesthatwereusedfortheBrownswith changes in code input as necessary to reflect the
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Hymaa provid:d tha input . ch nga ragsrding concrsts 'compositicn for
MARCON 2.1B. 'Th2 Sac:ndary C:ntcinm at Modal (SCM) input r: qui rsd
chtnga to r f1;ct th3 cbs:nca of cpraya and tha en ller volume cf the
refueling bay. Chuck Weber utiliz:d the resulto of the ERCON 2.1B and
SCM calculations for Peach Bottom to perform QUICK calculations for the
behavior of aerosols in the secondary containment and combined the
results of all of these calculations as necessary to drive the TRENDS
code for the Peach Bottom Station Blackout accident sequence.

The fission product transport portion of the overall ORNL SASA
program effort is of limited scope. At the current stage of
development, only the noble gases and isatopes of iodine, tellurium, and
cesium are included in the transport calculations. Most of the overall i

SASA program effort at ORNL is dedicated to providing and improving |
methods f or dealing with the thermal-hydraulic r.cpects of BWR Severe l

Accident sequences. It is the purpose of the relatively small fission
product transport effort to produce first-approximation calculations
that are used to indicate the sensitivities of the analyses and to
determine which thermal-hydraulic model improvements are most needed.

Comparison of the TRENDS code results for the Peach Bottom and
Browns Ferry Station Blackout accident sequences indicates that the
fission product releases at the secondary containment boundary would be
significantly higher at Peach Bottom. Specifically, at the end of the
calculations, the ratio of Peach Bottom release to Browns Ferry release
is 9.25 for the iodine, 7.83 for the tellurium, and 2.33 f or the cesium
isotopes. Both calculations were carried out as necessary to represent

a period of 25 hours following the loss of all ac power and reactor
The major contributing f actors to the higher releases for Peachscram.

Bottom are the higher gas blowing rates f rom the Peach Bottom concrete
and the absence of reactor building atmospheric sprays, although the
much higher steam condensation rate at Peach Bottom parr.ially

compensates for the lack of atmosphere sprays. (The iodine deposition

on the reactor building walls at Peach Bottom is predicted to be 4.13
times that for Browns Ferry.)

The distribution of noble gases at the end of the calculations also
shows a greater holdup f actor for the Brewns Ferry containment systems
than f or Peach Bottom. The ratio of calculated Peach Bottom release to
Browns Ferry release is 2.44 for the noble gases, and this dif ference is
believed to be entirely due to the higher gas blowing rates from the
Peach Bottom corium/ concrete interaction, which flush the noble gases
from the secondary containment.

Thus the TRENDS code calculations predict that the plant-specific
differences between Browns s arry and Peach Bottom would lead to higher t

releases at Peach Bottom for the same accident sequence; review of the
differences and~the calculated results indicates that this conclusion is
reasonable given that the calculational methodology is correct.

Nevertheless, the calculational methodology must be acknowledged to be
incorrect in two important areas. The potential for combustible gas
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burns in the secondary containment has been neglected and the basic
model for the geometry of the corium/ concrete interaction is wrong.

Combustible Cases in the Secondary Containment

The hydrogen produced by metal-water reactions both within the
reactor vessel and on the drywell floor and the carbon monoxide produced
as a byproduct of the corium/ concrete interaction are of sufficient
quantities (see Table 2) that it is necessary to consider the possibil-
ity of combustible gas burning in the secondary containment af ter pri-
mary containment failure. (The primary containment is inerted.) Com-
bustible gas burning is considered possible if the combined mole trac-
tion of hydrogen plus 60% of the carbon monoxide in the atmosphere is
greater than 0.09, the mole f raction of oxygen is greater than 0.05, and

them>1ef{getionofinertingfluids(steamplusearbondioxide)isless
than 0.55

As shown on Fig. 3, the mole fraction of combustible gases in the
reactor building for Browns Ferry Station Blackout would excaed 0.09
shortly _ af ter drywell failure, which occurs 805 minutes af ter reactor

i scram. Also, the oxygen mole f raction remains above the lower limit for
combustion and the mole f raction of inerting gases does not reach the ,

inerting limit. If an ignition source were present, burning would be
| expected. Of course, there would be no electrical power and all

,

i surf aces would be wetted because of the sprays. Although not shown, the
conditions in the Browns Ferry refueling bay would also permit burning
after time 1196 minutes, when the combustible gas mole fraction exceeds

| 0.05 there.
t

( The relatively high oxygen mole f raction and the relatively low
'

| mole fraction of inerting gases in the Browns Ferry reactor building are
! caused by the steam-condenuing action of the fire protection system

sprays, which also have the highly beneficial ef fect of mitigation of
fission product transport. The calculated mole f ractions f or the Peach
Bottom reactor building, which has no atmosphere sprays, a re shown in
Fig. 4. Except for a period of about 35 minutes shortly after drywell
failure, there is insufficient oxygen to support combustion. Also, the
reactor building atmosphere is inerted by steam and carbon dioxide dur-
ing the period 850 to 1083 minutes after scram. However, parallel
calculations for the Peach Bottom refueling bay (results not shown) in-
dicate that conditions there would support combustion f rom shortly af-
ter drywell failure throughout the end of the calculated sequence.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the ef fect of com-
bustible gas burns in the reactor building or refueling bay should they
occur. The CONTAIN code has been made operational on the ORNL CRAY com-
puter system and an input deck for the Browns Ferry secondary contain-
ment has been constructed. It is intended that the effect of combus-
tible gas burning will be included in future calculations.
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. Uncertainty in Corium/ Concrete Interaction Calculations

The most important remaining area of uncertainty in Severe Accident
. calculations for BWR MK I and MK II containments is the effect of the
corium/ concrete . interactions. The state-of-the-art code is CORCON MOD
2, developed at Sandia National Laboratory to replicate observed e{{eri-
mental results for molten corium poured into concrete crucibles. In

general, the code maintains the corium in a roughly cylindrical
geometry, making allowances f or the crucible cavity to be eroded by both
radial and downward attack. This approach is adequate for PWR calcula-
tions and for BWR MK III calculations in which a cylindrical cavity un-
derneath +he reactor vessel in actuality would catch the emergent corium
in the event of a Severe Accident. it is not, however, adequate f or bWR
MK 1 and MK II containment studies.

The model geometry employed in CORCON does not represent the reia-
tively flat BWR MK I or MK II drywell floor, nor does it pe rmit a re-
alistic assessment of the effect of the corium, spread over the drywell
floor rather than collected in a cylindrical cavity. As shown on Fig.

5, the volume within the reactor pedestal underneath the reactor vessel
in the MK I containment does appear to a cylindrical cavity when viewed
from the side. Nevertheless, as shown in the unwrapped view of the ped-
estal, there is one open doorway through the pedestal wall which has a
lower edge flush with the drywell floor. Therefore, while frozen corium
should be retained within the pedestal region, molten corium would be
expected to run out the doorway and spread over the annular drywell
floor outside of the pedestal wall.

To understand the disposition of corium on the drywell floor, it is
first necessary to consider the mode of , ejection f rom the BWR reactor
vessel. More work needs to be done in this area, but current'models em-'

ployed at Oak Ridge in the MARCON 2.lB code represent the following se-
quence of eventh after the onset of severe core degradation.

Molten canister and control blade materials relocate cato the core
plate, causing increased steaming before core plate dryout. Steaming
then stops until core plate failure, which is assumed to occur when the
average temperature of the core plate and accumulated debris reaches
1275 F (964K). The debris then falls into the reactor vessel bot t or.
head. The remaining intact portions of the core are assumed to collapse
when the molten fraction of fuel reaches 50%. The remaining water ir
the lower head is boiled away, resulting in bottom head dryout with an
accumulation of frozen debris at about 2475 F (1630K). The debris
reheats, and penetration failure is assumed to occur at a debrir
temperature of 2800 F (1811K). The vessel depressurizes, and ths
vessel pressure equalizes with the containment pressure. The corinm
becomes liquidus after reheat to 3500 F (2200K) and the entium runs out
of the vessel.

The corium would first f all onto the drywell floor within the con-
fines of the reactor pedestal. About 13% of the volume of the total
core would be retained in the two drywell sumps that are located
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immediately beneath the bottom of the reactor vessel, and there would
be an additional cooling effect due to the interaction of the corium
with the sump water. Thus the CORCON calculation begins with the corium
at a relatively low temperature. The metallic layer is molten but the
oxide layer is frozen. The frozen oxide would be expected to remain
within the pedestal area but the molten metallic portion should run out
the pedestal doorway onto the outer drywell floor. This lateral
separation of the metallic and the oxidic layers cannot now be
represented with CORCON.

There are additional chemical reactions that should be modeled in
CORCON for calculations in which the code is to be applied to BWR severe
accident analyses. The BWR corium would include a large amount of un-
reacted zirconium. The zirconium metal can reduce uranium dioxide

themetalliclayer.gguranium metal, thereby increasing the density of
This effect is not included in CORCON. The BWR corium would also con-
tain boron carbide from the control rod power. The chemical impact of
this has the potential to be significant, but is not modeled in CORCON.

Although the MARCON 2.1B models currently include representation
of a general core slump when a user-input f raction of the fuel has be-,

' come molten, other ORNL SASA program calculations using HELRP1 indicate
| that BWR corium would not leave the reactor vessel all at once. The
( first release would comprise about half of the core, followed by a
I continuous but relatively slow pouring of the remainder of the core over
'

a period of hours. CORCON does not permit a time-dependent release.

| In the Station Blackout accident sequence, the reactor vessel would
I have failed and the corium would be on the drywell floor at the time of
| primary containment f)ailure. The p rimary containment is expected to '

f ail by overpressure with the failure location in the d
the juncture of the cylindrical and spherical sections.{gwell liner,at Steam and

gases escaping from the liner would enter the approximately 2-in. (5.08
cm) gap between the liner and the concrete shield and then pass through
the many holes in the concrete shield into the reactor building. Thus,
af ter drywell failure, fission products present in the drywell atmo-
sphere can escape directly into the reactor buildind. As shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 6, fission products in the reactor building can, to a
small extent, leak to the surrounding atmosphere, but most of the flow
would be via blowout panels to the refueling bay and f rom the refueling
bay through blowout panels to the atmosphere.

Since the fission product release associated with the corium-
concrete interaction has the potential to bypass the pressure suppres-
sion - pool, its relative importance on a per-unit weight basis is at
least two orders of magnitude greater than that of the fission product
releases during the pe riod when the reactor vessel is intact. Ac-
cordingly, prov -ion should be made to upgrade the CORCON code for BWRd

applications. Tnis is believed to be by far the single most important
remaining area of uncertainty in BWR Severe Accident Calculational Meth-
odology.
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- Table 1. . Composition of Peach Bottom and Browns Ferry concretes.
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Table 2. Total combustible gas production

to 25 hours af ter reactor scram for
'

Peach Bottom Station Blackout6

-
!

!
:
' Hydrogen,

| In-vessel 1,576 lbs ( 714 kg)
|. Drywell floor 1,494 lbs ( 678 kg)
i
.

f

| Carbon' Monoxide

! In-vessel .2 lbs ( 1 kg)
! Drywell floor 54.078 lbs (24,514 kg)

|
t

!

t

I

l

I-
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Fig. 1. The refueling bay volume per unit reactor building volume
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HELRPI - DEVELOPMENT AND USE

A. Sozer*
SASA Program

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

ABSTRACT

The MELRPI computer code has been developed by
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute under the sponsorship of Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and, more recently, the Em-
pire State Elec trical Energy Research Corporation
(ESEERCO). The code was developed especially for severe ac-
cident analyses concerning BWRs and is not applicable to
PWRs. MELRPI. MOD 2, one of the ORNL-severe accident analysis
codes, has been applied for the first time to station black-
out transient analysis for the Browns Ferry nuclear power
plant in order to estimate the progression of core degrada-
tion.

1. DESCRIPTION OF MELRPI. MOD 2 MODELS

The MELRPI. MOD 2 computer code includes core degradation and emer-
gency core cooling system (ECCS) models. Simplified mechanistic ap-
proaches have been used in developing the code so that inexpensive cal-
culations can be performed.

The 2-D reactor core geometry presented in 5'i g . 1 is composed of
fuel rods, cruciform control blades, channel boxes, and u.ain and bypass
channels. Mechanistic core degradation models simulate heatup, oxid a-
tion, melting, relocation, and freezing of molten materials, clad fail-
ure, and rubble bed formation. Rubble bed formation can progress in
buth the axial and radial directions resulting in the reduction of core
height in individual radial zones.1

MELRPI-ECCS models provide a mechanistic approach for the thermal
hydraulic analysis of a boiling water reactor core with intact and
debris bed nodes.2 A schematic of the reactor core model is presented
in Fig. 2 with arrows in the figure indicating flow path 4 Bottom
flooding, interstitial inj ec tion, and core spray ECCS models are

*Research sponsored by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission under Interagency Agreement DOE 40-
551-75 with the U.S. Depa r tment of Energy under contract DE-AC05-
840R21400 with tho Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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available. A single uniform water level is employed in the interstitial
region, but the level can vary radially in the main charuels, where most
of the decay heat is transferred to the coolant.

Current model development activities concentrate on lower core
plate failure, response of the structures in the lower pl enum , lower
head failure, in-vessel thermal hydraulics, and improved debris bed
thermal hydraulics. The _ lower plenum and lower head failure models vill
be used in analyzing corium interaction with control rod guide tubes,
water, and the reactor vessel bottom head.

Future improvements include eutectic mixture formation, flow chan-
nel blockage due to relocated and frozen materials in cold portions of
the core, and improvements to the existing radiation heat transfer
models.

2. APPLICATION TO STATION BLACK 0UT

The calculations described in this study pertain to station black-
out at Browns Ferry unit I whose core geometry and characteristics are
described in detail in Refs. 3 and 4. For the calculational model, the

core is divided into 5 equal-length axial nodes and 5 radial zones (Fig.
5). The radial and axial power profiles used in the calculation reflect
the Browns Ferry equilibritsu core. The volumetric fraction assigned to

each radial zone was selected so as to best represcot the radial power
profile.

The station blackout transient has been analyzed by utilizing sev-
eral computer codes at ORNL. The period prior to the onset of core un-
cc,very has been analyzed by the BWR-LTAS code. MARCON2. IB is used for
the remainder of the transient along with the SCM and TRENDS codes; how-
ever, MARCON does not have mechanistic core deformation and relocation
models. MELRPI attempts to provide more insight into this portion of
the transient by deforming the core, relocating and removing molten
materials gradually. MELRPI. MOD 2, which uses the rigorous ANS-standard
decay heat curve,5 has been coupled with MARCON2. lB from the onset of
core uncovery until core plate f ailure occurs. (The core plate failure

is predicted by MARCON2.lB.) MARCON2.lB results are used to drive
MELRPI, supplying the two-phase level, reactor vessel pressure and core
steam flow history presented in Figs. 3 and 4. In turn, MELRPI results
are used to adjust MARCON2.lB input for better representation of core
degradation phenomena.

3. RESULTS

A description of the station blackout severe accident sequence for
Browns Ferry together with the calculations of the MARCON2.lB, SCM and
TRENDS codes is provided in an accompanying paper in these proceedings
entitled " Station Blackout Calculations for Browns Ferry." The follow-
ing results pertain to the MELRPI calculation for station blackout.
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Core degradation results are presented in Figs. 5-9. The rate of
fuel temperature increase in the central radial zone is reduced after
Zirccioy melting begins, mainly due to inhibition of the exothermic
oxidation reaction between Zircaloy and steam (Fig. 6). Temperatures
remain relatively low until nodes become uncovered completely. Figs. 5,
7 and 8 demonstrate the level of core degradation at 519, 544, and 654
minutes after scram. Temperature contours indicate the thermal state of
the core structure. Locations where debris beds are formed and fuel
melting occurs are also indicated. The reduced height of the individual
radial zones of the core reflects the effects of debris porosity beds
and the amount of molten masses removed from these zones. Currently,
molten masses are removed instantaneously upon debris bed formation and
are not included in the available total mass for calculating radial zone
heights. Future plans include modeling of flow blockage and incorpora-
tion of frozen materials in the calculation of radial zone heights.

Large amounts of debris and molten material are formed before the
lower core plate failure as indicated in Fig. 9. In radial zones 1 and
4, 40% to 57% of the fuel becomes molten although no fuel melting occurs
in the peripheral zone. The molten fractions for zone 2 and 3 remained
close to the value calculated for the central radial zone. About 63% of,

the Zircaloy structure of the channel walls and cladding becomes'

molten. The fraction of core rubblized and t.he fraction of core height
remaining covered with water are also indicated in Fig. 9.

4. SUMMARY

MELRPI. MOD 2 has been applied to the station blackout transient ,in <aa .

coupled mode with MARCON2.1B for the ffrat time. The results are used
to adjust input parameters of MARCON2.1B for better simulation of core
degradation phenomena and to provide additional insight into the pro-
gression of core damage before core plate failure occurs. With the in-
clusion of additional models, predictive capabilities of MELRPI will be
enhanced in the future.
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Hydrogen Transport in a Large, Dry
Containment for Selected Arrested Sequences *

D. B. King
A. C. Peterson

Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

The hydrogen burn in the containment during the accident at Three Mlle
Island instigated renewed attention to the possible consequences of
hydrogen generation during a nuclear core uncovery accident. To
assist in providing a basis for a recommendation on rulemaking for
pressurized water reactors (PWRs) with large, dry containments, the
containment environments created during arrested sequences having a
75% metal-water reaction were calculated. A small break loss-of-
coolant accident and a loss of offsite power were the initiating
events for the sequences analyzed. The HECTR computer code was used
to calculate the containment response. Since the primary focus of
this analysis was the investigation of the potential for the foreation
of local detonable mixtures of hydrogen, steam, and oxygen, a large
number of compartments (up to 42) were used in the HECTR analysis to
represent the contalnment geometry. The highest hydrogen
concentration was always calculated in the compartment into which
hydrogen and steam were released. A detonable mixture was calculated
in one case where hydrogen and steam were released into a steam
generator tunnel compartment. This case simulated a break in the

coolant line from the core flood tank to the reactor vessel. Further
analysis is required to determine the likelihood of this event, the
potentLal for detonation in this small tunnel volume, and its ef f ects
on containment or equipment.

Introduction

The Three Mile Island accident con *ributed to hydrogen control rules for
pressurized water reactors (PWRs) with ice condenser containments and boiling
water reactors with Mark III containments. A hydrogen control rule for PWRs
with large, dry containments is presently deferred.

At the request of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, analyses were performed
to support a regulatory position on hydrogen control for large, dry contain-
ments. The specifle analyses requested were to provide sufficient multi-
compartment analyses to determine whether local detonable mixtures can be

formed in large, dry light water reactor containments, which, gLven an
ignition source, can result in an energy release which could threaten
containment integrity.

*This work is supported by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
performed at Sandla National Laboratories which is operated for the United
States Department of Energy under Contract Number DE-AC04-76DP00789.
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Hydrogen transport-before chenleal reaction, deflagrations or detonatLons, can i

be significantly affected by several mechanisms that six the gases. These j
mechanisms include the momentum of the source flows, forced convection, inter- i

compartment flow driven by pressure dif ferences, natural convection, and i

molecular and turbulent diffusLon. When hydrogen and steam source flows are |
Introduced into the containment as jets, a well mLxed source compartment would |
result, but gradients in the gas concentrations between the source compartment
and adjacent compartments would occur. h use of engineered safety features |

!(Esrs), fan coolerb and sprays, would also tend to promote mLxing in some
' locations in contalnment, particularly in the done reston. J

ThLa analysts focused on risk significant scenarios, small break loss-of-
coolant accident and loss of of fsite power, whleh had strong source injection
flows. h steam and hydrogen flows into containment were calculated with the
MARCH 2 computer code [1]. ( h calculations were actually performed wLth the

'MARCON 2.0P computer code which links MARCH 2 with CORCON MOD 2. However,
since these were arrested sequences, only the MARCH 2 models were invoked in -

f,the calculations),

h steem flows calculated by MARCH 2 are primarily dependent on the prLeary
system pressure and the elevation of the flow junction, either a re1Lef valve
or break, relative to the height of 11guld in the primary system. Only water
flow occurs when the break or relief valve is below the collapsed 11guld level
and only gas flow occurs when it is above the water level. Two-phase (1Lguld- |

steam) flow is not modeled. The hydrogen source terms are primarily dependent
on the hydrogen generatLon rate from the zLeconLum-steam resetton and the leak -

rate from the primary system into containment. The calculated steam and
hydrogen flow rates are proportional to their mass fractions Ln the vessel.
W refore, whLie the steam and hydrogen flow rates used in thLs study are
considered to be representative of the expected flow rates for these
scenarios, when more advanced mechantatic models for core melt phenomena are
developed and more accurate steam and hydrogen flow rates are available, this
type of study should be expanded. The HECTR contalnment analysis computer
code (2) was selected for this analysts because of its relatively fast-running |
capability foe multicompartment analysis; however, wome limitations of the "

models in HECTR to perform this type of sinalysLs were acknowledged at the i
initiation of this study. SpecLfically, HECTR is a lumped parameter code.
Flows between compartments in a HECTR model are pressure and buoyancy driven
with inertLal and resistance terms Lncluded. Cases in each compartment are j

instantaneously mixed. simplified conservation equations are solved in HECTR i

to evaluate compartment and junctLon parameters during a transient calculation. I

HECTR does not model molecular diffusion, turbulent diffusion, momentum flux !

or compressible flow. HECTR does have models for the ESFs. The overall l

linLtations of HECTR were not considered sLgnLfLeant for the scenarios J

selected in this study. -

4

Steam and Hydrogen Source Terms ;

i

N steam and hydrogen source terms calculated by MARCON 2.0P for two
representative risk signLficant scenarlos were used Ln thLs analysis, m two i
scenarlos selected were a small break loss-of-coolant accident (8 D) and a2 ,

total failure of AC and DC power wLth a loss of auxLliary feedwater to the j

steen generators (TMt.R'). For the small break loss-of-coolant sequence, a
two-inch dLameter break in the peimary coolant system at the initLation of the

L

I

i
'
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break was assumed. Two elevations for the break were used. One elevation was
10.7 ft. above the core inlet, which corresponds to the relative elevation of
the pump suction pipLng, and the second elevation was 22.3 ft the core inlet,
which corresponds to the relative elevation of the cold les piping. However,
since the primary system is modeled as a single volume in MARCH 2, the 10.7
foot elevation would not simulate a pump suction line break but a rupture of
the prLmary vessel.

Two MARCOM calculations for the steam and hydrogen flows into containment were
also performed for the TMLB' sequence. The difference in the calculations was
the modeling of the PORV. For one calculation the PORV was modeled to be stuck
open af ter 42 minutes, and for the second calculation the PORV was modeled to
cycle between its opening and closing set polnts. The flows for the first 42
minutes were identleal for both TMLB' calculations and were obtained from a
RELAP5 calculatlon of this sequence (3] which modeled the cycling of the
PORV. The MARCH 2 models were initialized to the conditions in the RELAPS
calculation at 42 mlnutus and then each MARCH 2 calculation was begun.

For these degraded core scenarlos, it was assumed that Emergency Core Coolant
(ECC) injection was unavailable for a time period long enough for 75% of the;

| clad zirconium to oxidize, but was avaL1able to arrest the sequence at 75%
, metal-water reaction. To arrest a sequence at 75% clad oxidation required
| performing several MARCH 2 runs, varying the time of initiation of high

pressure injection (HPI) to calculate 75% clad oxidation.

The calculated water flow rate into containment for the S D sequence when2
the break elevation was relatively low is shown in Figure 1. The flow started
at about 25,000 lbs/ min at the inLttation of the transtent and decreased to
14,000 lbs/ min as the system depressurtzed. The flow remalned at 14,000i

| lbs/mln until the break uncovered at 30 mlnutes and the flow changed from
| 11guld to steam. The gas flow from the primary system continued to decrease
| the system pressure. At 84 minutes there was a step increase in the water
| flow rate when the system pressure decreased below the pressure of the core

flood tanks (CFTs) and their ILquid was injected into the primary system. The
core flood tanks were empty by 89 minutes and the water flow to contalnment
agaln decreased. The HPI pumps were started at 105 minutes to arrest the clad
oxidatLon. The large cycilns of the water flow after 105 minutes was due to

,

the calculated covering and uncovering of the break. When the break was
covered, liquid flowed out of the break and the mass flow rate was relatively
high, and when the break was uncovered gases flowed out the break and the mass

,

| flow rate was relatively low.
|

The calculated hydrogen mass flow rate into containment for the relatively low
break elevation is shown in Figure 2. Hydrogen flow was initlated at 50
minutes and a peak flow of 94 lbs/ min was calculated at 84 minutes. Shortly
after this LLme, hydrogen flow was stopped due to quenching of the core from
the emptying of the core flood tanks and the flow into containment changed
from gas flow to ILquid flow, due to the covering of the break. The break
quickly uncovered again and hydrogen flowed into the contalnment, but at a >

significantly lower rate than before the core flood tanks emptied. Similar to
the water flow rate, after 105 minutes when the HPI pumps were inLtlated to
arrest the clad oxidation, the hydrogen mass flow rate also oscL11ated due to
the covering and uncovering of the becak elevation.
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For the TMLB' sequences, the peak water flow rates were somewhat higher (up to
41,000 lbs/ min) for the first 40 minutes of the transient due to the cycling
nf the flow out of the safety valves. The HPI pumps were started at 84
minutes and water flow rates (approximately 10,000 lbs/mLn) were slightly
lower than in the 3 D calculations. SLsLlar to the S D calcuations, the2 2
hydrogen flow started at about 50 minutes. Table i summarizes the calculated
peak hydrogen flow rates into contaLnment and the correspondLng steam flow
rates. The times of initiation of HPI flow are also 1Lsted. The clad
oxidation was terminated at 75% shortly af ter the initiation of HPI flow;
therefore, the time of HPI flow initiatLon is indlcative of the length of time
hydrogen was flowing into the containment.

.

TABLE 1

Peak Hydrogen and corresponding Steam Flow Rates

Steam Flow
Peak at Peak Peak

Hydrogen Hydrogen Hydrogen HPI
Mass Flow Flow Hole InLLlated

Sequence _(1b/ min) _(ib/ min) Fraction _(pin)

S D (Low Break 94 120 0.87 1002
Elevation)

S D (High Break 65 140 0.81 1982
Elevation 48 140 0.75

TMLB' (Stuck Open 95 423 0.67 85
PORV)

TMLB' 114 542 0.65 90

Containment Models

The large, dry contalnment modeled for thLs analysis was a steel-lined concrete
cyllnder wLth an elliptic dome roof supported by a concrete foundatlon ring.
The not free volume of the containment was 3,389,000 cubic feet. The
cylindrical wall has an insLde diameter of 135 feet, a thickness of 3.5 feet
and a height of 227 feet. The cylindrical inner wall Le ILned wLth 1/4 inch
steel. Figures 3 and 4 show vertical cross sections of the containment that

is modeled and L11ustrate the relative elevations of the main floors and
equipment in the containment. The walls (D rings) that separate the steam
generators and the reactor are also indicated in Figures 4 and 5. Also
illustrated in these figures is that about 70% of the not free volume is above

the fourth floor (Elevation 700) and is essentially open space. The major
openings between floors outside of the D rings are staltways, an elevator
shaft, equipment hatches, floor piping penetrations, and a selsmle gap (a 1
ft. circumferentLal gap between the floors and the containment inner wall).
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The contalnnent weg modeled with compartments that were generally selected to
coincLde wLth physical boundaries such as walls and floors, some compartments
however, were not completely bounded by physical stuctures. Flew junctions at
compartment boundaries were generally based on physical boundaries such as
doors, hatches, equipment, walls, or penetrations. Several pieces of equipment
are large, and when placed near walls, form flow passages. Some flow junctions
were artificLal, being arbitrarily placed through open spaces with no bounding
walls to guide the flows. Figure 5 111ustrates how compartments were s.lected
for thLe study. The numbers shown on this figure are compartment numbers.
(Note the relative locations of compartments 6 and 10 in SC1A whLeh were the
locatLon of the breaks for the S D calculations compared to compartment 222
which was the location of the source for the TMLB' calculatLons).
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Figure $ Depresentative Compartmentalization of Containment
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Four baslc heat transfer surfaces woru modeled by HECTRt 1) the inner steel
liner of the contalnment walls, 2) concrete surfaces of the internal
structures, 3) equlpment surf aces, and 4) sump (water) surf aces.

The contalnment ESFe, reactor bulldlns cooler (RBC) system and the reactor '

bullding spray (RBS) system were also modeled. The RBC system conslated of
three ate cLeculatLon units and the RB3 system conststed of two independently
operated spray systems. The effects of operational and nonoperatlonal ESFs
upon the contalnment atmosphere were calculated for both the S D and TMLB'2
scenarlos. For TMLB', ESF operational status was resumed when ECC injectLon
was restored.

,

Four tasic HECTR models of the contalnment were used Ln thLs analysts. The
primary dLfference was in the number of compartments, flow junctions and heat
trannfer surfaces. The models were varled to investigate the effects of
compartmenta1LeatLon on the calculated results and on the computer run time.
The models used are summarlzed in Table 2.

f

TABLE 2
Summary of HECTR Models

No. of
Model No. of No. of Heat

Identification gompletmente Junctions Struc tures Eequence

Base 42 130 125 8D2
A 35 95 112 DD2

TMLB'
B 29 75 94 TMLB'
C 27 10 86 TMLB'

'
|

|
'

Results

As previously discussed, two series of calculatLons for an C D sequence in2
which the break elevatLon was varled and two series of calculatlons for a
TMLB' sequence in whlch the flow feoa the p0RV was varled were performed. The
results presented in this paper wLil focus on discussing the 5 D calculation2
with a break elevation low in the vessel and a TMLB' calculation with a stuck
open FORV. (Detalled results for all of the calculations wLll be avallable in
a future report.) The results for the sequences selected are also
representative of the other sequences chiculated.

Gmall Break 0 D2

For the relatLvely low small break elevation, the most detalled contalnment
model was used (42 compartments). The water and hydrogen flows, previously
dLecussed and shown in Figures 1 and 2, were input as sources for the HECTR
calculation. The pressure response of the containment bullding Le shown to
Figure 6. The calculated pressure response was dominated by the water / steam
mass flow rates calculated by MARCH 2. The containment pressure increased
continuously until the break elevation was uncovered at 1A00 e at which Llme
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the flow into containment from the primary decreased substantially (as
previously illustrated in Figure 1). This change in flow resulted Ln a
decrease in the calculated pressure. A second increase in pressure was
calculated at 5200 a when the primary pressure dropped below the pressure of
the CFTs allowing their water to be injected into the reactor vest.41. The
pressure increased agaln at 5700 s when the core uncovered and stens once
agaln was released from the break location. The RBS system actlvation
pressure (20 pst increase in pressure) was never reached durLng the
calculation.

The calculated water, nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen mole fractions in the
containmont dome are shown in Figure 7. The calculated mole fraction of steam
also indicated a strong dependence on the water flow rate from the primary
system. Figure 7 shows that hydrogen was first present in containment at
3700 s and that the concentration increased untL1 the core was quenched and
the hydrogen generation temporarL1y stopped by the water injected into the
vessel from the CFTs at 5200 s. The hydrogen mole fraction in the dome was
representative of most compartments in contalnment (except for the reactor
cavity) that were not in dLeect contact with the source compartment. The
dLfference Ln the hydrogen mole fractions was less than 0.01 throughout the
containment at the end of the calculatLon.

The calculated gas mole fractions in the source compartment are shown in
Figure 8. The source compartment is the compartment into which hydrogen and
steam are released through the primary break. As expoeted, both the hydrogen
and steam mole fractions reflected the relative magnitudes of the leak flow
rates of steam and hydrogen. FollowLng the uncovering of the break, the steam
mole fractLon in the source compartment decreased (due to decreasing steam
flow rate from the primary system) until the core flood tanks emptied into the

.

vessel. Water entering the primary system from the CFTs stopped the
generation of hydrogen and forced part of the hydrogen and steam vapor in the
primary system out of the vessel, temporarily increasing the flow of hydrogen
and steam nut of the break. This increase in flow resulted in the highest
calculated local hydrogen concentration of 11.3% for thse sequence. The steam
mole fraction at this time was 14%. The hydrogen concentration dropped from
Lts peak value as the hydrogen source flow decreased due to the gaonching of

,
' the core and aovering of the break by the CFT. The break was uncovered by

5400 s. The gradual increase in hydrogen concentration from 5700 to 6100 m
was due to the hydrogen flow from the primary system and hydrogen flowing into
the break compartment tros the contalnment ale circulation. The oscillations
in the calculation of the steam and hydrogen concentrations af ter 6100 s were
caused by the covering and uncovering of the break elevation in the MARCOM '

calculatLon. When the break was covered, the flow out of the break was 11guld '

whLle tha flow was vapor when the break was uncovered.

The calculated mole fractions of the gases in a compartment adjacent to the
source compartment are shown in Figure 9. The overall trends were simLlar to
tho source compartment wLth a peak hydrogen mole fraction approximately 0.02
towee than in the source compartment. The hydrogen mole fractLons in sti
compartments in the model were nearly equal at about 0.09 by the and of the
calculation indicating relatLvely complete mLxLng throughout the containment.
The source compartment and its adjacent compartment are located in 301A of
Figure 5.
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The steam mole fractLon Ln the reactor cavity was signLficantly different from
the other compartments as Lndicated in Figure 10. The steam concentration was
relatively low at the inLtlation of the translent and remalned low during the
transLent due to steam condensation in the reactor cavity resulting from the
introduction of cool ale from the reactor building cooler. The final hydrogen
concentratLon in the reactor cavlty was about 11% whleh was 2% higher than the
rest of contalnment.

The dominant flow directions in contalnment during the release of water and
hydrogen in the translent are shown in Figure 11. The flow dLeectior.s were
affected by three factors the hot steam generator surfaces, the reactor
buliding cooler flows, and the le4k rate. The D-ring walls around the steam
generator nose the break locatLon contained the flow and forced the hot gases

i up through all levels of the steem generator into the dome region. part of
the gas leaving the steam generator compartments near the break rectreulated
into the dome region while the cost flowed down through the compartmonts of
the other steam generator levels, the refueling canal, and the floorn. The
(Luld entering the lowest elevation then flowed into the bottom of the steam
generator compartments near the break where it was entrained wLth the leak

|
source flow and pushed upward through the steam generator compartments agaln.

The results of the seven small break LOCA calculations are sunnarlsed in Table
3. Coupering cases 1A and la shows that decreasing the volume of the compart-
ment (compartment 6 versus compartment 10) into which the steam and hydrogen
flows were injected Lucreased the peak hydrogen concentration. Run 1C shows
that when the break was in the reactor cavity, high concentrations of hydrogen
were calculatedt however, there was no oxygen present, and the compartment
would be inerted. ComparLng Cases 1A, 10, and it shows that the operation of
the RDC and RBS decreased the peak steam concentration, but had a small offect
on the peak hydrogen concentrations.

TADLR 3
nummary of small Dreak Caleuistions

Break peak
Compartment Hydrogen Corresponding

Dreak Containment Volume Ear Mole Rteam Mole
3gesjt Bloy_ation Modal Q1 ). O_n [tafdJ3J1 _ Fr_acij on

1A Low Dese 8793 Roc 0.11 0.14 -

10 Low Hase 4144 RUC O.14 0.17
1C Low A 26748 RHC 0.62(1) 0.38
1D Low Dase 8793 Wone 0.10 0.23
It Low A 8793 Rb3(2) 0.11 0.17
2A High A 4344 RHC 0.11/.12 0.16/.1%
2B(3) High A 4344 RDC 0.13/.1% 0.14/.14
2C High A 222$ Rhc 0.26/.24 0.30/.25

(1) Wo oxygen present
(2) Initiated at 1400s
(3) Artificlatly incrossed hydrogen

flow by 25%
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For the high break elevation, two peak values for the steam and hydrogen are
shown because there were two distinct peaks in the hydrogen flow rate. For
Cane 2B the hydrogen flow was artLficially increased by 25% to investigate the
effect of the source flows on the calculated peak concentratLons. As expected,
the peak hydrogen concentratton was higher for Case 28 than Case 2A by about
25%. For Case 2C the source flows were injected into a compartment modeling
the steam generator tunnel, which was one of the smallest compartments in the
model, and gas concentratLons were calculated that were wLthin the detonable
LlmLts of Reference 4. A break in the coolant LLne from the CFT to the
reactor vessel could result in hydrogen and steam release into the steam
generator tunnel.

Loss of OffsLte Power TMt.B ' (Stuck Open PORV)

This TMLB' scenarlo with the p0PV stuck open after 42 minutes used contalnment
trodel A (see Table 2). (The source compartment was Compartment 22 as shown in
Figure 5.) The calculated containment pressure response le shown in Figure 12
and indlcates that the wator/ steam relaased from the peltaary dominated the
pressure response. The containment pressure rapidly increased to a peak value
at 1600 e and oscillated about the peak value due to cyc1 Lng on and off of the j

safety reitet valves. The pressure decreased during the period from 2000 to
$000 e as the water / steam mass flow rate from the petrary system decreased and

| due to condensation on the relatively cool containment walls. The pressure
increased at 5000 s when the HP1 flow into the primary was started, allowing
more water / steam to leave through the open PORV.

The eniculated gas mole fractions in the dome are presented in F!r,ure 13 and
are representative of most compartments in containment that were not directly
connected to the source compartment. A large flow of water from the primary
system was calculated from 1000-2000 a when the safety rollet valves cycled
open and shut. The calculated hydrogen concentrations began increasing in
containment at 3$00 s. The hydrogen concentration leveled out at 6900 m. At

! 6900 e the hydrogen was uniformly mixed throughout containment and varied by
less than a mole fraction of 0.01 in compartments removed from the break

| location at the and of the scenarlo. Final steam mole fractions in
I compartments not connected to the source compartment showed less than a

variation of 0.03 throughout contalnment.

The calculated gas mole fractions in the source compartment are shown in
| Figure 14. The source compartment f111ed completely with steam while the
j safety relief valves were cycling open and shut. Hydrogen began to flow into
| the source compartment after the safety rollet valves had cycled and while the
| PORV was stuck openn at the same time, the steam mole fraction bor,an to drop

as the steam flow rate from the primary system decreased. Both the hydrogen
| and steam mole fraettons began to increase rapidly at 5000 m when HP1 flow
| into the vessel was inillated. Water entoring the vessel displaced the
| existing hydrogen and steam in the primary system and forced Lt out through
| the PORV. A maximum hydrogen note f raction of 0.1$ with a corresponding steam
L mole fraction of 0.42 was calculated at 5100 s. The hydrogen concentration
! dropped during the period from $100 to 6600 a when the core was cluenched by
I the HP1 flow and the hydrogen genera *.lon stopped. The hydrogen concentration
j dropped rapidly at 6600 a when water in the vuonut reached the elevation of
| the safety rollet valves; at this point, water released through the PORV

inerensed rapidly.
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The predominant contalnment cleculstLon flows for the TMLB' sequence were
donLnated by the primary steam leakage rate. The circulation flows during the
perLod of hydrogen releasa are shown Ln FLgure 15. steam and hydrogen enterLng
Compartment 22 flowed upward through the floor penetrations of the lower
elevations which are dLrectly above Compartment 22. Flow also was calculated
to be upward through the steam generator compartments Lnto the dome prLeartly
due to the hot steam generator surf aces he.ating the gases in these compart-
ments.

The results of the seven loss of of felte power calculations are summacLeod in
Table 4. Cades 3A through 3r investiga*.ed the effects of compartmentalleatLon
on the calculated gas concentratLons. The volume contalning the locatLon of
the steam and hydrogen injectLon flows was dLvided Lnto a larger number of
compartments. The highest hydrogen concentratlon was calculated when the
volume was dLvLded a:Louthally Lnto four equal compartments and the LnjectLon
was into a relatively enclosed volume. The case 3R source compartment was not
as enclosed as the Case 38 and 3D source compartments resultLng in higher
volumetrLe flow rates through the case 3E source compartment and lower peak

i

concentratlons. ComparLng Cases 3A and 4 shows that modeling the cyc1 Lng of
.

the P06V did not affect the peak hydrogen concentratlone. For the TMLB' l

sequences analyzed the peak hydrogen concentratlone were always calculated Ln I

the source compartment and the calculated steam mole fractLon at the peak
hydrogen concentratlon "as above 42%, whleh indleates that compartment would
be steam inerted wLth respect to detonation ilmLLs.

TABLR 4
suneary of Loss-of-of fsLle Power calculatlons

|

Break peak

Compartment Hydrogen Correspondlng
Containment Volume Mole steam Mole

Esta p0RV(I) __Model (Ft ). Fraction Up3112n3
;

3A stuck Cpen A 21474 0.15 0.42 r

38 stuck Open g(2) 5369 0.20 0.52
'

3C stuck open C(3) 10737 0.18 0.47
3D stuck Open R(4) 5369 0.22 0.56
3R stuck Open B(4) $369 0.1$ 0.43
3F stuck open C(S) 10137 0.15 0.43
4 cycles A 21414 0.15 0.48

(1) PokV cycles before 42 mln.
(2) Base Compartment 22 dLvLded a:Lmuthally and axla11y into 4 equal

compartments.
(3) Base Compartment 22 dLvlded a:Lmuthally into 2 equal compartments.
(4) base Compartment 22 dLvided salmuthally into 4 equal compartments.
($) base Compartment 22 divided vertlea1Ly into 2 equal compartments.
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Summary and conclusions

The conclusions from this analysis are based on results from HECTR cale.ulations of
zes transport. The HECTR computer code was developed to analyze nuclear reactor
accidents involvLng the transport and combustion of hydrogent however, since HECTR
was developed based on lumped-parameter models, the interpretation of these
results must be viewed wLthin the limitations of the basle modeling assumptions.
The potentlet effects of these mode 1 Lng assumptions are being investigated by
comparing results from this analysts with results from a computer code based on
finite difference models.

,

The results from the HRCTR calculations showed that the source flows were the
|dominant factors in estab1Lehing the circulation flow in containment. As long as

there were source flows, the buoyancy ef feels on the gases due to heat transfer
from structures were secondary factors. The cateulated eleculation flows caused

'.

relatively good atxLng of the gases throughout the contalnment.

The highest concentratlons of hydrogen were always calculated in the source
compartment. For the contalnment geometry and the scenarios analysed, the
calculated local hydrogen concentration outside the source compartment showed no
significant increases above the overall average. The slee of the source
compartment affacted the calculated peak hydrogen concentration.

! Calculations wLth steam and hydrogen source flows whleh are representative of a
l small break loss-of-coolant accident showed that at the peak hydrogen conenntra- .

Lions the compartments were not steam inerted. Concentrations that were near the '

assumed detonation ilmLts were calculated. In fact, when the source flows were
injected into a compartment modeling a steam generator tunnel, whleh was the
smallest compartment in the model, a detonable concentration was calculated.

|Further analysis is regulred to determine the likelihood of this event, the i

potential for detonation in the steam generator tunnel, and its ef fects on
tcontainment or safety related equipment. Hydrogen fismabi11ty and detonab(11ty
,

limite used in this study were based upon studles by Chapiro and Motfette (4). (

Calculations with steam and hydrogen source flows which are representattve of loss (
of AC and DC power and turbine drLven auxl1Lary feed water flow showed that at the
peak hydrogen concentrations the steam concentration was greater than 42% At
this steam concentration, the compartment would be outside the detonation ilmit, i

but could be wLthin the flamability limit.
|

There are potentially signifleant modelling uncertainties in the computer codes
used in thls analysts. The MARCH 2 models in the MANCOW code that generate the|

-

steam and hydrogen source (two probably have a large uncertalnty. As more '

mechanistic core melt codes are developed (MRLPN00, MtLCOR, SCDAp/RELApS), the
, typteellty of the steam and hydrogen source flows should be re svaluated. The
| effects of the models in the HKCTR code that affect the hydrogen transport results

should also be evaluated by comparing these results to results from a multi-
dimensional finite difference containment code.

|
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Pressure-Temperature Response in an
Ice-Condenser Containmont for Selected Accidents *

8. E. Dingman
A. L. Camp
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Albuquerque, NM 87185

ABSTRACT
'

The effects of recirculation loops in the ice bad
region of an ice-condenser containment are described
in this paper. HECTR, a lumped-parameter computer

,

; code, was used for this investigation. Althoagh best-

| estimate calculations are not possible, sensitivity

i calculations can be performed to bound the effects and
provide qualitative insights. Results of sensitivity
calculations, as well as ronults calculated for small

| break scenarios and a transient with failure of all AC
| power, are prenonted. The calculations indicate that
j the formation of racirculation loops in the ice bod
| does not prevent detonable mixtures from forming in

regions of the ice bed when the containment fans are
| not operating. In addition, preferential melting of a
| region of the ice bad was predicted in all of the

scenarios, even those in which the air return fans
were operating.

INTRODUCTION

An area of focus of the savore Accident aequence Analysis
(DADA) program han been the pronoure-tomparature response of -

ice-condanner containments to nevere accidents, particularly
thone involving the roloano and combustion of significant
quantitles of 'ydrogen. This paper addresses some of the
specific pheno iaological quantions that have been raised in
these previona DADA analynon (1,2).

* This work is nupported by the U. D. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and performed at Sandia National Laboratories which
is operated for the UG Department of Energy undnr contract
number DE-AC04-76DP00789.

f
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one of the areas investigated in references 1 and 2 was the
adequacy of using igniters to reduce tho threat posed by I

hydrogen combustion during severe accidents. Igniters have been
installed in most regions of ice-condenser containments in an
attempt to provide controlled burning of hydrogen at relatively
low concentrations. However, ignitors are not present in the
ice bed region of thn ice condenser. Thus, controlled burning
of hydrogen at low concentrations can not be guaranteed in this
region for all scenarios, even if the ignitors are operating in
other regions of containment. Additionally, the igniters are
AC-powered and will not be availablo during accidents involving
the loss of AC power.

In references 1 and 2, detonable mixtures of hydrogen wore
predicted to occur in the ice bed during scenarios in which the
ignitors were operating, but the containment air return fans
wara not. In these scenarios, burning was prevented in the
lower compartment by steam-inerting (fan failure prevented
return air flow from the upper compartment). As the gases
flowed from the lower compartment to the upper compartment
through the ice bed, the hydrogen concentration continually
increased due to condensation of steam'from the mixture.
Without the large driving force provided by the fans, detonable
mixtures were predicted to occur near the top of the ice bed.
These detonable mixtures were reached before a combustible lovel
was reached in the upper plenum (which contained igniters).4

Therefore, the ignitors were nQt predicted to be effective in
preventing the accumulation of detopable mixtures.

! Station blackout sequences involving the loss of both the
ignitors and the air return fans were also examined in refer-
ences 1 and 2. In those cases it is difficult to predict how
and when the hydrogen will burn, if indeed it burns at all. To
better understand the potential risk from these sequences, it is
useful to examine the gas concentrations in various regions of
containment as a function of time. This information provides
insights about the potential for various combustion processes
and the times during which those processes are possible. The
previous analyses indicated that the potential exists for
detonable mixtures to form during substantial portions of these
accidents.

The previous calculations discussed above were performed
with the MARCH (3), MARCON [4), and HECTR (5 computer codes.
MARCH and MARCON were used to predict the prtmary system re-
sponse and HECTR was used to predict the containment response.
A nine-volume containment model was employed, with the ice bed
region consisting of a single vertical stack of 4 compartments.
The ice bed was not subdivided circumferentially; therefore,
recirculation loops in the ice bed, driven by natural convec-
tion, could not be predicted. It has been suggested that theno
loops could result in enhanced mixing within the ice bed (as
well as mixing of the ice bed and upper plenum regions), thereby
reducing the tendency to form and maintain detonable mixtures in
the ice bed region.
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To investigate the effect of recirculation loops on the
concentration of hydrogen within the ice bed, we have modified
HECTR such that the ice bed can be divided circumferentially as
well as axially. This allows recirculation loops within the ice
bed region to be modeled. This also allows us to examine the
potential for non-uniform melting of the ice bed. It should be

' emphasized that in this analysis, we are not addressing the
probability that a detonation would occur, but rather the
potential for forming a deconable mixture.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

For this analysis, we used a finer nodalization (40 volumes)
than had been used in the previous analyses (9 volumes). The
nodalization used is shown in Figures 1 through 4 and the flow
paths are summarized in Table 1. Figure 1 presents a schematic
view of the containment, identifying the relative locations of
the comoartments. The upper compartment was divided into four
HECTR compartments: the refueling space, the region above the
refueling floor but below the upper dome, and two upper dome
compartments. Figure 2 shows the nodalization of the lower

. compartment and annular regions. The lower compartment was
| divided into nine compartments: the pressurizer doghouse, the

| upper reactor cavity, four compartments for the four steam
generator doghouses, and three compartments for the remaining
region of the lower compartment. The annular (dead-ended)
region surrounding the lower compartment was divided into three
compartments. Figures 3 and 4 show the nodalization of thn ice
condenser region. The region was divided circumferentially into
four columns and the ice bed region was divided exially into
four layers. Thus, the entire region is represented by 24
compartments (16 in the ice bed and 4 each in the upper and
lower plena). Figure 3 looks down on the ice condenser region,

'

and shows the circumferential division while Figure 4 shows the
" unwrapped" side view. Steam and hydrogen were injected intoi

compartment 8 in all of the calculations reported in this paper.!

|

RESULTS

Humerous calculations were performed using the 40 volume
deck described above. First, calculations were performed to
eFamine the effect of flow loss coefficients, heat transfer and
condensation rates, and steam injection rates on the calculated
flow patterns in the ice bed. After examining the results of

,

| these sensitivity calculations, additional calculations were
| performed for two accident scenarios that had previously been

analyzed in References 1 and 2. These cases were recalculated'<
for this analysis to examine the potential for detonable
mixtures and non-uniform molting when recirculation loops were
possible in the ice bed region.
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Sensitivity Calculations
,

The parameter ranges sxamined for the sensitivity calcula-
tions are summarized in Table 2. The flow loss coefficients in i

the ice bed and the steam injection rate into the lower compart- j
munt were varied over a wide range. In addition, cases were run
with the default HECTR heat and mass transfer correlations
multiplied by lo and then divided by 10.

For these sensitivity calculations, HECTR usually predicted
the formation of recirculation loops in the ice bed. The flow
pattern consisted of upward flow through two of the columns and
downward flow through the remaining two columns. Volumetric
flow rates for four junctions in the ice condenser are listed in,

Table 2 for each of the sensitivity calculations to indicate the
size and location of the recirculation loops. Only cases with
high steam injection rates were predicted to have upward flow
through all four columne of the ice bed, rather than forming
recirculation loops.

The results of these sensitivity calculations indicate that
recirculation loops are likely to form in the ice bed for most
scenarios. Once formed, the recirculation loops will tend to be
sustained by buoyancy forces. The likelihood of forming recir-
culation loops is increased further if potential asymmetries are
considered. The sensitivity calculations we performed did not
consider variations in the performance of the ice condenser
doors or the effects of varying the steam source location. Such
considerations would introduce additional asymmetries which
would affect the results and could further increase the tendency
tu form recirculation loops.

The flow pattern in the ice bed will affect both the gas
concentrations in the ice bed and the pattern of ice melting.
The mass of ice melted (per column) in each of the sensitivity
calculations is listed in Table 3. In all cases, the largest
amount of ice melting occurred in the center two columns. In
the calculations, most of the steam was condensed from the gas
as it flowed upward through the ice bed. Thus, most of the heat
transfer and condensation from the gas occurred before the gas
circulated back down through the outer two columns.

TMLB' and S1HP Calculations

Three calculations were performed using the 40 volume dock
for two different accident scenarios: a transient-initiated
accident in which there is total failure of both AC power and
steam generator feedwater (TMLB'), and a small break loss-of-
coolant accident with failure of emergency core coolant and

,

containment sprays in the recirculation mode (8 HF). Fan1
operation is precluded by AC power failure in the TMLB'
scenario. For the S HF scenario, we performed calculations1
both with and without fans operating to examine the sensitivity
of the results to fan operation.
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The HECTR calculations predicted that recirculation loops
would form in the ice bed region for all three cases (even the
S HF scenario with fans operating). For the fans-off cases,1
these loops caused more mixing within the ice bed region than in
the HECTR calculations reported in references 1 and 2; however,
detonable mixtures were still predicted (Gas mixtures were
identified as potentially detonable whenever the mo a fraction
of hydrogen was above 14%, the mole fraction of oxygen was acove
9%, and the mole fraction of steam was below 30%). Datonable
mixtures did not occur in the S HF scenario with fans opera-1ting due to the strong mixing provided by the fans. For all
three calculations, the recirculation loops resulted in greater
ice melting in the two columns with upward flow than in the two
columns with downward flow. This would lead to earlier melt-
through of a portion of the ice bed than if the melting were
uniform in all four columns. Further details of these calcu-
lations arc provided in the following paragraphs.

In the TMLB' scenario, igniters are not available; thus
ignition is essentially a random event and can not be predic-
ted. To examine the potential threat to containment for this
scenario, we performed a calculation with ignition suppressed,
then examined the results to determine which regions of con-
tainment would be flammable (or detonable) and for how long.

The steam and hydrogen sources that were used for the TMLB'
calculation are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The sources are fromCase Q.06 in reference 2. For this case, 49.4% zirconium
oxidation was calculated to occur in-vessel. Additionally, the
MARCON parameters were adjusted to produce a relatively largesteam spike following vessel breach. In the TMLB' calculation,
the release rate of steam and hydrogen at vessel breach is much
larger than the release rates during the rest of the transient.
Thus, integrated source rates were plotted in Figures 5 and 6,
rather than instantaneous rates. The hydrogen release rate is
predicted to be fairly low until core slump occurs at 8640 s. A
second spike in the hydrogen release rate (shown as a near step
change in the integrated hydrogen release plotted in Figure 6)
occurs at vessel breach which is predicted to occur at 9465 s.

Our results for the TMLB' scenario are summarized in Figures
7 and 8, which show the flammability of various regions in con-
tainment following core slump and vessel breach, respectively.
Results for both the 40 volume and the 9 volume models (resultsfrom reference 2) are included in the figures. In both cases,
the lower regions of containment were generally not flammable
throughout most of the calculation. However, combustible mix-
tures formed in the upper regions of containment following core
slump due to steam condensation in the ice condenser. Datonablemixtures were predicted for the upper region of the ice bed and
the upper plenum following core slump. These regions became
inert immediately following vessel breach, but reached detonable
concentrations again shortly thereafter. With the finer
nodalization in the 40 volume deck, even portions of the upper
containment were predicted to reach detonable concentrations
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1

'following vessel breach. Since the igniters would not be
. operating during this scenario, it is not possible to predict
whether combustion would occur during the time that these
detonable mixtures'are present.

,

The steam and hydrogen sources used to calculate approxi-
mately the first hour of the S HF calculations are shovn in1
Figures 9 and 10. These sources are the Case I.00 sources
calculated by MARCH for the analyses reported in reference 1. j

This' case represents a. degraded core accident rather than a core
melt accident. Thus, the large hydrogen releases that were

calcu-predicted at core slump and at vessel breach in the 13(LB'
lation are not predicted for this calculation. However, a large

;

j . hydrogen release rate-is. predicted for this calculation shortly
after restoration of emergency core cooling. Core uncovering
occurs earlier in this case than in the TMLB' calculation; thus

;

i
hydrogen releases to containment begin earlier (at about

L 3000 s). The peak hydrogen releases occur at about 3500 s.
4

|
For both S HF calculations, ignition was assumed to occur1

| in compartments containing igniters when the hydrogen
concentration reached 7%. In the fans-off case, detonable

. mixtures in the ica bed region, which does not contain igniters,
were predicted to form before the upper plenum, which contains
igniters, reached the assumed ignition limits. In fact,

' - detonable mixtures'were predicted to occur in the ice bed by the
time the upper plenum hydrogen concentration reached about 5 -
6%. Such a mixture is marginally flammable and not likely to
lead to flame propagation downward into the ice condenser. The
steam and hydrogen concentrations present in all compartments in

|-
the model prior to the first upper plenum burn are listed in
Table 4.

! Detonable mixtures were not calculated for the S HF1
scenario with fans operating due to the strong mixing provided'

( by the fans. However, recirculation loops still formed, causing
greater ice melting in two of the columns than in the remaining
two. The mass of ice in each of the four ice colunns is shown
in Figure 11. Although none of the columns had completely
melted before the-calculation was stopp this preferential'

melting would ultimately lead to earlier melt-through of a
portion of the ice bed thar if the melting were uniform in all
four columns.

The recirculation loops also resulted in more effective
cooling within the ice bed. This lowered the baseline pressures

| for the TMLB'-and S HF fans-on calculations from the values'

1calculated for References.1 and 2 (For example, see Figure 12).
| However,,this enhanced cooling will also result in an earlier

moltout'of the ice bed.-

|
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SUMMARY.AND CONCLUSIONS
~

The calculations reported in this paper indicate thati
recirculation loops are likely to form in the ice bed region of
. ice-condenser containments for most scenarios. These loopsresult in non-uniform ice melting, which could cause earlier
melt-through of a portion of the ice bed. The loops do not
appear to produce sufficient mixing to prevent the formation of
detonable mixtures in scenarios in which the containment airreturn fans have failed. If the containment air return fans are

,'operating, detonable mixtures are not predicted, due to the,

,

strong containment mixing produced by the fans.<

k
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Table 1. Flow Junctions

Junction. Source- . Receiving Junction Source Receiving

Nn=her Comoart. Comoart. Number- Comoart. Comoart.

1 1 2 '41** 40 20

.2 1 7 42 40 20

3 2 7- 43 20 22

4 3 4 44 21 22

5- ~3 9 45 21 23
i

6~ 4 9 46 22 '23
7 5 7 47 23 24

'

8 5 8 48' 7 24

9 5 9 49 9 24 !

10 6 8 50 7 9 -

11 7 8 51 .25 26

12 7 10 -52 26 27

13* 7 13 53 27 28

14 8 9 54 29 30

15 _ . 8 11 55 30 31 |

16* 8 14 56' 31 32
'

-17* 8 15 57 33 34

~18 9 12 58 34 35 i

19* 9 16 59 35 36 i
'

20 10 11 60 37 38 -

21 11 12- 61 38 39 i

22 13 14 ~62 39 40 -(
23 13 25 63 25 29
24 14 15 64 26 30

25 14 29 65 27 31
26 15 16 66 28 32 j

27 15- 33 67 29 33

28 16 37 68 30 34 |

29** 28- 17 69 31 35
30 28 17 '. 7 0 32 36 I

I

31- 17 18 71 33 37

32. 17 21 72 34 38

33** '32 18 73 35 39 ;

'

34 32' 18 74 ~ 36 40
35 18 19 .

36 -18 21
37** 36 19
38 36 19 i

c39' 19 20 ;

40 19 22

!

* Lower inlet doors
** Intermediate deck doors.

;

I

I

!
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Table 2. Results of Sensitivity Calculations

Steam Flow Loss
JunctionVog/s)umetric FlowInjec. Coefficient Heat Transfer Rate (mRate in Ice Bed Coefficient 23* 27* 38* 53*Case (ka/s) Horiz. Vert. in Ice Bed (22.9) (22.9) (0.46) (41.75)

1 20. 3. ~.2 Default -17. 22. .8 -8.4

2 20. 100. .2 Default -8. 14. .0 - 2 ..

3 200. 3. .2 Default -28. 83. 2. -18.

4 200. 100. .2 Default -12. 65. 2. -3.

5 1000. 3. .2 Default 70. 170. 3. -5.

6 1000. 100.' .2 Default 70. 170. 3. 10.
7 200. O. 10. Default -23. 75. 2.5 -22.

8 200. O. 100. Default -19. 70. 2.5 -3.

9 200. 3. .2 10.* Default -10. 60. 2.5 -5.

10 200. 3. .2 .l* Default -24. 64. 3.5 -10.

* These numbers refgr to the junction numbers listed in Table 1.
The flow areas (m ) are listed in parentheses below the
junction numbers.

Table 3. Ice Melting in Sensitivity Calculations

Mass of Ice Melted (kg)
Case Time (s) Column 1 Column 2 Cciumn 3 Column 4

1 199.5 140 1050 1110 1602 200.5 80 910 1050 803 49.4 780 6760 6730 790
4 50.4 410 6200 6170 4105 50.1. 11100 45840 45620 110406 45.6 8960 43580 43660 88207 50.4 440 7390 6620 4308 50.5 1500 5540 5530 15009 50.1 130 6240 7240 13010 50.5 1040 2110 2110 1040

* The initial mass of ice in each column is 2.755E5 kg.
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Table 4. Mole Fractions before First Upper
Plenum Burn in S1HF Fans-off

I
1

Mole Fraction
compartment
Number Steam Oxvaen Hydrocen

1 0.630 0.011 0.317
2 0.615 0.011 0.331
3 0.615 0.011 0.331
4 0.630 0.011 0.317
5 0.422 0.013 0.516
6 0.393 0.084 0.042
7 0.599 0.011 0.346
8 0.392 0.011 0.554
9. 0.599 0.011 0.346

10 0.709 0.016 0.212
11 0.654 0.038 0.163
12 0.701 0.019 0.211
13 0.010 0.160 0.225

'

14 0.013 0.160 0.225
15 0.084 0.129 0.300
16 0.015 0.154 0.251
17 0.024 0.196 0.038
18 0.025 0.192 0.060
19* 0.028 0.189 0.070
20 0.026 0.192 0.057
21 0.027 0.202 0.006
22 0.027 0.201 0.012
23 0.027 0.203 0.003
24 0.027 0.203 0.000
25 0.009 0.158 0.236
26 0.014 0.156 0.243
27 0.016 0.154 0.248
28 0.013 0.154 0.250
29 0.023 0.157 0.227
30 0.056 0.145 0.253
31 0.048 0.145 0.259
32 0.036 0.147 0.259
33 0.068 0.136 0.282
34 0.070 0.136 0.281
35 0.070 0.136 0.277
36 0.064 0.139 0.270
37 0.022 0.151 0.257
38 0.034 0.147 0.261
39 0.037 0.147 0.262
40 0.034 0.148 0.260

'
* combustion begins in compartment 19.

,
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,

Analy:Lc cf Dep:nd:nt Failures and Extcenst Ev:nts

j by
i !

Dr. Michael P. Sohn-

-

Sandia National Laboratories

i
.

j Abstract

i This paper presents the results of research peeformed in the area of
i common cause failures and external event analyses for probabilistic j

j elsk assessment. This work is being performed in support of.the Risk |
Methods Integration and Evaluation Program (RMIEP) which is the first |

j the auspices of the US Buclear Regulatory Coaunission since the Reactor
' jfull scope probabL1Latic risk assessment (PRA) being performed under,

t
LSafety Study. The two supporting programs are the Dependent Failure

; Methodology Program and the FRA Methods Development Program, both of
.

.| which are sponsored by the Division of Risk Analysis and Operations, ;

US Nuclear Regulatory Coaumlesion. .These programs have the goal of '

f developing new risk assessment methods and integrating both new and
1

existing methods into a unLform procedure for performing an in-depth [
f PRA with consistent levels of' analysis for external, internal and |

j dependent failure scenarios. |

i

{ In this paper, we will illustrate the underlying common features of dependent
'

,

I failure and external event analysis and demonstrate that there are unified

f approaches which can be used in treating both wLth a common level of detail. |
| Emphasis in these approaches is on screening procedures which peralt a step- .

j by-step evaluation of the celative importance of the various common cause and |~

cuternal event scenarios being considered. r

!
! I. COISIDEALITIES BETWEEN COtGION CAUSE FAILURES AND EXTERNAL EVENTS ;

! I

: Table 1 presents examples of the types of analyses to be discussed. Under the ;
d cubheading " Common Cause Failures" are such agents as high temperature /

,

moisture, vibration, corrosion, etc. Under the " External events" are such ;

i energetic events as earthquakes, fires, tornadoes, etc. The common cause
j falluces listed fall under the general category of abnormal ambient environ-

| monts. There are, of course, other general classes of common cause failures j

such as those induced by human error, test and maLntenance activities and the
t

broad, but generally undefined area of common cause failures due to design
, ,

' defects. We focus here on common cause faLlures due to abnormal ambient i

environments, however, because in these cases (as' well as in the cases of |
t cuternal events) the common mode failuees are induced by a clearly identifi-

|

) able root cause agent. |

! |
1

eThis work is supported by the UnLted States Nuclear Regulatory Commisrion.

| Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, and performed at Sandla National j
i Laboratocles which is operated for the United States Department of Energy

,

| under contract number DE-AC04-76DP00789. l

{
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$
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Table 1

EYAbfDLES OF TYPES OF ANALYSIS TO BE DISCUSSED
,

COletON CAUSR FAILURES (CNF) EXTERNAL EVENTS

| I
'

HIGH TEMPERATURE / MOISTURE EARTHQUAKE

VIBRATION FIRE

CORROSION / CRUD INTERNAL FIAODING

RADIATION TORNADO

ETC. ETC.'

The root cause agents to be discussed are a subset of the more general set
being considered by the NRC-sponsored Root Cause Identification Program, which
is being performed at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. Table 2
presents a list of the types of root causes that are being examined in this
program. Data sets being identified include the licensee event report (LER)
data base, the IPRDS (Ref. 1) and the NPRDS (Ref. 2) data bases. It is
planned that data for the quantific.ation of the RMIEP accident sequences will

; be obtained from this WRC program as well as ongoing programs sponsored by the
Electric Power Institute.

Table 2i

i

e DESIGN INADEQUACY
'

i

e FAULTY MANUFACTURER

e IMPROPER INSTALLATION

e IMPROPER TEST
.

e IMPROPER CALIBRATION
o

e IMPROPER MAINTENANCE

e IMPROPER CONFIGUR8LTION CONTROL
I

e IMPROPER OPERATION

e AGING (WEAR-OUT)

e HARSH ENVIRONMENTS

e OTHER CAUSES
f

i
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i
t

In this.section, we define and discuss a quantitative means of evaluating
; dependencies between failures and illustrate various physical situations in i

which dependencies play a significant role. . The underlying feature of '
j

; ':;r' nt failure events is the existence of coecelation between failures of
elements'of a cut set. The typical situation is given by equation 1. l

i r

i I

t

Accident Sequence = IE .... + Ct C2 C3 + ..... !
,

I i

{ where ci are component failures- (1) i
.

i

| Is is the initiating event '

,

'

i

f
If all three components fall and the initiating event occurs, then the i

I accident sequence occurs with its attendant core damage situation. If the [
] component failures are iner;:ndent, then the probability of the cut set is ;

just equal to the product of the probabilities of the individual component
i

! failures. However, in the cases of dependent failures and external events,
j the component' failures are often linked via a) location, b) common or ;

,

! correlated responses, c) correlated failure thresholds (fragility). In !

addition, the common cause agent may or may not also cause the initiating
event to occur. |

{ Failure of individual components may be described in terms of responses and [fragilities. A response is a random variable describing the excitation or :
4

{ environment that the component experiences (e.g., temperature, vibration I

level, etc.). Similarly, a feasility is a random variable describing the |
,

[ failure threshold of the component (in the same units as the response). Both !
of these quantities are candom variables, because, in general, we do not have !

;

! an exact description of the response or the failure threshold for component. !
And in many cases, such as earthquakes, the actual input to the system '

; (groundshaking) is a random variable itself. So both the response and the (fragilities must be described in terms of probability distribution functions.
i The failure of a single component can be computed by the so-called inter-

forence function (Ref. 3) described in Equation 2.
'

1

'
.

; !-

P, = F, g (e) f,gg, (c) de (2)
;

o
i
r

i In this equation, F is the cumulative distribution function for the fragility I

| random variable, while f is the probability density function for the response '

i candom variable. .Thus, given the two distributions for the random fragility
and response variables, one can analytically or numerically evaluate this ,

i '

| integral and hence compute the component probability of failure (conditional ;

on the presence of the agent causing the response). |

A commonly used distelbution for responses and fragilities is the log-normal |
j distribution. This is particularly useful because it is defined on the range
i 0 to infinity which is appropriate since most responses are non-negative
i.
3- ,
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'
)
i

quantities. A log-normal distribution is defined in terms of two parameters.
| The first is the median of the distribution and the second is the uncertainty
[ variable a which is the standard deviation of the logarithms of the random
i variable. It may be shown that the quantity a is approximately equal to the

| coefficient of vacLation for the distribution. If log-normal distributions
I are used to describe the response and fragility variables, then the

[ probability of failure of the component is given by Equation 3

!
|

|- M --

|

- En f i

PF=1-4
(3)

_ "a + !

!
! wn.ee '

i -

I median of the responseMg =

median of the fragility! My =
I

,

uncertainty of the roeponse !Sg =

uncertainty of the fragility |j Sy =

1 4 normal distribution function with mean zero and standard deviation '=

equal to unity i,

;

'
Thus knowing the medians of the response and fragility and the associated f

; uncertainties one can directly calculate the probability of failure of a !
! component using readily available published tables of the normal distribution.
1

! When calculating the probability of a cut set, however, we are dealing with
3

; the simultaneous failure of two or more components. Here we must considae the '

! possibility of correlation (dependence) between these individual component
) failures. Correlation implies a pairwise relationship between two random

i

; variables. As an example of this, consider ~the simple structure being shaken '

! by ground motion due to an earthquake shown in Figure 1. ;
t

j Components A and component 5 are located on adjacent floors near the top of
| the building. On the left hand side of Figure 1, there is a plot of
j acceleration of component A versus the acceleration of component B. Each

,

! point corresponds to a different earthquake. Small earthquakes give rise to j
! small accelerations in components A and 3, whereas large earthquakes give rise
! to large accelerations. However, as illustrated, the accelerations of ;

! components A and 3 both tend to be either high together or low together, i
f depending on the type of earthquake impinging on the structure. Thus, the !

; acceleration variables for components A and B are said to be correlated. Note r

! that correlation does not imply that the variables be either large or small,
!. only that they vary in a aimilar fashion.

,

1
I ,

{ Tt.= correlation between two component failures depends on both the correlation
i between responses and the correlation between the fragilities, as well as the
| uncertainties.in the responses and the fragilities. This is illustrated in

|
| Equation 4, which explicitly gives the correlation coefficient p between two
i component failures in terms of correlations between response and fragility,

for the case where the variables are described by log-normal distributions.

'
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ERARB b kB + FAFB FA FB
,

FA RB + FB+

|

It is important to note that the magnitude of the correlation between two I

component failures depends significantly on the uncertaLnties in the response I

and fragility variables. I

l

Table 3 presents typical examples of responses, frasL11 ties and correlations
in common situations arising in dependent failure and external event
analysts. In the case of flee, for example, the response variable might be
either temperature or heat flux. Given a fire occurring in a room, we can use
computer codes to compute the temperatures at various points in the room.
Further, given uncertainties in the input variables that the computer code
uses to calculate the temperatures, we can compute uncertainties in the
computed temperatures at the various points in the room. Similarly, from
these computations, we can compute the correlation between the temperatures.
The fragilities of the components with respect to temperature, however, must
be determined by test. Also, the uncertainty in the fragilities must come
from these tests. In principle, one could also determine the fragility
correlations by making,pairwise tests of components exposed to temperature.
In practice, no such tests for fragility correlation have yet been performed
for any of the harsh environment agents or external events. Similarly, for
the external events of earthquake and flood, one can identLfy the responses,
compute ut. certainties and correlations in the response variable and then make
use of tests to characterize the fragility and its correlatLon.

For the harsh environment case of high temperature / moisture (such as would be
caused by a steam pipe break or steam leakage from a valve flange) one can
identify the local relative humidity as a response variable. In this case, it

is more difficult to identify the uncertainty in the response unless one is
dealing with a large steam pipe break which would effectively flood the room
with steam. Estimates of the correlation response must come from observatLon
and judgement of the physical situation. Thus, for example, if one is dealing
with two valve motor operators located in close conjunction with a leaking
valve flange, one could reasonably assume that both operators are seeing the
same steam environment and thus the responses would be highly correlated. To
determine the fragility of equipment with respect to a high temperature, high
moisture environment, one has a certain amount of qualification test data plus
the results of operating experience in nuclear power plants as contained in
the LERs. Again, the fragility uncertainty correlation must be estimated
based on judgement and a knowledgn of the failure modes of the equipment due
to the presence of high temperatura and steam.

Another common example of harsh environment is that of local vibratLon, whleh
might be caused by the nearby presence of large rotating machinery (such as
RCIC pumps in a BWR). In this case, the response variable is the local
acceleration seen by the nearby components. The uncertainty in the response
would come from observation at the site. Here, one can actually measure the
acceleration levels induced by the presence of the large rotating machinery
and, further, one can characterize the uncertainty in the response knowing how
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Table 3

EXAMPLES OF RESPONSES, FRAGILITIES AND CORRELATIONS

HIGH TEMP / LOCAL
| FIRE EARTHQUAKE FLOOD MOISTURE VIBRATION
|

RESPONSE TEMP SPECTEAL WATER LOCAL RELATIVE ACCELERATION
FLUX ACCELERATION HEIGHT HUMIDITY

RESPONSE COMPUTE COMPUTE COMPUTE ? OBSERVATION
UNCERTAINTY

| RESPONSE COMPUTE COMPUTE 1 JUDGEMENT, 1ru

$ CORRELATION OBSERVATION

FRAGILITY TEST TEST TEST LERS AND TEST
TEST

FRAGILITY TEST TEST 0 ? TEST
.

UNCERTAINTY

FRAGILITY TEST * TEST * 1 ? TEST *
CORRELATION

|

,



l

I
the level of acceleration changes with different modes of power operation. In

this case, the components near the large rotating machtnery would have a
response correlation of nearly unity because they would all be seeing the same
environment. The fragility cust be estimated from tests, and indeed, such
test data are available.

Proper inclusion of correlation when evaluating cut sets is crucial because
the presence of correlation can change the probability of a cut set by orders
of magnitude. Figure 2 schematically illustrates this situation. This figure
shows the probability of the simultaneous failure of two components A and B as
a function of the correlation between the failures (such as defined by

Equation 4). If the component failures are independent, then p equals zero
and the probability of both A and B falling is just the product of their
probabLlities, i.e. , P P . If however the component fall' ares are fullyAB
correlated, and p equals to ona, then the joint failure probability is given
by the minimum of the two indLvidual failure probabilities.

Given that conditional failure probabilities of risk significant components
are typically on the order of 0.1 to 0.01 in magnLtude, then clearly the
difference between those two limiting cases of p equal to zero and p equal
to one is on the order of two to four orders of magnitude. For intermedLate
values of p, the probability of the joint failure of components A and B can
be computed using published tables, or for the case of more than two
components, existing computer codes developed by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission in its Celsmle Safety Margins Research Program can be used. In

f act, the computer code, SEISIM (Ref. 5), was developed explicitly for
evaluatLng the probabilities of large order cut sets given arbitrary degrees
of correlation between the component failures. SEISIM can consider cut sets
including up to 15 variables, 10 of which may bave arbitrary correlation and
five of which are assumed to be random independent variables. SEISIM can
handle failures and components which are described either by normal distrib-
utions or log-normal distributions oc combinations thereof. Correlations
between responses and fragilities for each pair of components in the cut set
must be numerically speelfied.

Figure 2 illustrates an important aspect of corcelatLon; namely, that for
large values of p (near one) or for small values of p (near zero) the
joint f ailure probability curve is nearly flat. This implies that LE we are
dealing with component correlations on the order of 0.3 or less, one can
generally neglect the correlation and assume that the component failures are
independent. Conversely, Lf we are dealing with correlation coeffielents of
0.7 or greater, one can assume that the failure probabilities of the two
components are fully correlated. This observation can greatly simplify the
work of the analyst.

In general, it can be seen that the response correlation can be either
computed or measured for most external events or harsh environments agents of
interest. The fragility correlation, however, is generally unknown. But in
principal, it can be found by palewise testing of ccmponents. In many cases,
where the failure mode is clearly identifiable, such as the cases of
electrical equipment failure due to fire where f ailure occurs by melting of
solder joints or temperature dependent failure of semL-conductors, there wtLL
be a very hi h level of fragility correlation due to the relatLvelyb
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unambiguous failure mode. Thus, in estimating fragility correlations, an
understanding of the equipment and its susceptibility to the agent can aid the
analyst in evaluating an appropriate fragility correlation. Finally, it
should be noted that if we are dealing with similar components for which the
uncertainties in the responses and the fragilities are about the same (which
is often the case) then the correlation be&. ween the two component failures is
given by Equation 5 below.

p - 0.5 pRARB + 0.5 AFAFB (5)

This equation shows that the total correlation is split equally between the
correlation between the responses and between the fragilities. And thus in
evaluating the cut set, the analyst must put equal effort into defining the
response correlations and the fragility correlations in order to get an
ace'trate result.

!

It has been illustrated there exists a common framework for evaluating and
| quantifying dependent failures whether due to harsh environment or external

events. The exact approach which can be used for quantifying such cut sets
depends on the nature of the data available. In general, there are three
different types of data,

a. Response and Fragility Data

In this case, one can make direct use the correlation coefficient
approach, combining this with an estimate of the common cause4

occurrence frequency in order to evaluate the accident sequences.
'

This approach is being used in RMIEP for the fire, flood, earthquake
and major steam pipe break analyses,

i b. LER Failure Rate Data -
,

In this case, the only date available are those obtained from the
component failure data bases such as the LERs, the IPRDS and the
NPRDS. The available data consists of the number of component ,

failures which have occurred due to an identifiable common cause I'

'
agent over a number of years of reactor operation. Further, it is
generally possible to identify the situations in which two or more
components have failed due to the same root cause agent. From this
data, one can estimate the fraction of failures which have occurred
in a common cause mode relative to the total number of failures

' observed. This ratio is generally referred to as a 8 factor. A |

-variety of different definitions and approaches have been used over ;
'

the years to quantify such a fraction. In general, the 8 factor is
related to a correlation coefficient, but does not identify the
relative correlations between response and fragility.

.

'
To make use of such a generalized 8 factor, one identifies the 5%

components which are susceptible to each common cause agent. On the
safety system fault trees, one modifies the basic component failure

-
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events to include both the random failure of the component as well as
the common mode failure due to the specific root cause. This is
illustrated in Figure 3 where the basic component failures for
components A and components B are illustrated showing the link
through the common cause failure event (CMF). When the fault trees
are reduced using the laws of Boolean logic, one will find two events
in the accident sequence involving the joint failure of A and B;
namely, the product of the random failures P Pg, and in addition,A
a single _ event'CHF which corresponds to the cosmon mode failure.
This is then quantified by use of the generalized 8 factor.

As mentioned above, a number of different generalized 8 factor
definitions are currently in use, starting with the original basic

~

definition by Fleming (Reference 6). Current definitions include the

r binomial failure rate model, the modified 8 factor, the C factor, and
^ the Multiple Greek Letter method. A number of papers (e.g., Ref. 7)

have reviewed and evaluated the advantages of the difforent
-definitions. In general, though, it has been found that if a
consistent level of definition of the common cause agent and its
. consequences'are used, the actual numerical approach used in
. evaluating the cut sets is of secondary importance. The use of
generalized 8 factors will be used in the EMIEP analysis for
consideration of corrosion, crud, ster.iner blockage, design defects
and the effect of improper procedures.

c. Enhanced Failure Rate Data

Mcre, the data consists of. failure rates of single components which
%6 have been operating in a harsh environment. These include, for

example, the stress factors which are reported in Reference 8.
Available data include the effect of vibration on electrical
equipment. These data may be used directly in quantification of the
cut sets. In the RMIEP analysis, this approach will be used to
include the effects of local vibration on susceptible electrical
equipment.

'

A review of the data bases for component failures and for harsh environment4

; occurrence frequencies was made (Ref. 9). Not surprisingly, the_ review showed
i that data bases are very well developed in some areas and almost non-existent

; in others. In the case of seismic analyses,' data and methods for calculating
earthquake hazard frequencies have already been developed. In addition, a

; comprehensive ser.oric component failure data base exists which relates
p component failure to the spectral acceleration at the base of the equipment.

; ' "When used in conjunction with site specific fragility analyses of components

; -idientified during a plagt walkdown, one finds that the fragility data base isN
' re,asonably complete,for nuclear power plant components.
:

'

In the case of fire, a limited number of data exist on fire occurrence fee-.. ^
u quencies. In general one has access to the nuclear insurance industry which
!' keeps a complate' record of fire occuecences in nuclear power plants from which

to estimate these frequencies. Distributions on the size of fires which could
,,

w~- occur aust come from a site walkdown and an estimate of the combustibles
I available in any given area to feed a fire. Very little data exist on

l
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component flee' damage thresholds. To augment this data, a current NRC-Q'

sj sponsored program being performed at Sandia National Laboratories is
,

'' performing tests for thresholds of fire failure (Ref. 10).
;

'Iidthecaseofinternalflooding,wefindthatalimitedamountofflood
'initLator data exists in the form of flange leakage frequencies and pipe break

% (frequencies. These are augmented by theoretical studies on the frequency of
'pi.pe break which include distributions of crack sizes, rates of crack growth,
and degradation due to stress corrosion. Very few data exist on they' ,

susceptibility of equipment to either dense steam environments or to |

f boding. However, in the case of flooding of electromechanleal equipment not
sealed against water intrusion, it is reasonable and prudent to assume that.,,

'the equipment will fait by electrical shorting given that it has been |
" submerged. Thus, for flooding, it is reasonable to assume a step function

,

|(allure probability distribution given submergence and a high correlation
,

between submergence failures.'

:

In the area of harsh environments, data exist on the frequencies of occurrence,,,

a of the harsh environments in the LER and siellar data bases. And similarly, '

| ~ component susceptibilities saast be determined from these event report data
j bases. These data bases are being reexamined under the auspices of the NRC

(3'
data programs as well as the ongoing common cause fallure programs at EPRI.

{ In additLon recent, changes in the event reporting requirements will increase
1

the usefulness of data collected in the future.",4

'

O
II. A UNIFIED APPROACH TO COMMON CAUSE AND EKTERNAL EVENT ANALYSES. , ,

['I?' The approaches to the analysis of common cause and external event analyses and
external events have been shown to be quite similar, each utilizing the steps: ;i

19 ,
|', 81 e identify regions of influence (zones)

!
| e evaluate probability of barrier failure

4- e estimate responses (temperature, vibratlon level, etc.) and uncertainty |f'
[

e estlante fragility relations and uncertainty ;i
'

e estimate correlation coefficient or use equivalent factors
e quantLfy the cut sets

; In 'p'erforming these sLx general steps, there are a number of points where
j te screening activities can be performed to alnimize the total labor of the
; analysis. Table 4 illustrates a general dependent failure analysis

methodology which has been developed and which provides for several levels of
screening. This general screening methodology is discussed in the following'

paper entitled "A General Screening Methodology for Dependent Failures," by4

David 2ampbell, JBF Associates, who was the prime subcontractor to the i*

: Dependent Failure Methodology project at Sandla National Laboratocles. The
i reader is referred to that paper for a detailed description of this general ;

I 'methodology and its several variants depending on the type of common cause
being considered. It should be noted that this general methodology applies to |,

the full range of cosmon cause fallures which must be considered including,1

i for exasyle, human reliability and design defect common cause failur.;s. In
this paper, we focus on how the use of multL-stage screening can alnlmLze
Labor and maximize the efficiency of the interaction between the various

,
:experts involved in the analysts of external events and harsh environments.

Figure 4 schematically illustrate- 6he general methodology and segregates the

-
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GENERAL DEPENDENT FAILURE ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

1. IDENTIFY CONDITIONS / ENVIRONMENTS OF INTEREST.

2. IDENTIFY ENVIRONMENTS TO WHICH COMP 0MENTS ARE SUSCEPTIBLE.

3. IDENTIFY COMPOWENT LOCATIONS.

4. DETERMIME ENVIRONMENT / LOCATION COMBINATIONS (CUT SETS) FOR

EACH SYSTEM.

5. SCREEN ENVIRONMENT / LOCATION CUT SETS ON HAZARD POTENTIAL.

6. IDENTIFY ACCIDENT SEQUENCES TO BE ANALYZED.

7. DEVELOP ENVIRONMENT / LOCATION CUT SETS FOR EACH ACCIDENT

SEQUENCE.

8. SCREEN ACCIDENT SEQUENCE ENVIRONMENT / LOCATION CUT SETS ON

HAZARD PROBABILITY.

9. DEVELOP COMPONENT CUT SETS FOR EACH ACCIDENT SEQUENCE.

10. SCREEN ON SCENARIO HAZARD PROBABILITY
l

11. QUANTIFY FINAL COMPONENT CUT SETS, IF DESIRED.

Table 4

!

|
I
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activities of the phenomenological experts (fire analysts, earthquake
specialists, etc.) and the PRA analyst performing the mainline PRA, and who is
responsible for integrating all the various subanalyses which feed the
complete PRA.

The analysis begins with the identification of zones and barelers by the
phenomenolosteal expert. Once the zones are identLfled, the components
residing in each zone are identLfled along with their susceptibility to the

.

harsh environments under consideration. Boolean transformations or their
equivalent are used to map the accident sequences (in terms of component
failures) to accident sequences in terms of zones and random failures of
components. These transformed accident sequences can then be culled to
exclude all cut sets except those involvLng, for example, single zones, double
zones, or single zones plus random failures. This flest culling step
significantly reduces the number of zones in the plant which must be 'j

considered further.

Once the important zones have been identified, the phenomenological expert
makes an estimate of the cut set probabilities which occur due to fallures in
the identifled zones. At this point, it is merely an estimate based on
(perhaps) the probability of the occurrence of the harsh environment or based
on bounding probabilities for the failure of components. The cut set
probability estimates are then submitted to the PRA analyst. Using these
bounding values, he performs a probabilistic culling on the accident
sequences, discarding those cut sets whose contributions are below some
pre-set level of significance. Typically, this level of signLficance is
chosen to be the same as that used in the internal event analyses. This
results in deleting a large number of additional cut sets from further
consideration.

The fLnal list of significant cut sets la then returned to the phenomenological
expert for detailed quantification. It is at this point that computer codes
are used to calculate best estimate responses, and best estimate failure
criterla are used for the components in the significant cut sets. This is the
flest point at which numerical calculations are performed in this multi-step
process. Further, it is at this point where correlation must be properly
taken into account. After the cut sets have been numeelcally evaluated, their
numerical values are returned to the PRA analyst who then incorporates them in
his overall accident sequence evaluation. As outlined above, this procedure

pro #Ldes a uniform and consistent level of including dependent fallures and;

external events in the mainline PRA. Further, it optimLzes the participation
| of phenomenological experts into the entire process and clearly defines theirI

|
level of responsibility.

As noted above, enne screening can remove a signLfleant number of plant zones
from further consideration. To illustrate this, consider the zonation shown
in FLgure 5. This consists of three zones, each zone having two components
within the zone which are assumed to be susceptible to the harsh environment
under consideration. Assume that the accident sequence in question is given

! by Equation 6.
i

ACC SEQ = ABC + BCD + EP (6)

260
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& mappLng is performed in which each component failure is mapped (in a Boolean
sense) to its random failure plus the zone in which it Le located. Thus, each

.

of the six components are transformed as shown below:

A=A+Z1

5 = B + Z1

C = C + Z2 (7)

D = D + Z2

E = E + Z3

F = F + 23

h oe are then substLtuted into the accident, sequence (Equation 6) and the
rules of Boolean algebra are used to reduce the equation to its staplast form,
with the result.

ACC SEQ = Z3 + Z1*Z2 + Z1*C + 22*B (8)

It can be seen that this accident sequence has been transformed into the union
of four cut sets. h first cut set, 23, is a single zone cut set, which
implies that if the hazardous agent occurs in that zone, the accident sequence
will occur. N second cut set, 21*Z2, is a double zone cut set. ThLe
implies that the hasardous agent must occue in both sones simultaneously for
the accident sequence to occue. For most harsh environments, the' occurrence
in both sones slaultaneously is highly unlikely.. However, in the case of
fire, for example, Lt is possible that the bareter between sones 1 and 2 could
break down under suff Leient heat load, in which case the two zones could
reduce the one and the double cut set would become a significant contributoe
to the accident sequence. Hence, the double zone cut sets identify zones
which should be further examined to see whether or not they are adjacent and

whether or not there are bareLers between them which could break down. The
third and fourth cut sets are zones in conjunctLon with candom failures.
These cut sets identify cases where the combination of the harsh environment
in one sone in conjunction with the random failure elsewhere in the plant can
cause the accident sequence.- Here again the significance of these cut sets is
determined when probabilistic culling is applied and the result is compared
with the level of aLanificance used in the internal event analyses.

The mapping procedure described above has been automated. Both the CONCAM III
(Ref. 11) and SETS (Ref. 12) computer codes are available for performing the
transformation of accident sequences to sone cut sets. In the course of the
development work in the Dependent Fallure Methodology Program, we have tested
both these computer codes against accident sequences of the sLse developed and
used in the IREP risk analyses. h particular sequet es were a modif Led
version of those used in the IREP ANO-1 PRA (Ref. 13). h particular common
causes a) high tesperature, and b) vlbratLon were selected for analysis as

262
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they were deemed most likely to produce a significant list of common cause
candidates. The system fault trees analyzed consisted of up to 1500 basic
events and four safety systems. The component list involved 95 different
types of components. In addition to determining the three classes of location
cut sets described above, the computer codes identified the component minimal
cut sets associated with the critical locations. For example, in one of the
important transient sequences, the effects of abnormally high ambient
temperature Ln four single locations (involving 24 component cut sets) were
.found to potentially cause core damage. Similarly, high ambient temperature
in six zones in conjunction with 74 random failures (involving a total of 470
component cut sets) was found to potentially cause core damage. Also, for
high temperature, five important double zones were identified. Similne
results were found for the vibration hazard.

SLgnLficant findings from these demonstration calculations were that:

Thn use of location screening on the complete fault trees is quitea.
fuspLble provided one utilizes a computer code with efficient
storage and processing algorithms and which makes use of indepen-

| dont subtree substructuring. The significance here is that the
original fault trees can be used rather than trees arrived at

through some probabilistic culling which may have discarded many
of the important common cause sets during the culling process,

b. For a typical plant of modern design, one can expect to identify
on the order of ten important sLngle and double location zones
for a single harsh environment and up to ten single location

! zones which in conjunction with a random (test, maintenance, or
| operator induced) failure elsewhere in the plant can result in

core damage.

The importance of including random failures exp1Lettly inc.

conjunction with common cause location-dependent failures was
highlighted. For example, a number of the 500 component cut sets
identified for this example problem involvod a zone plus a random
f allure which was in no way susceptible to any other common cause
hazard identified for the plant and thus whLeh would not have
been found in any purely location-dependent culling process.

Thus, our tests of Boolean transformations and location culling as a tool for
reducing the effort required to perform dependent failure analyses have
demonstrated both the value, and the feasibility of the process. In addition,
we fLnd that the Appendix R plant fire submittals usually provide an adequate
level of zone breakdown within the plant and should be used as the initial
zonation model. Our recommendations are that one should keep at least single
zones, single zones plus single random failures, and double zones in
performing the location culling procedues.

v

An important point in evaluating the accLdent sequences is that one must
exp1Leitly include system successes when mapping component failures to zones.
When system successes are included, the number of remaining component cut sets
which can cause the accident sequences is generally found to drop almost an
order of magnitude over those surviving location culling on a safety system
level.
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The use of the qualitative culling procedure discussed above yields many
valuable intermediate products prior to final quantification of the cut sets.
For example, on a system level, one identLfies those combinations of harsh
environments and locations which could result in core damage. This provides !

Iinsight and direction in evaluating the design of safety systems relative to
isolation of crucial components. At the accident sequence level, harsh
environment location cut sets are identlfled which could potentially cause
core damage. The component cut sets which could affect the accident sequences
are explicitly identified and the component cut sets which survive the
probabilistic culling are thus known to be important to a given level of
significance. This information can be used by the plant ownee/ operator as a
guide in focusing his reliability assurance program to minimize possible
hazards within his plant. For example, the resulting significant cut sets
could be binned in three ways:

1. Those component groups whose failure has been shown to be an
insignificant contributor to total plant rLak. These components
would be subject to routine maintenance keyed to the efficient
operatLon of the plant.

2. Those components groups whLeh are potentially signLficant con-
telbutors to the plant risk but which could be included Ln an
upgre.ded reliability assurance program which would be aimed at
guaranteeing that the identLfled failures could not occur. Thus,
by their identification, their contelbution to plant rLek could
be either minimLzed or eliminated.

3. Those component groups which are potentLally signLficant
contributors to the plant risk, but whose contelbution to risk
could not be further minimized by enhanced reliability assurance
procedures. The plant owner / operator, in conjunction with the
Nuclear Regulatory Commlaston, would then assess the significance
of these components as to whether oc not thele contelbutLon could
be eliminated by changes in system design or whether the
component's risk contributton was consistent with that at other
plants and hence would not require further consideratLon.

Thus, it can be seen that thls uniform and consistent approach to including
common cause failures, harsh environments and external events provides a means
of systematically evaluating the various conteLbutions to the overall plant
risk and provides tools (both quantitative and qualltative) to allow both the
plant operator and the NRC to assess the potential risk at the plant and the
potentLal means of eliminating or mlnimizing this risk.
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AN BRC APPROACH TO DEPENDENT PAILURE ANALYSIS

D. J. Campbell
; J. R. Kirchner
'

H. M. Paula
J. J. Rooney

i JF4 Associates, Inc.
! itnoxville, Tennessee

: The' risk contributions from redundant safety systems in
i nuclear power plants are often dominated by dependent failure
!. scenarios. A dependent failure scenario is one in which asitiple
| components fail due to the same root cause. These scenarios
i result from harsh environments affecting a group of components or

from husen errors that are systematically repeated among a group
of components. A set of procedures for identifying, screening,
and analysing dependent failure scenarios has been developed.
These procedures are compatible with existing dependent failure 1

analysis computer programs. The procedures were' used to analyse
the dependent failure scenarios associated with selected accident
sequences from the Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 1 PRA. The results
of this demonstration application show that use of the screening
steps in the procedures askes the qualitative portion of the
analysis easily manageable.

\

INTRODUCTION

| The defense-in-depth concept, when applied to the design of nuclear
.

| power plant safety systems, creates a situation in which risk is determined'

by accidents that cannot occur unless maltiple components fail to perform! their design functions . The more likely cause of these maltiple component
| failures is a dependent failure. Risks posed by nuclear power plant
! operation, therefore, are unus11y dominate.d by dependent failure scenarios.!

This statement is supported by the results of probabilistic risk assessments'

(PRAs) and historical experience of nuclear power plant operation.
; A dependent failure scecario is defined as a scenario in which two or
| more components fail due to the same cause. The PRA Procedures Guidel
! defines a dependency betwee n two failure events by specifying that a

dependency exists whenever tha probability of the two events is greater than;

; the product of the individual event probabilities.
;. This paper ' describes a set of procedures for performing a dependentfailure analysis as part of a PRA. The procedures presented in this paper

focus primarily on qualitative insights gained while performing dependenti

; failure analysis. Emphasis is on qualitative screening techniques that can |'be used to separate unimportant scenarios from potentially important +

scenarios, thus focusing attention on the areas of greatest interest.

|
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The most important objective of the procedures presented here is to
provide the analyst with sufficient information for sorting potential
d6 pendent failure scenarios into the following categories:

1. scenarios that are significant contributors to plant
risk and warrant specific corrective or preventive
action by the plant owner -

2. scenarios that are potentially significant
contributors to plant risk, but can be controlled or
prevented by an effective reliability assurance
program

3. scenarios that are insignificant contributors to
plant risk

These categories imply that action should be taken to reduce the risk f rom
the scenarios that are the significant contributors to plant risk.

Two parallel sets of procedures are presented. One set of procedures
applies to the analysis of dependent failures caused by design, fabrication,
installation, maintenance, testing or operating errors (component
location-independent causes of dependent, failures). These causes of failure
can affect multiple components regardless of their relative locations. The
other set of procedures applies to dependent failures that are caused by
harsh environments (component location-dependent causes of failure). For a
harsh environment to cause the failure of group of components, all of the
components in the group must be in the same location relative to the harsh
environment.

In many cases, the procedural steps can be applied to any type of system
reliability or risk analysis that uses fault trees and/or event trees.
However, some of the screening steps, and the order in which they are
presented, require performing the analysis as part of a PRA which has
relatively little detail in the event trees, highly detailed fault trees,
and a fault tree analysis of functional systems interactions.

An attractive feature of the procedures is that the more labor-intensive
steps can be performed by using existing dependent failure anlaysis
software. To illustrate this point, we describe a demonstration of the use
of the COMCAN III computer program with these procedures. The results of
this application indicate that use of the screening steps in these
procedures makes the qualitative portion of a dependent failure analysis
easily manageable.

OVERVIEW OF THE 1ACAT10N-INDEPENDENT DEPENDENT FAILURE ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

This procedure consists of eight steps. Each step will be briefly
discussed.
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Step 1 - Identify important root causes of component failures and
define groups of similar components that are susceptible to
the same 1oot causes of failure.

Nuclear power plant operating experience indicates that n.ost of the root
causes of loca_lon-independent dependent failures (LIDFs) (errors in design,
manufacturing, installation, testing, and maintenance) result in dependent
failures of similar components. Thus, for these failure causes, component
groups are defined as groups of similar components. For each of these
component groups, the analyst identifies susceptibilities to root causes of
failure. llistorical experience (as described in licensee event reports
(LERs]), is the best guide in discovering the susceptibilities of dif ferent
component groups to particular causes of failure.

Step 2 - Dctermine the emergency operating procedures (EOPs) that
affect each component.

Operating errors, which can also cause LIDFs, are covered by this step.
Any set of components controlled by the same E0P for actuation or
realignment must be considered as a candidate for dependent failure at this
point in the analysis.

Step 3 - Determine the component group and E0P scenarios that alone can
cause safety system failures and those that can cause safety
system failures when combined with a single independent
failure.

This step is performed with assistance from a computer program
specifically designed to test safety system fault trees. The purpose of the
fault tree tests is to see if the top event can occur as a result of the
occurrence of a group of component failures. The component groups of
interest will be those that contain similar parts or those that are af fected
by the same E0P. A partial dependent failure scenario is of interest if
failures of all components within a group cannot cause a safety system
f ailure by themselves, but can cause a safety system failure in combination
with a single independent failure.

Step 4 - Determine the component group and E0P scenarios that alone can
cause PRA acc.ldent sequences and those that, can cause PRA
accident sequences when combined with a single independent
failure.

This step is similar to Step 3; however, it is performed manually. The
procedure is to observe which system failures can be caused by each
component group or E0P scenario and then to assign each scenario to its
appropriate accident sequence. As in Step 3, if a complete failure of all
systems involved in an accident sequence cannot occur, then partial
dependent failure scenarios (dependent failures that combine with a single
independent failure to cause an accident sequence) would be of interest.
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Step 5 - Determine the component minimal cut seto that ara involved la
each comportent group and ROP scenario.

This step uses a computer program designed for common cause or dependent
failure analysis. Each accident sequence fault tree is solved f or any
scenario that can cause the sequence to determine the minimal cut sets
involved.

S_tep 6 - For each cut set identified in Step 5, identify specific

installation, testing, and maintenance procedures that affect
all components. Also identify the cut sets whose components
share a common manufacturer.

This step screens out cut sets with components that are not subject to
the same procedures during plant operation or with components that do not
share a connon manufacturer. Those cut sets thus screened out are
probabilistically less important than those that remain.

Step 7_ - Screen all remaining scenarios by considering details of the
relationships between the root causes of failure and the

component failures in the cut sets.

This step involves a detailed review of procedures to identify specific
human errors triggering LIDF scenarios. In addition, the analyst evaluates
all test staggering policies and the adequacy of operational checks applied
af ter maintenance or af ter a change in a component's status. (Hany of the
remaining scenarios could be eliminated by this screening step if, the plant
has a good reliability assurance program.)

Step 8 - Quantify the remaining dependent failure scenarios.

Different quantitative models apply to analysir of different root
causes of failure. Iluman perf ormance reliability models can be used to
predict error probabilities in operating, maintenance, and testing

activities related to plant operations. Wo investigated tre use of the
Maintenance Personnel Performance Simulation (MAPPS) model to generate error
probabilities for both testing and maintenance tasks. Ilow1ver, MAPPS does
not model the correlation between successive performances o. the same tasks
we therefore developed a dependence model to supplement it. Operating error
susceptibility could be analyzed by using any of the techniques applied in
past human reliability analyses for operator response modeling (e.g. , the
Technique for lluman Error Rate Prediction, or the Operator Action Tree
System).

Errors in design and f abrication are not related to plant operations.
Thus, the af orementioned n)dels are of no use in analysing these types of
errors. Since little is known about these f ailure causes, it is judicious
to quantify them directly through the use of operating experience data.
This may be accomplished by applying a parametric model (e.g. , 0-f actor or
BFR) using root-cause-specific parameters. Even though no parameters of
this type are reported in the literature, it is possible to estimate them in
some cases.
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OVERVIEW OF THE MARSH ENVIRONMENT DEPENDENT FAILURE ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

This procedure consists of nine steps. Each step will be briefly
.

discussed. |

Step 1 - Identify important root causes of component failures and ;

component susceptibilities to those root causes.
,

Historical experience, as described in LERs, is the best guide in
determining what types of environments have caused multiple component
failures and what environments are most likely to cause individual types of
components to fail.

Step 2 - Identify locations of components and barriers to the
propagation of harsh environments and develop domains.

In this step. the analyst locates the components identified in the PRA
fault trees. Exact locations are not necessary at this point in the
analysis; it is only necessary to show the room (or rooms) containing each
component. This part of Step 2 can usually be accomplished without a plant
visit.

Identifying barriers to harsh environments may, however, require a plant
visit since barriers to one environment may not be barriers to another.
Safety analysis reports describe fire barriers and flood zones within
plants. This information can be used for preliminary identification of
barriers to other harsh environments, or the analyst can visit the plant and
obtain detailed barrier descriptions for each environment of interest.

Componunt and barrier locations are used to develop domains for the
harsh environments of interest. A domain is an area within a plant that is
bounded by barriers to a particular harsh environment.

Step 3 - Determine the harsh environment scenarios that alone can cause
safety system failures and those that can cause safety system
failures when combined with a single independent failure.

This step is similar to Step 3 in the LIDF Analysis Procedure. The only
difference is that the groups of component failures to be tested with
computer assistance are defined so thats (1) all of the components must be
susceptible to the same harsh environment, and (2) all must be in the same
location relative to the environment. Here, as in the analysis of LIDFs,
any partial dependent failure scenario may be of interest.

Step 4 - Screen the harsh environment scenarios identified in Step 3
based on the potential for a root cause event that triggers
the scenario.

It in cost effective at this point in the analysis to determine whether
a credible source of a harsh environment exists in those locations
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identified 17 Step 3 as potcnti:11y cignificcit. If no cr:dibio courco
exists, the scenario can be discarded from further consideration.

Step 5 - Determine the harsh environment scenarios that can alone cause
PRA accident sequeaces and those that can cause PRA accident
sequences when combined with a single independent failure.

This step is identical to Step 4 in the LIDF Analysis Procedure.

Step 6 - Screen the harsh environment scenarios identified in Step 5
based on the likelihood of root cause events that trigger the

scenarios.

The analyst now knows which accident sequence each remaining harsh
environment scenario can cause. Based on a knowledge of other contributions
to the f requency of the sequence (e.g., the independent failure

contribution), it may be possible to discard some scenarios from further
consideration if the frequency of the root cause event resulting in the
harsh environment is low compared to other contributions.

Step 7 - Determine the component minimal cut sets that are involved in
each remaining harsh environment scenario.

This step is similar to Step 5 in the LIDF Analysis Procedure; however,
the definition of the component groups involved in each scenario dif fers.
llore, as in Step 3, components (1) must be susceptible to the same harsh
environment, and (2) must be in the same location relative to the
environment if they are considered to be in the same group.

Step 8 - Screen all remaining scenarios by considering details of the
relationships between the root causes of failure and the
component failures in the cut sets.

The analyst now has a complete qualitative description of the root cause
event and the components that must fail for each scenario to occur. A plant
visit is required at this point to make a detailed survey oft (1) spatial

relationships of components, (2) root cause sources, and (3) barriers. Some

scenarios may not be credible in light of the findings. For those scenarios
that are credible, such findings are necessary for the frequency evaluation
conducted in Step 9.

Step 9 - Quantify the remaining dependent failure scenarios.

The stress-strength interference model (SSM) is the most useful model
available for quantifying harsh environmcat scenarios or for performing
sensitivity studies on scenario frequencies. The focus of the SSM
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application is to gain insights useful for screening purposes. The SSM
Jprovides modeling and statistical inference for the reliability of

components and systems. The method is based on the concept that a given
component has a stress-resisting capacity or strength. A component failure
results whenever the environmentally induced stress exceeds the strength of
the component. Failure may occur when the stress surpasses the component's
design envelope. Failure may come from a lowering of the component's
strength to a level below its design-basis stress. Or the failure may come
f rom a combination of the two causes. The terms stress and strength apply
here to any environment that induces failure, such as high temperature or
h1gh vibration conditions. Application of the SSM requires the analyst to
chiracterize the correlation among the several variables due to the
intetoopendencies among the variables. A correlation may exist among stress
variables, .imong strength variables, and among stress and strength
variables.

As an example of stress and strength variables, consider an air
conditioning system failure that results in a high temperature in a specific
location. In this case, the stress is the new temperature in the location
following the occurrence of the failure event. The exact temperature at
each component location depends on several f actors, including the location
of the heat sources and the time to detect the failure and repair the air
conditioning system. Therefore, the stress imposed on each component is
actually a random variable characterized by an average value and a standard
deviation. Similarly, the strength of each component is also a random
variable characterized by a mean value and a standard deviation.

DEMONSTRATION APPLICATION

Currently available probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) computer
programs can be used to purform those steps of the dependent failure
analysis (DFA) procedures requiring computer aid. We demonstrated this
point by using the COMCAN III computer program to perform certain steps of
the procedures on selected accident sequences from the Arkansas Nuclear
One-Unit 1 (ANO-1) PRA.

Only those DFA steps requiring computer aid are discussed in this paper,
and only a few ANO-1 accident sequences are analyzed to demonstrate these
steps. (Results of other DFA steps required to perform the computer-aided
steps were either assumed by the analysts or taken from previous DFA studies
on ANO-1.)

In performing the DFA demonstration, we considered dependent failures
that result in partial or total occurrence of the selected accident
sequences. The dependent failures considered can result either from:

e design, fabrication, installation, maintenance, or
operating errors (component location-indepeadent
causes of failure) or
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e harsh environments such as high temperature
moisture, vioration, and impact (component location- i

dependent causes of failure) |

!
|

Technical Data Sources

Sandia Laboratories completed and published an IREP study on the ANO-1
Plant.2 The results of the study were used as the primary technical
information base for this demonstration analysis. Specifically, the
following IREP information was used to formulate the basis for this DFA of
selected ANO-1 accident sequencest

1. a general plant description

2. accident sequence event trees

3. initiating event and 2ccident sequence definitions

4. system descriptions

5. system fault tree models

6. cvent/subevent definition tables

In addition to the above data, several computer models and data files
developed by Sandia during the ANO-1 IREP study were used. Sandia and NRC
personnel have made some minor modifications to these models and files since ,

publication of the ANO-1 IREP; we used their modified files in this
demonstration application.

Other information sources used in this demonstration application were:

1. licensee event reportu (LERs) for component
susceptibility and root cause identification

2. plant visit for information on the operating
environment, plant layout, at;d equipment locations

3. plant system drawings for details of equipment
i

configurations

i

!
|

}

[
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Accident-Seeuence Selection

The accident sequences selected for dependent failure analysis may be
defined as:

Sequence T(A3)LD1 - a transient initiated by failure of
the engineered safeguards bus A3 [T(A3)] followed by
failures of the Emergency Feedwater System .(EFS or L)
and the feed and bleed mode of the High -Pressure
Injection System (HPIS or Dg)

Sequence T(A3)LD C - the initiating event T(A3) followedI

by failure of the EFS(L), HPIS(D ), and Reactor Building1

Spray Injection System'(RBSI or C)

Sequence T(A3)LD Y - the initiating event T(A3) followedI
by failures of the EFS(L), HPIS(D ), and Reactor1
Building Cooling System (RBCS or Y)

Sequence T(A3)LD YC the initiating event T(A3)I -

followed by failures of the EFS(L), HPIS(D ), RBCS (Y),1
and RBSI(C)

Each front-line system identified in the accident sequences requires
system support for successful operation. Failures of the following support
systems are included in the appropriate front-line system fault trees:

1. Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS)

2. Service Water System (SWS)

3. Emergency AC Power System (EACPS)

4.. DC Power System (DCPS)

5. Battery and Switchgear Emergency Room tooling System
(ECS)

6. Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control System,
Initiation Subsystem and- Vector Subsystam
(EFIC-I/EFIC-V)
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Demonstration Arp11 cation of CONCAN III with thn Location-Indep'nd~t
Dependent Failure Analysis Procedure

Scep l'- Identify importanc root causes of component failures and
define groups of similar components that are susceptible to
the same root causes of failure.

Important location-independent root causes of failure were identified
in a separate study. That study involved the review and classification of
more than 300 Licensee Event Reports (LERs). The study identified six

important location-independent failure causest (1) design, (2)
installation, (3) maintenance, (4) manufacturing, (5) operatins, and (6)'

testing errors.

The component groups selected for this analysis are: motor-driven
,

; pumps, pneumatic valves, turbine-driven pumps, diesel generators, and

refrigeration units.
~

Step 2 - Determine the emergency operating procedures (EOPs) that
affect each component.

These scenarios are identified and screened using the same methods that
apply to scenarios involving similar components. For this demonstration
application, we did not consider potential E0P scenarios.'

.

Step 3 - Determine the component group and EOP scenarios that alone can'

can cause safetycause safety sytem failures and those that
system failures when combined with a single independent
failure.

The information required for completing this analysis step consists of
the system fault trees, the similar component groups defined in Step 1, and
the list of E0Ps defined in Step 2 that af fect each basic event. We used
the COMCAN III computer program to test the system fault trees. ,

We tested each system fault tree for each component group. Table I

summarises the results of these tests. The results for the transient
initiating event [T(A3)) were obtained without computer aid. We identified ;

the component groups associated with this event by inspection.

In Table 1 an entry of "Yes" indicates that the component group af fects
all basic events in one or more minimal cut sets (MCSs) for the system. An
entry of " Partial" denotes the existence of one or more partial LIDF
scenarios involving the specified component group and system. An entry of

"No" implies that LIDF scenarios, partial or complete, involving the
component group do not exist for that system. :

l

.

I
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Table 1. Resulta of Synten Fault Tree Testo on Component Groups

Comp.
IR Group Motor- Tnarbine-
or Pneuestic Driven Driven Diesel Refrigeration

System Valves Pisspe Ptsspe Generators Units
(AV) (MP) (TPJ (DG) (EU)

T(13) No No No No No

RFS Partial Yes Partial Partial No

|

/ |

0 R?IS No Yes No Partial No
(1 of 3)N

RBCS No Yes No Partial No

RBSI No Yes No Partial No

.

t
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Step 4 - Determine the component group and EOF scenarios that alone can
cause FRA accident sequences and those that can cause FRA
seeident sequences when combined with a single independent
failure.

We used the results of testing system fault trees in Step 3 to identify
! potential LIDF scenarios at the accident sequence level. The results of the
|

system fault tree tests were compared with each sequence to determine if any
' potential LIDF scenarios (partial or complete) exist for that sequence. |

s ,

I Once the accident sequence assignments were made, we placed each
; scenario into one of four categories:

Type 18 scenarios in which the roor cause event can .

I cause every basic event in an MCS to fail, ;

including the accident initiating event i

Type 2: scenarios in which the root cause event can
cause all basic events in an MCS to fail,

4 except for the accident initiating event'

i Type 3 scenarios in which the root cause event can
; cause the accident initiating event and all but
!- one of the remaining basic events in an MCS to

fail
'

;

j Type 4: scenarios in which the root cause event can ,

! cause all basic events in an MCS to fail, ;

i
except for the accident initiating event and ;

one other basic event I
i

* ,

We used the astrix completed in Step 3 to identify potential LIDF !
!

|
scenarios at the accident sequence level. By reading down the column
corresponding to a particular component group, we determined the most severe ;

accident sequence for which there are complete or partial LIDF scenarios ''

I involving that component group. For example, in Table 1 we find that
complete LIDF scenarios involving component group MP exist for the EFS,

; HPIS, RSCS, and RSSI. Thus, we know that ' one or more complete dependent
failure scenarios exist for the accident sequence T(A3)LD YC. Further,1

!.- since the initiating event does not involve this component group, we can say
that the scenarios are Type 2.

,

1 i

As a final example, consider ref rigeration units. Table 1 shows that.
,

! there are no LIDF scenarios involving this component group for any system. ;

; Therefore, we screened ref rigeration units from the analysis.
*

I

[.

;

|
|

'

!
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We applied similar reasoning in analysing the other component groups.
,

Table 2 shows the results of this analysis step. We screened out three
i compocent groups in this step. Component Groups AV and TP were screened out

because the sequence that they cause [T(A3)L] does not result in core melt.'

Table 2. Potential LIDF Scenarios
|

Component Accident Potential LIDF Scenarios
Group or Sequence
E0P Code Assignment Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4

AV T(A3)L
screen out

MP T(A3)LD YC N Y N N
1

TP T(A3)L
screen out

DG T(A3)LD1YC N N N Y

RU screen out

|
Step 5 - Determine the component minimal cut sets that are involved in

each component group and BOP scenario.

The information required for this step consists of the accident sequence
fault trees and the list of potential I.fDF scenarios for each component type
that passed screening in Step 4. By using this information and computer
aid, we determined the minimal cut sets (MCSs) that are involved in each
component group scenario.

To show the use of CONCAN III in obtaining MCSs for both complete and
partial LIDF scenarios, we determined the MCSs for two of the scenarios
identified in Step 48 the Component Group MP with sequence T(A3)LD YC

1
(MP/T(A3) D YC), and the Component Group DG and the independent loss of1

offsite power with sequence T(A3)LDgYC (DG/LOSPOWER/T(A3)LDgYC). For
MP/T(A3)LDgYC we found a total of 9 MCSs. Each of these MCSs involves
failures of redundant service water pumps. For DG/LOSPOWER/T(A3)LDgYC we
found one MCS.

We did not perform Steps 6-8 of the LIDF analysis procedure as a part of
this demonstration application. They are performed manually.
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Demonstration Application of COMCAN III with the Harsh Environment
Dependent Failure Analysis Procedure

Step 1 - Identify important root causes of component failures and
component susceptibilities to those root causes.

The most important types of harsh-environment-related dependent f ailures
were identified in an earlier study. The results of that study are based on
a review of over 200 Licenace Event Reports (LERs). The review showed that
the following types of harsh environments are most likely to cause dependent
failures: impact, moisture, high temperature, and vibration.

Step 2 - Identify locations of camponents and barriers to the
propagation of harsh environments and develop domains.

The locations associated with each basic event from the ANO-1 fault
trees and domain maps for the important harsh environments (defined in Step
1) were developed from plant tours, review of plant layout drawings, and
discussions with plant personnel.

Step 3 - Determine the harsh environnet.c scenarios that alone can cause

safety system failures and those that can cause safety system
failures when combined with a single independent failure.

We used 00MCAN III to perform the fault tree tests. Three types of
information are required by COMCAN III for analyzing harsh environments:
(1) a fault tree in coded format, (2) location and susceptibility data for
the basic events, and (3) domain definitions.

To demonstrate this procedural step, we tested the system fault trees
for each of 21 vibration domains. The results from some of these tests are
shown in Table 3.

Step 4 - Screen the harsh environment scenarios identified in Step 3
based on the putential for a root cause event that triggers
the scenario.

We did not identify specific root cause events for this analysis. The
reasoning is that it would not help demonstrate the use of COMCAN 111 in
performing a dependent failure analysis.

Step 5 - Determine the harsh environment scenarios thct alone can cause |
PRA accident sequences and those that can cause PRA sccident

{sequences when combined with a single independent failute. '

The results of the system fault tree tesse (Step 3) were used to
identify potential dependent failure scenarios caused by harsh environments
for each accident sequence. Each scenario was placed into one of the four
categories discussed earlier.
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Table 3. Sample Results of System Fault Tree Tests on Vibration Domains

in
IE W-01 W-02 W-04 W-05 W-08 W-10 W-15 W-18

.jor
Systes

|
|

| T(A3) No No No No No No No No
| 1

I I
!

l

| I

EFS No No No Yes Partial Partial Partial Yes

=
ce
w

,

i

! WIS No No Yes Yes Yes Partial Partial Yes
| (1 of 3) |

|
'

i

|

|

RSCS No No No Yes Yes Partial Part ial Yes

I

|
\

RBSI Part ial Partial Yes Yes Yes Part 1 Partial Yes

i

1

|
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By using the matrix completed in Step 3, we assigned each vibration
domain to the most severe accident sequence for which there are potential
dependent failure scenarios involving that' domain. The procedure for
performing this step is identical to the one used in Step 4 of the LIDF
analysis procedure. Table 4 shows the results of this step. Note that
domains VV-01 and VV-02 were screened from the analysis because the accident

I sequence that they cause [T(A3)C] does not result in core melt.

Table 4. Vibration Scenarios
?

IbrationScenarios
Accident

Vibration Sequence
Doesin Assignment Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4

-
4

VV-01 T(A3)C ,.

(screen out)
i
t

i VV-02 . T(A3)C
(screen out); .,

i

i VV-04 T(A3)DgC N Y N N

'

VV-05 T(A3)LDgYC N Y N N

1

; VV-08 T(AJ)LDgYC N N N Y ;

J

; VV-10 T(A3)L0gYC N N N Y
a

VV-15 T(A3)LDgYC N N N Y

VV-18 T(A3)LDgYC N Y N N

:

<

{

.

Step 6 - Screen the harsh environment scenarios identified in Step 5 [
based on the likelihood of root cause events that triggar the' '

scenarios.
1

We did not perform Step 6 in this demonstration. It is performed f

' nanually. ,

I
i
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| Step 7 - Determine the component minimal cut sets that are involved in
each remaining barsh environment scenario.'

To demonstrate the use of COMCAN III fn finding MCSs for dependent r

i failure scenarios involving harsh environments, we determined the MCSs for
'

two ' vibration scenarios: Domain VV-18 with accident sequence T(A3)LD YC
1

(VV-18/T(A3)LD YC), and Domain VV-08 and the independent failure of event |
,

1
ACBSA4NP (loss of power from 4160V AC bua A4) with accident sequence
T(A3)LD YC (VV-08/ACBSA4NP/T(A3)LD YC). For VV-18/T(A3)LD YC we found 401 1 1
MCSs, all of which involve failures of service water equipment. For
VV-08/ACBSA4NP/T(A3)LD YC we found 12 MCSs. Unlike the other scenarios we1,

analyzed, VV-08/ACBSA4NP/T(A3)LD YC is not dominated by support system1
failures.

We did not perform Steps 8 and 9 in this demonstration. These steps are
performed manually.

<

PROJECT STATUS

The initial demonstration applications of the dependent failure analysis
procedures show that the screening steps in the procedures make the analysis4

manageable. By using these screening steps along with the COMCAN III
computer program, we were able to solve several PRA accident sequences for
dependent failure scenarios.

; Future research will focus on quantitative modeling of dependent failure
scenarios and on refining the analysis procedures. The final product of our
research will be a procedures guide for performing dependent failure

! analyses. The guide will be published early in 1986. I

J
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'N'N . PRA PROCEDURES FOR DEPENDENT EVENTS ANALYSIS-- !~

AN INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE ;

! by i
Karl N. Fleming

Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc.
,
' 2260 Vniversity Drive

Newport Beach, California 92660

*
-,

INTRODUCTION
"

-

I* There is a wide' degree of consensus within the risk, reliability, and '

nuclear safety communities that dependent events:

W e Have been principal contributors to experienced nuclear power plant
'

accidents and incidents in which safety systems have failed or have
performed below expectations. !

, _ .

e Have been identified as major contributors to risk and system
unavailability and unreliability in numerous applied risk and ;

reliability studies.

e Still represent a major source of confusion, inconsistency,
controversy, and analytical variability in recent and current risk '

and reliability assessments.

e Deserve a high priority in the development of systematic procedures
for their incorporation into risk and reliability assessments. '

Statements such as these have inspired and guided current research
<<M projects at,the Electric Power Research Insititue (EPRI) in the field of ,

T, dependent events analysis. The recognition of a need for more systematic
.

procedures in this area is shared by many and.is evidenced by the !
-

4' existence of a number of parallel efforts in the U.S. and abroad to
develop.such procedures. In addition to the procedures development

| effort at EPRI (Reference 1), separate projects to refine the approach to
,

'

dependent events analysis are underway in the Risk Methods Integration
.

! and Evaluation Program (RMIEP) of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) !
(Reference.2) and in Europe. It is hoped that through coordination of :

,- these parallel efforts, we may eventually achieve a consensus technical
|approach to dependent events analysis, as illustrated in Figure 1. i

;

The pacticular focus of this paper is the nuclear industry perspective on
dependen't events analysis and the progress made thus far in the ;,

i development of systematic procedures that are needed for I
l industry-sponsored risk and reliability evaluations. While this i

particular perspective is indeed appropriate for a project sponsored by )e

! the Electric Power Research Institute, the principal objectives are no !

i different than,those of parallel efforts in the NRC and European
programs: the achievement of a better understanding of the risks,
causes, and defenses against dependent events.

1,. ~ .
*h
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+ DEFINITIONS AND TAXONOMY-,m

&- ..

M, h In order, to describe' the procedures developed for dependent events
,C analysis, it is first helpful to set forth some basic definitions andq' f , means of classifying and categorizing dependent events. The purpose here

is not to promote the intense controversy that sometimes surrounds theW .

,

*. quest for a surgically precise definition, but rather to simply convey an
- w appreciation of the nature and scope of the. problems facing the dependent .

'
9; : events analyst."

,

Therd are two distinct levels ~of analysis in' whihh dependent events. play
~

w
'"a an important role: . the plant' level and the. system level . The former

g. level.is associated with probabilistic risk assessments.(PRA) in which
.

t

W slarge numbers of accident sequences involving the entire plant are ,

h 56 deled. The latter level is also associated with PRAs to the extent
'

# that. system contributions to accident sequences are modeled. It also

N' ' applies to system-level applications.to assess system performance !'

L seasures, such as-reliability and availability. The dependent eventsg
procedures- guide described in this paper is being developed and organized

; with both of these. levels and applications in mind.
i
; With'this perspective, the starting point for defining and classifying

dependent. events is the following simple observation. A major portion of i

i plant-level and system-level risk. and reliability analysis is concerned
^

vi ] with the development and analysis of such logic models as event trees and
. fault trees. These models depict the logical relationships between the

V, - events of interest and concern, such as potential accident sequences and
: w . system failure medes, and such subordinate events as combinations of

component failure modes or.unavailabity causes whose frequencies are-+ *-

known or capable of being estimated from the available evidence. the
j

- f ,P g.
' .

s 11ogic model is simply. a tool. to enable us to apply the axioms' of
J robability theory, so.we can express the probabilities and frequencies
'of the accidentt: sequences and system failure modes .in term 3 of the morep.

readily quantifiable subordinate events.;
i

Having established that plant and system-level risk' and reliability
analysis, involve an application of probability theory axioms, it is not :'

really necessary to-agree on a new definition of dependent events; there
'

is already'a well-established one in probability theory. This definition;

>?. states that the events A and B are independent if, and only if'

,.P(A|B)=.P(A) (1) :1
- '

77 .3,'

,

dj' P(B|A)=P(B) (2)t
_ ,

, "r .That'k, the probability of the occurrence of either event does not _ i
a p

depend on, or is in any way. affected by, the knowledge that the other ju

event has occured. Hence, it follows that A and B are dependent events
[ 4, ? % * '' when

W' ,

P(A|B)/P(A) (3) jy .g

f m and

h
~

'P(B| A) / P(B)' (4)
'

'

.

;o
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When the events A and B are stochastic events, their so-called i

" statistical" dependence implies the existence of a physical cause-effect '
.

. relationship that links the occurrence of the events, at least on
occasion. Hence, there is an intimate relationship between the so-called

..
" statistical dependence," and the physical dependence among a' set of

I- events..

'It .is clear that dependent events, as defined above, form a very broad-

i class of events that includes many different types. This creates the
potential for a wide. variety of ways ~for their classification and
categorization. . Indeed, a large amount of this potential has already
been realized in the available literature on this subject. The ;

alternative schemes to classify and categorize give rise to numerous
" buzzwords" that often refer to a particular subset of dependent events.
Some of the better known buzzwords are "comon mode failures," " common
cause failures," and " systems interactions." Because of the many
different types of events involved, attempts to provide sharp,

;- unambiguous definitions for these " buzzwords" have had mixed results, at
best. Somewhat greater success has resulted from specific attempts to
develop a taxonomy for the broad and all-encompassing notion of a

!dependent event.

Some of the better known attempts to develop a taxonomy for dependent i
..

| events (i.e., a systematic, " top-down" categorization scheme for these
~

events) are summarized in Table 1. While there is much in common with,
l the different approaches listed, each provides a unique perspective of

the ~various attributes of dependent events, and, taken as a whole, all
have contributed to a better understanding of their nature, causes, and !

possible defenses.

The categorization scheme of the PRA Procedures Guide provides a
convenient way to identify the nature and scope of dependent events

: -analysis in a PRA. The characteristics of this scheme, sumarized in
| Table 2, have prcved to be particularly useful in the organization of the
i new procedures guide. The logic of this categorization scheme is based ;

|' on the observation that dependent events must be considered not only in
the quantification, but also in the definition, of accident sequences int

a PRA. Accident sequences are defined by initiating events and event
trees. Hence, dependent events can: (1) cause initiating events,
(2) interact with two or.more events in the event tree, or (3) interact

!- with components within a given event in the event tree. The dependent
i. events categories determined by these three possibilities can then be
i. further subdivided along one or more of the schemes described in

' Table 1. As illustrated in Figure 2, a given accident sequence may-

entail the analysis of numerous, separate dependent events in its; ,

j definition and quantification. This is a major reason why dependent !
: - events ' analysis cannot be considered as a separate task, but rather as an
!. . integral part of the analysis tasks in a PRA.

,

'

PRA PROCEDURE FRAMEWORK'

. Because of the need to support two separate levels of analysis (i.e., the
! plant-level PRA analysis and.the system-level reliability analysis), it
| 'was decided to structure the procedures guide for dependent events
L
L

28806785102285
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TABLE 1. DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO DEPENDENT EVENTS CATEGORIZATION

Basis of Categorization Reference
Cate ation Scheme

Edwards and Watson Hierarchy of engineering and operational. (3)
activities to identify specific categories

of causes.

Generic Cause Comprehensive set of causes and conditions (4)
that lead to dependent events with emphasis ,

on spatial interactions.

PRA Procedures Guide Categories and subcategories defined by (5)
@ different ways dependent events impact
* a PRA model.

EPRI Systems Logical breakdown of different types of (6)
Interaction Procedure trigger events and coupling mechanisms
Guide that cause the events.

EPRI Event Categories based on different key structures (7),(8)
Classification Scheme of cause-effect logic diagrams developed for

experienced events.

OHfMRiPM@
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TABLE 2. TYPES OF DEPENDENT EVENTS BASED ON THEIR IMPACT ON A PRA MODEL

Dependent Subtypes'

Event Type Characteristics (coupling Examples

mechanisms) (trigger events)

1. Common Cause Causes a plant transient e Functional e Loss of Offsite PowerInitiating Event and increases unavaila- e Spatial- e Earthquake
bility of one or more e Human e Maintenance error

,

mitigating systems, shorting out instrument
bus.

2. Intersystem Causes a dependency in e Functional e Coolant charging failsOs Dependency a joint event proba- because component!
c)

bility involving two cooling fails.
or more systems, e Spatial e Fire causes loss of

equipment two systems.
e Human e Operator error causes

loss of two systems.
3. Intercomponent Causes a dependency in e Functional e Battery loses charge(intrasystems) a joint event proba- after it is run beyondDependency bility involving two -capacity.

or more components. o Spatial e Fire causes. loss'of
redundant pumps,

e Human e. Design error present in
redundant pump controls.

1
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*
,

' analysis into two volumes. A common framework was identified that seemed
to fit both levels of analysis and, therefore, to provide the structure
for organizing both volumes. This framework divides the tasks of
dependent events analysis .into five distinct phases

.1. Familiarization
'2.' Definition
3. Screening . (qualitative .analysi s)
4. -Quantification'.

5. Interpretation

The familiarization of Phase 1.is that. of the plant or system under |

investigation. -While this step might seem rather obvious to some, its
'

omission.has been the'cause of many unsuccessful attempts to perform a
competent. analysis. Because it is where the bulk of'the effort =is

,

actually expended, it is useful to provide further definition of thei

important tasks in Phase 4.r

e Task 4.1, Logic Model Development
: e Task 4.2, Boolean Reduction ;

:

| e 1 Task 4.3, Parametric Model . Development '

e. Task 4.4, Data Analysis
;

i e Task 4.5, Point Estimate Analysis :

i
e Task 4.6, Uncertainty Analysis

i

I The specialization of this general framework to the two levels of t

application is illustrated in Figure 3. As can be.seen, the steps are'

quite similar to those suggested by the general framework. It is also!

apparent that the phases'of the general framework imply the need for an
integrated analysis of dependent and independent events, rather than

,

'

iseparate disjoint tasks for each type of-event.
L

Because of the need for an integrated analysis of dependent and ,

independent events; the requirement to support different levels of i

analysis; and the existence of two different PRA modeling approaches,
atotal of five separate procedures can be distinguished within the
guide-book as illustrated in Figure 4. This set of procedures includes |

four for plant-level PRA applications and one for system-level
'

;

applications. The latter is generally applicable to different modelingj

techniques, such as fault trees, reliability block diagrams, and GO'

models. The plant-level procedures are determined by the scope of the
PRA and whether an event tree or a fault tree-based technique for >

modeling intersystem dependencies is used. -
!

APPLICATIONS
,

I A~ preliminary version of the system-level procedures of this guidebook
'

has been used in an international benchmark exercise on common cause
analysis (Reference 9). The U.S. contribution to this benchmark exercise

! was jointly sponsored by EPRI and the NRC. The aspects-of the procedures
that were given particular emphasis in this analysis was the -
classification of event data, using an extension of the system described
in References 7 and 8, and the incorporation of these data into the
reliability analysis of.a system in the plant at Grohnde Federal Republic'

2'
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of Germany built by KWU. One aspect of this analysis was the evaluation
j of U.S. data on auxiliary feedwater pumps originally developed

(Reference 7) for their applicability to the auxiliary feedwater pumps at
Grohnde. This applicability is assessed in terms of probability of
impact vectors for each event, the analyst's judgment as to how many

,

'

pumps at Grohnde would have failed when the event is assumed to occur,
under the specific design and operational characteristics of that plant.
The classification of events involving auxiliary feedwater pumps is
illustrated in Table 3. At the bottom of the table is a new frequency
distribution of event data created for this plant. The fractional values
are the result of classification uncertainty. A worksheet for developing
mean estimates of the parmeters of the MGL model (Reference 1) from such
data as these for diesel-driven pumps is illustrated in Table 4.

There were nine additional teams from countries of the European Economic
Community who analyzed the same problem as did the U.S. team. Some of
the key results are presented in Table 5. All the teams are currently in
the process of revising their analyses and working toward the development
of a consensus approach. The plan is to incorporate the final approach
of the benchmark exercise, as well as the parallel contributions from
such NRC-funded projects as RMIEP, into the final form of the
EPRI-sponsored guidebook on dependent events analysis. As can be seen
from the preliminary results of the benchmark exercise in Table 5,
certain elements of a consensus approach are already beginning to emerge.
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TABLE 3. CLASSIFICATION AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF EVENTS INVOLVING DEPENDENT FAILURES
AND UNAVAILABILITIES OF AUXILIARY FEEDWATER PUMPS (Reference 9)

Sheet 1 of 2

I

, y 0 'l '2 '3 '4Status Event Description Cause-Effect Otagram Appiteetton P

Gtana Critical Two motor-defven avalltary feedwater
(December 19731 pumps inoperable due to air in Glena 0 0 1 0 0 0

,

common suction Itne. g

so N
sue. g

Grohnde 0 0 0 0 0 1* *

Zion 2 Power Two motor-driven avullf ary
(February 1974) Escalation feedwater pumps inoperable due Ifon 2 0 0 1 0 0 0

Test to air in suction lines. . g

Q* \
Grohnde 0 0 0 0 0 1w

Kewaunee Shutdown testa clogged auntif ary feedwater .

(November 1975) pump stralners causing reduced flow. Kewaunee 0.9 0 0 0.1 0 0

e .

ro
Grahnde 0.9 0 0 0 0.1 0W =

m m.as

Turkey Point 3 98t Power Aust11ary feehater pumps A and 8 Turtey
(May 1974) failed to start due to tfght packing. Potat 3 0 0 1 0 0 0

'w"'*
ftwo events) Pump C started, but tripped due to

governor failure.
Grohnde 0 0 0 0 0 1

Point Beach Power Preoperation strainers left in s
I and 2 suction line p1deced, making
(April 1974) motor-driven avulltery feed =4ter Point

pump A on Unit 1 fnoperable, teach 1 0 0.9 0 0 0.1 0
,

Stattar strainers were found in
Unit I mator-detven aus1Ifary
feedwater pump 8 and Units 1 and 2
turbine-driven auallf ary Grohnde 0 0.9 0 0 0.1 0

*feedwater pumps.

Zion 2 Shutdown All three auntifary fee hater pumps Ifon 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
(September 1981) failed to start. Pumps 25 and FC 'X \

fatted ?;2 to a backfeed circuit ,
that re:alted free pg::; control
suttch modification. Failure of Grohnde 0 0 0 0 0 1

pump 24 was due to a pressure settch one eas ewws
drfft.

0565E072985
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TABLE 3 (continued)

Sheet 2 of t
Status Event Gescription Cause-Effect Of agram Applicatten P "## ~0 1 2 3 4

Ifon 2 Power Ausf11ary fece ater pumps 28 and 2C
thovember 1979) failed to start due to of scalf6 rated N Ifen 2 0 0 ~1 0 0 0pressure gauges.

.

\ \ Grohnde 0 0 0 0 0 1es w

Ifon 2 Power Ausf11ery fecesater pumps 28 and 2C
(December 1979) failed to start due to start Zion 2 0 0- 1 0 0 0circuttry desfgs pro 61ee.

Grohade 0 0 0 0 0 1as w

Turtey point 4 Prior to All three seaf1fary feedwater pgs Turkey .
0 0. 0 0 0 1

(June 1933) Initial failed to start automatically due to Point 4Power af ssing fuses in pump autostart
Testleg c f rcuit. a

i.:n,

Grohade 0 0 0 0 0- Iw
N

Artansas one 2 05 Power Two emergency freerater pumps lost$ ( Apff) 1980) suCtfon eue to steam flushfag; AND 2 0 0 1 0 0 0system design problem.

Grohade 0 0 0.9 0 0.1 0

LEGEND: '' '' '',

*

Cause-Iffect Ofagram:

N - Maf atenance
.

y procedural (rror
i0 - Design Error

E - favfronmental
I - Internal Failure
4 Human Error

1

a

1

; Ossstonses |

!
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TABLE 4 COMMON CAUSE DATA SUMMARY WORK SHEET FOR

DIESEL-DRIVEN AUXILIRY FEEDWATER PUMPS (REFERENCE 9)

Component: EFW Pump and Diesel Block

Failure Mode: All

Group Size: 4

Impact Vector:

n0 n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 N/A*

75.4 3.6 4.4 1.4 10.2 -- -

@
* Other Independent Events = 628.1

MGL Mean Values:

B = ny +2 + 3n3 + 4"4 + 12n2 + 3n3 * 4"4 + 2 * N *
2n 54.8

3n3 + 4"4 + 1 46.0
Y " 2np + 3n3 * #"4 *

'

4"4 + 1 41.8

6 = 3n3 + 4"4 + 2 * M = 0. M

* N/A = not applicable

0688S102285
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TABLE 5. PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF THE CCF-RBE BENCHMARK

|

Technical Approach
Top Event

Team Qualitative Quantitative Unavailability Type of Estimate
i

I A. Belgium FMEA Beta Factor 6.5(-7)to1.5(-5) Range based on point estimates.,

8. Denmark System Familiarization Binomial Failure Rate 7.0(-5) to 1.1(-4) Monte Carlo trials uncertainty.
C. Federal Republic System Familiarization Beta factor. Marshall- 4(-5) Mean of uncertainty distribution.

| cf Germany-1 (GRS) 01 kin 1(-4) 95th cercentile of uncertainty( distribution.
D. Federal Republic 5e .tivity Analysis Marshall-Olkin 4(-6)to1(-5) Range based on point estimates.

i cf Germany-2 (KFA)
|

E. Federal Repubile System Familiarization Multiple Greek Letter 4.6(-6) Point estimate.
to of Germany-3 (KW)
*

F. France Generic Cause Analysis Multiple Greek Letter 3.6(-7) to 1.5(-6) Range based on point estimates, i

G. Italy System Familiarization Binomfat Failure Rate 1.2(-4) Point estimate. i
! H. Sweden System Familiarization Multiple Greek Letter 3.0(-7)to4.5(-5) Range based on point estimates.

I. United Kir.gdom FMEA/ Checklist Modified Beta Factor, 1.6(-5) to 5.0(-4) Range based on point estimates.
Cutoff

! J. United States System Familiarization Multiple Greek Letter 3.6(-5) Point estimate, U.S. component data.* k| 9.5(-5) Point estimate, KW cogonent data.*

*All teams performed at least one calculation using KW Component Data for indepe.ndent events U.S. common cause event data was used inboth estimates to estimate M1 parameters. t
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THE MECHANICS OF
INTEGRATING ROUT CAUSES INTO PRAs

S. Z. Bruske, L. C. Cadwallader, P. L. Stepina, W. E. Veselya

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
EG&G Idaho, Irc.

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a derivation of root cause importance,
root cause data for selected umponents of a pressurized water
reactor auxiliary feedwater system, an Accident Sequence Evalua-
tion Program ( ASEP) auxiliary feedwater system model, and the
results of root cause importance calculations. The methocoh gy
shown herein is straightforward and is easily applied to exist'ng
probabilistic risk assessments. Root cause importance can greatly
benefit the areas of design, maintenance, and inspection. Root
cause importance for various components and circumstances can be
evaluated.
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NOMENCLATURE

Acronyms

AFW Auxiliary Feedwater System

ASEP Accident Sequence Evaluation Program

CST 1, 2 Condensate Storage Tank I, or 2

FD Falls to Open failure mode

FP Fails to Operate (Run) failure mode

FS Falls to Start failure mode

LER Licensee Event Report data base

MOV Motor Operated Valve

NPRDS Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System data base

SC Spurious Closure failure mode

Presently with Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC).a.
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TDP Turbine Driven Pump

Variables

A The' failure mode weighting factor found from Accident Sequence
Evaluation Program source data'

B The product of (A)(r)

B An expression for 1 - (A)(r)

IFV The Fussell-Vesely importance function

11 The root cause importance function

n' A number of root caused failures

Q Component unavailability or system unavailability

Q* ' Cut set unavailability

'r Root-cause fraction

t ' Tine; in this case, it is the mission time

A Failure rate (per hour)

10 Demand failure rate

Superscripts

i Denotes a particular root cause or a root cause related value

Subscripts

i Denotes a particular root cause or a root cause related value

INTRODUCTION

The Root Causes of Component Failures Program has been initiated
by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for the purpose of
identifying root causes of failures for components that comprise safety and
safety support systems in nuclear power plants. Root causes are defined as
underlying or initiating events or conditions that produce a component
failure, either alone or in combination with preexisting or immediate
conditions that could not produce a failure. The identification,
collection, and evaluation of root causes will provide information on why-
components fail. With the development of application methods, root cause
data can provide additional insights in the areas of (a) probabilistic risk~

assessments, (b) reliability assurance, and (c) application of risk
assessments to inspection programs.

Under the root cause program, begun in 1984, a root cause !
categorization scheme has been compiled. This root cause categorization

1
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'

scheme has bien t:sted by app 1'ing it to failures d: scribed in existing
~

yc
;

' f ailure ^ reporting data bases -[ Licensee { vent Reports (LER), Nuclear Plant ;

Reliability Data System (NPRDS), etc.]. Based on the. positive results;

from the trial application, root causes for several major components have.

been identified and collected. In addition, the methodology for
[ . integrating root cause data into existing probabilistic risk assessments

(PRAs) has been developed.>

An example of the use of root cause data is illustrated here by
performing a derivation of root cause fractions and a calculation of root

,

cause importances. An auxiliary feedwater.(AFW) system model from the '

Accident Sequence Evaluation Program (ASEP) was used for the evaluation.
.The root causes for. failures of the turbine driven AFW pumps and motor--

Y operated. valves (MOVs) are.specifically examined for their importance to
auxiliary feedwater unavailability. The ASEP basic. event unavailabilities
are decomposed by failure mode to allow for root cause application to -

specific failure modes. The root cause importance is presented here for
specific failure modes.-

METHODOLOGY FOR INTEGRATING R00T'CAUSES INTO EXISTING PRAs

Root causes of component failures can be collected and grouped by .

component and component failure mode. With this information, root cause
fractions are calculated. These give the fraction of failures that are
attributed to a particular root cause. The root cause fractions can-be

-applied to determine relative contributions of the root causes to system
unavailability, accident sequence frequence, core melt probability, and -

risk. The evaluations involved in extending PRAs to include root cause
information are presented in this section.

Root Cause Fractions

The calculation of root cause importances is carried out by using
a root cause fraction as a multiplier on the component failure rate. A
root cause fraction for cause i is defined 2 as '

r.= (1)g

where

nj the number of failures which are due to root cause 1 ;=

the total number of failures for the component of interestn =

.The root cause fraction is simply the fraction of all failures due to a
particular root cause. Given the definition of ri, it can be seen that
the r values will sum to 1,3

k

{ry=1 (2)
i
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' whera.-

the total number of root causes identified for thek =

component of interest.

The root ca.use fraction definition can be straightforwardly extenced to
consider specific failere modes

n
(3)r =j n

where

rj the f ailure mode specific root cause fraction for root=

cause i and failure mode (fm).
,

nj the number of failures which are due to root cause i and=

result in' failure mode (fm).

the total number of component failures which result inn =

failure mode (fm).

The component failure rate, A , is found by dividing the number of
component failures by the product of the component population'and the time
span of interest. When the rj values are known, the failure rate can be
weighted by using rj as a multiplier,

A =A rj (4)j

where

the component failure rate (per hour)A =

Aj the failure mode specific, root cause i failure rate..=

With this development, component unavailabilities can be decomposed into
root cause contributions. Consider the hardware unavailability, Q, of a

4component, which can generally be expressed as

Q=A.t (5)

where

a time of interest.t =

The use of the root cause fraction on' the failure rate gives a root cause
unavailability for a specific failure mode, Qj, as

t=r At=r Q (6)Qj = A j j g
.

!
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Equatisn (6) can also be written for demand failures

Qj=1 D 1 ()#

where

the demand failure rate (per cycle).AD =

These root cause unavailabilities can be incorporated into a cu't set
unavailability calculation. All weightable basic event Q values are
treated with root cause fractions and root cause cut set unavailabilities
are obtained. By the use of the r. values as multipliers, fault trees and
minimal cut sets can be used for further analysis. This means exist.ing PRA
results can be modified to evaluate the effect of root causes without
regenerating the cut sets.

Root Cause Importance

'With root cause fractions it is possible to determine the effect of a
particular root cause on the fault tree top event occurrence. One method
operformingthisisbyusingthgFussell-Veselyimportancefunction,,

I This function is defined as| .

IFV = ( Q*) / Q (8)
|

| where
i
! m = the number of cut sets that contain the basic event of
| interest
!

Q the system total or top event unavailability=

|

Q* cut set unavailability.=

Equation (8) can be modified to yield root cause importance. The
numerator is redefined to be a summation of root cause weighted Q* values.
Let

BI=Ar
g (9)

where

A the ASEP hardware weighting factor. For example, the TOP=

FS value is (pump failures in the FS mode)/(total pump
failures).

Then define the complement, Ei, as-

I
B = 1 - A r$ (10).

:
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1

Using Equation (10), an expression for the summation of all necessary root I
'

cause weighted values is obtained.

(3 jy-
n

{ Q* 1- w 5 (11)Num =
3

where

a cut set unavailabilityQ* =

the number of cut sets that contain component t,6 sic eventsn =

of interest

the number of basic events in a cut set of interestj =

The oracketed term in Equation (11) is the probability that at least one of
the cut set components is failed due to root cause 1. Equation (11) is the
root cause contribution to the system unavailability. The normalized
importance of the root cause i over all root causes is

~

fj i"n

j = Num/ [ Num = { Q* 1I B
l

/ [ NumI (12)
'

I w .

all k all

Each root cause cut set unavailability, Q* (1 - w5i), is simply
the unavailability which is caused by root cause 1. The root cause
importance,1, is the fraction of system unavailability due to a1
particular root cause.

EXAMPLE APPLICATION OF THE METHODOLOGY TO AN AFW SYSTEM

A simple calet)lation of root cause importance is illustrated here
using an AFW modelo from the ASEP. The root causes of failures for the-

turbine driven AFW pumps and the MOVs will be specially examined in this
example to demonstrate the mechanics of applying the methodology to
integrate root causes into existing PRAs.

Description of the System Model

The particular AFW model chosen utilizes two TDPs. The system
schematic is shown in Figure 1. Only the two dominant pump failure modes,
failure to operate (FP) and failure to start (FS), and the two dominant
valve failure modes, failure to open (FD) and spurious closure (SC), were
examined for their root cause importance. Failures of other components in
the AFW system are not decomposed into root cause contributions.
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Figure 1. Auxiliary feedwater system Model 8, schematic diagram.

The pump and valve unavailabilities are decomposed into failure mode
contributions to align the unavailabilities with failure mode specific root
cause fractions. This allowed the determination of root cause
contributions to specific failure modes. The cut sets, ASEP conditional
unavailabilities, and hardware weighting factors are shown in Appendix A.

There are several assumptions made for this example:

1. The pump units were assumed to be the bulk of the AFW hardware
basic events. This resulted in slightly conservative pump
failure probabilities.

2. Only hardware failures were examined. Actuation failures, test
and maintenance outages, electric power faults, and recovery
actions were not considered.

3. The accident sequence probabilities from ASEP were converted into
conditional unavailabilities by division of the initiating event
frequency for transients that leave the power conversion system

t
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available. Cut s:ts with sequ nce probabilities lower than
10-8 were not considered in this analysis, so the
unavailabilities are conditional numbers.

4. The SC failure mode for MOVs has not yet been specifically
examined by the root cause program. Therefore,' rcot cause counts
were contrived for this failure mode from the valve data-
s ummary.7 The other root cause data was taken from the LER and '

NPRDS data bases.

5. The root cause fractions do not include unclassifiable entries.
Only valid level III root causes (the most detailed root causes)
are evaluated here. Techniques are under development to include
unclassifiable entries in this type of analysis.

The root cause fractions for TOPS and M0Vs from the root cause program
are given in Table 1. The ASEP hardware weighting values, cut set
conditional unavailabilities, and root cause fractions are needed to
calculate root cause importance. The results for this example are given in
the next section.

Table 2 shows the normalized root cause importances that were
calculated. The following observations will dwell on the three component
failure modes for which actual root cause data has been collected.
Examination of Table 2 gives Accidental Maintenance Action, Foreign
Materials Intrusion, and Initial Design Error as the largest root cause
contributions for TDPs failing to start. Similarly, Accidental Maintenance
Action, Binding /0ut of Adjustment, and Improper Lubrication are the largest
root cause contributions for TDPs failing to run. This is more easily seen
from the bar charts in Figures 2 and 3.

For MOVs, Binding /0ut of Adjustment, Corrosion and Mechanical Set
Point Drift gave the largest root cause contributions to the fail to open
mode. Bar charts for M0Vs are given in Figures 4 and 5.

There are many important utilizations of this kind of root cause
information. Reliability programs, technical specifications programs,
inspection programs and aging programs can benefit from this information.
The next phase of this work will address the uses and interpretations of
ro ' cause information for specific applications.

CONCLUSIONS

It is seen in this paper that the method of applying root cause
information to PRA results is straightforward. Simplicity and the fact
that the method builds on existing PRA results gives a cost effective,
advantageous means to evaluate root cause impacts. When root cause impacts
have been identified, work on corrective measures to eliminate or reduce
significant root cause impacts can be performed. As more root cause coding
is : erformed, the root cause fractions will become better defined. More
corponents, and more of their failure modes, will be considered, leading to

~a wider application of the methodology.
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TABLE 1. ROOT CAUSE FRACTIONS FOR TURBINE DRIVEN PUMPS AND MOTOR OPERATED VALVES

Root Cause Fractions For Each Component Failure Mode

Root it.rbine Driven Turbine Driven Motor Operated Motor Operated
Cause Pump, Fails Pump, Faiis Valve, Fails Valve, Spurious

to Start to Run to Op_en ClosureRoot Cause Codi __

'Initial Design Error DEI 0.115 0.051 0.061 0.037
Manufacturing Error

,

DM -- -- 0.030 0.037
Inadequate Maintenance Procedures SPM 0.026 -- ----

Inadequate Operations Proced res SP0 0.051 -- -- --o

Inadequate Testing Procedures SPT 0.039 0.051 -- --

1
Inadequate Training in Calibration STC -- -- 0.091

{ --

--

Inadequate Training in Operations STO -- -- 0.061
t

Inadequate Training in Testing STT -- 0.026 ) ----

Contractor Error SC 0.038 0.026 1--

Accidental Maintenance Action HAM 0.192 0.128 I
--

- --

\
g Accidental Operations Action HA0 0.0B 0.026 -- j --

e Accidental Testing Action HAT 0.026 t 0.037-- --

Failure to Fc110w Maintenance Procedures HPM 0.051 '-- -- - --

k --Failure to follow Operations Procedures HP0 0.038 -- -

Failure to follow Testing Procedures HPT 0.039 0.051 0.030 i --

\Adverse Atmospheric Condition ENA -- 0.026 g ----

Corrosion ECC 0.038 0.026 0.121 10.148Arcing ELA 0.039 -- -- s--

Electrical Set Point Drif t ELD 0.038 0.051 '
-- --

Insulation Breakdown ELI -- -- 0.030 .-

Wear EBR -- 0.077 0.030 -i

Binding /Out of Adjustment EDB 0.077 0.128 0.273 0.370
Foreign Materials Intrusion EDI 0.154 0.026 0.030 0.296
Improper Lubrication EDU 0.039 0.102 0.061 --

Mechanical Overload EDO 0.038 -- -- --

Mechanical Set Point Drift EDS 0.039 0.026 0.121 --

Water Intrusion EMW -- -- 0.030 --

Flow Induced Vibration EVF 0.038 -- -- --

Mechanical Vioratici EVM 0.025 0.030 0.074--



TABLE 2. NORMALIIED ROOT CAUSE IMPORTANCE FOR TDPs AND MOVs

Normalized Root Cause Importance

Root Turbine Driven Turbine Driven Motor Operated Motor Operated
Cause Pump, Fails Pump, Falls Valve, Fails Valve, Spurious

Root Cause Code __ to Start to Run to Open Closure

Initial Design Error DEI 9.81E-02 2.46E-03 3.75E-03 7.13E-05
Manufacturing Error DM 0 0 1.89E-03 7.13E-05
Inadequate Maintenance Procedures SPM 0 1.23E-03 0 0
Inadequate Operations Procedures SP0 0 2.46E-03 0 0
Inadequate Testing Procedures SPT 3.50E-02 2.46E-03 0 0

Inadequate Training in Calibration STC 0 0 5.65E-03 0
Inadequate Training in Operations STO O O 3.50E-03 0

: Inadequate Training in Testing STT 0 1.23E-03 0 0
Contractor Error SC 3.50E-02 1.23E-03 0 0
Accidental Maintenance Action HAM 1.65E-01 6.15E-3 0 0

w Accidental Operations Action HA0 3.50E-02 1.23E-03 0 0
g Accidental Testing Action HAT 0 1.23E-03 0 7.13E-05

Failure to follow Maintenance Procedures HPM 0 2.46E-03 0 0
Failure to Follow Operations Procedures HP0 3.50E-02 0 0 0
Failure to follow Testing Procedures HPT 3.50E-02 2.46E-03 1.89E-03 0

Adverse Atmospheric Condition ENA 0 1.23E-03 0 0 ,

Corrosion ECC 3.50E-02 1.23E-03 7.54E-03 2.87E-04
'

Arcing ELA 3.50E-02 0 0 0
Insulation Breakdown ELI O O 1.89E-03 0
Electrical Set Point Drif t ELD 3.50E-02 2.46E-03 0 0

Wear EBR 0 3.69E-03 1.89E-03 0
Binding /0ut of Adjustment EDB 6.88E-02 6.15E-03 1.67E-02 7.16E-04
Fcreign Materials Intrusion EDI 1.34E-01 1.23E-03 1.88E-03 5.77E-04
Improper Lubrication EDU 3.50E-02 4.93E-03 3.75E-03 0
Mechanical Overload EDO 3.50E-02 0 0 0

Mechanical Set Point Drif t EDS 3.50E-02 s.23E-03 7.51E-03 0
Water Intrusion EMk 0 0 1.89E-03 0
Flow Induced Vibration EVF 3.50E-02 0 0 1.44E-04
Mechanical Vibration EVM 0 1.23E-03 1.89E-03 0

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Figure 2. AFW example of turbine driVbn pumps, failed to start.
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Other types cf importance can be investigated by the use of root cause
f ractions.8 FoY example, the importance of a particular root cause'

category in causing a system failure can be calculated, or, rather than a
cause category, the importance of a given single root cause can be found
for the same" case. The importance of a root cause in initiating an event
requiring safety system response can be determined, or the importance of a
root cause in causing safety system degradation can be obtained. The next
phase of this program will address various ways root cause information can
be utilized for specific applications.
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APPENDIX A

'This appendix contains the assumptions used by ASEP to generate the-
cut sets for the AFW system, a list of those cut sets, hardware weighting
factors, and the root cause counts for TDPs and MOVs from the root cause
program.

The assumptions used to construct the ASEP AFW system model are listed
below:

1. Water is' required for one out of the two steam generators for i
isystem success.

2. Differences in the configuration of the steam side are not
considered to be significant.

3. The system is actuated automatically. Any manual initiation is~

considered an operator recovery action.

4. This system is totally independent of ac power.

5. No credit is given for the normally closed manual valves in the
train 1 to train 2 cross-connect line.

6. It is assumed that no tests or maintenance will be performed on
manual valves.

7. .The water supply for this system comes from condensate storage
tank 1 (CSTI). Condensate storage tank 2 (CST 2) is assumed to be
for recovery purposes only.

Table A-1 gives the ASEP cut sets and their unavailabilities. Table
A-2 shows the weighted basic events and the A values. Table A-3 gives the
root cause counts that were used to produce the root cause fractions.

TABLE A-l. ASEP CUT SETS AND UNAVAILABILITIES
'

Cut Set ASEP Conditional
Number Cut Set Unavailability, Q*

1 M2 * Recovery * Train 1 HW * Train 2 HW 1.00E-04

2 M2 * Recovery * Train 1 HW * Train 2 T&M 4.95E-05
3 M2 * Recovery * Train 2 HW * Train 1 T&M 4.95E-05-
4 M2 * Recovery * Train 1 and 2 CE 1.18E-05
5 M2 * Train 2 HW * Recovery * Train 1 INJ 1.55E-06

6 M2 * Train 1 HW * Recovery * Train 2 INJ 1.55E-06
7 M2 * Recovery * Train 1 INJ * Train 2 INJ 1.35E-06
8 M2 * Train 1.T&M * Recovery * Train 2 INJ 7.69E-07
9 M2 * Train 2 T&M * Recovery * Train 1 INJ 7.69E-07
10 M2 * Train 2 HW * Recovery * Train 1 INJ T&M 6.66E-07

i
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TABLE A-1. (continued)

11 M2 * Train 1 HW * Recovery * Train 2 INJ T&M 6.66E-07
12 M2 * Train 2 HW * Recovery * Train 1 ACT 6.66E-07
13 M2 * Train 1 P * Recovery * Train 2 ACT 6.66E-07
14 M2 * Recover) * Train 1 INJ * Train 2 INJ T&M 5.80E-07
15 M2 * Recovery * Train 2 INJ * Train 1 INJ T&M 5.80E-07

16 Train 1 HW * Recovery * Electric Power Fault 8.18E-08
17 Train 2 HW * Recovery * Electric Power Fault 8.18E-08
18 M2 * Train 2 INJ * Recovery * Train 1 ACT 7.72E-08
19 M2 * Train 1 INJ * Recovery * Train 2 ACT 7.72E-08
20 Train 2 INJ * Recovery * Electric Power Fault 9.50E-09
21 Train 1 INJ * Recovery * Electric Power Fault 9.50E-09

LEGEND

M2 Loss of Power Conversion System

Recovery An operator recovery action fails or the system recovery
action fails

Train 1 HW Train 1 pump hardware f ailure

T&M Train 1 outage for testing and/or maintenance
,

CE Common element to both trains fails

INJ Train 1 injection valve hardware failure

INJ T&M Train 1 injection valve outage for testing and/or
maintenance

ACT Train 1 actuation signal fault

NOTE: The entire sequence conditional unavailability (for 31 cut sets) is
3.42 X 10-4

TABLE A-2. WEIGHTED ASEP EASIC EVENTS AND HARDWARE WEIGHTING FACTORS

Hardware Weighting Factors, A
_

Fails to fails to Fails to Spurious
Basic Event Start Operate Open Closure

Train 1 HW 0.95 0.05 -- --

Train 2 HW 0.95 0.05 -- --

Train I and 2 CE 0.97 0.03-- --

Train i INJ 0.97 0.03-- --

Train 2 INJ 0.97 0.03-- --

!,
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TABLE A-3. ROOT CAUSE TALLIES FOR TURBINE DRIVEN PUMPS AND MOTOR OPERATED VALVES

Root Cause Counts For Each Component failure Mode

Root Turbine Driven Turbine Driven Motor Operated Motor Operated
Cause Pump, Falls Pump, Tails Valve, Fails Valve, Spurious

Root Cause Code to Start to Run to Open Closure

Initial Design Error DEI 3 2 2 1

Manufacturing Error DM 0 0 1 1

Inadequate Maintenance Procedures SPM 0 1 0 0
Inadequate Operations Procedures SP0 0 2 0 0
Inadequate Testing Procedures SPT 1 2 0 0

.

Inadequate Training in Calibration STC 0 0 3 0
Inadequate Training in Operations 510 0 0 2 0
Inadequate Training in Testing STT 0 1 0 0

-

Contractor Error SC 1 1 0 0
Accidental Maintenance Action HAM S 5 0 0

w Accidental Operations Action HA0 1 1 0 0
E Accidental Testing Action HAT 0 1 0 1

Failure to follow Maintenance Procedures HPM 0 2 0 0
Failure to Follow Operations Procedures HPO 1 0 0 0
Failure to Follow Testing Procederes HPT I 2 1 0

Adverse Atmospheric Condition ENA 0 1 0 0
Corrosion ECC 1 1 4 4
Arcing ELA 1 0 0 0
Electrical Set Point Drif t ELD 1 2 0 0
Insulation Breakdown ELI O O 1 0

Wear EBR 0 3 1 0
Sinding /Dut of Adjustment EDB 2 5 9 10
foreign Materials Intrusion EDI 4 1 1 8
Improper Lubrication EDU 1 4 2 0
Mechanical Overload EDO ? O O O

Mechanical Set Point Drift EDS 1 1 4 0
Water Intrusion EMW 0 0 1 0
Flow Induced Vibration EVF 1 0 0 2
Mechanical Vibration EVM 0 1 1 0

Totals 26 39 33 27

-
_ _ - - _ _ _ _ .
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- ORGANIZING DEPENDENT EVENT DATA - A CLASSIFICATION AND
- ANALYSIS OF' MULTIPLE COHPONENT FAULT REPORTS

1 t

C. L. Crellin, I. M. Jacobs,'A. M. Smiths:
Los Alamos Technical Associates, Inc.'

D. H. Worledge :Electric Power Research Institute :

!

i., A Classification System has been developed to provide a
logical method for the dissection and reconstruction of ;

malfunction scenarios, and to identify the constituent
' elements of a scenario in a concise and unambigious

,

'

terminology. The Classification System is described in some
detail, and its application to the analysis of operational
malfunction events in nuclear plant Auxiliary Feedwater
Systems is illustrated. It is suggested that the

,

. Classification System approach and terminology be adopted and !

used to interpret and communicate malfunction scenario ,

information and statistics--and in particular that it be used
in lieu of the Common Cause Failure terminology.

'
,

I

.

1.0 CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
,

1.1 Introduction
.

Within thw nuclear industry, events involving multiple component malfunctions due i

to a shared cause have received a variety of labels with terms such as " common-
cause" failures or simply " dependent" failures being f requently employed.

,

Although many authors have investigated and estimated the inpact of shared-cause
phenomena under one or more names, the results are frequently confusing in the i

absence of a unifore definition. The authors of this study, under EPRI i

sponsorship, undertook the task of formulating a working definition for common- !

causefailurelhowever[onprovedtobehelpful.they discovered such a wide diversity of event scenarios
i

that no simple definit The alternative was to devise a i
Classification System for gli event scenarios, including the ability to handle '

shared-cause phenomena.

The developent of this Classification System has been an evolutionary process '

with a nus h r of deliberate steps taken to acquire the views and expert inputs of
those concerned with the common-cause failure issue. Initially, in mid-1982, a ,

survey and a Workshop were conducted to solic!t information of a basic nature as
related to shared-cause phenomena (e.g., Now do you define " failure"?).
Assessment of this information led to an early version of the Classification
System that was subjected to a comprehensive Data Benchmark Test (DST) during the |
latter half of 1982. Six organisations were niven a compilation of 50 actual
event scenarios to classify according to the Instructions provided. The results ,

were assessed to estimate the degree of consistency with a reference solution ;

(which was quite good) and to rectify the reasons for inconsistency. Another r

group of six participants was provided an improved Classification System for a
second DST conducted in 1983. The present Classification Systee is the result of
an evaluation of these two DSTs, the comments of the twelve participants, and
inputs References (1)and (2)provided by other interested parties including the NRC.d3ecribe such of the evolution in detail.

1.2 Oblactives
The objectives of pursuing this line of investigation are three-fold

Develop a logical and credible method for dissecting and understanding*

agLugl component malfunction scenarios in order to identify multiple '

events where the shared-cause phenomenon is importants
!
:
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Support various analyses, including Probabilistic Risk Assessments,*

with a means of segregating data for use in statistical and modeling
evaluations, and

Assess the effectiver.ess of defensive strategies that may be employed*

where a need to reduce the impact of shared-cause malfunctions exists.

1.3 Definitions

One critical stumbling block to a more universal understanding of malfunction
scenarios as indicated by the Survey / Workshop, is confusion as to the meaning of
the word 7'f a ilure" . To some analysts, a component failure means physical
impairment; the component cannot function until it is repaired or replaced. To
others, failure means simply that the component cannot perform its functioni the
component might be broken or it might require restoration of a proper input or
support function such as power, a command signal, or manual reset. Clearly the
second use includes the first, leadin The authors of this paper
have restricted the use of the word "g to confusion. failure" to components that are broken, or
that require " hands-on" attention. Those components that malfunction due to a
lack of proper input or support function are called " functionally unavailable".
The general class, which contains both types, is called " unavailable." These
mutually exclusive definitions of failure and functional unavailability allow
component states in each event to be described in unambiguous terms, while the
general population of malfunctions can be more precisely described as " component
unavailabilities." All component unavailabilities can be attributed to a cause

can be described in two ways: those attributed to another-which, in turn,ilability and those attributed to root causes.component unava A component cause
may be either a failed component or a functionally unavailable component. A root
cause is a fundamental defect or condition which may be internal to the

thatitis,neveranothart)oritmaybeexternal(e.g.,high(e.g bad pieceinavailable component
numidity), except er component.

1.4 Cause-Effect Logic

Having established clear distinctions between root causes and component causes
and between failures and functional unavailabilities, an event scenario can be

~

readily broken down into its elementary parts where each component has an
identifiable cause of its unavailability and each scenario has an overall
classification. The heart of this system is a diagram depicting the
interrelationship between causes and components: such a diagram is called a
Cause-Effect Logic Diagram.

Each event scenario can be represented by a Cause-Effect Logic Diagram using a
simple set of five logic symbols as shown in Figure 1. The symbols within
circles represent causes or cause related information. The symbols within
squares represent unavailable components in their recognized states of
unavailability.

1.5 Unit classification
,

In use, the logic symbols are interconnected, left to right, cause to effect, or
cause to component. The simplest scenario is called a unit and starts with a
Root Cause (circle) connected to a cause node which is connected to a single
failed component. This unit is called a Root-caused Failure (RF). If the
affected component is functionally unavailable, the unit is called a Root-caused
(functional) Unavailability (RU). Similarly, a single component failure or
functional unavailability caused by another component is called a Component-
caused Failure (CF) or Component-caused (functional) Unavailability (CU).

Two or more components may share a single cause in which case the cause is called
cither a Shared Root-cause or a Shared Component-cause, the latter being two or
more components affected directly by a single component cause. Each of the>

| cffected components may be estaer failed or functionally unavailable. The
| distinction between Root-caused and Component-caused, between Failure and

Functional Unavailability, and between Single and Multiple form a basic set of
cight classifications for the units which are shown in matrix form in Figure 1-2.

|
t

|
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1.6 Event Classification

Malfunction scenarios are frequently complex, and may involve a number of
components that are interconnected in various ways. Such a sample scenario is
depteted in Figure 1-3.
In this example, there are four nodes and four units, each shown encircled.
Unit 1 (including cause node 1) is classified as an RF, unit 2 as a SCF, unit 3
as a CF, and unit 4 as a SCF. Note that components 1, 2-1, and 2-2 are linked;
that is they appear in two units, once as the affected component and once as the
component-cause.

Events, such as those illustrated by Figure 1-3, can also be classified (see
Figure 1-4). The resulting Event Classification follows the dominant unit
classification that makes up the event. For example, some events progress
linearly, from cause to affected component and sometimes on to additional
components. These events are classified as Linear Single (LS) if only one
component is involved, and Linear Multiple (LM) if there is more than one
component in the chain.

Other events are characterized by a branch typical of the shared-cause units. A
cause-effect logic of an event containing a single branch point classifies the

i event as a Root-caused Branched Single (RBS) if the branch point is either an SRF
or an SRU. If the single branch point is either an SCF or an SCU the event is

! classified as a Component-caused Branched Single (CBS). Multiple branch points
within an event scenario are also possible. When all these multiple branches are
component-caused (such as shown in Figure 1-3), the event is classified as a
Component-caused Branched Multiple (CBM). If there is a mixture of component-
caused and root-caused branches, the event is classified as a Mixed-caused
Branched Multiple (MBM).

1.7 Additional Discussion
By using the simple symbols in Figure 1-1, complex event scenarios can be'

represented as elementary interconnected cause-and-effect relationships. The
allows flexibility in handling multiple cause -in particular,if an event has two causes and both are necessary, theCause Node,

situations. For example,

.'

cause node circle is inscribed with a 2/2. If there are three causes present and
any two of them are sufficient to cause the effect, the inscription is simply
2/3.

,

The cause-effect logic also allows the designation of potentially failed
components by use of the inscribed PX symbol. A potential failure is one that
falls short of actual failure but there must be evidence of an incipient failure
mechanism in place, or evidence of an actual exposure to a cause of failure known
to have f ailed similar components under similar circumstances. A clear
distinction is made between hypothetical events and potential failures.
Hypothetical events are based on conjecture, unsubstantiated evidence, or
imaginary scenarios. Accordingly, potential failures, as defined, are
acknowledged; hvoothetical failures are not.
Actual malfunction events, duly recorded for retrieval, provide the basic data
from which various analyses of operating experience are derived and applied.
These recorded scenarios are, by definition, system specific since they represent
events on well-defined systems or plants under circumstances peculiar to the time
and factors surrounding the event. Since data applications of interest will not
usually correspond to the system specifics from which the data derives, it was'

clear that cause-effect classification was necessary at the component (black box)
level of assembly. With the necessary descriptions of component unavailability,
analysts could use such data across a virtually limitless arra As
discussed previously, this created the " Unit Classification." y of systems.However,

recognizing" Event Classification."the need to understand the proper context of the entire scenario alsoled to the As a rule the more complex malfunction'

scenarios are composed of two or more " Units",to describe the total " Event" while
" Event.glest unavailability scenarios require a single " Unit" to describe thethe sin

J,
|

|
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1.8 Categorization Information

The Classification System provides a logical method for the dissection and
i reconstruction of malfunction scenarios, and the identification of their

constituent elements in a concise and unambiguous terminology. Beyond that,
there is a considerabic array of sub-tier inf ormation that might be additionally
cxtracted from an event report for use by analysts. This extraction process is
herein referred tn as Categorization. It is, by its very nature, independent of
the Classification System, and is intended to focus on characteristics of the
events that are important to both managers and technicians. Categories range
f rom simplistic information (e.g., date of event, plant identification, etc.) to
sophisticated information (e.g., cause, method of discovery, corrective action
taken). Primary attention is usually focused on the individual components in the
Gwent (e.g., f ailure mode) but attention is also given to the event as a whole
(e.g., method of discovery). In Section 2.0 of this paper, four categories are
epecifically discussed.

2.0 DATA ANALYSIS

2.1 Introduction

1 A comprehensive data analysis activity has been implemented using the
"

Classification and Categorization System described in Section 1.0. Currently,
; Nuclear Power Plant Licensee Event Reports (LER) constitute the data source for

this activity. This paper will report on some selected analyses conducted with
LER data on the Auxilliary Feedwater System (AFWS) in operational Pressurized
Water Reactor plants.

The data base employed here draws upon all LER's from the period 1973 to 1983
inclusive - a total of 635 separate (independent) events, extracted from
604 LER's.

The objective of these analyses is to identify trends and characteristics of the
AFWS event population that might be important indicators of further
investigation. It is also intended that these analyses will help to provide an
input and clarification to the use of such data in the various statistical and
codelling analyses that are conducted throughout the nuclear power community.

2.2 Event Classification

The 635 AFWS events were initially classified according to the system shown in
Figures 1-2 and 1-4. The classification results are shown on Figures 2-1 and
2-2. All values are shown as a percentage of the total population of 635 events.
The diagrams presented represent the Event Classification structure formatt the
superscript abbreviations above each component box indicates the Unit
Classification assignment to which they belong and the subscript shows the actual
count from the data base.

Observations of note include the following

Linear events dominate the population by about 8 to 1.*

'Only 2% of the population are Linear Multiple events consisting of*

failures only - i.e., the classic " domino" or cascade event. Cascade
failures, apparently, are infrequent occurrences in the AFWS.

While Branched events are 11% of the populationmultiple failures are only 6% of the population, those involving
*

Of those, all events.

are SRF's except for one SCF.

There are some interesting implications in these statistics relative to multiple
unavailability data and how they might be used in estimating parameters such as 8

For example should all Branched events be used in the numeratorer C factors.
(i.e. failures,functionalunavailabilitiesandpotentialfailures)orjust
Branched failures? As these statistics show, the answer could change the
tunerator by a factor of almost 2X. Should the Linear Multiples be included? If

the numerator can vary by a factor of almost 6X (versus the use of Branched
solluresonly). This analysis explains, in part, why we see such a wide range offa
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| B factor values in the literature; authors rarely reveal the details of their
! data base,'and it would appear from the above observation that selections include ,

( a variety of combinations from the Linear Multiple and Branched events. It is
suggested'that use of the Classification System by analysts would not onlyi

clarify the origin of their statistics, but also considerably narrow the apparent,

disparity of their published results.'

2.3 Root Cause

Each event is initiated by some root cause - i.e., some basic underlying,

deficiency or problem. Ideally, a root cause would be identified with a level of
|detail such as failure mechanism or physics of failure phenomena. LER

information rarely allows for such detailed analysis. Hence, root cause in this
paper is identified at a fairly top-level description such as Design, Human ,

Error, etc. The LER information is almost always sufficient to allow an accurate
determination of this top-level description of root cause. The root cause
results are shown in Figure 2-3.

Observations of note include the followingt
'

The dominant root cause of Linear events is entirely different than*

' that for Branched events - i.e., Internal (e.
failure, material flaw, etc.) versus Design,

g., piece part/ wiring
respectively. This is

potentially very significant information. In the case of Branched
events, it implies that a major element of defensive strategy resides
with the basic design concepts that may be employed, but more detail isi

'

needed to know what that might be, or how operational actions might be
'. employed in lieu of design change actions in existing plants. With the

Linear events, it also tells us that more information (perhaps detailed
! failure teardown / analysis) is needed before we can ascertain what, if
| anything, can be done to further prevent the Internal-caused events.
J Human Error (on the part of operator or maintenance personnel) is-

relatively small for both Linear and Branched events. Frequently,,

! Human Error is said to be a major proportion of the root cause problem.Here, this does not seem to be the case.
2.4 Components involved

Each box shown in Figures 2-1 and 2-2 represents unique components that were
involved in the events. (Components, herein are a black box or its equivalent
and would include equipment such as pumps, va,lves, pipe supports, pipe sections,
switch boxes, etc.). The distribution of these components is shown on

! Figure 2-4.

Some observations on these statistics include the followingt
< * Pumps and valves clearly dominate the Linear events (80% of total).

,

In the Branched events, pumps, and valves are joined by other*
'

mechanical equipments to dominate the component list (77% of total). |

However, instrumentation components proportionally increase markedly in*,

'

the Branched (vs Linear) events. Nonetheless, mechanical componentsstill dominate both areas.
i

'

This information, coupled with the root cause information of.
'

Figure 2-3, may prove useful in the formulation of defensive strategiesd

(a study that as currently being initiated).
i

; 2.5 How Detected -

The method of problem discovery, and the general interest in how it occurs and
Cay be improved, is of vital interest to operation personnel. This information5

for the MWS is shown on Figure 2-5.i '

!

.
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Observations on these statistics include the'following:
Actual AFWS operation (as opposed to other forms of surveillance and*

.off-line checkout) is the most prominent means by which these events
were discovered. It.is probably reasonable to observe that plant
operators would prefer this not to be the casel
Routine tests / inspections do a commendable job - but is it enough? And*

how might it be improved?

Apparently, special-tests / inspections and information supplied to*

plants from other external sources are useful in detecting "Branchedspecial"This might suggest the need for more attentien toevents.tests and the importance of," anomaly information exchange" between
plant sites - a task that INPO (Institute of Nuclear Power Operation)
is promoting in the USA.>

2.6 How Corrected- ,

Each LER contains information regarding the corrective action taken as a result
of the event occurrence. Generally one would tend to assume that corrective ,

'

actionsreflectsomepositivecorrelaticsviththeroot-causeoftheevent. The
?

results of this analysis, shown in Figure ;-6, offer some interesting insights in ;

this regard.

i " are the
majority corrective actions (pair-Same Hardware Des gn611) for Linear events (recalling from

,As expected, " Replace plus Re
!

*

Figure 2-2 that " Internal" is the leading root cause of Linear events). +

these two categories also represent 35% of the corrective
However,for the Branched events, ar.d this may not be the appropriate !
actions
solution for this class of events. :

In the Branched events, however, " Replace-Different Design" is more i
*

freguent than with the Linear events, suggesting that some level of ipositive recognition is being given to the prevention of Branched
events (recalling, from Figure 2-2, that " Design" is the leading root
cause of Branched events).

,

While " Human Error" as a root-cause was not large, as previously noted,*

it is interesting to note that " Training" as a corrective action is
virtually nonexistent.

~

frequently" Procedure Change," when viewed on an event-by-event basis," Procedure '
.

* !

doesnotcorrelatewith" Procedure"asarootcause(i.e.}. |caused events of ten take other forms of corrective .netion
Conversely, " Procedure Change" is frequently the form of corrective

'

action when " Procedure" is not the root cause. While this may be
appropriate, the reasons for this are the subject of further study. ,

,

171) toward " Planned"The Branched events show a siseable tendancy (lect the consideration of*

(longer ters) corrective action. This may ref :

'

hardware design or procedure changes that were under evaluation when
the LER was written. ;

r

i

When corrective action was "Not Needed/Not Passible" (Linear events!
*

this could indicate the lack of sufficient detail in theonly),ive.information for plant personnel to define specific corrective!-
! causat

,

! . actions. :
3.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS ,

,

A logical method for the dissection.and reconstruction of malfunction scenarios iThis method - the Unit and Event Classificationhas hen described. !system permits the identification and communication of the constituent elements
of these scenarios in a concise and unambiguous terminology. It facilitates the !

analysis of operating event data which was illustrated via les application to f
The AFWS analysis also examined four ca:egories of sub-tier <

AFWS event reports.information to indicate the type of insight that can be additionally extracted *

( from such reports..
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i

i

' More specifically, it is suggested that the " Common Cause Failure" (and related)
, terminology be dropped by the technical community, and that the Unit and Event

Classification System be used as a universal means of interpreting and
communicating malfunction scenario information, models, statistics, and operating
cuperience in general.
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Failed Component (also a component cause)
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m/n Cause Node (a collector of causes) (also a component cause)
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px Potentially Failed Component |
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Figure 1-1 Cause-Effect Logic Symbols
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Safety Research in Transition:
From Accident Description to Accident Prevention & Accommodation

W.B. Loewenstein & R.B. Duffey
Safety Technology Department

Electric Power Research Institute
Palo Alto, CA 94303

1. Introduction

In thirteen years, much has changed in safety research. The changes reflect
the changes in the industry. From a massive construction program, there has
been an emergence of a large operational experience base in the utility
industry. The lessons learned have been profound and reflect the emergence of
operational safety, emphasizing the control and management of accidents and
transients. The focus of the research efforts is to identify and reduce the
areas of high risk - societal and economic - for today's generation of LWRs.
From this basis, we believe will also emerge many features for new plants.

There have been clear changes in safety research and direction, and this is
becoming mote apparent as the technology and results are focused on power
plant applications. Traditionally, safety researth has emphasized detailed
analysis and description of reactor accidents, from defined transients to
design basis accidents (LOCA), and events beyond the design basis. The tools
to perform such analyses are now approaching an operational maturity. The
technology is in wide use in the utility industry and significant safety and
operation margins are perceived. Current EPRI methods also handle almost all
the required Safety Analysis Report Chapter 15 transients (see Tables 1 &
2). Successful application of RETRAN to plant operational transients has been
well documented (1) and revisions to design basis analyses are now under
active NRC discussion.

The extension to beyond design basis events, including degraded cores, shows
that the dominant interest is in the quantification of the potential
radioactive source term. Siting and emergency planning aspects are the
important implications.

What the analyses show is that there is great opportunity and potential to
avert accidents and consequences by preventing and accommodating accidents.
This also reduces the economic exposure of the industry, and reduces the
occurrence and consequence of significant plant events.

The other important concept is that much can be done to assure accommodation
of accident consequences, either by demonstrating that significant safety
margins exist in the design, or that by actions and procedures significant
problems can be averted.

This transition from " classic" to " modern" safety research is subtle but with
profound implications. We can approach this opportunity at each level:
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,

*r

a:

reducing or eliminating the perceived or real accident initiators; I*

l
1

enhancing and refining the means and methods of monitoring, diagnosis*

and control of accidents should they occur;
,

eliminating and reducing the consequences of accidents by planti
*

' -accommodation or recovery, or both.

The benefit is then not only reduced risk, but enhanced reliability and
availability. A well run and controlled plant is a safe and economic plant.

The ways effective accident prevention and accommodation can be achieved are
many, and in marked contrast to traditional safety analysis:

reduction in predicted risk due to seismic events, by realistic and*

quantitative definition of the margins inherent in plant design; '
4

,

emphasis on reliability-centered maintenance with a thorough*-

knowledge of plant and equipment status;
4

reduction in safety challenges and trips by upgrading control and*
,

safety systems where demonstrated to be needed;
>

recognition and removal of common mode events as potential accident*

initiators;t

,

improved accident and transient diagnosis by operator information*

systems and signal validation, including the potential.of utilizing
: validated expert systems;
:

I enhanced transient control by integrating emergency guidelines, and*

i by quantifying the influence of operator actions and reliability;

| examining plant recovery strategies for all stages of accidents and*

- transients;

utilizing source term studies to quantify those transients and*

situations of major risk and the areas of potential risk reduction;
'

The safety research underway at EPRI is examined in the context of this
transitional pha'se and revised objectives, and in how the application to U.S.
plants is being explored in conjunction and cooperation with U.S. utilities.;

This paper emphasizes the recent results since the last Information Meeting,
and assumes some familiarity with the earlier reported EPRI work (2). A ;

i Bibliography of the recent publications is also included.
! 2. Accident Prevention: Elements and Models

As noted above, we have the three elements: ;

initiation*

controla

recoverya

i

i
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Common-cause initiator' dependencies due to so-called external events, such as
fire-or' earthquake-induced sequences, generally rank among the top severe core
damage sequences for those studies which include such analyses; for example,
fire sequences contribute 9% of total core damage frequency for Zion, 24% for
Big Rock Point, and 15% for Limerick. One obvious conclusion from this

i

observation is that it could be misleading to compare the total core damage
frequency for a study which did not include external events to that of a study
that did.

As we have noted elsewhere (3), the use of computer-aided technology for
accident prevention and control has been widely deployed by the utilities in
the post-accident response to the Three Mile Island (TMI-2) nuclear incident
which occurred on March 28, 1979. Major lessons learned, both from the TMI-2 )

accident and a host of probabilistic safety eyaluations, suggest that human '

error is a significant contributor to the overall plant risk. Multiple events
and failures that are seemingly minor in nature could be combined accidents of
different severities if human or technological diagnosis results in imprecise
control of the events.-

The utility motivation is to reduce plant risk, coupled with the effort of ;

providing capability to meet government regulatory requirements for Emergency .

Response Facilities, and the incentive to obviate technological obsolescence !

:of some plant systems. The result is significant impetus for the appitcation
of computer-aided technology for plant operations and control. !

t

2.1 Information Model of Control Process I

The recent effort on the prevention and control of accidents is closely
coupled to the control process in the nuclear power plant. Figure 1 is an
illustration of an information model of the control process in a nuclear plant ,

|control room. The man-machine interface control board separates the (human)
operators from the automatic controllers and instrument signals. The control
process of a human operator has been generally. categorized into three stages |
of increasing complexity: (1) skill-based automatic response; (2) rule-based .

guided responses; and (3) knowledtp-based problem solving. The boxes f

represent in simple terms the state of mind and the action an operator takes
in the different stages of con'.rol. Current practices for operator training

I

emphasize stages (1) and (2).

As the NRC (AE00) report stated, there are many incidents, such as failures
and errors, which can lead to initiation of transients and events in various
parts of a complex nuclear plant. Information from these events may not
always reach the control room immediately. The control room crew relies i

primarily on the sensor readings and alarms to provide them t,e instantaneous ,

status of the plant. {
.

, The THI-2 accident demonstrated that complex multiple events, beyond skill- :

based and rule-based control, could degenerate into a severe accident. The i
operating crew was not trained to recognize and control the occident properly;
the system was not accommodating to the event severity. The goal in safety ,

control and accident management is to develop technologies to aid control room t

information and knowledge processing, and to offer fault-tolerant control and ,

instrumentation systems so that the transient initiators and challenges to the '

plant can be reduced (4). This would support the operating staff to i

i

[
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simultaneously diagnose the malfunctions and initiate the proper corrective
actions expeditiously. Utilization of symptom-based procedures reduces the
emphasis on diagnosis, however, to properly develop the safety control
technology, one must meld together the disciplines of probabilistic risk
analysis, formal sequence description, equipment and human reliability
evaluation, computer-based information, diagnosis and control systems, and
phenomenological exploration of the physical processes occurring in plant
operations, transients, and accidents. Note that only the latter area figured
heavily in the early days of " classic" safety research.

3. Initiating Events

Current research examines two classes of important initiating events:

(1) external events such as seismic forces which may challenge the
structural and functional integrity of the plant and lead to
cot ounding failures;r

(2) internal events, such as off-normal plant operations, common cause
failures and plant trips, which may challenge the functional
capability of control and safety systems, and constitute challenges
to plant safety systems and setpoints.

Indeed common cause effects become of increased significance as the
reliability of the other system is improved (Figure 2).

3.1 Earthquake Hazard and Design

The two important questions addressed by EPRI's R&D are:

what are the true likelihoods of significant threatening seismic-

events? (Theseismichazard.);

what are the inherent and designed structural safety margins? (The*

seismicmargin).

3.1.1 Seismic Hazard

Nuclear power plants are designed and built to withstand major earthquakes.
Seismic design is a major factor (9-15f.) in the cost of constructing and
licensing the plants. These cost percentages assume that the engineering and
installation is done only once. More typically in recent years, the <

instability of the licensing process has caused changes to occur during
design, construction, and pre-operation periods, increasing earthquake
protection costs. Finally, for operating plants, there are recurrent concerns
(5) about their seismic adequacy and expensive evaluations and retrofits being
done. The underlying reasons for these extraordinary activities are: (a)
developing insights on earthquake processes and (b) a sparse data base for
many, if not most seismic design aspects. The former has lead to a change in
the technical position of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) a requirement by
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for a reassessment of seismic
design bases of Eastern U.S.A. (EUS) plants based upon seismic hazard
estimates in the United States. The latter has lead over the past 20 years to
a body of design practices and regulatory reo'.irements which are individually

M6
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conservative and, being uncoordinated, lead to extraordinary and unquantified i
conservatism and excessive costs for the safety being achieved. |

|Recognizing this important issue. EPRI formed a Seismic Center in 1983. The '

Center is the focal point for EPRI research supporting the resolution of
seismic issues and the development of advanced technology and enhanced
criteria for nuclear-related facilities. The Seismic Center has a Technical
Advisory Panel of distinguished earthquake specialists and an advisory group
of utility engineers. At this time, the research is focused primarily on four
issues:

assessment of seismic hazards within the EUS;-

evaluation of seismic margins for EUS plants;*

generation of a data base for soil-structure interaction;*

generation of a data base for piping damping and ultimate capacity.a

3.1.2 Reassessment of Seismic Hazard Within the Eastern United States

When thinking about earthquakes, most people think of California. They ar'e
generally unaware that some of the largest earthquakes within recorded U.S.
history occurred east of the Rockies. Assessment of seismic hazard in the EUS
is much more difficult than in the west because the lower occurrence
frequently results in a smaller historical record, and the underlying causes
are less apparent. Earthquakes in California are caused by the relative
movement of the Pacific and North American tectonic plates. The periodic
interplate slippage allows relatively accurate prediction of the location and
frequency of future earthquakes. The intraplate (within the North American
plate) earthquakes in the EUS are of a different character.

Past practice in siting most existing nuclear plants has involved an
assumption of geographic stationarity for large cartnquakes and a
demonstration that such large earthquakes are associated with local tectonic
structure has been required (e.g., 10CFR100, Appendix A, 1974). However, the
historical record continued to strongly influence regulatory decisions. If an
area had experienced a large earthquake, (e.g., as at Charleston, SC, in
1886), it was assumed that some local geologic structure was the cause even
when the structure was unknown. Increased understanding of carthquake
processes has undermined this practice, and the USGS altered its view relative
to the more traditional practice. As a result, the NRC is reassessing the
seismic hazard at nucicar sites in the EUS.

The objective of the EPRI program is to achieve, by working with the NRC, a
stable basis for scismic hazard estimstion for the EUS. The EPRI approach has
benefited greatly from the pioneering NRC-sponsored work at Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory (LLL) has introduced several improvements including:

use of six Independent Tectonic Evaluation Contractors;*

the generation of a comprehensive geotechnical data base for the EUS;*

the use of extensive peer review;*
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and the implementation of a traceable and scrutable methodology encoded in
a computer program meeting quality assurance requirements of 10CFR50,
Appendix B.

It is expected that, by January 1987, the utilities will have an acceptable
methodology for assessing the seismic hazard at sites within the eastern
United States. By having a technically-supported stable basis for determining i
the seismic design, one source of licensing delay should be eliminated.

3.1.3 Evaluation of Seismic Margins for EUS Plants

The preliminary LLL report (6) reassessed the seismic hazard for ten sites.
As illustrated in Figure 3 for a representative site, the new NRC methodology
suggests that their existing design bages Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) havean exceedance probability of about 10' to 10-4 per year. The Advisory

4

Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) has been su " "" " '
withanexceedanceprobabilityintherangeof10ggestingto 10-5 per year should be
considered. Thirefore, some plants within the EUS may be required to quantify
r.eismic margins beyond the design basis embedded in the plant. Anticipating
this potential NRC requirement, the electric utilities desire to develop an
economical approach with well-defined analysis to minimize unnecessary
retrofit to satisfy such a reevaluation.

In order to obtain input from a broad spectrum of the technical community,
EPRI and the NRC co-sponsored a workshop on seismic reevaluation in October
1984. Publication of the proceedings (7) is imminent. The participants
generally agreed that substantial conservatism exists in the seismic design of
nuclear plants which implies large seismic margins.

Frc9 a review of probable risk assessment (PRA), it was found that all
components important in the plant risk analysis were approximately twice the
plant design SSE and median ground accelerations before failure. Thus, the
studies confir*i that current seismic design practicos for nuclear power plant
structures and equipment are very conservative. Also, these PRAs have shown
that, in particular, shear walls and piping possess consistently high seismic
capacities; therefore, seismic margin reviews need not concentrate on these
components.

Substantiil data on the dynamic capacity of equipment and piping has already
been gathered from field experience and laboratory experiments. The utility-
sponsored Seismic Qualification Ut111ty Group (SQUG) has surveyed the
performan e of eight classes of equipment directly relevant to nuc1 car plants
(e.g., motor control centers) at fossil-fuel power plants In California during
pastlargegroundmotions(upto0.59). SQUG surveyed the damage to
industrial facilities during the Richter 1.7 earthquake in Chile on March
3*. EPRI is supplementing this work by evaluating generic ruggedness based
upon existing equipment test data.

3 Similar information will be available from the recent carthemke
in Mexico.
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Recent experiments on the ultimate capacity of piping systems including
snubbers (8) studied a three-dimensional system of six-inch Schedule 40 piping
with internal pressurization of 1150 psig. This work was done in cooperation
with the NRC/RES. Such piping can sustain four times the design basis seismic
load without leakage, let alone structural failure. Additional experiments
are planned subjecting piping systems to larger loads to deternine their
ultimate capacity and failure mode. Large scale tests on a model containment
in an earthquake-prone area are underway in a joint effort with Taipower
(Figure 4).

A new project has specific objectives to provide to the utilities procedures,
criteria and technical bases for economic evaluation of seismic margin. A
detailed walkdown procedure identifies critical components which need more in-
depth reevaluation. Not every component, pipe or structure has equal
importance to the seismic safety of a nuclear power plant, and it would be
uneconomic and non-beneficial to reevaluate everything. It is expected that
the seismic PRAs will be used to identify the critical components, etc.; a
review (9) has already provided some insight. A detailed procedure for
quantifying the seismic margin of the critical components will integrate the
results developed in many other EPRI projects. An important aspect of this
project is a demonstration of the procedures by application to two existing
nuclear power plants. The NRC and EPRI have agreed to compare their
respective reevaluation procedures by applying them to the same two power
plants.

Despite near-term costs, the above EPRI and related NRC projects should
demonstrate the seismic ruggedness of nuclear power plants and hence provide
additional assurance of reactor safety for extreme initiating events.

3.2 Safety and Control System Challenges>

Each time a plant trips, the protection and control systcins are challenged.
Therefore, an important aim is to reduce trip frequency and also theI

potentially debilitating failures, such as common mode failures, which
dominate as the unreliability and failure potential are decreased (10).

Trips can be caused by simple instrument failures, due to degradation, drift
or nalntenance problems, or by more subtic interactions which require
determining what is a valid signal.

The dominant challenges and source of plant trips (- 50%) are the feedwater
systems (11). These systems also played a significant role in the TMI
event. The trips can be at low or high power. Therefore, enhancing the
reliability and controllability of the feedwater system, and reducing the
failure (trip) potential can serve the dual role of improving plant safety and
plant performance. Simple widening of the level trip points avoids the cause
and may well lead to more and other pr'imary system challenges.

The existing plants uttitze largely analog systems that are no longer produced
as main product lines in the electronics industry. This means that the
utilities will find it increasingly difficult to obtain parts, maintenance and

i service. Therefore, the purpose of development of the digital control systems
is to provide an option for the potential replacement of the existing aging

i
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' _and obsolete analog control systems and for the reduction of plant challenges. l
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Th'e immediate goal is to develop digital feedwater controllers for both BWRs
t.nd PWRs (12,13). These controllers will utilize microprocessors and software#

:that can detect and isolate sensor failures.

The design of the digital systems for plant applications will consider backfit
' requirements for the plant and will also account for the plant operation
neiperience to achieve better integration of the interfaces between the primary
'and'the balance-of-plant systems. The specification, reliability and design
requirements have all been completed for prototype installation in 1986 and
1987. These systems are designed to markedly reduce the trip initiation rate
due to hardwcre and software.

4. ' Control of Accidents and Transients
~

The thres important aspects of transient control are those of:

human reliability;*

diagnosisanddecisionmaking;-

procedure guidelines selection and execution.=

4.1 Human Reliability

Although PRA can provide significant insights about the contributions of human
interactions in accident scenarios, review of PRA studies (14) have found that
there is potential for wide variation in the results, stemming partly from the
use'of different analysis methods and assumptions relating to human
reliability.

,
( - .

Thequantificationoffailuretoexecuteproperresponsgperprgceduresand,

training were found to be generally in the range of 10- to 10- per demand
among the ANO Limerick and Zion studies, despite considerable variability in

probabilities on the order of 10 g. Big gock Point derived failure
the details of derivirg the value

to 10- per demand for similar
activities. Areas 'that account for much of the observed variability in
probabilities are the assumed stress-factor multipliers on basic human error
probabilities, the number of operators available in the specific plant and the
assumed degree of dependence between operators. However, interchange of human
error probabilities for similar actions between AN0 and ZION, for example,
does not substantially alter core damage sequence frequencies.

The purpose of the SHARP project (15) was to develop a disciplined framework
to aid analysts in incorporating human actions into PRA studies. The termp,
SHARP stands for Systematic Human Action Reliability Procedures. SHARP is not.

intended to prescribe the method of human reliability analysis, but rather to
stimulate analysts to state their assumptions explicitly. The framework
developed is in the form of seven steps, each containing activities and rules
and designed to be integrated with tasks typically performed in a PRA study.
The seven steps are: definition, screening, breakdown (of influence factors),
representation, impact assessment, quantification and Jocumentation. The
SHARP approach was given a small scale benchmark test on a standard problem
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during 1984. The participants were NUS Corporation, Pickard, Lowe & Garrick
and Electricite de France. A comparative analysis of the benchmark results is
presented in a report currently.in draft form. The IEEE SC7.2 subgroup on
Human Reliability has completed a favorable review of the SHARP report and is
in the process of issuing it as an IEEE guidance document.

Current work has the objective of preparing a usable model for representing
operator reliability in a plant (16). This, of course, is particularly aimed

patsituationsinvolvingcognitiveprocessingofinformation. Such a model
c)must be reproducible, represent influence factors quantitatively, give

probabilities as output and must include the cognitive process. In addition,

it must be supportable by the existing database and be relatively simple to
apply. Seventeen models were reviewed in the literature for features that
could contribute (17). A model has been proposed (Figure 5) that consists of
a parametrization of time-reliability curves that express probability of
failure to respond correctly as a function of available response time (18).
The parametrization is linked to Rasmussen's model, as previously discussed,;3 of the contre? and decision process by a supporting Markov analysis, and is
implemente6 interactively on a microcomputer. The preliminary version, in
draft form for review, addresses skill, rule and knowledge-based actions,i''. '.

operator experience level, quality of operator / plant interface, and the stress''

level. A specific data input requirement is the median time needed for task
[,, v , completion.

This model will need extensive peer review and calibration against data before
being implemented in systems analysis. However, the development of models of
this tfpe is an essential step to understanding the kind of data that must be
obtained experimentally. A generalization of the HCR model to multiple phases
of a sequence that incorporates correction of mistakes and the commission of
slips, has been proposed as the next step in HCR model development. Such
models will receive their first use in designing experiments. Later, it is

anticipated that data collection using plant simulators will be initiated in
an expansion of the current project. A review is underway (19) of the data
most in need of experimental measurement, and of the facilities and techniques
that will be needed to implement such experiments.

4.2 Diagnosis and Decision Making

The extensive use of simulators for train k;,, control and diagnosis means that
they should be qualified for the users. A general qualification methodology
has been developed which emphasizes training requirements for simulator
fidelity'(20,21). The approach is directed towards satisfying in part the NRC
requirements under Regulatory Guide 1.149.

N The first part of the project has been successfully completed. The major
achievement is the development J the systematic methodology to qualify
training simulator software, and its capability to adequately simulate
abnormal conditions in both PWR's and BWR's.

Several case; studies were performed with this methodology. Its ability to
uncover modeling shortcomings in some simulators was demonstrated (20).

The next phase, involves extending this methodology to more comprehensively
.,

cover aspects of training simulator qualification, maintenance andsa

| l' ,
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configuration control, including compliance with impending NRC regulations.
The project is conducted in cooperation with two utilities, which demonstrate
the usage of the approach.

Means of improving the information available to the operator and the technical
crew for diagnosis and decision making are'also being developed. By
processing the plant data and signals through man-machine interface systems,
one can enhance the plant operator's ability in monitoring, diagnostics, and
control in the event of plant transient and accident conditions. Near term
efforts are to develop on-line real-time software for validation of safety
parameter signals as pre-prccessors for plant safety parameter display systems
(SPDS) (22), and for linking plant process computers and on-line core
monitoring systems. The specifications for validation of SPDS signals have
been completed (23). A typical decision estimator which is embedded in the
software is shown in Figure 6a and the software design for plant
implementation is shown in Figure 6b. Longer term efforts include the'

demonstration of software for core power monitoring and maneuvering, and post-
scram analysis. Prototypes include two ideas:

4

an explanation system involving expert system (rule-based) diagnosis-

of scrams

a display hierarchy including.the major functions required to confirm-

scram conditions.

A typical diagnosiic system is shown in Figure 7, and these prototypes are
currently under review by the industry (24,25).

4.3 Procedure Guideline Selection and Execution

Recent developments have occurred in the description and logic of emergency
procedure guidelines, developing logic to track through the procedures,
including the entry and exit conditions. It is possible to display this
information in conjunction with critical plant parameters. Such software has
been developed for the BWR (26) utilizing a graphics display building package
called IMAGE, developed specifically for utility and industry use. The
implementation and testing of such systems is now planned to determine the
improvement in performance which results. The actual selection of procedures
in transients can also be linked to the information model of the control
process (Figure 8).

The areas that support procedure development and validation are those where
phenomenological understanding is developed. These are related to the more
traditional areas of reactor safety research, but with a markedly different

emphasis.

The verification of analyses for B&W plants has lead to the joint NRC/EPRI/C&W
OG/B&W project on integral system testing at B&W (27). The objective is to
develop small break and natural circulation data which in turn enables the;

; methods (codes) to be benchmarked which have been used to develop procedures.

First, the OTIS tests have been completed. Those tests simulate the events
| that would occur following an accident at a " raised loop" plant (e.g., Davis-

'

! Besse,Oconee). Data from the fifteen tests performed on OTIS are currently
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|~ being analyzed. The results to date support the B&W emergency operating
'[ procedures (28).

.

-The MIST facility, representing the majority of U.S. S&W plant design (lower
L ' loop).has been designed and constructed. The loop construction has been
; successfolly completed, with shakedown testing scheduled for the fall of ,

'

-1985.' There are important' scaling questions which need to be addressed, and
EPRI.has. undertaken a series of projects to support the OTIS/ MIST program to

|ensure that, in conjunction with the NRC and utilities, major technical
questions are' capable of technical resolution.

To investigate the scaling rationale, an integral test facility was designed :
and constructed (Figure 9). The facility is scaled according to Ishii's new |approach, and operates at relatively low pressure (100 psig). The major
objectives of the facility are (1) to generate data for an alternate' scaling
rationale and (2) to complement the MIST facility for the study of specific
phenomena (e.g., interruption of natural circulation in the " candy cane" and
loop-to-loop oscillations). The. scaling and design approach has been
published (29).

-To resolve the traditional, but therny question of pipe diameter effects on
. scaling (from typical tests at 2", to 36" for the actual reactor size), flow
regime facilities were designed to gain insight into the void distribution in

,
'

the hot leg during typical transients. It is also important to determine the '

conditions for interruption of natural circulation. Two facilities were
constructed at different scales in order to evaluate the diameter effects on
flow regimes (Figure 10). The major achievement and result is the
confirmation that the bubbly flow regime is predominant for large pipe
diameters and the slug flow regime is suppressed (30). j

A further question is the distribution of auxiliary feedwater, which wets some I

of the heat exchanger tubes and determines the thermal center for natural
circulation. The operator can inject and throttle this flow. The auxiliary

,

feedwater facility is constructed in order to. simulate the physical processes
{in the secondary side of the B&W steam generator, as highly subcooled water is
iinjected into suparheated vapor. The scaling analysis has been completed.

The results will be used in developing a phenomenological model at Dartmouth
,

College, and will also be used for computer code modeling (31).
;

The two-phase flow characteristics of pumps is a problem for scaled
facilities. It is now well known that the head degradation for those pumps iused in small loops is very dissimilar to that for reactor pumps. Two years
ago, EPRI-initiated an analytical project at TETRATECH, aimed at developing a t

qualified first principles two-phase flow pump model. A major milestone was
recently achieved (32) with the demonstration that the model is able to
reproduce _ virtually all' head / flow degradation curves available in the open
literature (e.g., from Semiscale, LOFT, CREARE, B&W. CE). The model will now
be used to simulate the MIST pumps and the prototype pumps, thus allowing the
safety computer. codes to extrapolate from scaled pumps to actual plant

. behavior.' This'has impact on the issue of whether to restart the pumps in a
small. break, and on the inventory loss due to pump operation.

-It should be noted that these support projects, although sponsored by EPRI,
are fully coordinated with other NRC-sponsored projects. The objective of
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|
|

I

this coordination is to cover experimentally and analytically all aspects of ,

abnormal operating transients that a B&W plant can experience. |
,

'

For BWR's, the joint EPRI/NRC/GE project to study abnormal transients in BWR's
was successfully completed. The second testing campaign included nine tests
aimed at the study of steam line breaks, feedline breaks and ATWS (33). In
addition, a computer model, TRAC-BD was jointly developed which has proven
very successful in reproducing the experimental data. It constitutes now the
benchmark code for the industry, and has been used by GE to support new LOCA
analyses (34,35).

5. Accident Sequences and Consequences: Plant Rtcovery

There are three means to ensure that given an, accident the consequences are
minimized in terms of damage and activity release. First, one can show that

the sequence of events is understood, and that intervention is possible to
reduce likelihood and severity; second, one can demonstrate that the system
can accommodate the event; and third, the actual radioactive release can be
shown to be acceptable, or lower than expected: the " source term" issue.
More detailed information on this latter issue can be found in the companion
paper to this meeting (36).

The quantification of recovery actions varied considerably among the PRA
studies reviewed and is observed to have an extremely significant effect on
frequencies of core damage sequences and on overall core damage frequency.
The most complete and obvicus measure of the influence of recovery is provided
by the ANO study which displays an explicit, net recovery factor for each
cutset of each accident sequence and the overall effect of recovery on core
damage frequency: a reduction by a factor of 5.5 on core damage frequency.
The other studies all include time-constrained recovery factors for several
key systems that have significant effects: assumption of recoverability of
feedwater reduces the core damage frequency by about half; the assumption of
recoverability of certain failed pumps and valves in the auxiliary feedwater
system for Zion reduces the system unavailability by about an order of
magnitude and reduces the core damage frequency for internal events by a
factor of about 2.6.

The use of the RETRAN systems analysis code has now extended into areas
relevant to accident prevention and control, namely, procedure evaluation (1)
setpoints and simulator qualification (21) In Figure 11, we show a typical
utility usage of the code in the review of olant information obtained durirg a
planned startup transient.

The evaluation of accident and transient sequences rests on an adequate
estimation of reactor trip and setpoints. This places an important incentive
on enhancing and improving the accuracy of the calculational methods used for
setpoint determinations. Because such setpoints have safety significance,
establishing a traceable historical record of the computations is highly
desirable. This is the purpose of the RASP effort (37), which includes an
auditable trace capability through the many calculations.

!
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5.1 Critical Components and Important Sequences

In this first area, PRA techniques show the accident sequences in detail. By
reviewing these overall sequences, and the PRAs performed to date:

(1) the contribution of human error to the overall risk can be
identified;

(2) the overall cajor sequences are understood in terms of the
Isignificant risk contributors and physical processes.

Contributing factors to the sequence assessments are 1) the site-specific
frequency of loss of off-site power (LOSP); 2) the reliability of the plant-
specific emergency power system, including potential inter-ties with a secono
unit on the same site and the influence of te'st and maintenance procedure to
maintain the power systems; and 3) the ability of the specific plant designs
to maintain some form of core cooling for limited times without AC or DC power
being available.
.

5.1.1 Predicted Operator Actions

In addition to the variability obs rved because of different quantification
pathways used in the studies, the review also shows that the relative
importance of a given action varies between studies as influenced by the type
of reactor and plant-specific design and operations. For example:

in the Limericx PRA, as for many other BWRs, the principal predicted-

operator action contributing to core damage frequency occurs in
transient sequences; and does not initiate reactor depressurization
(ADS) which appears in several dominant core damage sequences.

for Zion and ANO, which are PWRs, the most significant predicted-

operator actions occur in LOCA sequences. In the Zion study, as in
the PRAs for several PWRs, the dominant interaction in core damage
sequences is the switchover to recirculation after either high -or
low- pressure injection. Although to establishing recirculation is
also seen to be a dominant contributor in small- and medium-LOCA
sequences in the ANO study, the most significant is the operator not
initiating high-pressure injection in the most dominant LOCA
sequence. This result, which contrasts significantly with those of
Zion, stems from the assumption that automatic injection will not
result because in a very small LOCA the break size is too small for
the sensors to detect.

5.2.1. Steam Generator Tube Rupture

With the increased attention given to operational emergencies, the steam
generator has also received attention. The NRC reviewed the questions of
activity release and operator actions for both single and multiple tube
failures. A joint effort has been completed with NRC, Westinghouse, and CEGB,
in which the activity release, deposition and transport, have been
characterized up to the case of a dried-out generator. These tests were
preceded by transients which examined the response of 5 MW model steam
generator to loss-of-feedwater and steam-line break events (38).
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The intent is to characterize the retention factors within the generator, the
efficiency of the separators under transient conditions, and the carryover to
the steam line. Special instrumentation and tracer techniques were used for
this purpose. These unique tests are supplemented by development of analyses
to predict the transport and retention by modeling the physical processes

j along with'the release pathway.

5.2.2 Accident Evaluation: Effects of Thermal Convection

Consequences of the postulated PWR high pressure scenarios e.g., TMLB' and
S 0, (small LOCA with failure of ECC injection system), have been evaluated

2using mainly the "once-through" forced convection flow modeling, in which the
steam and hydrogen generated, flow through the core, PWR vessel, piping and
components, in a uni-directional fashion.

The "once-through" convective .ows may not be valid during the core heat-up
and degradation phase, when t'are is a radial variation of the steam heat-up
and hydrogen generation in the core. Buoyancy-driven natural convective flows
develcp and distribute the heat generated in the core to the upper parts of

.the PWR vessel and the primary coolant system (PCS). These flows, therefore,
affect (a) the magnitude and the rate of hydrogen generation, (b) the elapsed
time before start of core melting, (c) the transport of fission products in
the PWR PCS; (d) the temperature of the PCS piping and components, (e) the
revaporization of the fission products from the PCS surfaces, and, lastly, and
of particular importance, (f) the course of high pressure accidents.

Inclusion of natural convection flow modeling, and determination of its effect<

on the parameters mentioned above, is the objective of the recent analytical
work with the CORMLT code (39,40,41) and of the recent experimental work at
Westinghouse. Of particular significance is the temperature history of the
PWR PCS to assess if, for the risk-dominant high pressure scenarios, a local
failure in the PCS may occur before the postulated vessel melt-through and
radically alter the consequences of such accidents.

,

Some results for the temperature are histories of PCS piping and pressurizer
gas have been obtained from the CORMLT code. A representative result shown in
Figure 12, it is seen that the temperatures of surge-line piping reach very
high values before the onset of fuel melting in the core. At such
temperatures, mechanical survivability is of question, when system pressures ,

are =2400 psi.
,

The work at Westinghouse R&D Laboratories involves simuleted accident !
conditions in a 1/7th linear-scale-replica of a Westinghcuse PWR core, upper i

plenum and piping and steam generators. Experiments using low pressure water i
and SF6 gas have been performed. Visual observations of flow patterns, motion ;

picture records and velocity data were obtained. |
|

Argonne National Laboratory uses the COMMIX-1A code (42), a three-dimensional
fluid flow code, to analyze and pre-predict the data measured in the
Westinghouse tests. The ultimate objective is to obtain benchmark predictions I,

of the temperature histories in a few prototypic postulated accidents, and to
use the results to normalize the predictions made with the CORMLT code for the
relevant part of the in-vessel accident progression.
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Currently, there are ample data to show that natural convection flows play a
significant role in the early part of the postulated high pressure severe
accidents in PWRs. A substantial part of the heat generated in the core will
be transferred to the primary system during the early part of these
accidents. Initiation of melting in the core may be delayed substantially to
provide the operator wich more time to correct the faulted conditions. It is
likely that local failures in the primary circuit to the pressurizer can be

-predicted. If verified, this will alter the course of a high pressure
accident and will tend to reduce the containment challenge from direct heating
loads.

5.2.3. Source Term ~and Consequence Analysis

The radiological source term for the Reactor Safety Study (RSS) PWR was
updated using recently developed analytical methods and current experimental
data (43). The analytical methods consisted mainly of the computer codes
MARCH-23, PSTAC, CORCON, TRAP-MELT and MATADOR. Results of recent
experimental programs were used to specify source material release rates and
to define accident dependent aerosol retention factors for the analysis.
Detailed plant data for the calculations were provided by V Mnia Power
Company, owner of the Surry Nuclear Power Station.

The accident sequences analyzed were determined from a re-examination of the
RSS classification of dominant accident sequences for the Surry PWR (WASH-
1400). .This exercise eliminated S C (small LOCA with containment injectionp
spray failure) as a key accident sequence and identified TMLB' (transient with
failure to recover electric power) and V (interfacing LOCA) as the risk
dominant sequences requiring reanalysis. Thermal hydraulic calculations for
the TMLB' sequence revealed it would likely be a " contained" accident instead
of the early containment rupture sequence postulated in WASH-1400. Other
recent work, which treats natural convection phenomena, also indicated that
early venting of the PCS would occur in the sequence (44). This would reduce
threats to containment integrity that would be associated with RPV breach at
high pressures. Fission product transport analyses for this case produced
small releases because of nominal containment leakage and efficient deposition
processes. Prolonged containment integrity and/or additional fission product
removal was expected to preserve the low releases. The resulting source term
for TMLB' was more than a factor of 100 below the WASH-1400 estimate.

The V sequence was predicted to be the risk controlling accident. Its
frequency was calculated to be a factor of 8 less than in WASH-1400 on the
basis of testing procedures which had been introduced since completion of the
RSS. In addition, deposition of fission product aerosols on surfaces along
the transport path to the se.feguards building, and capture by the water pool
or by surfaces in the safeguards building, were calculated to result in a
source term which was'a factor of 10 less than the corresponding WASH-1400
assignment for the sequence.

One aspect of source term consideration is the integrity of reactor
containment. In the accommodation of extreme accidents, the key question to
be answered is whether the containment will fail given pressure and
temperature histories associated with hypothetical, low probability, degraded
core accident scenarios. And if so, what is the ultimate failure mode. This
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has significant ramifications, if the failure mode were a sudden gross one,
such as a sudden rupture of containment wall, the fission product would be
released to the environment immediately. However, if the failure mode were
some localized leakage which would lead to containment depressurization, the
release of fission product would be gradual and limited. Therefore to examine
this capability, a research program has been undertaken by EPRI at
Construction Technologies Laboratories (CTL) and Anatech International, Inc.
The former has the testing responsibility, and the latter has the scope of
developing an analytical model for failure mode prediction. Reference (1)
summarizes the efforts to date with emphasis on experimental findings (45).

The public risk represented by the updated source terms was assessed with an
improved version of the computer code (CRAC) that was used in the RSS. The

site population and meteorological data used ,in the calculations also came
from RSS files, as did the assumptions and rates regarding evacuation and
relocation. The resulting analysis predicted no early fatalities for the
updated source terms, and the latent fatality (cancer) risk was calculated to
be about a factor of 20 lower than that produced by the corresponding RSS
source terms.

The analytical methodology used to generate the new results was found to be
clearly superior to the techniques used in the earlier RSS and this permitted
a more realistic analysis of accident processes and fission product
behavior. However, the methodology was cumbersome and expensive to apply
because of the number of manual interfaces between computer codes, the various
modeling or programming errors that required correction and the overall
problem execution times that were encountered. Furthermore, instances arose
where the methodology contained either inadequate or no models of
phenomena / processes that were considered important to the source term
calculations. In these cases the results of external analytical and
experimental programs were utilized to provide alternate models or to guide
simplifying assumptions. Limited sensitivity calculations were also performed
to evaluate the impact of key parameters in these results and were factored
into the definition of the best-estimate (updated) source terms.

5.1.3 In-Reactor Tests of Fission Product Evolution

The source term experimental program (STEP) is a series of in-reactor
experiments designed to obtain data on fuel rod and fission product behavior
under conditions representative of LWR severe accident sequences (46). The

in-pile test unit, which is inserted into the TREAT reactor, comprises a
bundle of four irradiated (burnup of 30,000 to 40,000 mwd /t) fuel rods mounted
inside zirconia flow and insulator tubes (fuel rod temperatures in excess of
2033K (3200F) are expected) and contained in a high-temperature alloy pressure
tube. Steam generated externally enters the bottom of the pressure tube and
exits at the top, after having traversed the test fuel and a sample collection
region. The sample collected region contains a series of deposition coupons
at three different elevations, sequentially operated aerosol characterization
sampling canisters, a hydrogen gas monitor and metal filters. Thermocouples
are provided throughout the unit (47).

Four planned tests have been completed (48). The first test was a simulation
of a PWR unterminated large-break LOCA (WASH-1400: AD), The second test was
a simulation of a BWR feedwater failure transient with the concomitant failure
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| of core makeup systems and residual heat removal systems (WASH-1400: TQUW),
The third test simulated the loss of all AC power and of reactor coolant

! system heat removal in a PWR (WASH-1400: TMLB'), and the fourth was a TMLB'
simulation with silver alloy control rods in place. These last two tests were
being run under similar conditions.

Hydrogen-and fission products were released in all tests. The hydrogen
yielded generally agree with predictions of the more popular zirconium-steam
reaction mcdels. The relative fission product activity measured in the sample
collection region of the in-pile test units varied between tests, being
similar for STEP-1 and STEP-2, but were lower by at least an order of
magnitude for STEP-3 and STEP-4. Axial temperature profiles measured during
the'latter two experiments indicate the possibility that natural circulation
of gases occurred in the hotter regions.

Preliminary observations obtained from limited SEM, electron microprobe, and
particle characterization analyses, have been done on STEP-1 samples
Considerable amounts of tin were identified on deposition samples, and several
samples sites indicated co-deposition of cesium with molybdenum, and cesium
with iodine. In some cases, silver has also been identified as a component
with cesium and iodine. The results of limited particle counting analyses
indicate that for STEP-1, a relatively large population of submicrometer
particles wa:, formed, comprising the majority of particles that entered the
aerosol canisters. Work is continuing on the post-test examination of data

tand samples from all four experiments.

Reactor testing has also been undertaken in conjunction with the LOFT
consortium, sponsored by the U.S., DOE, EPRI and governmental agencies from I

eight other nations.

The testing program was concluded in 1985 with two significant tests: FP-1
and FP-2, both dedicated to the study of fission product transport in the
upper plenum, upper head and other regions of the primary system.

In particular, the FP-2 test called for the actual meltdown of a fuel bundle
in a configuration particularly chosen for simulation of a V sequence. The
test was successfully performed in July 1985. The fission product
concentrations at different locations are now being analyzed.

6. Coordination with Utilities and Government

In order for EPRI, which is a R&D arm of the electric utility industry, to
succeed in developing computerized systems for demonstration and
implementation in the nuclear power plants, the involvement and coordination
with utilities is a key factor in the overall development process. In the
early stages of the project, the utilities work jointly with EPRI to define
the workscope and directions. In the technology development stage, the
utilities serve as " participants" or " reviewers", and near the final stage the
utilities serve as " users" or " hosts" in testing and implementing the i

technology.

The development of adequate tools for monitoring, diagnostics and control for
plant safety and operation requires particular interaction with the utility
industry to gain broad operator acceptance for plant implementation. The
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. deployment of new computer systems to' existing power plants requires careful
planning, coordination and integration to minimize the effect of plant
retrofit.

The Safety Control Systems and related projects are very closely coordinated
with utilities throughout the technology transfer effort. These include a I

technology demonstration with host utility plants and project direction.and i
input from interested utility advisory groups. Specific examples'are: PWR

'

power shape monitoring (PSE&G), BWR advanced core monitoring framework (TVA,
CECO, etc.), safety parameter monitoring (BWR owners group).

Safety testing programs are closely coordinated with government and l

international efforts, not on1.v to stretch scarce resources but to avoid
unnecessary duplication and make the best use,of available facilities.
Examples of this endeavor in which EPRI is a major participant and some of
which are discussed at this conference include the Marviken fission product
tests, the LACE (HEDL) aerosol experiments, the TREAT (DOE /ANL) reactor fuel
damage series, the MB-2 (W) SGTR evaluation, and the LOFT (INEL) international
reactor safety-tests.- We continue to support such efforts where technical
issues can be addressed and resolved in an efficient, coordinated and timely
manner.

7. Conclusions

.The safety research we have described is aimed at supporting the continued
economic operation of today's power plants. It is oriented towards the goal

sof increased understanding and awareness of the methods by which technology
can enhance control and accommodation strategies. We believe this represents
a true and appropriate reforming of EPRI safety research efforts.
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Introduction

The principal safety question regarding steam generators in pressurized water
reactors is the effect on public health and safety of steam generator tube rupture
events. Most of the research sponsored by EPRI and the Steam Generator Owners

Group addresses steam generator reliability and thus the detection, correction, i

and.long term prevention of conditions that could lead to tube rupture. This work
has shown that careful maintenance of secondary water chemistry minimizes tube

attack in steam generators. Moreover, routine nondestructive examination of steam
generator tubes with the eddy current technique can detect widespread attack, can
monitor the progression of defects in tubes, and can detect many defects before i

they leak. Other forms of nondestructive examination, e.g., use of fiber optic
scopes and small television cameras, can detect effectively some of the conditions
that lead to tube wear (1). Other work is underway to define the conditions that

,

lead to flow induced vibration of tubes or parts that contact tubes, the objective
.

being the prevention or correction of tube fretting and wear in steam generators.

EPRI and Steam Generator Owners Group results in the reliability area decrease the'

probability'of the rupture of a large number of tubes in a steam generator and;

thus narrow the problem. This paper discusses EPRI's work in the safety area to
define and minimize the impact of the few sieam generator tube ruptures that may
occur. The principal topics are leak-before-break, effect on core cooling, and
radiation release.

Leak-Before-Break
;

Leak-before-break means that a flaw in a tube will produce a detectable primary-
to-secondary leak before it grows to a critical size that could rupture. Once a
primary-to-secondary steam generator leak is detected, plant operators can take i

corrective actions to avoid a tube rupture.

There is a large class of defect types for which leak-before-break is well under-i

stood. This class consists of deep, small volume defects like pits or local
wastage (2). There is a smaller class of defects for which leak-before-break does
not apply. This class consists of deep but very large volume defects such as
large wear scars and wastage over a large area. These types of defects have
caused most of the tube ruptures that have occurred in PWRs but are amenable to
corrective actions and detection by nondestructive examination (3). EPRI's leak-
before-break analysis has, therefore, focused on cracks which are difficult to
prevent and difficult to detect and size by nondestructive examination.

1
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!

! Generalized methods have been developed tc calculate leak-before-break margins-for
steam generator tubes (4). The calculations are done in two parts:

| Critical crack lengths and leak rates are calculated. .-
'

Crack growth rates are calculated to' determine margins.! -

'

Critical crack lengths (i.e., the length of a crack that could rupture), and [

primary-to-secondary leak rates are calculated with PICEP (5), a code developed by
EPRI to perform such calculations for stainless steel pipes and Inconel alloy 600
steam generator tube.s. PICEP calculates both leak rates and critical crack i

lengths for the appropriate tube material, tube size, crack geometry and loads.
The critical length of circumferential and axial cracks is calculated assuming
plastic collapse of the net section. Crack opening area is computed using
elastic-plastic fracture mechanics. Leak flow rates are calculated based on
EPRI's modified version of Henry's homogeneous nonequilibrium critical flow
model. In addition, crack shape and the roughness and number of turns in the leak
flow path can be varied to better model cracks.

The rates at which cracks grow are calculated considering the predominant mechan-
isms of crack propagation. Once-through steam generators used in B&W design

. plants are straight tube designs. Differences in the thermal expansion of the
tubes and shell during some transients and modes of operation give rise to axial ,

loads on the tubes. If the axial loads were dominant, circumferentiilly oriented I

cracks would be expected. In fact, the cracks that have occurred in once-through
steam generators have been circumferential predominantly and have had a morphology
suggesting fatigue as the dominant method of crack propagation (6).

Recirculating steam generators, the types used in Westinghouse &nd Combustion
Engineering design plants, are U-tube design in which both inlet and outlet ends
of the tubes are anchored to a single tubesheet. To minimize axial loads the
tubes are not axially restrained. Temperature differences between the inlet and
outlet legs give rise to bending moments in the U-bends, but the dominant tube
loads are in the hoop direction due to internal tube pressure. Consistent with
such' loading, the predominant orientation of cracks in tubes of recirculating
steamgeneratorshasbeenaxial(1). The cracks have been attributed to stress
corrosion.

Analyses were performed for two representative cases: a once-through steam gener. -

ator and a recirculating steam generator. For these general cases, the dominant
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mechanisms of crack growth were applied to d;monstrate the technique and to calcu-
late trends that are generic.

.

Analyses for once-througn steam generators calculated that circumferential crack4

in tubes under axial tension would tend to grow through the wall and leak before
' they grew around the circum'erence. The critical crack lengths calculated for

tubes in a typical once-through steam generator are listed in Table 1. Leak rates
as a functon of crack length are shown in Figure 1 and typical leak-before-break
margins are shown in Figure 2.

Axial cracks in the U-bend were analyzed for recirculating steam generators. The
critical crack lengths are listed for key locations in Table 2. Leak rates as a

; function of crack length are shown in Figure 3 and typical leak-before-break
'

margins are shown in Figure 4.
i

In both cases, detectable primary-to-secondary leakage provides margin between
leak detection and growth of a crack to a critical length.4

' Core Cooling

Steam generator tube ruptures that have occurred in the Prairie Island-1 and Ginna
plants and steam generator tube rupture experiments at the SEMISCALE and Model

! Boiler (MB-2) facilities have provided data for verification of the sytems thermal
and hydraulic codes RETRAN and RELAP (8, 9, 10, H) and vendor codes used for

,

licensing. These codes, in turn, have been applied to calculate the responses of.

plants to postulated steam generator tube rupture events.

Analyses were performed to evaluate the impact on core cooling from ruptures of
tubes in one or both steam generators of a Babcock & Wilcox plant during a large

| breakloss-of-coolantaccident(LOCA)(g). The RELAP4/M007 computer code was
! used to calculate the peak fuel-cladding temperatures reached during the LOCA

transient assuming varying numbers of ruptured tubes--up to 300--in each steam
;

generator. Analyses show that satisfactory core cooling is maintained in a B&W
design PWR under the condition of steam generator tube ruptures in conjunction
with a design basis LOCA, Calculated peak clad temperature versus the number of
ruptured tubes is shown in Figure 5. The maximum fuel cladding temperature was

,

calculated to be 160S*F, well below the Itcensing limit of 2200'F. Moreover, the
calculations revealed no strong relationship between the maximum fuel-cladding
temperature and the number of tubes assumed to have been ruptured in each steam

I generator,
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Other analyses assessed the system response of a lower loop Babcock & Wilcox plant
to the rupture of single or multiple tubes in one or both once-through steam gen-
erators(D). Calculations were performed with the RELAPS computer code using the
nodalization shown in Figure 6. The transient scenarios analyzed are outlined in
Table 3. RELAPS analyses were performed for the rupture of a single tube in OTSG-
A, for the rupture of 10 tubes in OTSG-A, and for the simultaneous rupture of 5
tubes in OTSG-A and 5 tubes in OTSG-8. In addition, some analyses were repeated
to assess the effect on plant response of continuing to operate reactor coolant
pumps during the transient instead of tripping them.

Results of the analyses show that core cooling was maintained for all cases, i.e.,

no fuel rod cladding temperature excursions vere calculated in any of the cases.
In all cases, a controlled shutdown was achieved, with primary pressure below the
lowest secondary safety valve opening set point and continuing to decrease and
with hot leg subcooling margins greater than 20F . In cases where operation of
reactor coolant pumps was continued during the transient following the steam gen-
erator tube rupture (s), both forced circulation and pressurizer spray were avall-
able. The plant recovery was calculated to be steadier and more easily controlled
than in cases where the pumps were tripped early in the transient. In cases where
the reactor coolant pumps were tripped, natural circulation and/or feed and bleed
were sufficient to cool the plant as is illustrated by Figure 7 for the case of
five ruptured tubes in each of the steam generators.

A Westinghouse design two loop plant has been modeled with RETRAN ( M) and similar
transient cases are being analyzed with similar results. Figure 8 shows the pres-
sure response calculated for the rupture of a single tune with concurrent loss of
offsite power. Experiments in the MB-2 facility discussed below have also
provided thermal hydraulic data on other conditions beyond the design basis, con-
ditions such as a stuck open relief valve in conjunction with a steam generator
tube rupture.

Radiation Release

EPRI work has proceeded on the parallel paths of using existing information to
develop analytical techniques for calculating radiation release during a steam |
generator tube rupture event and determining experimentally the attenuation that

i

occurs when radionuclides are transported through steam generators from primary- )
1

to-secondary leaks.
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To address the radionuclide release from a tube rupture in a once-through steam

generator, the basic processes of flashing at the leak and evaporation on heated
tubes were modeled conservatively. Calculations for various tube rupture tran-
sients yielded average steam generator DFs several times greater than the values
of 1 or 2 used in other analyses. Figure 9 is a plot of 0F versus time for the

!rupture of a single tube in an OTSG, assuming constant steaming of the affected
I

steam generator. The model is now being extended to recirculating steam gener.

ators.

The bulk of EPRI's work relative to radiation release has been experimental. Past
experiments provided basic data on steam generator transient response to upset
conditions (M-M). Current experiments build on this base. Some of the limita-
tions of the small-scale experiments and fluid modeling experiments in producing
prototypical behavior were overcome by running a selected test matrix in proto-
typical model boiler test facility in a cooperative effort with the NRC,
Westinghouse, and, in part, CEGB.

The Model Boiler No. 2 (MB-2) test facility (M) is an approximately 1% power-
scaled model of the Westinghouse Model F steam generator (Figure 10). It is

designed to be geometrically and thermohydraulically similar to the prototype
The MB-2steam generator and is capable of generating a maximum of 10 MWth power.

contains a 52-tube, 22-ft high tube bundle. The model boiler components are
housed inside a 50-ft high, 32-in 10 pressure vessel. With this test model, a
series of transient tests modeling the following events has been performed:

1.055 of feedwater-

Steam line break-

Steam generator tube rupture-

Activity transport following steam generator tube rupture-

A typical steam generator tube rupture experiment as shown in Figure 11 has been
reported (D). Based on initial results, the experimental technique was refined
and the series of tests shown in Table 4 were performed. Separate chemical
tracers were used in the primary and secondary coolants of MB-2 to determine
moisture carryover and the fraction originating from the primary side during a
simulated double ended guillotine rupture of a tube. Data are being analyzed and
will be used for validation of activity transport models. It appears that these

data show steam generator partition factors one to several orders of magnitude
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higher than assumed in current design basis calculations, even for events beyond
the design basis.

In addition, a tube rupture scenario following a severe degraded core accident was
simulated. Aerosol retention tests were conducted to scope bounding conditions
for evaluating steam generator aerosol attenuation factors due to loss of
primary / secondary pressure boundary integrity. The tests were conduced at ambient

temperature and pressure using water droplets of either 2 km or 35 um aerodynamic
mass median diameter. These aerosols were introduced either at the top of the U-
tubes or at the bottom of the tube bundle through injector tubes that simulated a
tube rupture. The aerosols were sampled by milipore filters and cascade impactors
at both the inlet to the injector and at the outlet of a stuck open relief valve
located at the top center of the MB-2 shell. For an equivalent tube bundle
velocity of 2 ft/s (representing a single tube rupture), the 35-um drops were
attenuated by a factor of 15 and the 2-t.m droplets were attenuated by a factor of
3.3. This attenuation does not include any effects due to temperature and
pressure, such as steam condensation on the walls of the secondary heat transfer
system or enhancement of aerosol retention. These effects could result in an
additional large attenuation (or retention) factor of an order of magnitude or
more. Prototypical tests would be required to quantify these effects and provide
realistic aerosol retention factors for severe accident scenarios.

Conclusions

The principal safety question regarding steam generators is the effect on public
health and safety of steam generator tube rupture events. Work being conducted by
EPRI as well as others points to the following elements for resolving the
questions:

a. Careful maintenance of secondary water chemistry minimizes tube
attack in steam generators.

b. Routine non-destructive examination of steam generators can
detect widespread tube attack, monitor the progression of
attack in tubes and detect many mechanically and corrosion
induced defects before they leak.

c. The majority of defects in steam generator tubes will leak
detectably before they break. This leak-before-break concept
covers cracks that may be difficult to detect by nondestructive
inspection.

d. Even if multiple tubes were to rupture in steam generators,
plant recovery can be handled using emergency procedures with-
out loss of core cooling.
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I

e. Analysis and experiments are yielding steam generator partition
factors or 0Fs much larger than those assumed in design basis
calculations. As a consequence. best estimate analyses are
expected to show that even multiple steam generator tube;

ruptures can be handled without high radiation dose rates.
:

I
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Table 1

SUMMARY OF CRITICAL THROUGH-WALL CRACK LENGTHS
FOR OUTER TUBES IN A ONCE-THROUGH STEAM GENERATOR

LENGTH, Za Ap*lEc
PLANT CONDITION CATEGORY Inches

Cold Shutdown Normal 0.991 182*

| Full Power Normal 1.130 207*
l

Cooldown Normal 0.774 142*

Feedwater Line Break Emergency -- -

M
N Main Steam Line Break Emergency 0.376 69*

Reactor Trip upset ;

| aT = 160*F 0.566 104* I

a1 = 85*F 0.871 160* .

ai 50*F 1.060 195* |

LOCA Faulted 0.485 89*

i

|
|

I

i

!

|
I
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Table 2 '

| SUMMARY OF CRITICAL THROUGH-WALL CRACK
LENGTHS IN INNER ROW U-BEN 05 IN A RECIRCULATING STEAM GENERATOR

'

r

Critical Crack Length, Inches
| Extrados Flank Intrados
! Plant Condition location e = 0' e = 90' e = 180*
|
[ Steady-state.

Cold leg )
1.74 1.59 1.41

(e = 180';

Apex 1.95 1.85 1.68 !
i (e = 90')
:

| Main steam line break Cold leg 1.05 0.95 0.84
| (e = 180')

Apex 1.18 1.11 1.01 |
(e=90') i

!
d

i

,

<

;

;

I

I
|
;
,

i

|

i,

f

,

5

<

i
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Table 3

ANALYSIS MATRIX

Number
Case of Pump Trip
No. Tubes Criterion Remarks

1 1-0TSGA At rupture Benchmark analysis to compare RELAPS with
RETRAN and B&W MIN! TRAP analyses

2 1-0TSGA At scram Natural circulation cooldown
1

3 1-0TSGA 20F' subcooling Effect of delayed pump trip on baseline
SGTR

4 10-0TSGA 20F' subcooling Effect of larger number of ruptures
'

5 5-0TSGA 20'F subcooling Effect of leaks in both steam generators
5-0TSGB

] 6 10-0TSGA 0F' subcooling Effect of a less restrictive pus., trip
criterion

j

t'

t

I

,

l
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i

Tchla 4 '

PMASE II TEST MATRIX SUISEARf

Primary * Secondary *
Test Type *** Py (psia), Ti (*F) P2 (Psia) Comments

2.1 Steady-state with SOR** 170, 320 85 To assess low velocity dis-
bottom break charge without flashing.

2.2 Steady-state SORV bottom 557, 427 287 To assess flashing break flow,
break

2.3 Steady-state with SORV 1850, 580 1888 To assess high velocity dis-
bottom break charge without flashing.

2.4 Steady-state with SORV 1850, 588 1888 To assess effect of break
top break location.

2.5 Steady-state primary top 1850, 568 1980 To determine offact of dryer
break no dryer on carry-over. Upper shell

must be removed.
g 2.6 Steady-state primary - - - Aerosol retention following a
m % sible carrier severe accident and SGTR.

gas Test conditions to be defined
by EPRI.

2.7 Transient SGTR & SORV Primary conditions taken Ausiliary feed renales'on
bottom break from analytical calculations' until 15,888 s, then stopped

simulating PWR response stopped and SG allowed to boil
to SGTR & SORY dry.

2.8 Overfill tran- 1850, 580 1888 Overfill simulated with normal
sient top break safety valve operation,

followed by SORV, no SGTR.
2.9 Transler.t SGTR & SORV Same as test 2.7 Test 2.9 to be performed as a

top break continuation of tests 2.4,
with boundary conditions as
close as possible to those for
test 2.7.

* Preliminary conditions parameters to be confirmed following thermal-hydraulic support
analysis.
**SORV - Stuck Open Safety Valve
*** Tests are preceded by steady-state measurements without SCTR.
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LEAK RATE VS CRACK LENGTH IN
ONCE THROUGH STEAM GENERATOR TUBES
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Tia>To-Reach critical Flaw Size for Cooldown by Fatigue
Leading at Full Power Versus Detectable Leak Rate
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CALCULATED LEAK RATE VS CRACK LENGTH,

IN U-BEND REGION OF TUBE*
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REMAINING LIFE VS DETECTABLE LEAK RATE !
FOR U TUBE STEAM GENERATOR TUBES
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INTRODUCTION
1

1

The instrumentation at nuclear power plants is relied upon .

to provide the operating staff with information on plant

status and operating state. The validity of the information

is totally dependent upon the validity of the electronic

instrumentation system's (e.g., transducers, signal conditioning

and read-out devices, etc.) performance. The utilization of

existing instrumentation'as the prime information source is

further increasing due to the introduction of new computer-based

systems in power plants. Fortunately, there is sufficient
,

i hardware _ instrumentation redundancy in the current nuclear power

plants for measuring the key plant variables. Improving the

reliability of the signals and efficient use of their diversity

with.the new and powerful plant process computers is a candidate

research topic. EPRI's research projects are focused on

reducing the instrument-related problems in the nuclear power

plants by combining the traditional signal validation methods

with the analytic relationships among the key plant variables.

One of the post-TMI requirements in the nuclear power

plants is to instali the Safety Parameter Display System,

(SPDS), the purpose of which is to provide all pertinent plant

status information in a concise form to the power plant operators.

e -

,

408



Most utilities, while trying to meet the SPDS and Emergency

Response Capability Requirements (ERC), have either replaced

or are in the process of replacing the plant process computers
with'very powerful machines. In addition, the utilities

have realized the. benefits of installing the new computer-
based operator support systems to help the crew work more

efficiently, dur.'.ng both normal and abnormal conditions.

EPRI's Disturbance Analysis Surveillance System (DASS),

Combustion-Engineering's Critical Safety Function Monitoring

System (CFMS), Westinghouse's Plant Safety Monitoring System

(PSMS), are some examples of a wide variety of computer aids

being developed in the nuclear industry. All of these computer-

based systems are examples of increased reliance on existing

plant instrumentation systems and further emphasize the urgent

need for the industry to find the way and means to improve
their reliability. To effectively demonstrate the signal
validation projects' research results, EPRI selected the SPDS

as the computer-based system, the reliability of which
can be improved by enhanced signal validation methods.

EPRI is working with the Northeast Utilities Company (NUSCO)

and the General Public Utilities (GPU) to install the signal
validation software as part of the Millstone-3 and Oyster
Creek SPDS software, respectively.

|

|

!

I
l
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SIGNAL VALIDATION METHODS

In the current plants, the plant operating crew usually

relies on judgment-based criteria for detecting signal
failures, beyond the hardware redundancy implemented for

,

selected safety-related signals. The operating crews at

power plants have always performed some measure of manual

signal validation traditionally. Redundant gauges are

intercompared, and functionally. diverse indications are
,

. correlated with operators' mental model of plant behavior. [

Today's powerful computers in the plants promise relief to

the operators in this area by providing on-line signal vali-

dation automatically. The systems-like SPDS can be made r

a

robust to yield a low false alarm rate and high information
reliability must be and can be assured at the front end by the

on-line signal validation methods.

Most common signal validation practices in the nuclear

industry today are limited to a few rather sim,ple techniques

that rely, for the most part, on process symmetry characteris-

tics and physical redundancy of observables. These techniques

include methods such as sensor comparisons, limit checking,

auctioneering, instrument-loop integrity checking, and
,

a

calibration checking. Since the time EPRI initiated a

feasibility study using the parity-space and Analytic Redon-
,

dancy techniques in 1980, many changes are appearing to take
_

place in the signal validation process in the power plants.
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Although no improved systems have actually been installed

in the operating plants, many studies have been published
utilizing advanced concepts such as the use of extended

Kalman filters coupled to computationally intensive

hypothesis testing and predefined failure modes or signatures.

Even expert systems-like approach to signal validation

involving a'long sequence of IF-THEN rules are being

implemented to compare the' signals taking the plant state

into account.

In the following paragraph, the general concepts used

in EPRI signal validation projects are outlined and a brief

. report on each of the key projects is given. Detailed

documents'in individual projects may be obtained from the

EPRI project manager.

METHODOLOGY

The parity-space and analytic redundancy techniques

used quite widely in the aerospace industry are being applied

with' improvements in the EPRI projects for validating the key
variables in the BWR and PWR plants. The parity-space

algorithm makes use of consistency tests among all measurements
of a given variable for fault detection and isolation (FDI)
and the parity. vector grows in the direction associated'with
a failed sensor. An estimate of the variable is obtained as
a weighted average of the consistent sensor measurements.

( Consistency is defined relative'to an acceptable error
magnitude for each measurement. The methodology does not

!
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require detailed knowledge of sensor and plant noise statistics.

The test is embodied in the decision / estimator (D/E) Code unit.

The signal validation process can be represented in

terms of information flow. As shown in figure 1, the plant

sensor generated information flows through a structure of D/E

and Analytic Redundancy Model (ARM). The D/E is the OR-gate;

the ARM symbol is the AND-gate. The particular D/Es and
i

'ARMS and their interconnection is a function of plant con-

figuration, sensor signal availability on the process computer

and the design requirements.

The Analytic Redundancy refers to the measurement of a

variable using the physical relationships among other variables.
The ARM uses functionally diverse data inputs to derive an

analytic model that generates a signal output. This output is

sometimes referred to as an " analytic measurement." ARMS are

introduced for several reasons. Firstly, there may not be

sufficient redundancy among identical, colocated sensors to

perform the fault detection and isolation (FDI function of

the D/E. In these cases, the ARM will enable the use of other

sensors to supplement inadequate direct or physical redundancy.

Secondly, ARMS can provide a measure of common-cause rejection

by synthesizing a signal from functionally diverse sensors.

ARMS can generate signals that are not currently instrumented

or that are difficult to observe. Finally, ARMS provide a

measure of component FDI since they implicitly model the normal

operation of a component.
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The basis for ARMS is mass, momentum,'and energy

conservation, hardware operating characteristics, and empirical

correlations.- The models-are low-order, without any restriction
to linearity, and may contain parameters that are fitted to,

plant sensor data either off-line or adaptively. Because the

models are sensor driven and limited in scope, fairly simple
models suffice to give good fidelity. If the sensor data

update interval is short relative to process time constants,

then static models can be used even in transient operation.

The decision / estimator is the core of the FDI logic. It

is a totally generic process, programmed or coded as a

generic software unit wherein two or more data sources are

algorithmically merged into a single data output. Further,

a rule-based decision logic is incorporated. The data sources

to a D/E must all be of the same type, as for example, pressure

sensor data from identical colocated sensors. These data

sources may have different ranges and accuracies, and may derive
trom any of the'following three sources. The data inputs to a

| D/E may derive directly from sensor data, from the output of
another D/E, or from the output of an ARM. The generic term

! " signal" applies to all cases, and the term " validated output"

( applies to the D/E output. -All signals are ultimately derived
I from sensor data, and hence all signals will contain bias and

I scale factor errors with respect to the true value of the

: underlying plant variable. Some signals will be out-of-range

and others may be failed at any particular sample time. A
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.

,

failed. signal is defined as a signal which dnparts from
~

- plant' truth by; greater than the normal bias and scale' factor.

' ' errors.- Failed signals may nevertheless be on-scale.,

The D/E performs'two functions.. First, a' decision is made
,

as to'which. inputs are consistent and to what degree. Failed
,

: instruments areidetected, . identified, and. isolated from the

;second function,fwhich is the generation of a " validated*

,

estimate" output. The mathematical basis for the.D/E is -

documented'in several EPRI reports.

:Because it is important to provide some information at [

; -the output of a D/E under allLcircumstances, it'is.necessary
1j to' consider a' number.of logical cases and to provide rule-

4 . based alternatives for different applications. For example, *

: ..

;
~ the cases where there are two or more unfailed on-scale

. measurements that are totally consistent (maximum If = 0) or
j

! . partially consistent (at least one If = 0) are-relatively
straightforward. When there.is only one unfailed, on-scale

t

measurement, that measurement.is checked for consistency'

b ' with any unfailed but range-limited measurements. If there is !

i an. inconsistency, then a rule-based procedure is invoked. [

Although consistency'is determined. solely on the basis -

[ of current observations, fault declaration and subsequent
i

' removal of an input is based on a sequentialitest using

| cumulative information from past and. current samples. This

b .is necessary to keep error bounds small enough~to minimize

the' probability of missed alarms and at the same time avoid

excessive false. alarms from spurious noise, modeling error for"

Y
'

.

!

! i

L !
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analytic inputs, and miscalibration. A simple approach to

sequential testing that is computationally not demanding and

does not rely on intrinsic assumptions regarding measurement
noise is used.

In the pump example of figure la, the available sensor

information is given. The objective of the signal validation

in'this example is to provide valid flow measurement, using
validated measurements as much as possible. First the twog

flow sensors Fl'and F2 are used in the INT A D/E logic to
provide an intermediate Flow estimate F A The threeINT .

discharge pressures, P
Dl, D2, and PD3 are used to derive

a validated discharge pressure P . An analytic redundancyD

model for the pump uses the diverse pump section pressure,

the speed sensor and the validated discharge pressure as the
inputs to generate another set of flow estimates. These

estimates, together with F A estimate, are used in anotherINT

decision / estimator logic to get a better flow estimate F
'INT

which is then compared with the flow sensor measurements F1

and F2 in a final D/E to get a single validated flow measurement
As in the example, the information from the actual

measurements are always given higher weights compared to

analytic measurements in estimating their variable estimate.

When there are adequate sensors, as in the case of the discharge
pressure, no analytic models are used and the conventional

like-sensor comparison method with rule-based procedure

incorporated in the D/E logic provides an improvement to

detect the sensor faults.
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EPRI-PROJECTS

Steam Generator /Feedwater Subsystem Feasibility Study

The general design approach using the parity-space rep-

resentation and analytic redundancy techniques was first

demonstrated and reported in a feasibility study (EPRI NP-2110)

using the Steam Generator /Feedwater Subsystem of Baltimore

Gas & Electric's Calvert Cliff Unit 1 plant. The sensors subset

used in the study reflected the sensors in place at the Unit

with some exceptions. The signal validation. flow diagram and

the models were developed to isolate failures at the sensor level

in the subsystem, in addition to the components. A computer

code (C-E ZAMB03) developed by the contractor, combustion

Engineering, was used to calculate accurately the test cases

for the signal validation models to represent the subsystem

behavior during the steady-state and transient conditions. The

subsystem variables were corrupted with typical, uniformly

distributed sensor noise to simulate sensor outputs, and the

capability of the methodology to detect common-mode failures,

bias and scale-factor errors and sticking values was domonstrated.

Suppression Pool Parameters in a BWR

The signal validation methodology and the software developed

in the feasibility study was first applied to monitor the

Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) suppression pool parameters and

related sensors, for the General Public Utilities' (GPU) Oyster

Creek plant. As an outcome of this effort, contractors
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C.S. Dr:per Laborctorics and Nutsch Engincors hava dnvalop:d a

real-time signal validation program to validate the sensor

Lsignals for suppression pool temperature, level and pressure

including the status of the safety / relief valves. The analytic

measurements derived include: the Saftey Relief Valve (SRV) posi-

tion from the temperature rise in quencher bays, total SRV

steam flow using the Moody equation, total SRV steam flow

from change in steam flow / feed-flow mismatch, containment
!

spray system flow from pump discrete signals and four different j

estimates of the suppression pool bulk temperatures. The top

level signal validation flow diagram is shown in figure 2,

which accomodates both the current and planned upgrades to the

pool instrumentation, and provides a single validated measure

for the bulk temperature. The signal validation in this case was

tested (EPRI NP-3641)'using the test cases constructed from

RETRAN and CONTEMPT code runs and the steady-state data.

The suppression pool temperature is an important safety

parameter in BWRs, and it is used to initiate various ooeration

actions such as suppression pool cooling, scram, and depressuri-

zation, as determined by the Emergency Operating Procedures.

Also, the NRC has determined that a suppression pool temperature

monitoring system (SPTMS) is required to ensure that the

suppression pool temperature is within allowable limits in

NUREG-0783. In support of a reliable SPTMS, the real-time

signal validation program developed during this study, for

monitoring the BWR sensors, offers the following potential

benefits:

.
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| Figure 2. Top Level Signal Validation Flow Diagram

Legend

Varia bles - Subscripts MS-Main stream

T-Tempera ture WW-Wet Well MS-Main stream
P-Pressure DW-Dry Well PV-Pressure Vessel
L-Level SP-Suppression Pool RB-Reactor Building
F-Fl ow RV-Relief Valve CD-Containment Spray Discharge
D-Discrete Signal DM-Dome CS-Containment Spray

FW-Feedwater PC-Containment Spray Pump
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9 Reduced probability of operator misactions such as
delayed RHR initiation or inadvertent actuation based
on inadequate indications.

4 Increased plant availability resulting from allowing
continued plant operation with fewer or failed sensors

I
and at higher pool temperatures because of increased
redundancy and accuracy.

4 Potentially very significant and important economic )

' incentives because of the reduced need for additional
~ instrumentation, such as may be required by Regulatory
Guide 1.97, NUREG-0783, and NUREG-0661.

9 Detection of Common Cause Faildres hy use of diverse
analytic and direct measurements of suppression pool

relief valve positions and coolingbulk temperatures,
flow rates.

BWR SPDS Support

EPRI is currently pursuing to develop the signal validation

effort for other key parameters supporting the SPDS functions

using'GPU's Oyster Creek as the reference plant. The major part

of this effort is to validate the BWR vessel level both inside
and outside the core shroud, using the' extended Kalman filtering

'

approach. Figure 3 depicts the Oyster Creek vessel level and
The variables used in thepressure signal validation procedure.

suppression pool and BWR vessel validation are combined into a
thesingle libarary of software modules that would provide

The variablessignal validation for the Oyster Creek plant.

validated are:

1. Flow through reactor core

2. . Core spray system flow

3. Reactor level

4. Reactor vessel pressure

;
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5. Suppression pool level

6. Suppression pool temperature

7. Drywell pressure

8. Drywell temperature

9. Emergency relief valve positions

10. Neutron flux in core

11. Containment building pressure

12. Drywell sump level

13. Mode switch

14. SCRAM demand

15. Isolation demand

Measurements used in the validation designs were taken from the

lists of inputs to the plant computer or were derived from the

Oyster Creek P&ID book. The rule for determining which plant

sensors were available for use in signal validation was the

availability of sensor termination in the control room area.
,

This rule was used in place of the restriction to sensors

currently on the Oyster Creek computer interface to support

a more generic design requirement. Further, plant sensor

information from three of the Commonwealth Edison's BWR units

were used in developing the generic software to validate the

SPDS plant variables.

PWR SPDS Support; Validation and Implementation at Millstone-3
and Millstone-2 Plants

Working with nine utilities, EPRI developed a list of
iseighteen key variables for which the signal validation

and that would support the critical safety functionsnecessary

1
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~A,

used in the SPDS in the operating PWRs. Babock & Wilcox and
C.S. Draper Laboratories are the contractors in this project to
develop and test an on-line signal validation software for the
Wostinghouse and Combustion Engineering plants. As a part of this

project,'the signal validation functional requirements and design t

specifications documents are completed. The reports summarizing
the testing of the software at the Northeast Utilities'

Millstone-3 and Millstone-2 plants are scheduled to be completed*

in mid-1986 and mid-1987 respectively. When completed, the soft-

. are will be available in modular form with individual test casesw

i for each plant variable for use on the IBM-PCs.

The project results tx) date have been encouraging. Three

demonstrations have been made under the project auspices. The
'

first demonstrated the techniques of signal validation for a feed
,

i

pump's instruments along with the response of the validation-
software upon inducement of instrument failures. The second

1 .

demonstration used system level analytic models in an observer

technique for inferring natural circulation flowrate and cold
leg temperatute for a Westinghouse type plant. That demonstration ;

showed how advanced techniques cari be used to _ generate an indepen-

dent measurement of a nonmeasured variable. The final i

demonstration used the modules which have been

developed for the Millstone-2 plant. Simulated data was trans-

mitted through a data acquisition system into a process computer.

Instrument failures were simulated and the correct response of the
signal validation modules were observed. These demonstrations

I

i
-

|
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have shown that signal validation can be used successfully
.

in nuclear power plant applications.

This project, which will demonstrate signal validation

at M111 stone-3 and Millstone-2 host. sites will use a subset of
the critical safety functions defined for that plant. These

critical safety functions are: core cooling, reactor coolant

system heat removal, reactor coolant system integrity, contain-

ment integrity, reactivity control and reactor coolant system i

inventory. The variables that were selected for validation are:
Reactor Coolant Hot Leg Temperature

Reactor Coolant Cold Leg Temperature

Reactor Coolant Pressure

Reactor Coolant Flow

Residual Heat Removal Flow
Steam Generator Level

Steam Generator Pressure

Feedwater Flow

Neutron Flux

Pressurizer level

Letdown Flow
Emergency Sump Level
Containment Pressure

Core Exit Temperature

Control Rod Position
Subcooling Margin

High Pressure Injection Flow

Low Pressure Injection Flow

Figure 4 shows the effect of the plant specific signal
validation schemes in identifying the faults in the

pressurizer pressure (PPZR), reactor coolant system hot leg
t

.
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temperature (THOT).,flandacold leg temperature (TCOLD) and the 1
,,

. . 1r , . l' '

<

- steam generator.. pressure . (PSGI) . In the figure: 1g/R:n ,, ,

)-:-
,

The steam generator pressure module has a partially j--
,

'e consistent set of measurements. That is, measurement y
a

,
.1 and measurement 2'are inconsistent with each other, i

a

but they are both' consistent with measurement 3.

.The. hot. leg-temperature module also has a consistent
~

--
.

,

subset:of measurements. Measurement 2 has failed low'
> .;

S+. and ik' excluded, but the remaining measurements form
. . a consistent subset.
L f f,

- *The results from the pressurizer pressure module with'

three different sensor ranges are given. Measurements
2 and 4 are low range 0-1600-psi sensors that are pegged
high and_ removed.from the estimate.

The results from the reactor coolant cold leg temperature--

5 modu 1Aarpdepictedwiththree' decision / estimators,an
analytic 'racasurement and the use of the pump status to
6etermine the quality of the~ intermediate estimate varies7

L
as measurements fail, first one high, then one low.

' CONCLUDING REMARKS

-Thc..(signal validation is an essential element in thei

'

4 _ development or utilization of any computer-based operator-aid..

'N

y, . system. .Immediate potential applications are'in verif'ication of

zinput signals to the SPDS and plant controllers.' The parity--~

space andLanalytic redundancy techniques employed in the EPRI

. projects incorporate'the conventional, first-level validation
. checks, wherever possible. The.use of analytic redundancy offers

Lt' : 426g.: y
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a cost-effective alternative-to additional sensor. hardware ,

and allows the detection of both common-mode sensor failures
'

and the. failure of non-sensor components, such as valve stroking
mechanisms, pumps, and analog controllers that are modeler1 in

~

the analytic relationships. Although its fault isolation reso-
, ,

iv
lution is dependent upon the particular application, the '

5:

proposed. technique allows the rapid detection of the failure
,io

of one or more components within a set of relatively few "g.
components.

.

Investigations into causes of unavailability at PWR

plants have shown that for an average plant having about
~

30% unavailability, instrument failures alone account'for one

trip per year per plant and the average plant shutdt'wrh time is

around 24 hours. The data shows the variety of sources

of sensor failures and the dramatic effect these failures have
had on power productivity in terms of plant down time. If such

spurious trips could be eliminated via a sensor validation

method, a savings.of about $500,000 per year per plant could

be realized'by a utility, based on typical replacement power costs
for an 800 MW(e) unit for one day. In addition, avoidance of

such use of erroneous sensor-information would dramatically

reduce unnecessary challenges to plant protection systems,

thereby providing a'significant safety enhancement. It must
I

lxa realized that the instrument-failure-induced trip frequency
1

-has occurred in the presence of one or more of the techniques |

used currently. Therefore, it is evident that not only will

.l
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a-more-precise and robust sensor validation technique would

enhance plant safety, but it would also be cost beneficial

ul increased plant availability. Furthermore,
as a ras,3 ,t o 3

the-potential of the methods used in EPRI signal validation

projects to identify failures of non-sensor plant components
< . . -

,

fpromises' addit 1onal gains in safety and availability by
3

permitting timely and accurate operator action to alleviate

these disturbances.
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ON-LINE CORROSION CRACKING MONITOR DEVELOPMENT

|" by

J. D. Gilman and R. L. Jones
Electric Power Research Institute

ABSTRACT

On-line measurement of crack growth in nuclear plant operating
environments is technically feasible using an electrical potential
measurement technique. Applications to corrosion crack growth
monitoring are suggested because the majority of service-induced
. cracks are environmentally-assisted. Surveillance of existing
cracks at piping welds, using non-intrusive instrumentation, is a
relatively well developed application of the technology. A more
comprehensive on-line monitoring system would utilize internal
sensors having w;ll defined cracking characteristics. A computer-
based data processing capability can be coupled with predictive
models of corrosion cracking processes, so that short-term and
cumulative damage rates at crack locations can be displayed in
real time. It is suggested that component life extension and

j
maintenance cost reduction can be achieved through plant operator
interaction with a well-developed corrosion cracking monitor
system.

.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
/

Corrosion-assisted cracking of LWR components is a major cause of forced '

outages with associated high costs for repair or replacement of affected
components. When cracks are discovered, plant owners must choose between
repair or replacement alternatives, or they may elect to defer this decision
on the basis of evidence that the plant is safe to operate. Immediate

'
1
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.

replacement using a crack-resistant material may be extremely costly and
,

impractical, so attention is focused on means of limiting, predicting, and ,

monitoring the rate of growth of small existing cracks. A reliable assessment
4

of future crack enlargement is necessary to support a decision to defer repair
or replacement. Similarly, if a component is repaired without removing the
crack, a crack growth assessment is usually required.

|

l

A long-term research emphasis on these corrosion cracking problems has neces-
sitated the development of sensitive techniques for crack growth measurement
in high temperature water environments. One crack-following method which has j

'been used extensively in the laboratory is also finding useful applications in
operating plants. By monitoring instrumented cracks which have been intro-
duced directly into the reactor environment, operators can determine (for
example) the effectiveness of water chemistry controls in suppressing stress-
corrosion cracking. Known cracks in plant components, such as stress corro-
sion cracks in piping welds, can also be instrumented and monitored. Future
development goals envision plant operator interaction with a damage monitor-
ing, prediction and display system, leading to component life extension and
maintenance cost reduction.,

REVERSING DC ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL TECHNIQUE

|
| Electrical potential techniques in many variations have been used for crack

growth measurements, both in the laboratory and in field applications. The

! common feature of these techniques is an array of electrical probes in the
vicinity of the crack tihat sense small voltage changes resulting from distor-
tion'of a potential field by the crack. Both alternating current' and direct -

current systems have been developed, and each has advantages peculiar _to
>

j
different applications.

|
,

[ ;

A " reversing de potential monitoring technique" developed at General Electric;

was applied as early as 1978'in an EPRI study of crack growth in carbon !

steel.(1) Later, the method was adapted to the study of surface " thumbnail"
cracks in laboratory test specimens.(2) A calibration model converts voltage

|
1

|
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Figure 1. Laboratory test specimen fitted with potent.ial monitoring probes.

differentials between various pairs of surface-mounted probes (Figure 1) to an
estimate of the size and shape of the surface crack. Good crack-size esti-
mates are obtained for cracks that are roughly semielliptical (Figure 2),
using the mathematical description of the potential field surrounding an
ellipsoidal cavity. An algorithm selects the ideal semiellipse that best fits
the potential readings.

Nuclear plant monitoring requires a measurement system suitable for remote
operation, with long-term stability that is not influenced by temperature
changes. Several innovations and refinements make the reversing de system
(Figure 3) unusually stable and sensitive. Crack growth rates of the order of
a few thousandths of an inch per year can be resolved by some operational
laboratory systems. Thermoelectric effects are compensated by reversal of
current polarity at half-second intervals. Multiple potential readings (typ-
ically 16) are made before and after each current reversal, and these are
averaged to enhance the signal-to-noise ' ratio. The potential readings for
active probes are normalized with respect to a reference probe potential to
compensate for changes in current or in temperature-dependent material proper-
ties.(3) Use of direct current permits the use of long, unshielded leads
between the probe attachments at the component and the amplifier or nanovolt-
meter at which the potential is measured.
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PIPE CRACK MONITOR

Laboratory measurement of the growth of internal pipe weld defects has been
accomplished by attaching probes inside the pipe near the crack face, but the
procedure is difficult at best and inapplicable in the field. One objective

of this test program was to develop a way to monitor an internal pipe crack
using external, nonintrusive electrical probes.(4) An analytical study showed
that. surface cracks in a pipe or plate could be monitored with a useful degree
of accuracy using probes attached to the surface opposite the crack. The
crack must be. located using another technique such as ultrasonics, and the
surface-mounted leads must be accurately located with respect to the crack.
Given these conditions, the electrical potential difference across an external
probe pair is quite sensitive to depth increase of a long, shallow crack,
having an a spect ratio of 0.01. (Figure 4) The technique is less sensitive
to growth of a semicircular defect, having an aspect ratio of 0.5, but the
latter is of much less consequence to the structural integrity of the pipeng
system.
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Figure 4. Normalized electrical potential at. probes attached to the
surface opposite to a surface crack.
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In a laboratory demonstration at General Electric's Corporate Research and
Development Laboratory in Schenectady, internal defects in a 4-inch stainless
steel pipe were propagated by low-cycle fatigue while the pipe was filled with
290*C water. . Crack enlargement measured with external probes showed good

agreement with the crack size derived from internal probes (Figure 5) and from
post-test destructive examination.(5)

0
d : P1-113A
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<g : a
O
<
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a : .

N'
1800 2000 2200 2400 2600

CYCLES
EPfMf34

Figure 5. Enlargement of a pipe crack as measured by internal and external
potential monitoring probes.

Figure 6 shows a 4-inch pipe in GE's Pipe Test Laboratory in San Jose,
equipped with external probes at an internal corrosion crack location. The

material and environment are conducive to intergranular stress corrosion

cracking-(IGSCC). Tests currently in progress show a gradual increase of
potential during periods of constant loading that is indicative of IGSCC.
These tests are part of a project for assessment of degraded pipe repairs that
isbeingconductedforBWROwnersGroup-II.(6)

Techniques for monitoring small pipe must be modified for application to large
pipe in field applications, because it is not practical to pass a uniform

|

I
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| current'down a large pipe to create the potential field. The current source
<

and sink must be located close to the crack, to keep current requirements

;
. Current work in the Owners Group project will optimize probe locationslow.

|- and modify the analytical calibration model as required for large pipe appli-
. cations.

J

! Many IGSCC pipe cracks in operating plants have been reinforced by application
L
L .of a weld overlay, and there is incentive to monitor representative repairs in

the field to confirm the satisfactory long-term performance of this repair
technique.0) Monitoring a crack beneath'a weld overlay repair requires some

'further modification of the large-pipe calibration model to accommodate the?

thickness discontinuity in the pipe wall. A laboratory demonstration of IGSCC |'

I

|
monitoring of a 12-inch weld overlay repair is planned in early 1986.

! The calibration model for pipe crack a nitoring characterizes the crack as the [

! semiellipse for which the potential measurements most nearly conform to the

i mathematical calibration model. Cracks having well-defined length and depth [

f
should be adequately represented by this idealization. If the crack shape is ;

j very. irregular, as it may be for some IGSCC pipe cracks, a source of error is
-

f introduced. The accuracy of the pipe crack monitor in practical field appli- t

cations is likely to be limited primarily by this factor.
,

r
L

j STRESS CORROSION CRACKING SENSOR

i |

| The behavior of hypothetical or inaccessible cracks in reactor components can j

f be assessed with a stress corrosion cracking sensor of similar material and

! exposed to the same enviroment. For example, standard fracture mechanics
! specimens of several materials have been installed'in an autoclave in

f Commonwealth Edison's Dresden 2 plant and exposed under stress to reactor i

f coolant.(8) Crack growth data measure the effectiveness of hydrogen water
! chemistry in suppressing stress corrosion cracking in these materials. These

sensors aid in establishing the limits of benign water chemistry conditions,i

and they could also serve to measure the extent of SCC damage due to transient j

off-normal water chemistry conditions. Similar installations are planned in '

.

.

at least two other domestic plants, and in a Swedish plant. t

:

i c

!

I
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An alternative to in-plant installation of an autoclave and loading mechanism
is a preloaded, precracked sensor that can be inserted directly into the
rcactor at a location that provides an environment similar to that of the

component of interest.- The sensor must be mechanically and functionally I

roliable, and it should also be compact and self-loaded. A wedge-loaded
double cantilever beam sensor has been designed to meet these requirements.(9)
Side grooves maintain the crack in its plane, and a series of potential probe
pairs along the beam provide a very sensitive indication of crack extension.
The size, shape and dimensions of the sensor are selected to maintain the
d; sired crack stress intensity without loss of load due to stress relaxation.

Electrical leads may be routed within rather than outside of the sensor to

cinimize the likelihood of damage or loose parts.

The first in-plant application of the sensor is expected to be an in-core
installation in 1986. The objective of that effort is to acquire data on
irradiation-assisted stress corrosion cracking in an environment that cannot
be simulated outside of the reactor.

STRESS CORROSION MONITORING SYSTEM

A capability for direct measurement of accumulated SCC damage over a period of
time suggests application to residual life assessment of susceptible compo- 1

nents. Elements of a life prediction methodology are the crack growth
response of the sensor, the projected stress changes in the component, and a
predictive model that relates crack growth rate to stress, time and tempera-
ture. The sensor response is the key information characterizing the effect of
the environment at the crack. Loading history at the component, which differs

"

from that at the sensor, could be estimated from existing plant instrumenta-
tion or through additional sensors. Reliable predictive models for environ-
mentally-assisted crack growth rates are emerging from a separate line of
EPRI-sponsored research at GE.(10) It is expected that this information would
be processed by an on-site microcomputer performing the functions of data
acquisition, analysis, and display.4

!
i

,
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Reference 11 describes an operational system for on-liiie monitoring and life'

prediction of a fired steam boiler. While different material damage mech-
anisms predominate in this application, utilization of the data for life
prediction and life extension is similar in principle to the stress corrosion

: monitoring system.

There are both short-term and long-term incentives for the development of suchi-

!
a system. The plant. operator receives immediate feedback on the damage conse-
quences of unplanned water chemistry transients, and is able to gage the |!

| required time for corrective action to minimize damage. Planned procedures,

I and particularly those involving off-normal water chemistry, can be tailored
or optimized to increase the life of components, reducing repair outage costs.i

Component life prediction based on in-plant monitoring could also be useful in
determining appropriate inspection intervals.4

! In principle, growth of cracks in defected components can be predicted without ,

I the. necessity of in-plant measurements. If the material, the environment, the ;
*

: defect, and the stress are defined, and if models are available for relevant
,

'

material / environment combinations, the crack growth rate and tne component

life can be predicted.

I

f In practice, the reliability of such predictions is limited by uncertainty in
j some of the relevant parameters, or in the model itself. A stress corrosion

| monitor provides a means of confirming the predictive model, or of better

j characterizing the environmental parameters, under conditions that are well i

controlled with respect to stress and material variables. The corrosion |!

monitoring system will be useful if resulting component life predictions are
sufficiently reliable to support decisions that extend component life or avoid

!
; . unnecessary outage costs.

; i

i
>

!

t

:
:
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Severe Accident Containment Integrity

H.T. Tang

Electric Power Research Institute
3412 Hillview Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94303

Introduction

One aspect of source term consideration is the integrity of reac-
tor containment. The key question to be answered is how wil) the-

containment fail given pressure and temperature histories asso-
ciated with postulated, low probability, degraded core accident
scenarios. The failure mode has significant ramifications. If
the failure mode were a sudden gross one, such as a sudden rup-
ture of containment wall, large quantities of fission products
might be released to the environment immediately with potentially
large public health effects. However, if the failure mode were
some localized leakage which would lead to containment depres-
surization, the release of fission product would be gradual and
limited and public health effects would be very small. To ad-
dress this issue, a research program has been undertaken by EPRI
at Construction Technologies Laboratories (CTL) and Anatech
International, Inc. The former has the testing responsibility,
and the latter has the scope of developing an analytical model
for failure mode prediction. This paper summarizes the efforts
to date with emphasis on experimental findings.
First-Phase Effort

In the first phase of the testing program, concrete slabs repre-
senting segments from reinforced and prestressed containment
walls were tested under uniaxial and blaxial tensile loading to
understand prestressed and reinforced concrete deformation be-
havior. The slabs developed discrete cracks and stretched as
much as 21, which is equivalent to an increase in the containment
building diameter of about three feet. Also tested in the first
phase were segments of steel liner which, in a typical concrete
containment, are anchored to the containment inner surface to
serve as a leak-tight membrane. The liner plates, containing
butt welds or pipe penetrations, withstood up to 6% elongation
without rupturing. The first-phase test results are reported in
[1]. Data from selected tests in this phase of testing have been
used to benchmark the nonlinear, structural ABAQUS-EPGEN computer
code (2,3] for prediction of reinforced and prestressed concrete
behavior. The objective of the first phase effort is to provide
a basis for checking out the testing facility and analysis code
for actual failure characterization to be investigated in
Phase 2.

HTT/3981ST5b
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Second-Phase Effort

The second phase of testing addresses specifically the concrete
containment failure mcde characterization under internal over->

pressurization. A 50-million pound multi-axial reaction rig as,

shown in Figure 1 was fabricated at.CTL for such an investi"
gation. This rig is capable of testing full-scale concrete
containment wall segments. As shown in Figure 2, a leakage mon- i

itoring fixture was also installed to obtain information on leak- )
age through liner and concrete crack. To date, five tests have
been completed.

The preliminary test results of the five completed tests are sum-
marized in (4,5]. All specimens tested except for Specimen 2.54

were of full-scale prestressed concrete containment design with
the 1/4-inch prototypical steel liner anchored. Specimen 2.5 had
full-scale reinforcement and liner, but the thickness was of
half-size'because of the constraint of the test rig.

Out of the five completed tests, three are of particular signifi-
cance. 'In the following, the'important findings of these three
tests are highlighted.

Specimen 2.2

The first significant test is Specimen 2.2 as shown in Figures 3
and 4. The specimen had a weld in the liner plate running in the
meridional direction along the center line of the specimen. Con-

i tinuous light structural angles were used in the meridional di-
rection for-the liner plate anchorage. Part of the length (six
inches) along the weld seam was not welded. This " manufactured" [
crack was to act as a " calibrated" leak path to determine air
leak rates through the liner and concrete cracks during testing. .

,

| During the test, a two-to-one relationship was maintained between
the total loading in the hoop direction and the meridional direc-!

tion. The maximum average hoop strain reached was 1.65%, and the
maximum average meridional strain was 0.22%. Rebars in the hoop
direction reached 87.2 ksi which is 80% of ultimate, and the onesr.
in the meridional direction reached 65.7 ksi. The maximum liner'

stress reached was respectively 56.3 ksi hoop and 43.5 ksi meri-
,

dional which is about 15% above yield. Translating the specimen ;

response into an equivalent typical containment response (assumed
to be of 150 feet diameter), it corresponds to an internal pres-
sure of 135 psi with a diameter increase of 2.46 feet.

At the end of the test, it was found that the original six-inch-
long liner plate crack extended to a length of nine inches and

; the crack width opened from zero to three-eighths inch, Figure 5.
This liner tearing occurred in a very controlled manner indicat-
ing interaction between the liner and concrete. The significance
of this controlled. liner tearing is that it contradicts the hy-
pothesis of uncontrolled liner rupture. (Without the reinforced:

concrete'behind the liner, the crack would propagate unstably!

HTT/3981ST5b
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without arrest.) As the crack was opening up, leak rate informa-
tion was obtained as given in Table 1. Note that beyond the
liner plate crack width of 0.1054 inch, no meaningful data was
collected because the air supply system was exhausted.
Specimen 2.4

The second significant test is Specimen 2.4, Figures 6 and 7.
This was a full-ncale prestressed wall segment with a large pipe
penetration sleeve located at the center. The penetration was a
36-inch-diameter, 1-inch-thick pipe with a welded connection to
the 1/4-inch-thick liner plate. Testing included biaxial load,
outward punching shear, and monitoring of air leak-rates. The
maximum average hoop strain reached was 2.5%. The maximum ap-
plied reinforcement stress in the hoop direction was 95.3 ksi
(85% of ultimate) and the liner stress was 63.1 ksi. These
stresses correspond to an equivalent internal pressure of 141 psi
and diameter increase of 3.75 feet for a 150-foot-diameter
containment.

The outward punching shear applied was 897 kips at the time when
the maximum average strain in the hoop reinforcing was 2.5%. Up
to this point, no measurable air leakage was noted. (Because theliner side was covered as shown in Figure 7, it was not possible
to observe liner crack during the test.) However, while the
punching shear load was being removed, the pressure chamber be-
hind the liner was completely depressurized implying a liner
crack had developed. After disassembling the test fixtures, it
was found that indeed a crack of 16 inches at the sleeve-liner
plate junction region as shown in Figure 8 had developed. Al-
though the punching shear direction and magnitude applied in this
test was somewhat artificial, it showed that the more ductile
liner plate could develop cracks prior to the rupture of the re-
inforcing due to the high concentrated strain developed locally.
Consequently, it demonstrated that through liner-concrete inter-
action in a region of discontinuity, leakage due to liner crack
was probable.

Specimen 2.5

The most recent test was Specimen 2.5, Figures 9 and 10, which
was a large-scale element representing a junction region of the
wall and basemat of a prestressed concrete containment. The pur-
pose of Specimen 2.5 was to further investigate the localized
crack of liner as observed in Specimen 2.4. Two possible local-
ized points in Specimen 2.5 were in the discontinuous region of
the knee (wall-skirt intersection) and the basemat junction
(skirt-basemat intersection).
Loading on the specimen was intended to simulate the bending mo-
ment and shear in the containment wall and also the axial load in
the wall due to an internal pressurization. Since the test spec-
imen could not produce the exact boundary conditions as they
would be in a full-scale containment, analysis was performed to
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define the loading sequence that would produce the desired be-
havior corresponding to an internal pressurization of a full-
scale containment. Figure 11 shows schematically the loading
configuration. For this particular test, no stress was applied
to the linear plate or reinforcing in the hoop direction. In the

meridional direction, the maximum liner plate strain reached at
the wall-skirt junction was 2.25% and the maximum applied stress
at the wall end was 44.1 ksi. The maximum reinforcement strain
reached was 0.24% and the applied stress was 16 ksi.

At the wall-skirt junction, the liner plate had tended to
straighten out across the corner region. In straightening out,
due to tension in the liner, the liner plate tended to tear away
from the anchorage angles and also tore the backup channel (which
ran in the hoop direction) from the concrete. Inspection of the

liner after the termination of the test showed four locations atthe wall-skirt junction where small liner tears occurred as shown
in Figure 12. These small tears were in the discontinuity region
where the liner was first joined at the end of the anchorage an-

At the skirt-basemat junction, there was a similar tear atgles.one location where the liner plate joined with an anchorage angle.

These localized failure (tears) at the discontinu'cies require
very high strain concentration. The results of SJecimen 2.5 show
the potential for liner tearing in a containmen' at the wall-
skirt and skirt-basemat junctions due to an o"urpressurization.

Discussion

The teste performed to date demonstrate that

1. Unlike steel containment where nonlinearity is due mainly to
plastic deformation, the concrete containment invokes non-
linearity (geometric and material) very early into the in-
ternal pressurization loading due to concrete cracking and
concrete-liner interaction.

2. Liner will develop crack in the discontinuity region if high
load strain concentration is induced.

3. Liner crack will not develop if there is no discontinuity to
induce high strain concentration in the liner (results of
Specimens 2.1 and 2.2 which are not discussed in this paper).

4. Pre-existing crack or crack initiated at the discontinuity
region will arrest (instead of propagating in a uncontrolled
manner) due to concrete-liner interaction.

5. Liner anchorage appears to play a critical role in concrete-
liner interaction.

Consequently, for prestressed concrete containments, it is highly
probable that leak due to structural deformation as a consequence
of severe core induced overpressurization will develop prior to
break.
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Post-test correlation analyses are being performed to character-
ize the liner fracture strain at the discontinuity region. The
generic fracture strain calculated can be used in actual contain-
ment analysis for local leak location prediction. Also planned
are tests of similar specimens with reinforced configurations
where reinforcement in the containment wall is much more dense,
and the liner anchorage design is slightly different from the
prestressed one.
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Table 1

Leak Rate.Information at Various Enlargements

of the Crack

I

'

Liner Plate Crack Air Leak Rate Leak Rate Leak *
Width In. Pressure psi Liters / Min. t

0.0058 60 62 0.13
0.0234 50 132 0.27
0.0234 60 155 0.32,

0.0234 70 178 0.36
0.0370 50 204 0.42
0.0370 60 227 0.46
0.0370 70 258 0.52
0.1054 50 400 0.81
0.1054 60 530 1.08
0.1054 70 545 1.11

* Equivalent leak as t of containment volume per day.

,

*

,
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Post APS Source Term Research at EPRI

M. Merilo, F. Rahn, R. L. Ritzman
8. R. Sehgal and R. C. Vogel

Electric Power Research Institute
3412 Hillview Avenue

Palo Alto, California 94303

1.0 Introduction

Several significant occurrences have taken place since the last meeting a year
ago. The American Nuclear Society Report has been published (1). In
February, 1985 the American Physical Society report (2) became available. A
useful product of this report was a series of recommendations for further
work. Just recently NUREG-0956 (3) hs been published. Furthermore, the IDCOR
reports are now finished and published (4). As a result of the publication of
the IDCOR report we now have the fruits of a series of discussion between thet

hRC and IDCOR in the form of a list of some eighteen issues. These issues
have been very helpful in focusing the ongoing source term work. The impact
of these many recent " happenings" has been significant and indeed has not yet

; been completely evaluated and assimilated.

The subject matter of this paper is the EPRI program. This is a sufficiently
broad topic that it can not be successfully covered in its complete form. The
reader is urged to read the recent paper, " Source Term Research and
Prognosis" (5), which covers the EPRI program in more detail than can be done
here. The general approach taken for this paper is to emphasize only the
following several programs.

2.0 Surry Source Term and Consequence Analysis

The objectives of the work on evaluating the results of a degraded core
accident in a PWR in a large dry containment such as the Surry reactor were
two fold. Firstly, the project was undertaken to update the radiological
source terms for the Reactor Safety Study PWR (6) and to show the effect of
the updated source terms on radiological risk projections for the public fror
severe accidents. Secondly, the project was undertaken to determine the
utility of the available methodology for analyzing the outcomes of severe
accidents with respect to its technical completeness, its ease or difficulty

i of application, and its general scrutability or clarity of presentation. This
work was carried out by Science Applications International.

The accident sequences analyzed during the work were determined from a re-
examination of the Reactor Safety Study classification of dominant accidents
sequences for the Surry PWR as given in WASH-1400. This exercise identified
5 C (small LOCA with containment spray injection failure), TMLB' (transient2
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with failure to recover electric power), and V (interfacing LOCA) as the risk
dominant sequences that should be reanalyzed. The analytical methods used for
the reanalysis consisted of a series of computer codes: MARCH-2 (7) (general

_

thermal hydraulics), PSTAC (8) .(primary; system thermal hydraulics), -

3

(primary ,s' stem fission. product transport), MATADOR (10)TRAPMELT-82 (9) y
(containment fission product tra'nsport), CORCON-MODI (11) (core-concrete
interaction), and CRAC-2 (12) ,(public consequence .and risk evaluation).
Results of recent experimental . programs were used 'to specify in-vessel (13)

-

and ex-vessel (14) source material . release rates and to define best-estimate
retention factors for specific' auxiliary * structures (15) in key accident
sequences. Detailed plant data needed for the calculations were provided by
Virginia Power Company and staff at the Surry Nuclear Power Station.

-

The principal findings and conclusions developed during the .. study , were as.
-

follows.
~ "(1) The detailedI plant data that were collected for the Surry Nuclear Power

' Station confirmed most,of the parameters used in the Reactor. Safety. Study; _

.but they also. revealed threeL significant differences. .The data showed_ _

that,'the containment. base mat is made of siliceous. concrete instead of,
; limestone . concrete. . Design data. also showed that the: reactor' cavity,
' contains~ a water-filled neutron shield . tank, and ' analysis, suggested the
tank . would ~ f all 'immediately . af ter melt-through , of the . reactor' ' esselv

bottom head such that' water would drain,into thefcavity. Finally, plant
drawings' and, elementary calculat. ions confirmed ,that the safeguards, '_I
building would remain partially ' . flooded .throughout, the' postulated_

interfacing LOCA sequence. -;

, . 2
'

The first' difference, led to important changes.in. calculated core-concrete
interaction rates and gas evolution predictions.. The second difference ;
had an~ impact on .the. timing and consequence of ' core debris quenching in y

. the reactor cavity. The, third difference . introduced the potential for
,

aerosol /w'ater contact which could ' improve fission product retentionIby E
the safeguards building in the V accident eequence. (

(2) Thermal hydraulic calculations performed with the' MARCH-2 code and with'
realistic, plant performance dat.a indicated that the WASH-1400 SC =p #sequence would be a non-core-melt accident. On this basis the sequence
was eliminated as a major. risk contributor. .Its categorization as.a keyi ;

accident sequence in WASH-1400 appears to 'have been the result of an "

. overly conservative scenario analysis.. {l
.

(3) Thermal hydraulic' calculations performed with ,the MARCH-2/CORCON code f~

' combination and with newer plant data revealed that the TMLB.' sequence B-
would likely, be a " contained" accident . instead of .the ~ early containment r
rupture sequence ' postulated. in WASH-1400. Other recent analyses, shich
treat natural convection phenomena, also indicated that early venting of 2
the PCS would occur in the sequence. This. would. reduce threats to 1
containment integrity .that would be associated with RPV breach at ,high
pressures. 1 Fission product transport a'nalyses for this case produced

.small releases ,because of nominal containment leakage and efficient
A

_

b
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deposition processes. . Prolonged containment integrity and/or additional'

fission ~ product- removal was expected t'o preserve 'the ' low releases. The
~

"resulting s'ource term .for TMLB' was incre- than a factor of 100 below the
EWASH-1400' estimate.

,

'

x ; , o

(4) 'The'accideht sequence,wh_ich essentially determined the risk envelope for
'''

' the' Surry Nuclear Power ' Station in the present work was the. V sequence.
Its frequency was calculated to be a factor of 8 less than in WASH-1400,

' on the basis of testing procedures which had been introduced since
comp 4 tion" of the Reactor Safety ' Study.' In addition, depos'ition of

i - 'fi'ssion product aerosols on surfaces .along'' the transport | path to the
safeguards' building 'and' capture'by the water pool or by surfaces in'the'

' ' safeguards building -were calculated to result 'in a source term which was
a' factor of 10 less ' than the c'orrespo'nding WASH-1400[ assignment for thesequence. '

~(5) The public risk represented.by the upd.ated source terms:was assessed with
an " improved ' version ' of the computer ' code ' (CRAC)' than was used 'in the

' > Reactor Safety Study. The site population and' meteorological data used
in the calculations also came from Re' actor Safety Study files,1as did the
assumptions and rates regarding evacuation a'nd relocation. ,The resulting
analysis predicted no'carly. fatalities for the updated source' terms, and

.

"the latent! fatality (cancer) risk was calculated t'o be about a factor of
20' lower than produced by the corresponding | Reactor ~ Safety Study source

~

,

, terms. - .

9 ,, r ji

'(6) 'The analytical' methodology used' to generate' the new results -was~ found to
'' be" clearly' superior to the ' techniques us'ed 'in the earlier- Reactor' Safety
~ ' Study,'and'this permitted a more realistic analysis'of accident processes

.

and fission p'roduct behavior. However', the methodology was cumbersome
and expensive' to ap' ply b'ecause of the number of. manual 'interf aces between
computer codes,"the various'modeling'or programming errors"that required

'and 'the overall ' problem execution times' that' werecorrection,
encountered. . Furthermore, instances. arose where the methodology
contained either~inadequ' ate or no models'of phenomena / processes that were
considered important'to the source term calculations. In these cases the
results of' external analytical a'nd' experimental programs'were utilized to
provide alternate ^ 'models or to guide limiting assumptions. Limited

~ sensitivity calculations .were also performed 'to evaluate the' impact of
key parameters and these results were factored into the definition of the
best-estimate (updated) sour ~ce terms.

_
.

A ' complete " discussion ~' of the contents ofJ this 'st'udy is contained in' EPRI
ReportNP-4096'(8).

,

3.0 Recent STEP Results

The objective of the source term experimental program (STEP) is to conduct
in-reactor experiments on the behavior of volatile fission products for
conditions 2 representative 'of risk dominant ' LWR severe accidents sequences
(16-18)'. The data will be used to test and validate assumptions and~models of
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fission product release, transport, and deposition in such accidents. The

experiments will also yield supporting data about the timing and extent of
hydrogen generation, the timing of fuel degradation, the amount of volatile
fission product release, and the behavior of control rods during severe
accidents. The work is being conducted at Argonne National Laboratory and
receives major support from EPRI and support from DOE, NRC, Ontario Hydro and
Belgo-Huclaire.

Four tests were carried out in an in-pile test unit which was inserted into
the TREAT reactor. The in-pile vehicle comprises a bundle of four irradiated
(burnup of 30,000 to 40,000 mwd /t) fuel rods mounted inside zirconia flow and
insulator tubs and contained in a high-temperature alloy pressure tube.
Steam generated externally enters the bottom of the pressure tube and exits at
the top, after having traversed the test fuel and a sample collection region.

The sample collection region contains a sample tree upon which are mounted
various types of deposition coupons at three elevations, the post-test
examination of which is used to gather information on fission product
chemistry and to measure aerosol characteristics. A hydrogen monitor is also
included to study the Zircaloy water reaction. A port near the bottom and
another near the top of the sample collection region each draw a side stream
of 6% of the total flow from the flowing steam into an aerosol
characterization system containing labyrinthine sedimentation chambers, fine
wire impactors, and microweave metal filters. Each system incorporates three
separate flow paths that can be operated independently by external flow
control valves to allow limited temporal resolution. The metal filters are
scanned by radiation detection instruments during and after the test.
Thermocouples are located both internal and external to the vehicle, which is
mounted inside a secondary can. The vehicle is kept above the steam
saturation temperature during the test by means of heater tapes (nominal
temperature of 644K). It is designed 50 that fuel loading and post-test
disassembly and sample recovery may be accomplished remotely.

The first STEP test was a simulation of a PWR unterminated large-break LOCA
(WASH-1400: AD). This test was run at a pressure of 45 psia (0.31 MPa), with
steam velocity varying from 5.5 to 1.9 lb/h (0.69-0.24 g/s) and a temperature
ramp rate of 5.4* F/s (3 K/s). The second STEP test was a simulation of a BWR
feedwater failure transient with the concomitant failure of core makeup water
systems and residual heat removal systems (WASH-1400: TQUW). This test was
run at a pressure of 25 psia (0.17 MPa), with stem velocity varying from 2.7
to 1.8 lb/h (0.34-0.23 g/s) and a temperature ramp rate of 4.3* F/s
(2.4 K/s). The third test simulated the loss of all ac power and of reactor

coolant system heat removal in a PWR (WASH-1400: TMLB'), and the fourth was a
TMLB' simulation with silver alloy control rods in place. These last two
tests were run at 1130 psia (7.8 MPa), with steam velocity varying from 4.3 to
1.9 lb/h (0.54-0.24 g/s) and a planned temperature ramp rate of 1* F/s
(0.6 K/s).

All tests performed satisfactorily and the effort is now focused on the
processing and analysis of data recorded during the tests and on the recovery,
instrumental analysis, and interpretation of the fission product and aerosol
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characterization samples that were present in each experiment. Hydrogen and 1

fission products were released in all tests. The hydrogen yields generally
agree with predictions of the more popular models. The relative fission
product activity measured in the sample collection region of the in-pile test
units varied between tests. The levels were similar for STEP-1 and STEP-2.
However the levels for STEP-3 and STEP-4 were lower by roughly an order of
magnitude. Gamma scans of the sample tree as well as the aerosol canister
effluent filters indicated the same result. Cesium radionuclides were
detected in all four tests, iodine radionuclides were detected in the gamma
scans from only STEP-1 and STEP-2, and tellurium radionuclides were identified
only in the gamma scans from STEP-1.

The lower activity levels in STEP-3 and STEP-4 are considered to be the result
of several factors. First, the lower gas flow velocities (<1 cm/sec) in these
experiments should have caused less transport of radionuclides through the

_vehicle. Second the lower ultimate fuel temperatures and reduced time at
temperature for the experiments should have caused a smaller release of
fission products from the fuel. Actually, the fuel temperatures in STEP-3 and
STEP-4 were even lower than anticipated before the tests while the temperature
of the gas and structures above the fuel zone were higher than anticipated.
It has been postulated that this was the result of thermal convection which
developed in this region of the vehicle under the low forced-flow conditions
that existed in the two tests.

Preliminary observations obtained from limited SEM, microprobe, and particle
characterization analyses that have been done on STEP-1 samples to date
indicate the following. Considerable amounts of tin were identified on
deposition samples. In addition, several sample sites indicated co-deposition
of cesium with molybdenum, and cesium with iodine. In some cases silver has
also been identified as a component with cesium and iodine. The results of
the initial particle counting analyses indicate that the distribution function
obtained from particles sampled from the lower canister (open during the last
half of the test) are in rough agreement (within one order of magnitude of
ten) with the distribution function obtained from particles sampled from the
upper canister (open during the first half of the test) in the particle
diameter range between 0.1 and 1.0 um. Furthermore there is good agreement
between the data taken frcm different areas and wires. The maximum in each of
these distributions lies at approximately 0.4 um. These results support the -

conclusion that gcr STf)P-1 a large population (with particle concentrations onthe order of 10 p/cm of submicrometer particles was formed, and that this
comprised the majority of particles that entered either canister port during
either half of the test.

_

Work is continuing on the post-test examination of oata and samples from all
four STEP tests.

4.0 Effects of Thermal Convection in Postulated High Pressure Ar.cideits-
in PWRs

Consequences of the postulated PWR high pressure scenarios e.g., iMLB' a id S 07(small LOCA with failure of ECC injection system), have been ev. luater with

_
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the NRC code MARCH (19) and the IDCOR code MAAP (20) for the core heat-up and
degradation calculation. These codes mainly employ the "once-through" forced
convection flow modeling, in which the steam and hydrogen generated flow
through the core, PWR vessel, piping and components, in a uni-directional
fashion. The MAAP code transports the fission products generated during the
core heat-up and deposits them on the piping and the components, which
increase in temperature due to the fission product self-heating. A natural
convection flow model has recently been introduced in the MAAP tode.

The "once-through" convective flows may not be valid during the core heat-up
and degradation phase, when there is a radial variation of the steam heat-up
and hydrogen generation in the core. Buoyancy-driven natural convective flows
develop between the core and the upper plenum, the upper plenum and the do ne,
and the upper plenum and the rest of the primary system loops. These flows

.

distribute the heat generated in the core to the upper parts of the PWR vessel'

and the primary coolant system. These flows, therefore, affect (a) the

magnitude and the rate of hydrogen generation, (b) the elapsed time before
start of core melting, (c) the transport of fission products in the PWR
primary coolant system (PCS), (d) the temperature of the PCS piping and
components, (e) the revaporization of the fission products from the PCS
surfaces, and, lastly, and of particular importance, (f) the course of high
pressure accidents.

Inclusion of natural convection flow modeling, and determination of its effect
on the parameters mentioned above, is the objective of the recent analytical
work with the CORMLT code (21-23) and of the recent experimental work at
Westinghouse. Of particular significance is the temperature history of the,

, PWR PCS to assess if, for the risk-dominant high pressure scenarios, a local
failure in the PCS may occur before the postulated vessel melt-through and
radically alter the consequences of such accidents.

Some initial results for the temperature histories of PCS piping and
pressurizer gas were obtaine from the CORMLT code. A representative result

is shown in Figure 1. It is seen that the temperatures of surge line piping
reaches very high values. If attention is directed to times prior to core
degradation (say, -3000s) for which geometrical complications in flow modeling
have yet to occur, it is seen that pipe-wall temperatures are still so high
(approaching 1260K (1800"F)) as to question mechanical survivability. (At
1800"F, the yield stress of steel is less than 20% of its value at normal
operating temperatures.) The gas-discharge temperatures from the pressurizer
are also very high, and at these temperatures it is doubtful that the (spring-
luaded'j safely valve 3 will upeiole as Je2 ; 9iied .

Experimental benchmarking work at Westinghouse R&D Laboratories involves
simulated accident conditions in a 1/7th linear-scale-replica of a

Westinghouse PWR core, upper plenum, piping and steam generators. Experiments
using low prnssure water and SF6 gas have been performed. Visual observations
of flow patterns and motion picture records were obtained and core heater
watt-meter data were digitally recorded and stored at selected intervals. A

two-color, laser-doppler anemometer system with traversing optics was used to
obtain velocities in the front row of fuel assemblies, and in line with or in
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the behind the front row of guide tubes, and support tubes in the upper plenum
(Figure 2).

Argonne National Laboratory uses the COMMIX-1A code (24), a three-dimensional
fluid flow code, to analyze and pre-predict the data measured in the
Westinghouse tests. The ultimate objective is to obtain benchmark predictions
of the temperature histories, in a few prototypic postulated accidents, and to
use the results to normalize the predictions made with the CORMLT code for the
relevant part of the in-vessel accident progression.

The experimental work described above is continuing; however, it has

progressed to the point that some conclusions can be drawn. There are ample
data to show that natural convection flows will play a dominant role in the
early part of the postulated high pressure severe accidents in PWRs. The

analytical developments in the CORMLT code, and their application to the
postulated TMLB' and S 0 scenarios, have shuwn that a substantial part of thep
heat generated in the core will be transferred to the primary system during
the early part of these accidents. Oxidation of zircaloy cladding, and

initiation of melting in the core, may be delayed substantially to provide the
operator with more time to correct the faulted concitions, which lead to the
postulated accident.

The . primary system calculated temperatures for the postulated TMLB' accident
achieved high values quite early in the accident. It is probable that local

failures in the primary circuit to the pressurizer will occur. As pointed out
earlier, this will alter the course of a high pressure accident and reduce the
consequences, particularly with respect to containment challenge from direct
heating loads.

5.0 LACE

The LWR Aerosol Containment Experiments (LACE) program will investigate
inherent aerosol behavior for postulated accident situations where high
consequences are presently calculated because either the containment is
bypassed altogether, the containment function is impaired early in the
accident, or delayed containment failure occurs simultaneously with a large
fission product release. The associated computer code - data comparison part
of the LACE program will be used to validate thermal-hydrualic and aerosol
computer codes used in LWR accident analyses.

The LACE program is sponsored by an international consortium consisting of
sponsors from eight countries (Finland, France. Italy, Japan, Sweden
Switzerland, United Kingdom, and the United States) and the Commission of
European Communities. The sponsors within the United States are the New York
Power Authority, U.S. DOE and U.S. NRC. EPRI is the lead organization in the
LACE program. As such, EPRI is responsible for the formulation of the
project's work sccpe and day-to-day management.

The LACE program consists of three main areas: large-scale tests, support
studies, and computer code - data comparison studies. The large-scale tests
will be performed in the HEDL CSTF. Test results will be compared to

k
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applicable aerosol and thermal-hydraul.ic 4 computer codes under controlled
conditions'. Both pre-test and post-test computer code comparisons with test
data will be completed. Each member of the consortium will also provide
indirect support to the programi either in terms of small-scale supporting
tests, computer calculations, or on2 site manpower.

'
! ;

,

The initial containment bypass scoping tests + have been| completed, data
analyzed, and a draf t report writt'en.1 Six large-scale LACE tests have been
defined with test objectives and con'ditions. tTest plans have been completed
for the first_thr.ee . LACE tests. ,, Preparations ,and facility modifications for
the first LACE ,, test have been. completed',f and ,present efforts are directedo "

towards development of a su.;itable-insoltible aerosol, source.i
- ovau 4j , ,

,

6.0 Concluding-Comments i ! v. . -*

'

g ; |- . !

In the preceeding paragraphs sever,alj! supportedimpddtant EPRI programs are discussedalong with discussions of programs. by other organizations in
s

addition to EPRI. I.t is our be. lief.',that very significant , progress has been
made in developing an!understandingfor'seriobs reactor accidents and that this
understanding has nod, reached,a point' permitting' regulatory decision.
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